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Editorial…… 

It is heartening to note that our journal is able to sustain the enthusiasm 
and covering various facets of knowledge.  It is our hope that IJMER would 
continue to live up to its fullest expectations savoring the thoughts of the 
intellectuals associated with its functioning .Our progress is steady and we are in 
a position now to receive evaluate and publish as many articles as we can. The 
response from the academicians and scholars is excellent and we are proud to 
acknowledge this stimulating aspect. 

The writers with their rich research experience in the academic fields are 
contributing excellently and making IJMER march to progress as envisaged. The 
interdisciplinary topics bring in a spirit of immense participation enabling us to 
understand the relations in the growing competitive world. Our endeavour will be 
to keep IJMER as a perfect tool in making all its participants to work to unity 
with their thoughts and action.  

The Editor thanks one and all for their input towards the growth of the 
Knowledge Based Society. All of us together are making continues efforts to 
make our predictions true in making IJMER, a Journal of Repute  

 
Dr.K.Victor Babu 

Editor-in-Chief  
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MITAVADI C.KRISHNAN AND DOWNTRODDEN MOVEMENT IN KERALA 
 

Dr.Padmanabhan.N 
Principal,CAS College,Madayi-Kannur 

Abstract 
Mitavadi C.Krishnan was the forefront fighter for the implementation of the 

revolutionary socialist reforms that Sree Narayana Guru preached for the upliftment of 
the downtrodden people of Kerala. He was called ‘Mitavadi’ after the newspaper that he 
published for spreading the message of the reformatory movement. He was born on 11th 
June 1867 and was a well-educated personality. Though he entered into the government 
service and risen to the higher position by virtue of his education and affluence, 
Mitavadi C.Krishnan  sacrificed all those for leading the backward classes out of the 
social dungeons to enjoy the sunshine and freedom, like the members of the so called 
forward communities, up to his death on 29th November 1938.He was convinced that the 
liberal ideas imparted by western education would lead to the eradication of casteism, 
superstition, untouchability and other evils of the caste-ridden society. In the matter of 
social reform, the British administration in Malabar region, on the whole, evinced 
progressive outlooks, unlike the rulers of Cochin and Travancore. This made him an 
admirer of the British, but this too was not without reservations, as occasions demanded. 
He supported the British rule, as he was suspicious of the national freedom that would 
be won without putting an end to the social inequalities. He worked in the Malabar 
region for spreading the activities of SNDP Yogam. He criticized Mahatma Gandhi and 
Congress as they were not addressing the social evils in his speeches, but he was not 
their opponent. He did not believe in the attitude of the Congress Party that social evils 
could be eliminated after getting freedom for the country. C.Krishnan’s editorials 
warned the rulers when their rulings were against the downtrodden. He wrote in an 
editorial that the real owners of land are the people and not the King and his 
government.  
 
Keywords: Downtrodden, Human Rights, Mitavadi, Casteism, Superstition, 
Untouchability. 
 
Introduction 
 The 19th century was a turning point in the history of Kerala.  A new era was set in 
Kerala that witnessed the emergence of a new society. Kerala experienced an 
intellectual revolution during this period that changed the outlook of the people 
thoroughly. The establishment of printing press and easy availability of books removed 
the traditional barriers in education and made it accessible to more people1.  The impact 
of the western education on Malayalam is important. A striking feature of this period 
was that the Christian missionaries introduced Malayalam as a medium in their primary 
schools. Thus, Malayalam became a powerful vehicle for social reform and patriotism2. 
As a spokesman for the rights of the tenants, a crusader for civil and human rights, a 
fearless editor, a great orator, a free thinker, a social reformer and a banker, Mitavadi 
C.Krishnan had left an indelible impression on Malayalees. His name is inevitably 
connected with the social revolution in Kerala and the contribution he made to the 
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creation of modern Kerala society, with its democratic secular culture and human values 
will always be remembered and appreciated3. The history of Kerala's development is 
incomplete without due recognition of his life and career. 
Early Life 
 Mithavadi C Krishnan was a High Court lawyer, a journalist, a social revolutionary, a 
rationalist, and Neo -Buddhist missionary4. Born on 11th June 1867, Mitavadi 
C.Krishnan brought up in a rich family at Chavakkadu in Thrissur district and was a 
well-educated personality5.  He was born instinct in Journalism. With the close contact 
of Dr. P. Palpu6, he established the Kerala Sanchari at Madras, with himself as chief 
editor7.  Upon completion of LLB, C.Krishnan came to Calicut and practiced as a 
lawyer in the district court. But his prime concern was the upliftment of his community8.  
He worked in the Malabar region for spreading the activities of the SNDP, an 
association that was formed for fighting for the progressive ideals that Sree Narayana 
Guru formulated for the social upliftment of the downtrodden people9. He participated 
in many conventions that the ‘Yogam’ organized and chaired its 9th anniversary that 
was held at Sivagiri along with the consecration ceremony of ‘Sharada’ temple there10. 
He was called ‘Mitavadi’ C. Krishnan after the newspaper that he published from 1913 
to 1938 from Calicut for spreading the message of the reformatory movement. Mitavadi 
was the "Bible" of the socially depressed.11 C Krishnan was an argumentative man in its 
most radical and emancipating sense.  Mithavadi was a powerful voice of the subaltern 
and the untouchable struggling people in Kerala.   
 During the early decades of the 20th century Mitavadi was the only paper that advocated 
for the rights of the downtrodden people.  It was started in 1908 from Tellicherry under 
Moorkoth Kumaran12 was later shifted to Calicut in 1913 to be published as a magazine 
and later on a daily, under C. Krishnan.  Mithavadi was the first newspaper that 
effectively handled the social issues and waged an endless war against caste and 
untouchability. The enlightening weekly notes of Sahodaran Ayyappan also appeared 
regularly in Mithavadi13.  It extended staunch support for the peasants’ uprisings in 
Malabar.  It also utilized its columns for the propagation of the Buddhist ideology14. In 
the very first issue itself, Mithavadi C.Krishnan made his policy clear: “this magazine is 
aimed at giving some relief to the members of the Thiyya community who experience 
much difficulty in not having a newspaper or magazine of their own in Malabar”15. 
  Krishnan could run Mitavadi as a magazine, with excellence as far as possible until 
December 1920.  From January 1921 to October 1938, it was a weekly. Besides 
community matters, literature also had a prominent place in it. Unfortunately, sometime 
before his death on 29th November, 1938, Mitavadi was closed down16.  Later on, his 
son-in-law K.R. Achuthan resumed it as a weekly again; but it did not continue long17.  
It is doubtful whether there is any other paper in Kerala like Mitavadi that 
simultaneously worked for the integration and enlightenment of a community.Mitavadi 
C. Krishnan was appointed as the Dharmakarthaof all Ashrama properties, including its 
temples and mutts.  He was not only an excellent organizer but also an able fund 
raiser18. Krishnan worked for the solidarity and emancipation of the Thiyya community 
through different ways.  He was aware of the Thiyya might, in terms of population.  But 
the lack of consolidation and unity pained him much. He not only wrote articles and 
made campaigns but also organized conventions giving wide publicity19.  As a part of 
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the programme, a meeting of the Kochi Ezhava Samajam was celebrated at Thrissur in 
April 1916.  Chaired by him, Moorkoth Kumaran gave the keynote address for the 
founding of the Samajam and the media in both English and Malayalam published 
editorials and editor’s note on it20. 
 C. Krishnan was an ardent devotee of Mahatma Gandhi’s ideals in the early stage later 
he became a bitter detractor of him. This was a result of his fierce commitment to the 
upliftment of the backward classes and his apprehension that the upper caste leadership 
of the Indian National Congress would never do social justice to the downtrodden 21. 
Around 1918, he invited Mahatma Gandhi to preside over a meeting at Paran Square, 
Calicut. He wanted Mahatma Gandhi to give prime importance for the elimination of 
casteism and liked it to be included as the first programme in the political agenda of the 
Congress22. Krishnan believed that political freedom would be meaningless without 
social freedom. Mahatma Gandhi listened to his views and he meditated on Krishnan's 
views. After Mahatma Gandhi's meeting with Krishnan, he gave importance to the fight 
against injustice and inequalities of all kinds caused by casteism. 
 A defender of human and civil rights, C. Krishnan always championed the 
cause of individuals who were denied their rights. He severely criticized the British 
government policies which were unjust and detrimental to the welfare of the masses and 
was always careful to judge the policies and decisions of the government on their merits. 
He opposed tooth and nail black laws and inhuman policies introduced by the British23. 
He organized meetings at Calicut to protest against the infamous Rowlett Act of 1919. 
His stinging indictment of the Madras Budget (1931-32) is a clear indication of his 
neutral and objective assessment of government policies. He argued that the reforms 
introduced by the government during the last fifteen years had ended in sheer waste24. 
  C. Krishnan supported the British rule because he believed that freedom for 
rule without freedom from serfdom was meaningless. As a consequence of his 
witnessing the bloodshed and inhuman violence of the Malabar Rebellion in 1921, 
which was partly due to Congress's inefficiency in containing violence, C. Krishnan 
became a critic of Mahatma Gandhi's Non-Cooperation Movement as he blamed him for 
his failure to prevent the Malabar rebellion25. He was suspicious of the national freedom 
that would be won without putting an end to the social inequalities and was conscious of 
the fact that the downtrodden and suffering people of India had imbibed the ideals of 
freedom and progress just from the education and the systems that the British stood for. 
K. Kelappan26, a great follower of Mahatma Gandhi, observed that C. Krishnan could 
not be found fault with for his support for the British. He did not believe in the attitude 
of the Congress Party that social evils could be eliminatedevenafter getting freedom for 
the country. 
 C. Krishnan chaired the Youth Convention held at Cherthala in 1924 and 
angered that the Congress Party was not fighting for the eradication of the social evils 
that degraded socially the backward classes27. In 1936 he wrote that in a country with 
communities having diverse interests, there would be no nationalist feeling. India will be 
remained disunited just because Hindus, Muslims and Christians are very rarely united 
and worked together with mutual trust. His observed that it is more difficult to unite 
various castes in Hinduism than different religions remains true even decades after 
India’s independence. In 1937 again he wrote that freedom won without gaining 
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equality for all would lead to the domination of the minorities by the majority 
communities28. He wanted the nationalists to find a solution for wiping out the 
impediments to social equality as political freedom would be meaningful only if various 
social groups tried for friendship between them. 
  Krishnan resisted all Caste injustices and inequalities which   is convincingly proved by 
his famous ‘Breach of Tali Road’29, a memorandum signed by more than 100 persons, 
requesting to lift the ban on lower communities using the Tali temple roads, forwarded 
to the District Collector F.B. Evans. He was negative in this regard and left the position 
soon and was succeeded by J.A. Thoran, who was appointed as the acting Collector. 
Krishnan thought that this was the most favorable occasion and decided to intensify his 
efforts to get the ban lifted30. Meanwhile, on Ist November 1917 two notice boards 
appeared on the temple walls, banning the lower communities like the Thiyyas the right 
to walk along the temple road 31. C. Krishnan did not waste any time in breaking this 
law.  Along with his close friend Manjeri Rama Iyer32 he travelled along the Tali road, 
where the board appeared, in a horse cart on the same day33. J.A. Thoran did not dare to 
take any action.  Apart from writing a letter to the collector, Krishnan wrote an editorial 
in Mitavadi criticizing the wicked deed34.  Kerala Pathrika expressed its happiness in his 
daring deed by publishing a special article congratulating him35.  Anyhow by that act of 
C.Krishnan everybody got the freedom to walk along the Tali road. This incident sheds 
lights on the multi-faceted personality of him 36.  It is true that Krishnan was 
controversial for having been favouring always the British.  But this is self explanatory 
that whenever he found fault with the British officers, he did not hesitate to criticize 
them. 
 Mitavadi C. Krishnan extended open support to Dr. K.V. Choi, a Thiyya, who walked 
along the temple tank near Chalapurm in 1919.  The temple authorities filed a criminal 
case against him in the sub-magistrate’s court, Calicut. New India of 22nd February 1919 
reported it as a sensational case of pollution and this was the first case of its kind in 
Malabar37. On Krishnan’s advice, Manjeri Rama Iyer defended Dr. Choi and won the 
case.     In those days lower castes were not allowed to walk along the Sree 
Sankarapuram bazaar of Kodungalloor.  They were allowed only to walk through a 
narrow lane running through the right side of the bazaar, which was stinking due to the 
deposit of garbage and urination of the public38. Therefore, another memorandum of 
grievances was submitted in 1917 to the Cochin Maharaja by the Ezhava Samajam of 
Kodungalloor to lift the ban.  Krishnan sent the copies of this memorial to the important 
English dailies like ‘The Hindu’ and ‘New India’ and to the leaders of the Justice Party 
like Thyaga Raja Chetty and P. Kesava Pillai39.  In his fight for the social justice, 
Krishnan did not hesitate to wage a war even with the Maharaja.  As in many places in 
Thrippunithura all the Thiyyas had to suffer many bitter experiences due to 
untouchability.  Krishnan condemned this in an editorial in Mitavadi. “The tyrannies 
experienced by our community have become intense in Thrippunithura where the royal 
families of Cochin are also residing.We should not fear at all in claiming our right for 
the freedom to walk along the road”40. 
 At the same time C. Krishnan lauded the Congress for participating in the 
struggle of the backward classes in Travancore for the right to have access to temple 
roads at the famous temple at Vaikom in 1924-1925. He was in the forefront of people 
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who supported the Vaikom Satygraha by providing material support. He wrote many 
editorials in his newspaper supporting this cause. He warned the government that the 
real owners of the land were the people and not the king41. 
 C. Krishnan believed that means to livelihood and education were essential for 
self-respect. He urged the downtrodden people not to think of class differences. In an 
editorial he wrote in 1916 that though freedom for government employment was the 
right of the backward classes, it was not the only means for their upliftment. Though the 
Jews were persecuted in Europe by the Christian kings and people, they never went 
down in their social status. Likewise, others might try to prevent the untouchables from 
getting education, and the use of public roads. But, they could not prevent them from 
being honest, and also from rejecting the drinking of liquor42.Mitavadi C. Krishnan 
exhorted that use of liquor was the major cause for human misery. He knew that 
drunkards were ruining themselves, besides spoiling their families, society and 
ultimately the state itself. Consumption of liquor, he thought, would take away the 
brighter side of human life, and the drunkard would be the best friend of darkness43. 
 C. Krishnan believed that education can ensure progress, and its denial can 
invite demotion at all levels. At a time when education was a privilege and right of 
Upper Castes, establishment of 'Balaprabodhini Sanskrit Patasala' by him was a frontal 
attack on the absolute right of the upper caste to have Sanskrit education. This later 
became a centre of learning44. For the educational, and socio- cultural development of 
the depressed classes, he formed a club in Calicut called S.N.D.P. Club in 1912. 
Progressive social reforms always caught the attention of C. Krishnan. Child marriage, 
Untouchability, superstitions, polygamy and polyandry and women’s freedom naturally 
fell under the spheres of activity of him. Through his columns in Mitavadi, he 
championed women's rights, condemning the oppression of and violence to women. He 
argued for equal pay and equal opportunities for women, stressing that a civil society 
could exist only if all its members enjoyed equal rights. Discrimination against women 
was a violation of human rights45. Whenever he came to know about crimes against 
women, C. Krishnan came forward to defend the cause of them. 
 Since reforms ensured the economic progress of the tenants, C. Krishnan 
strongly pleaded for radical changes in this regard. Most of the tenants were from the 
socially backward classes and as such their social elevation had to be supplemented by 
economic salvation. C. Krishnan played an important part in the tenancy reform 
agitation in Malabar which resulted in the passing of the Malabar Tenancy Act of 
193046.For the economic upliftment of the depressed classes C. Krishnan started Calicut 
Bank in 1909. However, his friends and relatives were responsible for the liquidation of 
the bank. Subsequently, on the advice of C. Krishnan, Ramavilasom Bank was started in 
Travancore by a staff of Calicut bank for the depressed classes47. Though C. Krishnan's 
banking enterprise did not succeed, it taught the depressed classes the great lesson of 
economic self-reliance. 
  The life of C. Krishnan stands as an example of dedicated workers who 
surrounded Sri Narayana Guru who championed human equality for the upliftment of 
the degraded people. Albeit influenced and initiated by the Guru, C. Krishnan had his 
own views especially with regard to his propagating of Buddhism48. To him Buddhism 
was a sect that upheld the concept of equality and brotherhood. Humanism found its 
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torrential flow from the fertile brain of the Buddha. Buddhism was not a temporary and 
convenience-based asylum for the lower castes, but a permanent faith which upheld 
elements like love, fraternity and human dignity 49. To him 'Buddha is an embodiment of 
the softest of human feelings, compassion and love’. His planned programme in 
propagating Buddhism was the result of his basic conviction, and not a calculated 
strategy to provide succor to the discriminated sections. 
 During the 1920s Mitavadi C.Krishnan invited Buddhist monks from Srilanka to re-
disseminate the gospel of Buddha in Kerala.  He was also a part of the great conversion 
debate that shook the foundations of Hindu domination in Kerala. He argued for 
conversion to Buddhism that startled the orthodox Brahmanical forces and persuaded 
them to share political power in some reluctant and compromised ways50. But still the 
Savarnas are chewing the cud of their medieval hegemony and golden past under the 
Brahman-Sudra nocturnal alliances in education and public service sectors.  They are 
assaulting the constitution and its spirit of inclusion and representation as materialized in 
the affirmative action policies called reservation almost every day in public spaces and 
government offices in covert and allusive ways51. It is significant to remember here that 
Ambedkar developed his philosophy of social democracy and inclusion from Buddhism 
that is the gravest critique of caste and Brahmanism in India. 
 In such contexts of growing hidden hegemony in public sphere it is important to 
remember and uphold the spirit of the socio-cultural struggles and revolutions that 
democratized Kerala during the renaissance.  Temple entry and legislative reforms and 
civil rights moves were direct outcomes of the great Neo -Buddhist discourse in Kerala 
launched by the brave organic intellectual mentioned above52.  Neo Buddhism in Kerala 
was a part of the cultural and emancipating politics of the leaders who used it effectively 
to subvert the pseudo spiritual monopolies and power centers of Hindu Brahmanism. C. 
Krishnan's social work and his championing of the rights of the depressed people led to 
important responsibilities. He was the first non-official president of the Calicut Taluk 
Board and occupied that position for ten years53. He served as the member of the 
Malabar District Board and Calicut Municipal Council. He was a nominated member of 
the Madras Legislative Council from 1930 to 1936. 
 
Conclusion 
 Of the several reformers of Kerala who were directly under the spell of Sree 
Narayana Guru, some took the liberty of shaping their own paths along with them. 
Though influenced and initiated by the Guru, C. Krishnan preferred a sharp deviation 
from his mentor on the attitude towards Hinduism of the 19th and 20th centuries, which 
pampered and protected social discriminations54. Mitavadi C. Krishnan not only advised 
the people to fight for the rights but also to exercise their duties too.  It is true that the 
progress of the welfare of his community was the main objective of him.  At the same 
time, he had sincere and earnest desire to uplift of other communities also55.  His 
perspective was that every community should progress for a nation to develop. Krishnan 
was a charismatic leader and great humanist.  His name is closely connected with the 
social revolutionaries of Kerala and the contribution he made to the creation of Modern 
Kerala society, with its democratic secular culture and human values will always be 
remembered.  
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Introduction 

The teaching process of language is distinctly different for the three levels of 
learning growth, i.e. elementary, intermediate, and advanced stage. The teacher should 
try to apply the basic theories of linguistics and phonetics to make the language learning 
process, a practical activity. It is reinforced that a language teacher should teach the 
language, rather than ‘about’ the language or through the language. The learner is to be 
provided a stimulus to say something in the foreign language. Use of visual aids is 
supportive to give an initiative. The learner would deduce the foreign language speaking 
skills, if he is provided the congenial environment.  

In the whole language teaching process, teaching the spoken language is an 
important aspect. Correct pronunciation, with sounds and rhythm and melody of the 
language need constant attention and practice from the first day of the course. A further 
analysis of the process of learning the language by learners brings in three stages 
distinct, and which might be called as the initial stage, the consolidation stage and the 
advanced stage. At the initial stage, the learner is being introduced for the first time to 
the sound-system, the stress, the intonation tunes and rhythm of the language that he is 
learning. At this stage, no overt reference to sounds is made to the learner but drills and 
exercises on individual sounds and sound sequences are provided in plenty in many 
textbooks. 
               The sound stage is perceived when the beginner has been presented with the 
full range of sounds of the language, even though he makes a good many mistakes. He 
has moved into a stage where he is consolidating his knowledge and is forming the habit 
of using that item in appropriate positions. In the stage what is needed above all is the 
opportunity for the learner to practice, to be corrected and to practice again. His habits 
are being formed, accents are polished up, social acceptability is imparted and fluency is 
developed. 
               It is at the advanced stage that a learner, child or adult, needs to learn about the 
sound systems. This is less meant for the school stage, but more at the university and 
teacher training level. All sorts of sophisticated skills, like phonetic transcription, 
analysis of intonation pattern, acquiring all skills that belong to the advanced intellectual 
study of language need to be stressed. Thus, the initial stage can be termed as 
pronunciation teaching, the second is the stage for speech training, and the advanced 
level refers to the study of phonetics. Therefore, the importance of phonetics percolates 
down to the learners from the teacher who is behind the phonetics and allied skills. The 
practices given to the learners may begin with sounds, the sequence of sounds in words 
and then in sentences. Here comes the need of having sophisticated language-teaching 
materials of various kinds. The learners need not be told about the reasons for selecting 
the set of sentences, as they need not be exposed to the grammar that is disguised.  
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              Further, a basis of understanding of phonetics is nowadays essential to the 
writer of textbooks, and designer of courses. Lot of work is going on in the field of 
preparation of textbooks to adapt the material as closely as possible to the precise need 
of each teaching situation. It is even more significant for different groups where the 
mother tongues of the learners happen to so different. Thus, Phonetics, the study of the 
sounds of speech, exists in its own right as much as it supplies a vital component to the 
wider discipline of linguistics. What then is the relation between phonetics and 
linguistics? Linguistics concerns a teacher in so far as he ought to know the description 
of languages; spoken as well as written. He may have to study about differences of 
accents, dialect, style, usage and many other factors. He may have to compare any two 
languages or he may work for an understanding about how language works or functions. 
The spoken language also needs equally important description of the nature and form of 
the language. Both spoken and written forms of the same language relate themselves to 
the modern concepts that language is essentially ‘conduct’, it is meaningful; it is ‘social’ 
and it is a skill. 
                   It is agreed that a teacher should at best teach the language rather than 
‘about’ the language or through the language. For teaching the language, he should have 
a basis of phonetics and linguistics, both to enable him to have the full knowledge of the 
nature of the language. He would derive benefit from knowledge of the phonetics and 
linguistics because these are the basis of the proper design of syllabi and textbooks. His 
own performance as a language teacher will be better assured. Having phonetics and 
linguistics as basis, the listing of language skills will be properly done. 
 
Developing Oral Skills- With the Beginners and Advanced Learners 
1. Practice in the early stages of learning should be limited however, to the sounds, the 

vocabulary or the structural patterns, which are being taught for active production. 
2. Learner’s initial contact with the flow of speech will come from hearing the 

sentences, the teacher gives. 
3. Hearing, imitation and repletion are the key activities to learn correct pronunciation 

and intonation. Students need practice in groups as well as independently. 
4. Sound differences could be carefully handled.                   
5. The teacher has to keep control over the learning process by correcting immediately 

learner’s mistakes. He did not point out only the mistakes but he arranges for the 
correct practice exercises indirectly. 

6. Living through a situation and finding to use the language as a compelling force 
always helps in acquiring a sound language habit. Can the teacher of English devise 
such situations when it is not uncommon to find that the child, even when he is at 
play, uses the new sounds as he hears them being used by other children in his play 
groups – without even knowing what each sound or word means. In a very short 
time, he has learnt the meanings of the words by using them in the right place at the 
right moment. 

7. Meaning of the words must be allowed to be explored and they are learnt and 
remembered better. Equivalents, if used, often weaken the impression of the new 
word and thus tend to damage learner’s interest in learning a language.  
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8. The proper plan is to adapt new sounds, words and structure patterns into well 
designed course which ensures gradual yet thorough repetition so that correct 
forms, constructions are established in the mental habits of the learners. 

 
 Developing speech skills does not amount to practicing on the structural 
elements only (phonology, lexis and syntax). There ought to be the basis of content or 
situation or a sort of urgency, which should keep the learner of the foreign language 
motivated all along. The young child learns his mother tongue through constant contact 
with people around him who speak this language, primarily he learns through his own 
active speaking responses. In this process he listens to hundreds of different sentences in 
a day, yet he selects only a few for imitation purposes while casting aside all the others 
as being of little use at a given time. He selects normally those sentences, which are in 
habitual use, with which he can cope from the point of view of pattern complexity and 
which he needs to express his desires and aversions. 
  A similar process takes place in foreign language learning. However, the 
number of active responses needed by each individual is greatly reduced in the 
classroom.Listening contacts might not be equivalent in value to one active speaking 
contact. A direct connection between objects and foreign language words can be 
established after the learner has made a vast number of foreign language responses. 
Such contact time is less available in the classroom. The teacher makes often-listening 
contact arrangements carefully and speaking contacts are reduced to pure repetition. 
How then to bring together the associations between language and systematized frames 
of reference first and the formulation of new frames of reference next? Analysis of the 
processes of learning of using the language elements to fit into the above two stages 
require high ability on the part of the teacher. The advocates of bilingual method hold 
that one utilizes the foreign language by referring to know concepts of value. It means 
that if the acquisition of meaning to be conveyed in foreign language is assured by using 
the mother tongue at the initial level, the learner can devote much more time and energy 
in learning to manipulate the pronunciation, rhythm and fluency of the foreign language. 
This gives the learner an opportunity to reach a level where the foreign language is 
coupled directly with the situation so that the learner can begin to think in that language. 
 Of the content oriented language exercises, which are normally mentioned for 
foreign language practices, (Q. and A.) Question and Answer exercises are 
recommended. It may lead on to drudgery if the teacher is one who does not use his 
ingenuity in planning and conducting such exercises. In order to consolidate a particular 
pattern, which includes certain grammatical points, the teacher should frame the right 
kind of questions, which will condition the learner to give the required answer. 

Let us analyze the learner’s positions. Directly after the imitation and repetition 
exercises, he faces difficulty and frustration. He has obtained a limited number of 
language contacts in his imitation drill. It is claimed that through Q. and A. activities his 
ability to respond efficiently has increased. Ability to respond is not the full form of oral 
activity. He has soon to participate efficiently in conversations. This implies that some 
intermediate drills must be interposed between imitation and Q. and A. exercises, and 
between Q. and A. exercises and fluent conversation. One stage is preparatory to the 
subsequent one. 

12
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              What is required is to provide a stimulus to say something in Foreign 
Language. When the learner is asked to describe a room, or his house, a railway station, 
or shopping mall, he has normally considerable difficulty to do this in his mother 
tongue. Yet he is expected to cope with this in the foreign language. Ways must be 
found to supply the learner constantly with ideas on one-hand and language items on the 
other. Sometimes relating story, if the total situation in the order in which the sentences 
were practiced help in both conceptualization and use of language items.  
            Use of pictures, each representing one sentence from the situation helps in 
verbalizing the meaning and their sequence. The teacher should constantly re-examine 
the programming and presentation of the teaching items to see whether with the latest 
findings from those fields, which deal with the study of how, why and when human 
beings learn and react. 
              After the imitation exercises and the various stages of the interpretation 
exercises, the learner is able to pronounce correctly, speak fluently and accurately the 
basic Foreign Language sentences. He does not need oral stimulus so much now as he 
has been introduced to independent speaking exercises through ‘interpretation 
exercises’.  
 Here learners will have practice of interrogative and negative taught in the previous 
lessons to make the concept chain ring true and real. In this way, substitution and 
extension offer new and meaningful situations to build up new contacts in the FL 
conservation structure. There is a joy at the linguistic process; actually, steps leading 
towards this stage have been carefully graded in difficulty. 
 It seems possible that learners be able at a later stage of the course to handle similar 
interpretation drills. The above substitution drill is the first step in                                          
learner’s development towards the capacity to cope fluently and accurately with similar 
situations. With some visual aids, extension practices will be profitable. Even report of 
similar experiences narrated by trainees should be encouraged. Students find it difficult 
to overcome the great fear of venturing into unknown language situations. By practice 
they develop an insight into the simple fact that language helps them to string together 
various ideas expressed in themes and sentences and this can be a never-ending fun; a 
semi creative activity for the learners.  
  The teacher might have supplied a variety of situations to give the learners an 
opportunity to narrate an activity or describe a spot. Now more practices that are 
independent are necessary. The learners will realize that they are able to say sentences 
and describe new situations without receiving any stimulus from the teacher. Better 
speakers among learners learn to speak for fifteen to twenty minutes without making a 
simple break or repeating structures. They develop a capability of utilizing a whole 
range of new sentence-clusters in different parts of the basic situation. They are fond to 
have acquired a facility in using different clauses or stringing together clauses, 
interchanging them, using choice vocabulary, altering the sentence pattern to give it a 
complex turn and that too with a lot of confidence. The stage is not necessary an initial 
learning stage, but one such, which promotes consolidation after learning has taken 
place.  
 

13
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  Practicing conversation from question – answer exercise is a useful activity. Remember, 
the learners started with imitative activity, went through interpretative exercise, action 
chain, a concept stringing activities till they have acquired skills in semi creative 
independent speaking on basic situation. They have progressed from the imitating level 
to the creative. The restricted question–answer exercises were on controlled and guided 
situations. With independent speaking habit the learner raises his status to that of one 
who feels like enquiring freely about various aspects of the same situations. Such 
practices in conversation should start between the teacher and a learner in the classroom. 
The mastermind allows a lot of flair and flexibility. Overlapping in content development 
is avoided.  The learner should be made to see, touch, tests, feel the reality of the 
situation on which he is speaking.  
 It matters a great deal how the learners are given opportunities to apply the sentences 
learnt in different contexts. The contexts may be of his own country whose language he 
is learning. Between the two countries, say, England and Wales or England and France, 
the context that is socio- cultural is rather similar if not identical. But between Indian 
and England there is a great cultural difference. Hence, the linguistic elements of 
English often look to have a haphazard relatedness in India’s socio- cultural context. 
                     Speaking English to foreign speakers of English not only requires a 
mastery of the linguistic aspects but also a clear perception of use of language in English 
environment. When we emphasize development of conversational ability, we obviously 
have to make it clear in our own mind as to the nature or type of English we should 
propagate for Indian learners. Conversation around the happenings in Indian life 
situations needs to be guided with an accent different from those which need to be 
developed in regions where English is the first language. Still, it is considered right for 
the trainee to develop slowly on a wide front, coping with all the learning variables 
simultaneously.  
                      This is the final step in the oral activity cycle. According to D.J. Dodson, 
“The process involved in second language learning are from knowing nothing about any 
language situation to complete mastery of this situation, from a mastery of one situation 
to a mastery of situations, and from a mastery of known situation combinations to a 
mastery of unknown and unforeseeable situations whenever and wherever they might 
occur.” The learner is therefore not only widening the scope of his foreign language 
expression but he is also learning to associate newly created sentences with newly 
created situations. He creates sentences to suit new situations. Hence, it is not significant 
merely to learn the foreign language as a new system of communication. The foreign 
language is an integral part of a way of life, which it is as important for the learner to 
learn, as it is to acquire its spoken symbols. 
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Abstract  

The amount of research about the topic "Performance Appraisal" is so vast. 
Performance appraisal is a necessary tool to include the structures set by any 
organisation to its employees. It is utilised to track individual contribution and 
performance against organisational goals and to identify personal strengths and 
possibilities for future developments and assessed whether organisational goals are 
achieved or serves as the basis for the company's future planning and development. This 
study examined the status of the performance appraisal system and its implication for 
individual and organisational growth. 
 The Indian IT division has also developed a powerful reputation for its high models of 
software developing ability, service quality and information safety in the foreign 
market- which has been recognised globally and has helped improve buyer confidence. 
The role of HR in the contemporary scenario has encountered a sea trade, and its focus 
is on developing such functional strategies which enable a successful implementation of 
the significant corporate strategies. Today, HR works towards promoting and 
developing the performance of the representatives by building a conducive work 
environment and implementing maximum opportunities to the employees for 
participating in organisational planning and decision-making process. The paper 
discusses the role of performance management in the IT industry.  
 
Keywords:Performance Appraisal, IT Sector, Information Security, Performance, 
Opportunities, Corporate. 
 
I. Introduction 

Performance superintendence is the current buzzword and is the essential in the 
present times of cut-throat sport. Performance management encompasses activities such 
as joint goal setting, continuous progress review and frequent communication, feedback 
and coaching for improved performance, implementation of employee development 
programmers and rewarding achievements. The process of performance management 
starts with the joining of a new incumbent in a system and ends when an employee quits 
the organisation. Performance management bottle be viewed as a methodical process by 
which the overall representation of anorganisation can be improved by improving the 
performance of people within a team structure. It is a means for promoting a superior 
performance by communicating expectations, defining roles within a required 
competence framework and establishing achievable benchmarks. The success of any 
industry depends on the character and qualifications of its employees. Organisations 
cannot achieve their goals and objectives without them. However, it is a fact that any 
employee for that matter needs something to induce him or to look forward to so that he 
is motivated to work at the best interest of the company. This indeed was indicative of 
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the more strategic approach to Human Resource Management (HRM) policies which 
sought to connect the aims of the organisation to the performance of the individual. 

Successful organisations know that to win in today's competitive marketplace, 
they must attract,develop, and retain talented and productive employees. A performance 
management system helps them hire gifted people, place them in the right position, align 
their performance with the organisation's vision and strategic objectives, develop their 
abilities, and reward performance commensurate with contributions to the organisation's 
success.  

The organisation's key aims, goals and objectives became an set part of the 
process in the production superintendence and transmitted through the performance 
appraisal process. It would be not very intelligent for organisations to emphasise more 
on training without paying particular attention to performance appraisal as Rao (1990) 
writes that it is the outcome of performance appraisal that would reveal training needs. 
There should be a change-over on the part of organisations to start paying particular 
attention to their performance appraisal practices and approaches.The appearance of an 
employee is his resultant behaviour on responsibility, which can be recognised and 
evaluated.It refers to the donation made by an individual in the accomplishment of 
organisational objectives. Performance can be measured by some combination of 
quantity, quality, time, and cost. 

 
1.1 Overview of the IT Industry 

Information technology (IT) is defined as the design, development, 
implementation and management of computer-based information systems, particularly 
software applications and computer hardware. Today, it has grown to cover most aspects 
of computing and technology. The reason why it has catapulted in importance is due to 
the improving accessibility, awareness and utility of the technology. It is a common fact 
that a country's IT potential is paramount for its march towards global competitiveness, 
healthy GDP and defence capabilities. The strong demand for electronic hardware and 
software in India has been fuelled by a variety of 
drivers including the high growth rate of the economy, the emergence of a vast domestic 
market catering to the new generation of young consumers, a thriving, middle-class 
populace with increasing disposable incomes and a relatively low-cost workforce having 
advanced technical skills. 

 
1.2 Performance Management System in the IT Industry 

Performance management aims at developing individuals with the required 
commitment andcompetencies for working towards the organisational 
objectives.Performance management frameworks are designed to improve both the 
individual and organisational performance by identifying performance requirements, 
providing regular feedback and assisting the employees in their career development. Its 
focus is on enabling goal clarity for making people do the right things at the right time. 
The main goal of performance management is to ensure that the organisation as a system 
and its subsystems work together in an integrated fashion for accomplishing optimum 
results. There are certain components for an effective Performance management system. 
These include performance planning, appraisal and reviewing, feedback on 
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performance, rewarding good performance and performance improvement plans. 
Performance planning has to be done jointly by the appraise and reviewer at the 
beginning of a performance session, and during this period, the employees decide upon 
the targets and key performance areas. Normally the appraisals are performed twice in a 
year. In this process, the appraise first offers the self-appraisal forms, and then the 
appraiser provides final ratings for the quantifiable and measurable achievements of the 
employee being appraised. Feedback and counselling are provided a lot of attention in 
the performance management process. At this stage, the employee receives open and 
very transparent feedback, and along with this, the training and development needs of 
the employee is also identified. The appraiser adopts all the possible steps to ensure that 
employee meets the expected outcomes for an organisation through effective personal 
counselling and guidance, mentoring and representing the employee in training 
programs which develop the competencies and improve the overall productivity. 
Rewards will be a vital component for the work motivation of an employee. An 
employee is publicly recognised for good performance and is rewarded. Any 
contribution duly recognised by an organisation helps an employee in coping up with 
the failures successfully and satisfies the need for affection. If the employee shows poor 
performance, then again, a fresh set of goals are established for that employee, and the 
new deadline is provided for accomplishing those objectives. The employee is 
communicated about the areas in which the employee is expected to improve, and a 
stipulated deadline is also assigned within which the employee must show the 
improvement. Performance improvement plans are also jointly developed by the 
appraising and the appraiser and are mutually approved. 

 
II Literature Review 
Griffin & Ebert (2002) described performance appraisal as the "formal evaluation of an 
employee's job performance to restrict the extent to which the representative is 
performing effectively".Budworth, M. H., et al. (2015), This study examines the 
effectiveness of the feed-forward conversation for developing the job production of 
employees relative to a conventional performance appraisal interview is a custom 
equipment firm. Managers (N=25) were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. An 
anonymous peer observed employee (N=70) who engaged in a feed-forward interview 
with their manager to perform significantly better on the job four months later than 
employees (N=75) who received the company's traditional performance appraisal 
interview. The finding that the feed-forward intervention increased performance relative 
to the performance appraisal indicates that the effect is a relatively enduring one. The 
results suggest that the feed-forward interview should prove useful for human resource 
managers who are searching for ways to increase the performance of their organisation's 
human resources over and above the traditional performance appraisal. Ayers, R. S. 
(2015), Performance appraisal programs are touted as a management control tool for 
implementing organisational goals and driving organisational review but how these 
plans do that has not been assessed. This research investigates the degree to which goal 
alignment in federal agency performance appraisal programs enhances organisational 
performance. Two aspects of goal alignment are explored: actual embedding of 
organisational goals in performance plans (plan alignment) and employees' knowledge 
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of how their work relates to the agency's goals and priorities (employee alignment). 
Results indicate employee alignment increases organisational performance whereas plan 
alignment does not. Wren (1994) asserted that performance appraisal started in the 
industry in the early 1800s when Robert Owen's used "silent monitors" to assess the 
performance of employees working in the cotton Mills of Scotland. Silent monitors were 
wooden coloured blocked which were used to represent the performance grade of a 
worker at the end of each working day (Wiese & Buckley 1998). In a typical PAS, there 
are three main steps of communication, i.e.,rather (appraiser) sets performance targets 
for employees; continuous performance feedback is given on progress toward set targets 
during the evaluation cycle. In contrast, the final feedback is furnished when 
supervisor/rater concludes the performance appraisal cycle with an assessment of 
subordinate's performance in the form of a numerical/graded assessment (Brown & 
Benson 2003).  
Kim, T., & Holzer, M. (2016). This article addresses this contradiction by emphasising 
the importance of cognitive aspects of performance appraisal. Without understanding 
individual employees' reactions to performance appraisal and its supportive 
organisational context, it is less likely for performance appraisal to be used for its 
original objective, which is performance improvement. Given the importance of 
employee acceptance of a performance measurement system, this article attempts to 
identify key factors which can heighten employee acceptance of performance appraisal 
using data from the 2005 Merit Principles Survey. The findings indicate that the 
developmental use of performance appraisal, employee participation in performance 
standard setting, the character of the connection they have with their supervisors, and 
employee perceived empowerment are positively associated with employee acceptance 
of performance appraisal. Kumari Neeraj (2015) the main mote of the study is to create 
a big influence on the employee, regarding the fairness of performance appraisal. The 
study shows that there is a strong relationship between perceived fairness of 
performance appraisal and employee performance. In this research proved with the help 
of regression analysis, the nature of the relationship between the independent and 
dependent variables was analysed, and its result indicates that there was exists a major 
impact of perceived fairness of performance appraisal system (PMS) on employee 
performance. Arberry Courtney (2015), Performance evaluations and the influence 
they have on employee motivation. Though used usually within businesses, this study 
aimed to determine their perceived effectiveness within companies and their influence 
on employee behaviour. Using a thematic analysis, secondary data was used and 
analysed to identify common themes within the literature. Sixty-two themes were 
identified in the thematic overview, which was then further condensed into three overall 
themes. These themes were discussed further, and conclusions were then drawn into 
what insight they gave into the effect conducting performance appraisals have on 
employee motivation. Once this had been done, suggestions were then made concerning 
the appraisal process, and how it could be improved to have a positive impact on 
employee motivation. 
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III. Research Design and Methodology 
3.1 Objective of the Study 
 Finding out employee satisfaction concerning the Performance Management System  
and collecting feedback from them 
 
 finding out what are the factors influencing the performance of the employees 
 

The main objective of the study is reviewing the existing Performance 
Management System in the IT organisation. 

 
3.2 Need of the Study 
 A well-designed performance management policy can play a crucial role in 

streamlining the movements of the employees in an organisation for realising the 
ultimate corporate mission and vision. 

 Managing the performance of the employees is one of the toughest challenges 
which the organisations are facing today as this ultimately depends upon the 
employee's commitment, competence and clarity of performance. 

 If managed efficiently through a well-planned reward practice and feedback 
mechanism, a performance management system can serve as an essential tool for 
employee motivation and development. 
 

3.3 Data Collection Instruments 
In conversation with the mixed opinions research adopted in the contemporary 

study, an interview protocol andquestionnaire were used as the primary data collection 
instruments. The questionnaire was, on the other hand, targeted towards the company's 
employees. It was divided into no of questions. 
 
3.4 Data Analysis 

Sample size 20. The data gathered during the study was analysed by the use of 
different analysis methods. In the case of qualitative data, content analysis was used. 
This involves the identification of relevant themes based on the study objectives 
(Gerring, 2007). Quantitative data was, on the other hand, analysed statistically through 
the use of statistical packages, namely Microsoft Excel and Statistical Package for 
Social Science (SPSS) 20. 
 
IV Data Analysis and Description Tables 
1. Performance Appraisal in my company is fair. 
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Finding: It is observed that performance appraisal in my company replay 16% 
population Strongly Agree, 36% Agree, 28%Nutral, 16% Disagree and 4 % population 
4% 
 
2. The salary is an adequate reflection of my performance. 

 
Finding: It is observed that the salary is an adequate reflection of my performance 26% 
strongly Agree,30% people say Agree, 24 % Neutral and 26% and 10% Disagree and 
Strongly Disagree respectively  
 
3.Performance appraisal is just a ritual carried out every year 
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Finding: It is observed that performance appraisal is just a ritual carried out every year 
replay 26% population Strongly Agree, 30% Agree, 34%Nutral, 8% Disagree and2 % 
populations Strongly Disagree  
 
4. My manager regularly discusses my job performance with me. 

 
Finding: It is observed that the manager regularly discusses my job performance with 
24% strongly Agree,34% of people say Agree, 24 % Neutral and 12% and 2% Disagree 
and Strongly Disagree respectively. 
 
Limitations: There are some limitations faced while conducting this research as limited 
time frame was a great limitation. Secondly sample size was small and only employees 
at middle managerial level are studied while organizational performance is etermined by 
all employees.performance appraisal should be studied and for this longitudinal type of 
research study is necessary while due to shortage of time this empirical study is cross-
sectional type Only primary data collection method is used while secondary data is not 
availed. 
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Conclusion 
Performance appraisal as a concept is not unique to the modern industrial state. 

Instead, the practise of watching and appraising others behaviour by what is one 
considers useful or destructive. All big organisations have been making some kinds of 
appraisal of their employees. But in almost all organisations estimate is made based on 
subjective assessment of supervisors and managers. According to the objectives 
Performance appraisal employee satisfaction concerning the Performance Management 
System and collecting feedback from in some organizations and government department 
even today this practice is confined only to the submission of a confidential report by 
supervisory staff. There are different dimensions of the appraisal. Not only supervisors 
assess the performance of their subordinates, but subordinates are also asked to evaluate 
their co-workers. 

 
Suggestions / Recommendations 
1. Company must Adopt the 360 Degree Feedback system for Performance Appraisal 
2. Company should reduce the Parameters of appraisals 
3. Self-appraisal could be introduced for employees at all levels. 
4. Proper communication of Appraisal report (Feedback) 
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Abstract 
         Integrated programme is not a new concept in Indian education system. But 
recently, Integrated programme is getting trends throughout the world. It is of four-five-
year courses offering different degrees, (B. A/B.Sc/B.Com-B.Ed,B.Tech-M.Tech also 
B.A/B.Sc-M.A/M.Sc and etc).The students who have completed higher secondary 
course can directly enrol in this courses. Entrance exam is there for this Integrated 
Courses. Students can save one year. Work opportunities are plenty in this Courses. The 
students can develop themselves in studies and they have many activities to improve 
their personality. NCTE plays a major role to introduce 4-year Integrated Teacher 
Education programme with innovations like field-based experiences, teaching practice 
and internship. The courses contain 8 semesters with theory papers and practicals. The 
curriculum automatically involves the students in learning process. The HRD Ministry is 
also involving to formulate the process of Integrated Courses in India. UGC also play its 
role in implementing Integrated Courses. It has introduced new norms on the duration 
and curriculum for Integrated Teacher Education. 
 
Keywords: Integrated Courses, 4-year Teacher Education, NCTE, UGC. 
 
Introduction 
   “Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in adversity”- Aristotle 
Education is the process of facilitating learning or the acquisition of knowledge, skills, 
values, beliefs, and habits. Educational methods includes storytelling, discussion, 
teaching, training, and directed research. Education frequently takes place under the 
guidance of educators; however, learners may also educate themselves. Education can 
take place in formal or informal settings and experience that has a formative effect on 
the way one thinks, feels, or acts may be considered educational. The methodology of 
teaching is called pedagogy. Formal education is commonly divided into such stages as 
pre-school or kindergarten, primary school, secondary school and then college, 
university, or apprenticeship. 

Indian education system has given many ways to earn knowledge for every 
individual. Recently Indian education system has introduced dual/integrated programme. 
This dual degree programme allow the students to achieve double degrees through one 
course. In India, dual degree courses are very successful because of its multiple 
advantages. 

 
Integrated Degree 

Integrated degree is same as dual degree. Completing Integrated degree gives 
certificate for one course (for example) if a student go for B.A/B.Ed Integrated courses 
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they will automatically get a B.Ed degree at the end of the course. In India many 
Universities are providing this Integrated degrees. Here are many benefits for students. 
The education system has given many ways to students for enrolling in Integrated 
courses. 
             For, Integrated courses students are eligible after completing there class 12. 
They will get higher degree in less time. Integrated degrees can be completed within 4 – 
5 years, this course also have practical paper and theory paper in each semesters. The 
12th class students after completing the Integrated degree can directly move for doctoral 
programmes. 
 
National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) 
 NCTE has introduced 4 years Integrated Teacher Education Programme under HRD 
ministry to enhance the teaching profession in the country. 12th passed students with 
50% of marks can enrol in this Course. 
 Integrated Teacher Education Programme (ITEP) is a four-year continuous course which 
includes 8 semesters. The course will be in three types, the students can select by their 
own convenience. The courses are (B.A-B.Ed,B.Sc-B.Ed,B.Com-B.Ed). This way of 
studying B.Ed also includes field-based experiences, teaching practice and internship. 
This programme integrates general subjects like Mathematics and professional studies. 
Also, NCTE has launched the three-year integrated B.Ed-M.Ed course in 2014, 
however, not many universities offer the programme. But four or five universities are 
offering across the country. 
 As per section 23(1) of the Right of Children to provide free and compulsory Education 
(RTE) Act,2009, National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) has given the 
opportunity for appointment. By the guidelines of NCTE they can conduct Teacher 
Eligibility Test (TET) to the Integrated Teacher Education students. 
 The (NCTE) is neither expected to nor can address all the existing lacunae in the system 
it, however, would attempt to address some of the key disconnects in the field, meet the 
professional requirements of teacher educators, provide policy guidelines and establish 
benchmarks in the field of teacher education, it would also formulate models of 
curriculum transaction, develop innovation training practices and cater to the specialized 
areas of research and development. 

The HRD Ministry is under the process of formulating B.Ed Integrated Course. 
The government will give retrospective recognition to certain teacher education 
institutions. It will also sanction retrospective permission to start new courses/training in 
teacher education. 

 
Integrated (B.Sc/B.A)B.Sc 
 Universities and Colleges are now offering B.Sc Integrated degree with 
science,arts,education streams.The duration of B.Sc Integrated degree is four-five years 
with 8 to 10 semesters. Few Integrated B.Sc degree offering Universities/Colleges are: 
 Sharda University is offering B.Sc-B.Ed and B.Sc-MBA (Agriculture + 

Agribusiness) 
 Gujarat National Law University is offering B.Sc-LLB (Hons) 
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 Amity Institute of Biotechnology [Noida, Lucknow, Kolkata] has offering B.Sc-
M.Sc in Biotechnology 

 Amity Institutes of Environmental Science, [Noida] has offering B.Sc (Hons)-B.Ed 
in Environmental Science 
 

B.A 
 The school of Liberal Arts and Human Science at AURO University offers Integrated 
M.A Course. It offers 2 years M.A degree with 3 years B.A degree. This Integrated 
approach combines theories, practices, and experiential learning to have a broader 
understanding of the global world. The aim of this Integrated M.A is to think creatively, 
reflexively and critically. 
 The syllabus is designed with national and international compatibility. It keep the 
students abreast with the latest development across the globe, without being uprooted 
from native traditions.  
 
B.A/B.Sc.B.Ed 
  B.A,B.Ed is a undergraduate programme that offers Integrated graduation. It 
includes the subjects of Humanities that covers History, Economics, Sociology, 
Psychology, English, Hindi and Political Science. According, to NCTE its major aim is 
to prepare skilled teachers in the future for nation-building. By enrolling in this Course 
the students can get hands-on experience by observing real-life classroom teaching and 
they can also exceed their communication skills during their internship period. 
 There are some criteria to sign on in to B.A,B.Ed Integrated Course that is the students 
need to complete their 12th standard with minimum 50% mark. 

B.Sc, B.Ed programme is also same as B.A, B.Ed Integrated Course. B.Sc, 
B.Ed is an undergraduate course, NCTE has stressed this course to prepare skilled 
teachers in the future. B.Sc, B.Ed course covers the subjects Chemistry, Physics, 
Mathematics, Botany and Zoology with also three interrelated curricular areas. Also, it 
saves one year for the students. 

The criteria to sign on in to B.Sc, B.Ed Integrated Course is the student need to 
complete the 12th standard with minimum 50% mark. 

 
University Grant Commission (UGC) 
         The University Grants Commission (UGC) has introduced new norms on the 
duration and curriculum of Integrated Courses. Teacher Education has continued to 
remain a matter of apprehension over the decades for all the concerned educationists and 
committees on education. Different curriculums are in vogue in the country for teacher 
education. National Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education (NCFTE) 2010 
stressed on the introduction of an improved curriculum which will enable the students to 
face the challenges of 21st century exploring into the different aspects and dimensions of 
curriculum for teacher education, which the paper tries to underline the concept and 
need of Integrated Course in the present-day context. 
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Advantages          
 The major advantage of Integrated courses is it saves one year. The students start 
earning before one year and the cost of education will also be less. And no need to 
attend separate entrance exam for doing the Master’s course. The students can directly 
move to next degree. The curriculum of Integrated programme will be flexibleand it will 
adjust during the academic period. 
            Integrated course has many advantages. They are: to enrol all students in their 
education. B.A/M.A, B.Sc/M.Sc, B.Tech/M.Tech these are the common courses which 
everyone knows. But Integrated courses are offered in the form of B.A,B.Sc with B.Ed, 
B.Tech with MBA etc. These variety of courses make students interest in their learning, 
and allow then to be stress free in their academics. 
           The project works which are separated by semester make easy to complete their 
works without stress. The Integrated students will advance their knowledge and they 
will have more capability to solve the situation than other students. The curriculum for 
the integrated course provides, updated content in their subjects and they also face 
projects and theories as updated. The co-curricular activities are also included in their 
studies which are also innovative. Teaching practice is also included in the curriculum 
of B.A,B.Sc/ B.Ed which is more useful to the students in their future, by this the 
students will get more knowledge of maintaining the students inside the classroom, and 
also, they come to know the varieties of teaching methods by teaching various kinds of 
students. 
 
Conclusion 
 An Integrated Course offers lot of advantages in the world. While study duration and 
cost is almost the same and spending lesser time to get double the value. An Integrated 
programme would help a person to do well as the knowledge one gain is considerably 
higher. The major reason to move towards an integrated programme have innumerable 
benefits in the terms of both professional progress and in-depth knowledge. The 
noticeable benefits of the integrated degree Course is that it saves one year in the course 
duration of the students. Rather than spending 6 years for a master’s degree, the students 
can be awarded with the degree in a timeline of just 5 years. In today’s career-oriented 
workspace, it is a great time saver! The Integrated Courses considerably increase the 
efficiency of the students and effectiveness of the knowledge programme. This happens 
because the students get the bachelor’s and master’s degree from the same institute. 
Pursuing an Integrated Course ensures that a student is well-versed with the teacher, 
which helps in more ways than one. Lot of job opportunities are available after pursuing 
the programme as the students have more knowledge when compared to their peers. 
These professional courses for students of various disciplines help students to save time 
on their education without losing content. This means that while the students get most of 
the courses, they do not miss out with necessary knowledge. 
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Abstract 
Agriculture is known as backbone of India. Today, India ranks second in the 

world in farm produce. In India small scale industry is defined in the terms of 
investment ceiling. Agro-industry gives major contribution to the economic growth of 
an area by increasing the value of the raw materials, either by extending the “product 
life” of the materials or by converting them into more desirable commodities. Agro 
based industry plays most important role in the socio- economic development of India. 
The growth of agro based industry depends upon dimensions such as raw material, 
innovation, government aid, media etc. Agro based industry depends upon agriculture 
for raw material which is very appropriate to the rural areas. 

 
Keywords: Small-Scale Industry, Dimensions,Agro Based Industry. 
 
Introduction 

Agro based industry has enormous significance for India’s development, it 
effectively and efficiently linked to nation’s economy, industry and agriculture. Agro 
based industries are depending on agriculture for raw material and other basic inputs.  

Varied agro climatic condition available in Maharashtra makes it possible to 
produce tropical, subtropical temperate farm produce as a raw material to agro based 
processing industries. Agro processing industries help to reduce the wastage of farm 
produce. Employment potential in processing sector is considered to be very high. 

Sangli is one of the largest grapes and turmeric producing district in India and 
it has large house of wholesale grape market. Sangli is also known as “Turmeric city” of 
India. 

Sangli is one of the important districts in Maharashtra State. It is the well-
known trading place for turmeric and jaggery processing.  In Sangli District Small scale 
industry have played an important role in economic development and employment 
generation. 

 
Growth dimension of small scale agro based industry  
1. Raw material: Raw material is very essential to run business for higher 

productivity. Majority of people from Sangli district depends upon agriculture for 
livelihood. 

2. Modernization: Modernization brought amazing change in agriculture in the form 
of methods of cultivation, chemical fertilizer, pesticides, use of machines in the 
process of farming etc. 
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3. Innovation: Innovation in small scale agro business helps to create new 
opportunities. Innovation brings new processes, brings new and improved product, 
services to market, increase efficiency of business unit and also helps to improve 
profitability. 

4. Government Aid: Government of India focuses on economic and industrial 
development in rural and backward areas of India. Government introduces various 
schemes to support growth of small-scale industries and business units. 

5. Media: Media helps to spread awareness about product and services through 
advertising. Media is very essential piece to run business or enterprise. 

6. Market:  Market is the place where people gather for the purchase and sale of 
products and services. Market gives existence to the business. 

7. Infrastructure: To run small scale agro business infrastructure is very essential. 
Infrastructural investment can boost economic growth by increasing potential 
supply capacity of business. 

8. Area: Area is the most important dimension required for growth of small scale agro 
based industries to run business activities. 
 

Objectives 
1. To study the various dimensions of growth for Small Scale agro based industries in 

Sangli District of Maharashtra. 
2. To study factors responsible for industrial growth in Sangli District of Maharashtra. 
 
Methodology 
 

The present study has been conducted in Sangli District of Western 
Maharashtra. The study is based on primary data collected from owners of Small scale 
agro based industries from Sangli District. The primary data is collected through a well-
structured questionnaire and observation method. For the present study 96 owners from 
Small scale agro based industry were interviewed and were also asked to fill up the 
questionnaire. 

 
Selection of Sample Size 
 

For the present study, the researcher has considered only Sangli district from 
Maharashtra. Different sources were used for getting the population of small scale agro 
based industry from Sangli district. The food and non-food industries selected from 
Sangli, Miraj, Islampur, Vita, Palus, Kadegaon, Khanapur, Jat, Atpadi, Tasgaon cities. 

For the present study 96 owners from small scale agro based industries were 
selected, interviewed and also asked to fill up the questionnaire. They were asked to 
give answer to many personal questions and disclose their opinion towards management 
practices, pricing strategy adopted by them to improve sale of their product as well as 
impact of life style of people and dimensions required for growth of agro based 
industries.  

The stratified proportionate random sampling method was used in this research. 
The strata are classified into two categories: 
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a)  Food processing industries 
b) Non-food processing industries 

The sample size selected for the study is 96 Agro-based industries. The sample 
size is selected 20% of total population of each type of small scale agro based industry. 

 
Tools of Analysis 

The collected data is analysed with the help of appropriate statistical tools such 
as, percentages and bar diagrams 
Table No.1      Dimensions required for growth 

 
Graph No. 29 Dimensions required for growth 
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The information in the above table and graph reveals that, 18.8% of owners of 
food and non- food processing units agree and highly agree that, availability of market is 
one of the important dimension required for growth of agro based industries, 16.7% 
owners said availability of capital, 15.7% said area, 10.5% said infrastructure, 9.4% said 
availability of raw material, 7.3% said government aid, 6.3% said innovative technology 
and 5.2% owners said skilled labour. 

Hence it is observed that, as per the opinion of majority of owners of small 
scale agro based industries from Sangli District availability of market, capital, area, 
infrastructure, raw material dimensions required for growth of agro based industry. 
 

Table No.2 Factors Responsible for industrial growth 
 

 
 
RII(%) = (mean/5)*100  

The factors for growth of agro based industries according to the opinions of 
owners in Sangli district are mention in above table and their rank are also decided by 
(RII %). First rank is given to the Bank Financial Institution Contributing towards 
industrial growth and fifth rank is given to the Nearness to Major Highways reduce lead 
time delivery performance. It is clearly observed in 5th column of above table as: 
1. The first rank for bank and Financial Institution Contributing towards industrial 

growth. 
2. The second rank for Healthy Environment within the industry leads to industrial 

growth. 
3. The third rank for behavior of Employees towards Work. 
4. The forth rank is given to transportation Services affects the timely delivery of agro 

products. 
5. The fifth rank is assigned to nearness to Major Highways reduce lead time delivery 

performance.  
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Hence it is concluded that, the factors responsible for the growth of agro based 

industries in Sangli district are contribution of bank and financial institution and healthy 
environment within the organization leads to the Industrial growth. Nearness to Major 
Highways reduce lead time delivery performance. 

 
Conclusion 
 

The study has revealed the various factors required for growth of small scale 
agro based industries in Sangli District. They are area, infrastructure, capital, raw 
material, market, innovation, technology, media, government aid and skilled labour.  
           Agriculture is the backbone of Indian economy, as it supplies raw material for 
many industries. Use of innovation technology is also important part to make some 
modifications in agro based industries. Innovation is also important instrument in social 
and economic development. Government aid encourages the people to start and run the 
business. Media plays important role in society as a source of information. This study 
highlights the growth dimensions of small scale agro based Indus tries in Sangli District 
of Maharashtra.   
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Hkkjrh; ia¡po’khZ; ;kstukvksaesavkoklh;&{ks= dh fLFkfr 
 

Jherh izse ifjgkj 
lgk;dvkpk;Z]bZ,,Q,e]  

jktdh; ckaxM+ LukrdksŸkjegkfo|ky; MhMokuk] ¼ukxkSj½ jktLFkku 
 

lkjka”k 
Hkkjrh; lafo/kkuesavkoklijizR;{kr% fo”ks’k /;kuughafn;kx;kgSysfduia¡po’khZ; ;kstukvksaesa bl 

leL;kdkslektdY;k.k ds :iesa ns[kk x;kgSAHkkjresafu;kstu dk vkjEHkik¡pokf’kZd ;kstukvksavFkkZri¡apo’khZ; 
;kstukvksads :iesafd;kx;kFkkAizFkeia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk dk vkjEHk 1 viSzy 1951 esagqvkFkkvcrd 12 ia¡po’khZ; 
;kstuk,¡ iwjhgkspqdhgSAHkkjrikfdLrkufoHkktu ls yxHkx 75 yk[k foLFkkfirksa ds fy, vkokl dh leL;k c<+ 
xbZvkSjiqjkus th.kZ&“kh.kZvkoklksa dh Hkh ,d cM+hleL;kFkhAdsanzljdkj us 1959 esai;kZIr la[;k esavkoklmiyC/k 
djkus dh ǹf’V ls Hkwfevf/kxzg.kvkSjfodkl ds fy, 10 o’kZ dh vof/k rdjkT; ljdkjksadks _.k ds 
:iesalgk;rknsus dh ?kks’k.kkdhA 1971 esajk’Vªh; HkoufuekZ.klaxBu us crk;kFkkfd 14-6 fefy;uvkoklksa dh 
dehns”kHkjesagSA 15o’khZ; bf.M;kfotu ds rgr~ rhuo’khZ; dk;Z ;kstuko’kZ 2017&18 ls 2019&20 rS;kj dh 
xbZAftlesavkoklfoLrkjgsrqtehuksa ds ewY;ksaesadehykuk] Hkwfe ds mi;ksx] HkwfeifjorZu ds fu;eksadksljydjukrFkk 
:X.kbdkb;ksa ds iklmiyC/k HkwfedkseqDrdjkuk “kkfeygSAlkFkghvkoklleL;k ds gygsrqO;kikfjdcSadksa us lekt 
ds detksjoxksaZdksizR;{k@vizR;{k :i ls vkoklfoŸk dh lqfo/kk iznku dh gSAdqNcSadksa us e/;e ,oafuEuvk; 
oxZdksedkucuokus ;k fufeZrekydks Ø; djusgsrqiF̀kdvkoklfoŸkdEifu;ksa dh ghLFkkiuk dh gSA ;g 
dk;ZvfojytkjhgSA 

 
eq[;&”kCn%vkokl] i¡apo’khZ; ;kstuk] “kgjh ,oaxzkeh.kvkokl ;kstuk,¡] gMdks] 
 
 
“kks/k&i= 
izLrkouk% 

Hkkjrh; lafo/kkuesavkoklijizR;{kr% fo”ks’k /;kuughafn;kx;kgSysfduia¡po’khZ; ;kstukvksaesa bl 
leL;kdkslektdY;k.k ds :iesa ns[kk x;kgSAHkkjresafu;kstu dk vkjEHkik¡pokf’kZd ;kstukvksavFkkZri¡apo’khZ; 
;kstukvksa ds :iesafd;kx;kFkkAizFkeia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk dk vkjEHk 1 viSzy 1951 esagqvkFkkvcrd 12 ia¡po’khZ; 
;kstuk,¡ iwjhgkspqdhgSAfofHkUuia¡po’khZ; ;kstukvksa ds chpdk;ZO;oLFkkgsrqdqN le; ds fy, ,d o’khZ; ;kstuk,¡ 1 
vizSy 1966 ls 31 ekpZ 1969 ykxw dh xbZAnksokf’kZd ;kstuk 1 viSzy 1990 ls 31 ekpZ 1992 esaHkhykxw dh 
xbZAia¡po’khZ; ;kstukesaHkkjr dh cnyrhgqbZifjfLFkfr;ksa ds vuq:ighmldsmn~ns”;ksaesaifjorZufd;kx;kgSA 

 
“kks/k ds mn~ns”;% 
1- ns”kesavkokl dh dehdkstkuukA 
2- vkoklh; dehdksnwjdjus ds fy, ljdkj] futh {ks= ,oafofHkUulaLFkkvksa }kjk ;kstukdkyesafd, x, 

iz;klksadkstkuukA 
3- ;kstukvksaesavkokl {ks= fd, O;; jkf”kdkstkukA 
4- ;kstukvof/k ds nkSjkuLFkkfirfofHkUuvkokliwfrZ ds laLFkkuksadkstkuukA 

 
“kks/k leh{kk% 
dqekjrst Hk0 1974 us ys[k ßvk/khnqfu;k dh leL;k&edkuÞesafy[kk gSfdla;qDrjk’Vª la?k ds vuqlkj ,f”k;k] 
vÝhdkvkSjySfVuvejhdkdqNfodflrns”kksa dh vk/khvkcknh ds ikl ;k rksvkoklughagS ;k os 
?kqVuHkjsokrkoj.kesaftanxhfcrkjgsgSAys[k esacrk;kgSfdnwljsegk;q) ls igysvkoklksa dh eka¡x 
,oaiwfrZesalarqyuFkkijUrqbldscknfLFkfrcnyxbZAHkoufuekZ.k dh ykxr c<+ xbZvkSjvkoklksa dh ek¡xHkh c<+hAcaVokjs 
ds cknyxHkx 5 yk[k “kj.kkFkhZHkkjrigq¡ps ;|fi flrEcj 1962 esaekLVjIykucukdjvkoklfuekZ.kdjcs?kjksadksfn, 
x, ijUrq ;g LFkk;h lek/kkuughaFkkA 
MkWå “kqDyvferkHk 1987 us ys[k ßvkoklleL;k dk orZekuLo:iÞesacrk;kgSfdfoxro’kksaZesarhoztula[;k òf)] 
vkS|ksfxdj.kvkSj “kgjhdj.k dh izòfr ds dkj.kHkwfe dh vuqiyC/krk ,oavkoklfuekZ.klkexzh dh dherksaesaof̀) us 
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vkoklleL;kdksvksjvf/kdxEHkhjcukfn;kgSAys[k ls Li’VgSfdljdkjh {ks= }kjkvkoklfuekZ.k ;kstukvksaesafujUrj 
de gksrktkjgkgSAtcfdnwljhrjQfuth {ks= }kjk bl {ks= esafofu;ksxjkf”kesafujUrjòf) gksrhtkjghgSA 
 
ps:fuykeÝkafll ,.M gsxMsvks- Mh- 1987 us iqLrdßgkmflaxbubf.M;kÞesavkoklleL;k ds 
xq.kkRedvkSjek=kRednksuksavo/kkj.kkvksaijizdk”kMkykgSA bl iqLrdesagMdks] ,yvkblh] thvkblhvkSjO;kikfjdcSadkas 
}kjkvkoklfoÙkgsrqviuk;htkusokyhxfrfof/k;ksavkSj ;kstukvksa ds ckjsesacrk;kgSAlkFkesa ;g HkhmYys[k 
fd;kgSfdHkkjresavkokl {ks= esa de fofu;ksxghlclscM+h ck/kk gSA 
 
iqjhgjnhi flag 2018 us vius “kks/k&i= ßlcdklkFk] lcdkfodkl] lcdkvkoklÞesafy[kk gSfdHkkjresa 
“kgjhvkokl dh eka¡xdksiwjkdjus ds fy, ns”kesa 2020 rdgjlky 70&90 djksM+ 
oxZehVjfjgk;”khvkSjO;kolkf;dtxg dh vko”;drkgksxhAbldsfy, orZeku ls 2030 rdHkkjrdksizfro’kZ ,d 
u;kf”kdkxks dk fuekZ.kdjukgksxkA 
 
jkW; fgj.;e; 2018 us ys[k ßlrr~ fodkl ds fy, t:jh <+k¡aps dk mUu;uÞesafy[kk gSfd2022 rd lcds fy, 
vkoklgsrq 2015&16 ds fy, dsUnzljdkj us izkjfEHkdctVvkoaVu 40 vjc :i;s  dk  fd;kx;k] tksfdcgqrgh 
de gSAtcfdHkkjrdksviusvkoklh; y{; dksizkIrdjus ds fy, izfrfnu 43]000 vkoklcukus dh vko”;drkgSA 
bl gsrqvUrjkZ’Vªh; fuos”k ,oalkoZtfudfuthHkkxhnkjh ls LkLrsvkoklcukusijtksjfn;ktkukpkfg,A 
 
fofHkUuia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk,¡% 
fofHkUuia¡po’khZ; ;kstukvksaesavkokl dh dehdksnwjdjus ds fy, tksdk;ZØeizkjEEkfd, x, vkSjbu 
;kstukvksaesavkoklh; {ks= ij [kpZ dh xbZjkf”k dk o.kZu bl izdkjgS% 
 
izFkeia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk&;g ;kstuk 1 vizSy 1951 dksvkjEHkgqbZAHkkjrikfdLrkufoHkktu ls yxHkx 75 yk[k 
foLFkkfirksa ds fy, vkokl dh leL;k c<+ xbZvkSjiqjkus th.kZ&“kh.kZvkoklksa dh Hkh ,d cM+hleL;kFkhA bl 
;kstuk ls vkoklij /;kufn;kx;kAvkS|ksfxdvkokl ;kstuk] de vk; oxZ ds fy, vkokl 
;kstukrFkkfofHkUUkizdkj ds Jfedksa ds fy, xg̀ ;kstukdksizkjEHkfd;kx;kA ;s lc 
;kstuk;saljdkjhvuqnkuijvk/kkfjrjghAblh ;kstukesa 1954 esajk’Vªh; HkoulaxBu dh LFkkiuk dh xbZA bl 
;kstukesa 1]150 djksM+ :i;s dk O;; vkokl {ks= ijfd;kx;k] tks ;kstuk ds dqy O;; dk 34-2 
izfr”krFkkAns”kesavkoklfodkl ds izkjafHkdo’kksaZesaljdkj }kjkghdk;Zfd;kx;kA 
 
f}rh; ia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1956&61½ bl ;kstukesavkoklh; ;kstuk dh 
“kq:vkr>qXxh&>ksiM+hdkslekIrdjvkfFkZdfodkldjus dk iz;klfd;kx;kAckxkuJfedksa] xzkeh.kfodkl ,oaHkwvtZu  
;kstuk ds vykokvuqlwfprtkfr ,oavuqlwfprtutkfrvkSjxzkeh.k {ks= ds fiNM+soxZ ds fy, 
dbZdk;ZØeksadksvkjEHkfd;kx;kAblh ;kstukdkyesaHkkjrh; thou chekfuxe us e/;e oxhZ; vk; 
okyksadksvkoklfuekZ.k ds fy,  C;kteqDr _.k dh O;oLFkk “k: dhAjkT; ljdkjksa us  
viusfuEuosruHkksxhdeZpkfj;ksa ds fy, fdjk;s dk vkoklrS;kjdjus ds fy, izfØ;kizkjEHkdhAdsanzljdkj us 1959 
esai;kZIr la[;k esavkoklmiyC/k djkus dh ǹf’V ls Hkwfevf/kxzg.kvkSjfodkl ds fy, 10 o’kZ dh vof/k rdjkT; 
ljdkjksadks _.k ds :iesalgk;rknsus dh ?kks’k.kkdhA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 1]130 djksM+ 
:i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; dk 19-2 izfr”krjgkA 
 
rr̀h; i¡apo’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1961&66½ bl ;kstukesavkfFkZd :i ls detksjyksxksa ds fy, vkokldk;ZØeHkh “kq: 
fd;kx;kA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 1]550 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; dk 14-9 izfr”krjgkA 
bl ;kstukdkyesa “kgjh {ks=ksaesaHkwfefu;eu dk dk;Zfd;kx;kA 
 
prqFkZia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1969&74½ bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 2]800 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; 
dk 12-4 izfr”krjgkAvkoklesafuos”kekuolalk/kuksaesafuos”kekuktkrkgSA1971 esajk’Vªh; HkoufuekZ.klaxBu us 
crk;kFkkfd 14-6 fefy;uvkoklksa dh dehns”kHkjesagSA;fnfo”oesa 100 fefy;uyksxcs?kjgSrksamlesa ls 23 
fefy;uyksxHkkjresagSA bl ;kstukdkyesavkokl ,oa “kgjhfodkldkiksZjs”kuvFkkZrgqMdks dh LFkkiuk dh rkfd 
“kgjksaesacqfu;knhlqfo/kk,¡ iznku dh tkldsA 
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ika¡pohia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1974&79½ bl ;kstukesajkT; vkoklcksMksZ }kjkvkokfl; cfLr;ksa ds fuekZ.k ,oaxzkeh.k 
{ks=ksaesaHkwfeghuetnwjksa ds fy, vkoklLFkyksadksiznkudjus dk dk;Zfd;kx;kA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdqy O;; 
4]436 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; dk 9-3 izfr”krjgkA 1971 esafuth {ks= dksvkoklh; foÙk {ks= esa c<+koknsus 
ds fy, ,pMh,QlhlaLFkku dh LFkkiuk dh xbZAdsUnzljdkj }kjkvkokl ,oauxjfodklfuxe }kjkvkokliwfrZ ds 
iz;klfd, x,Ackxkuetnwjksa ,oacanjxkgetnwjksa  ds fy, lgk;rkizkIrvkokl ;kstukdksHkh cy fn;kx;kA 
 
NBhi¡apo’khZ; ;kstuk&¼1980&85½ bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 31458 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; 
dk 12-5 izfr”krjgkA bl ;kstukdkyesa “kgjhvkokl ;kstuk ds lkFklkFkxzkeh.kvkokl ;kstukvksaijHkh 
/;kufn;kx;kAxjhchmUewyudk;ZØe ds rgr~ xanhcfLr;ksa dk mUewyudju;svkoklcukus dk dk;Zfd;kx;kA bl 
ij 151-45 djksM+ :i, dk O;; fd;kx;kAy?kq ,oa e/;e “kgjksavkSjjk’Vªh; jkt/kkuh {ks= dk 
lefUorfodkllfgr “kgjhfodkldk;ZØeesa 422-83 djksM+ :i, O;; fd, x,Axzkeh.kHkwfe[k.M ,oavkoklfuekZ.k 
;kstuk ¼U;wure vko”;drk dk;ZØe½  esa 353-59 djksM+ :i, O;; fd, x,Alkekftd ,oafoHkkxh; vkokl 
;kstukvksa ds vUrxZr 837-37 djksM+ :i, O;; fd, x,AblhizdkjdsUnzh; ljdkjh ;kstukvksa ds ek/;e ls 
vkokl {ks= esa 300 djksM+ :i, dk O;; fd;kx;kA 
 
lkrohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1985&90½ bl ;kstukesaxzkeh.kHkwfeghuksa ds fy, vkoklLFkyvkSjvkoklgsrqlgk;rk] de 
ykxkr ds vkoklcukus dh rduhdvkSjLo;alg;ksx ls vkoklcukusgsrqizksRlkfgrfd;kx;kA bl ;kstukesavkokl 
{ks= ijdqy O;; 19]491 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; dk 9 izfr”krjgkA bl ;kstukesa ;g 
vuqekuyxk;kx;kFkkfdlu~ 2000 rdvkokl dh c<+rh ek¡xdksiwjkdjus ds fy, 105 fefy;uvkoklbdkbZ;ksa dh 
t:jr gksxhAftuesa ls 77-9 fefy;uxzkeh.k {ks= esa o “ks’k 27-1 fefy;u dh deh “kgjh {ks= esagksxhA bl 
;kstukdkyesajk’Vªh; vkokluhfr 1988 dh ?kks’k.kk dh xbZAftldkeq[; mn~ns”; 20oha “krkCnh ds var 
rdvkoklghurkdks [kRedjukFkkA bl ;kstukesaxzkeh.kHkwfe[k.M ,oavkoklfuekZ.k ;kstuk ¼U;wure vko”;drk 
dk;ZØe½  esa 576-90 djksM+ :i, O;; fd, x,Alkekftd ,oafoHkkxh; vkokl ;kstukvksa ds vUrxZr 1276-02 
djksM+ :i, O;; fd, x,AblhizdkjdsUnzh; ljdkjfofHkUu  ;kstukvksa ds ek/;e ls vkokl {ks= esa 289-87 
djksM+ :i, dk O;; fd;kx;kA bl ;kstukesalgdkjhvkokl ;kstuk ds ek/;e ls 1087 djksM+ :i, ds dqy 2-
3 yk[k vkoklbdkb;ksadksdksiwjkfd;kx;kA 
nksokf’kZd ;kstuk,¡ 1990&92 esacukbZxbZA bl dkyesaiwoZorhZdk;ksaZ dk ghvkxsfodklfd;kx;kA 
 
vkBohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1992&97½  bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdqy O;; 97]500 djksM+ :i;sgqvktksdqy 
;kstuk O;; dk 12-71 izfr”krjgkA bl ;kstukdkyesafo”ofodklfjiksVZ 1995 esafo”ocSad us 
crk;kfdHkkjrnqfu;kesafuEuvk; okysns”kksaesa ls ,d gSaAHkkjresadkedkthifjokjksa ds fy, vkokl ,d 
liukcukgqvkgSA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijfuos”kdjus ds fy, futh {ks= dksHkhizksRlkgufn;kx;kA bl 
;kstukdkyesajk’Vªh; vkokluhfr 1994 dksykxwfd;kx;kA 
 
ukSohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼1997&2002½ bl ;kstukesafodkl dk 15 o’khZ; ifjis{; 
fn;kx;kvkSjRofjrvkfFkZdfodklij cy fn;kx;kA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 1]51]000 djksM+ 
:i;sgqvktksdqy ;kstuk O;; dk 12-45 izfr”krjgkA 
 
nlohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼2002&2007½ bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdy O;; 7]26]300 djksM+ :i;sgqvktks ;kstuk 
O;; dk 47-61 izfr”krjgkA bl ;kstukdkyesaiz/kkuea=h xzkeksn; ;kstuk 2001 ,oaokfYedhvEcsM+djvkokl 
;kstuk 2001 izkjEHk dh xbZftudsek/;e ls xzkeh.k ,oa “kgjhnksuksaesavkoklghurk dh fLFkfrdks de djus dk 
iz;klfd;kx;kA bl ;kstuk ds ?kVd ds :iesafueZyHkkjrvfHk;ku ds }kjklkeqnkf;d “kkSpky;ksa ds tfj, 
lgk;rkiznkudjrhgSAblesa 50 izfr”krvuqnkudsanzljdkj ,oa 50 izfr”krjkT; ljdkjnsrhgSA 31 fnlEcj 2004 
esavuqnku ds :iesa 753 djksM+ :i;stkjhgq, ftlls 3]50]084 vkoklksa dk fuekZ.kvkSj 49]312 “kkSpky;ksa dk 
mUu;u ;k fuekZ.kfd;kx;kA 
 
X;kjgohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼2007&2012½ bl ;kstukesaLFkkuij Lye lq/kkjrFkkfo|eku “kgjksavkSjubZVkÅuf”kiesa 
u, vkokl dk LVkWd ds fodkl] “kgjhuohuhdj.k ds ek/;e ls mUurvkokl  dh vko”;drkij 
/;kufn;kx;kAbldsvfrfjDrHkkjrfuekZ.kdk;ZØeesaHkhvkokl ds egRodks le>kk x;kAbldsrgr~ 2005 ls 2009 
rd 60 yk[k vkoklcukus dk y{; j[kk x;kA bl ;kstukesavkokl {ks= ijdqy O;; 11]22]334 djksM+ 
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:i;sgqvktks ;kstuk O;; dk 30-80 izfr”krjgkA bl ;kstuk dk y{; fu/kZureoxZ ds fy, vkokl dh 
dehdksiwjkdjuk j[kk x;kA 
 
ckjgohaia¡po’khZ; ;kstuk& ¼2012&2017½ 
15o’khZ; bf.M;kfotu ds rgr~ rhuo’khZ; dk;Z ;kstuko’kZ 2017&18 ls 1019&20 rS;kj dh 
xbZAftlesavkoklfoLrkjgsrqtehuksa ds ewY;ksaesadehykuk] Hkwfe ds mi;ksx] HkwfeifjorZu ds fu;eksadksljydjukrFkk 
:X.kbdkb;ksa ds iklmiyC/k HkwfedkseqDrdjkuk “kkfeygSAlkFkghvkoklleL;k ds gygsrqO;kikfjdcSadksa us lekt 
ds detksjoxksaZdksizR;{k@vizR;{k :i ls vkoklfoŸk dh lqfo/kk iznku dh gSAdqNcSadksa us e/;e ,oafuEuvk; 
oxZdksedkucuokus ;k fufeZrekydks Ø; djusgsrqiF̀kdvkoklfoŸkdEifu;ksa dh ghLFkkiuk dh gSA ;g 
dk;ZvfojytkjhgSA 

bl izdkj ;kstukvksaesacs?kjksadksviukvkoklnsus ds mn~ns”; ls dbZdk;ZØelapkfyrfd;sx;sftuesalg;ksx 
ds fy, jk’Vªh; lgdkjhvkoklla?k] vkokl ,oa “kgjhfodklfuxe] jk’Vªh; vkoklcSad] jk’Vªh; HkoulaxBu] jkT; 
Lrjh; vkoklcksMZ] lsUVªyfcfYaMxfjlpZbULVhV~;wV] Hkkjrh; thou chekfuxevkSjlkekU; chekfuxe ds 
vfrfjDrvusdljdkjh ,oafuthfoÙkh; laLFkkuizkjEHkfd;sx;sA “kgjksaesaxjhcksadksvkoklmiyC/k djkusgsrqusg: 
jkstxkj ;kstuk ,oaxzkeh.kxjhcksa ds fy, bfUnjkvkokl ;kstukvkSjchllw=h dk;ZØeizeq[k :i ls 
lapkfyrfd;sx;sA 
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Abstract 

India, with a population of 1210 million, is the second biggest country in the 
world (1.21billion). In the Indian population census, 17.31 percent of the world 
population is estimated in India. The nation consists of 29 States and 07 territories of the 
Republic. The cities in the countries struggle to cope with the developed situation are 
rapidly becoming urbanized. Given the complex issues surrounding poverty, floods, 
pollution, governance, protection of heritage and culture and urban planning, a greater 
quality of life is the urgent burden on the urban population. In order to provide more 
water and electricity for the towns, improved sanitation, and waste recycling, proper 
traffickers and transport management systems, smart cities are motivated by the concept 
of expanding the urban hubs. 

 
Keywords:Population, Urban Population, Urban Areas, Jaipur, Urbanization. 
 
Introduction 

UN Habitat notes that urban planning policy is important for the development 
standards and guidelines. The strategy offers an overall structure for resolving 
significant and important urban service problems including water, sanitation, 
accessibility and housing. The policy is implemented at the highest government levels 
and sets out public and private action guidelines and provides a reference document for 
sectoral ministries and service providers. It is also a central guide for legislative and 
judicial reforms. It is also an opportunity for the various stakeholders involved in urban 
development, involving residents, NGOs and private sector players. Cities and cities 
have historically been centers of commerce and trade. The urban areas were situated at 
ports or at a crossroads between road and river. People migrated from the hinterland 
with expectation for economic fortune and social well-being into the urban areas. Cities 
and cities offered the infrastructure and services required by road, port and rail for the 
conduct of traffic and communication; development opportunities such as education; 
health and sanitation services. The metropolitan areas had a sweeping effect on the 
population. However, as cities increased in size, due to large population pressures, the 
infrastructure and services were under stress. Owing to overuse and expanded services, 
the cities began to decline. The migration has been an afflicted migration and the main 
cause has been not the urban areas pull but the rural areas push. The cities lost their 
original character in bringing wealth and productivity to their people and in supporting 
their wellbeing. Cities were not the policymakers' chance but a growth challenge. 

According to the census for 2011, the overall population of Rajasthan amounts 
to 68.54 million and the urban population is 17.04 million. There is little difference 
between districts in Rajasthan state. Of the state's 33 districts, there is an urbanization 
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degree higher than that of the national average of only five major districts: Kote, Jaipur, 
Ajrmer, Jhodpur and Bikaner.  The 28 other municipalities have lower urbanization rate 
than the national average. In the last decade from 2001 to 2011, Rajasthan has only one 
town in Rajasthan (from 184 in 2001 to 185 in 2011) and has had a comparative addition 
of 74 towns in the census sector, which has a total of 2,97 urban centers (statutory 
towns, 185 towns and census cities, 112). Of course, there is a constant increase in the 
number of smaller urban centers or urbanizing villages in Rajasthan, which meet the 
basic urban requirements. In the west districts of Hanumangarh, Churu and Jaisalmer, 
the census cities have not increased. This shows clearly that urban construction in space 
is skewed to the east of Rajasthan. In total, just about 25% of the nation is urban, and it 
is mostly rural in absolute terms, as it has a greater rural population than urban areas. 

 
Trends in urbanization in Rajasthan: Urban population in Rajasthan increased from 
1.48 million in 1901 to 17.05 million in 2011. It indicates that absolute urban population 
inRajasthan 
Table 1. Rajasthan Trend in The Levels of Urbanization (1901 To 2011) 

Census Year Level of Urbanization in % Census Year Level of Urbanization in % 
1901 14.41 1961 16.18 
1911 12.87 1971 17.4 
1921 13.73 1981 20.49 
1931 14.15 1991 22.39 
1941 14.67 2001 24.52 
1951 17.1 2011 24.87 

 
Material and Methods 
Study Area 

Jaipur is located in the east part of Rajasthan and is surrounded by the rough 
Aravali hills on three sides. Jaipur is in the 26°55′N 75°49′E (26.92°N 75.82°E).  It lies 
in the North between Alwar or Sikar, in the West between Sikar, Nagaur or Ajmer, and 
in the South between Ajmer, Tonk or Sawai Madhopur or in the East between Dausa 
and Bharatpur. It is 430 metres high on average. In 1728 A.D. was founded Jaipur. The 
founder of the town of Jaipur, which is renowned for its magnificient designs, was 
Maharaja Jai Singh. Also, today, the city has many historic landmarks and structures. 
The climate in the town of Jaipur is semiarid, with average precipitation of 556.4 mm 
annually. From June to September the rainy season continues. The dry bulb temperature 
in the summer ranges from 450C to 250C and in the winter 220C to 80C. The city is 
recognized as the rosa city for its heritage and colour symmetry. Jaipur district is 
6,663,971 inhabitants according to a census in 2011, making Jaipur the 10th-largest 
district in India. The population density of the district is 598 per square kilometre, while 
in decade 2001-2011 it increased by 26.91 percent. For every 1,000 males the gender 
ratio in this district is 909 females and 76.44% literacy. Jaipur is 3,073,350 inhabitants 
as of 2011. 
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Figure 1: Location map of the study area 
 
Objective of The Study 

The main purpose of the analysis is to emphasize the urban problems of Jaipur, 
Rajasthan in an urbanizing India. These priorities contribute to current views of critical 
environmental challenges.   
•  Assessing the effect on the urban environment and the industrial growth. 
•  To measure the effects of tourism. 
•  To analyze traffic and urban transport networks. 
• Analyze the consequences and slum issues of migration. 
•  to demonstrate the cause and the effect on human health of the environmental 

degradation. 
 

Population 
About 3,07 million (2011 census) in Jaipur city are living with 17% of 

Rajasthan's total urban population. Jaipur City experienced 32.2% population growth, 
according to the 2011 census. The population of the city increased five times during 
1951-11. The following table indicates a decadal pattern of population growth. 
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Table 2: Decadal Population Growth, 1991-2019, Jaipur City 
 
 

 
Urban Poverty and Development 

Poverty means depriving people of their essential needs. During the last two 
decades, the developing world has seen significant progress in poverty reduction 
through numerous government and international programmes. While the percentage of 
rural poor people is higher, the percentage of urban people living poor is increasing 
faster than the overall population. India is witnessing the triple dynamics of prosperity, 
urbanization and poverty, as with other development countries.  Urban poverty is more 
dynamic and multi-dimensional, going beyond wages and consumption deficits, where 
its several aspects concern the insecurity of the poor due to their inadequate access to 
land and housing, physical infrastructure and facilities, economic sources and 
livelihoods, health and education services, social security networks. The level of urban 
poverty rises as countries become more urbanized. Some scientists call it "Urbanization 

Sr.No City Population(
2021) 

(expected) 

Population 
(2019) 

Population 
(2011) 

Populatio
n (2001) 

Population 
(1991) 

Area 
(2019) 
(km2) 

01 Jaipur 4,067,826 3,850,000 3,046,163, 2,322,575 1,518,235 465.09 

02 Jodhpur 1,522,657 1,440,000 1,138,300 860,818 666,279 214.47 

03 Kota 1,427,484 1,330,000 1,001,694 703,150 537,371 127.63 

04 Bikaner 946,609 940,284 890,406 854,690 744,289 150.68 

05 Ajmer 632,349 610,785 551,101 490,620 402,700 83.33 

06 Udaipur 591,315 560,087 474,531 389,438 308,571 109.37 

07 Bhilwara 465,809 441,209 359,483 280,128 183,965 49.04 

08 Alwar 442,190 418,838 341,422 266,203 210,146 68.16 

09 Bharatpu
r 

314,457 300,036 252,838 205,235 156,880 38.34 

10 Sri 
Gangana

gar 

282,271 274,666 249,914 222,858 161,482 43.35 

11 Sikar 325,406 306,428 244,497 185,925 148,272 39.66 

12 Pali 300,311 283,760 230,075 187,641 136,842 43.16 

13 Hanuma
ngarh 

249,342 211,145 151,567 101,000 80,321 80.00 
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of Poverty." The Planning Commission reports poverty levels in India. However, these 
figures take into account the evolving behaviour of customers, shifts in the way people 
live, low-cost housing, the availability of colleges, hospitals and transportation systems. 
Workplace and residence are close in rural areas for example; thus, travel cost is 
virtually negligible. The new figures of poverty are based on the C-proposed 
methodology. The Rangarajan expert group reports that in 2011-2012, 26.4% of urban 
populations in urban India were below the poverty line. In all Indian and Rajasthan State 
levels about 1,025 lakhs and 39.5 lakhs were below the poverty line in 2011-12, 
respectively. Only if all groups of people help to build jobs, share the development gain 
and engage in decision-making will development be inclusive. 

 
Environmental Degradation and Air Pollution 

Generally, most of our environmental problems can be traced back to the 
wrong development strategy, particularly after independence, adopted by the Indian 
state. In the limits of our base of capital, the sustainability issue, etc. the landscape of 
resource rich nations of the West was accepted as the standards and development 
planers could not find a solution to that problem. Project formulation. Plan formulation. 
There is a close vision of our planners in the fact that they have allowed the automotive 
industry to sell, in absolute, in disregard of environment factors and the capability of our 
road network, an extremely high number of cars, two-wheelers, etc. In the case of 
Rajasthan, however the primary mode of transport for most people is in public transport, 
such as buses and trains.  

 
Ward wise population density Jaipur city  
Air Pollution Dispersion model 

automobile exhausts are oxides, sulphur, carbon (NOX, SOX, COX, etc.), 
ammonia and suspended carbon are the major pollutants of the vehicle exhaust. The 
concentration on the side of the road is higher as it falls down. A buffer zone beyond 
which pollutant concentrations surpass air standards limits was determined for each 
pollutant. 
Table 2: Example of Noise Pollution Dataset 

Road Name Volume of Traffic 12 hours 
(8A. M-8P.M) 

Average vehicle Speed 
(Km/h) 

M.I. Road 64281 24 
Jhotwara Road 43278 30 
J.L.N. Road 34537 45 

 
Table 3: Population affected by air pollution in Jaipur city 

POPULATION 
AFFECTEDIN 0-425 
METREBUFFER 
ZONE 

POPULATION 
AFFECTEDIN 425-500 
METREBUFFER 
ZONE 

TOTAL 
POPULATION 
AFFECTED BY 
AIRPOLLUTION 

13,37,637 (52.7% of total 
population) 

10,55,322 (41.6% of total 
population) 

23,92,959 (94.3% of 
total population) 
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Table 4: Population affected by noise pollution in Jaipur city 
POPULATION 
AFFECTEDIN 0-30 
METREBUFFER 
ZONE 

POPULATION 
AFFECTEDIN 30-250 
METREBUFFER 
ZONE 

TOTAL POPULATION 
BY NOISEPOLLUTION 

57,587 (2.3% of total 
population) 

8,26,274 (32.6% of total 
population)  

8,83,961 (34.8% of total 
population) 

 
Industrial Impact  

The table below shows that 67.8% of respondents agree that there are very high 
industrial effects in the region. Pollution is rising steadily due to industry. While 27.7 
percent said that the industries in the city have no negative effects. The following table 
contains descriptions 

 
Table 5: Industrial Impact 

Category Response 

Number Percent  
Yes 678 67.8 
No 277 27.7 
No Response 45 4.5 
Total 1000 100.0 

Source: Field Survey 
 
Impact on Water supply 

Effect on Water Resources of water, indiscriminate usage and mismanagement 
have degraded resources to the degree that they have been impaired by water quality and 
quantity. There are winter water shortages (November to March) and good quality water 
is needed. The rapidly rising population has put pressure on food supplies and the 
people have misused water resources to meet their requirements. Although the area has 
enough water in aggregate, it cannot afford sufficient water to its inhabitants anywhere 
and across the seasons. Growth of population, deterioration of water, soil, and of the 
ecosystem, with permanent harm to water supplies in many cases. The social penalties 
and beliefs system held a balance between potential resources and their usage for some 
time, however an imbalance has been created with the increase of population and the 
indiscriminate use of water resources. The important question is to encourage the 
conservation and sustainable exploitation of resources that allow economic growth in 
the long term. 

Water and population statistics indicate that increased availability of water is 
being increased and that groundwater is providing as much water as possible, resulting 
in huge pressure on groundwater. 108 mld water were explored from the ground in 1980 
but increased by 300 mld in 2010 (Table. 2). 
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Table 6: Water supply condition in Jaipur (MLD) 
Years Surface Ground 

Water 
Total Water 
Supply 

1980 27  (Ramgarh Lake) 108 135 

1985 29.5 (Ramgarh Lake) 136.35 165.6 

1990 11.60 (Ramgarh Lake) 152.9 174.6 

1995 11.25 (Ramgarh Lake) 209.25 220.5 

2000 32.00 (Ramgarh Lake) 300 332 

2005  328 328 

2010 50.00 (Ramgarh Lake) 300 350 

 
Results and Discussion 

According to the 2011 census, Rajasthan lives in urban areas among the 
population. 24.87% of the population. Of the total population, 17,048,085 people live in 
urban areas, with 8,909,250 men and 8,138,835 women. 

The sex ratio in urban areas was 914 women per 1000 men. There were 
2,234,621 children in urban areas aged 0-6 years. The overall population in urban areas 
accounted for 13.11 % of children (0-6). The average literacy rate in urban areas in 
Rajasthan was 79.68%. The men had 87.91% literate education and women with 
70.73%. According to the 2011 census, in the city of Rajasthan, total study reports were 
11,803,496. 

Districts of Rajasthan with Highest Urban Population 
Jaipur 3,471,847 
Jodhpur 1,264,614 
Kota 1,176,604 
Ajmer 1,035,410 
Bikaner 800,384 
Districts of Rajasthan with Lowest Urban Population 
Pratapgarh 71,807 
Dungarpur 88,743 
Jaisalmer 89,025 
Banswara 1,27,621 
Jalor 1,51,755 

 
There have been reports that large populations have been affected by air and 

noise pollution (94.3 percent and 34.8 percent of total population respectively). Both air 
contaminants affected 52.7 percent of the total population in the buffer zone of 0-425 m 
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and only suspended particulate matter affected 425-1500 m of the total population in the 
buffer zone. 

A noise level of 60 dB and 32.6 % of the total population lying in a buffer zone 
of 0-30 m had noise level of noise, and a noise level of 50-60dB had an effect of 2.3%. 
As a result, the overall air pollution and noise pollution is 2.3% of the total population 
(57,587). The effects of noise and air pollution within this buffer area (0-30 m) will 
increase in existing communities as vehicle traffic increased. 

In HawaSarak and Jhotwara Lane, the maximum noise and air pollution were 
reported. The high levels of pollution on the a fore mentioned roads is primarily due to 
the connections between these roads and business zones, industrial areas and offices. 
J.L.N. Marg is also the only road connecting residential areas with state, central offices 
and business centres that has a high level of pollution during the office hours. Agra 
Road is also highly polluting, as it is heavily transported across the Province. 

Spatial patterns of urbanization in Rajasthan in 2011: Spatial patterns in 
urbanization are the outcome of a series of interrelated processes of change. These 
processes are economic, technological, demographic, social, cultural and political. At 
the core of the dynamics that boost and shape urbanization are economic factors. 
Variation in these processes brings spatial variation in the patterns of urbanization. It 
was this variation in interrelated process of change that has brought difference in the 
levels of urbanization among various districts of Rajasthan. Mining and industrial 
development has played a major role in the urbanization process of Rajasthan. Industries 
contribute nearly 32.5% GDP of the state. Industrial development in Bhilwara, Kota, 
Jaipur, Udaipur, Bhiwadi, Neemrana etc has affected the spatial pattern in urbanization 
in the state. The trickle-down effects of New Delhi can easily be seen on the industrial 
and economic development of Bhiwadi-Neemrana (Alwar), the closest district to the 
national capital. Among other important factor that influenced the spatial patterns in the 
levels of urbanization in Rajasthan high spatial variation in geographical environment. 
Table- 7. Levels of Urbanization in Rajasthan (2011) 
 

Sr. 
No. 

 
District 

Total 
Population 

Urban 
Population 

Urban Pop. As % to 
Total Pop. 

1 Kota 1951014 1176604 60.3 
2 Jaipur 6626178 3471847 52.4 
3 Ajmer 2583052 1035410 40.1 
4 Jodhpur 3687165 1264614 34.3 
5 Bikaner 2363937 800384 33.9 
6 Churu 2039547 576235 28.3 
7 Ganganagar 1969168 535432 27.2 
8 Sikar 2677333 633906 23.7 
9 Jhunjunun 2137045 489079 22.9 
10 Pali 2037573 460006 22.6 
11 Tonk 1421326 317723 22.4 
Sr. 
No. 

 
District 

Total 
Population 

Urban 
Population 

Urban Pop. 
 As % to Total Pop. 
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12 Bhilwara 2408523 512654 21.3 
13 Nagaur 3307743 637204 21.3 
14 Baran 1222755 254214 20.8 
15 Dhaulpur 1206516 247450 20.5 
16 Sirohi 1036346 208654 20.1 
17 Bundi 1110906 222701 20.0 
18 Sawaimadhopur 1335551 266467 20.0 
19 Udaipur 3068420 608426 19.8 
20 Hanumangarh 1774692 350464 19.7 
21 Bharatpur 2548462 495099 19.4 
22 Chittaurgarh 1544338 285264 18.5 
23 Alwar 3674179 654451 17.8 
24 Jhalawar 1411129 229291 16.2 
25 Rajsamand 1156597 183820 15.9 
26 Karauli 1458248 218105 15.0 
27 Jaisalmer 669919 89025 13.3 
28 Dausa 1634409 201793 12.3 
29 Pratapgarh 867848 71807 8.3 
30 Jalor 1828730 151755 8.3 
31 Banswara 1797485 127621 7.1 
32 Barmer 2603751 181837 7.0 
33 Dungarpur 1388552 88743 6.4 
 All Rajasthan 68548437 17048085 24.87 

 
Table 8. Spatial variation in the levels of urbanization in Rajasthan (2011) 

Sr. 
No. 

Levels in 
Urbanization 

Districts 

1 Very Low 
(8.3% and below) 

Dungarpur, 
Barmer,Banswara,Jalor&Pratapgarh. 

2 Low 
(8.4 to 16.0%) 

Dausa, Jaisalmer, Karauli&Rajsamand. 

3 Moderate (16.1 to 
24.0%) 

Jhalawar, Alwar, Chittaurgarh, Bharatpur,  
Hanumangarh, Udaipur 
Sawaimadhopur, Bundi, Sirohi, Dhaulpur, 
Baran, Nagaur, Bhilwara, Tonk, Pali, 
Jhunjunun, Sikar, Ganganagar & Churu. 

4 High (24.1 to 40%) Ganganagar, Churu, Bikaner & Jodhpur. 

5 Very High (More 
than40%) 

Ajmer, Jaipur & Kota. 

 
Conclusion 

A significant proportion of people are either still not linked to the network 
(Lack of IT infrastructure) or due to digital illiteracy. When services are moved to 
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digital mode without development of infrastructure and filling of information gap, it 
leads to exclusion of large section of the population. This also implies that middle men 
and commissions for services They are increasingly present and were supposed to be 
accessible to all people. 

The population rates increase, the population density rises below poverty level 
and natural resource straining is a product of the exploitation of natural resources that 
threatens to kill the ecosystem. Environmental protection should not only be a 
government responsibility but should also be embraced by local residents and politicians 
to work hard to solve environmental problems. It is time to consider how the public, 
public bodies, State and central governments are affected by our development process. 
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Abstract 
  Education is the most potent mechanism for the advancement of human beings. 
It enlarges, enriches and improves the individual’s image of the future. A man without 
education is no more than an animal. The word assessment has been widely used by 
educator to evaluate measure and document the academic readiness, learning progress 
and skill acquisition of students, throughout their learning in life. It is process of 
gathering information, systematically as a part of an evaluation. It is carried out to see 
what children, disable children, and young people know, understand and are able to do. 
It is very important for tracking progress, planning next steps, reporting and involving 
parents, children learning.  Assessment is the systematic process of documenting and 
using empirical data on the knowledge, skill, attitude and belief to refine programs and 
improve students learning. Assessment can focus on the individual learner, the learning 
community, a course, an academic program, the institution or the educational system as 
a whole. 
 
Keywords: Education, Assessment, Evaluation, Learning, Acquisition, Systematically.  
 
Introduction 

Education emancipates the human beings and leads to liberation from 
ignorance. Education is a constant process of development of innate powers of man 
which are natural, harmonious and progressive. A nation’s ability to convert knowledge 
into wealth and social good through the process of innovation is going to determine its 
future.     

Assessment plays a critical role in teaching and learning and should have as its 
goal the development of students as independent and autonomous learners. As an 
integral part of teaching and learning, assessment should be planned concurrently with 
instruction and integrated seamlessly into the learning cycle to inform instruction, guide 
next steps, and help. Teachers and students monitor student’s progress towards 
achieving learning goals. 

The field of learning disabilities is relatively new, but it is growing at a 
phenomenally rapid rate.Through the intermingling of many professions, a 
multidisciplinary breadth is evolving. However, because so many diverse professions 
are concerned, a confusion of terminology and seemingly conflicting ideas pervades 
current discussions. 

 
Meaning of Assessment 
              Assessment is the process by which information are obtained to some known 
objections. Assessment is a border term which includes testing. Tests isassessments 
made under continued circumstance especially so that they may be administered. 
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Therefore, it can be said that all testing are assessment, but all assessments may not be 
testing. Generally, all unit tests, we test at the end of a lesson or unit, we assess the 
student’s progress at the end of the course through testing.  We also assess verbal and 
quantitative skills through different instrument. Whether implicit or explicit, assessment 
is most usefully connected to some goal or objective for which the assessment is 
designed.  
  Classroom assessment refers to all the processes and products which are ceased 
to describe the nature and the extent of pupils learning .This also takes cognizance of the 
degree of correspondence of such learning with the objectives of instructing .Generally 
evaluation is used when the subject is not persons or group of persons but the 
effectiveness or otherwise of a course of program of teaching or method of teaching 
.Assessment is used for measuring or determining  personal attributes i.e. totality of the 
student , the environment of learning and the students accomplishment.  
 
Definition in Assessment 

Assessment is the process of gathering discussing information from multiple 
and diverse sources in order to develop a deep understanding of what students know, 
understand and can do with their knowledge as a result of their educational experiences 
(according to university of Oregon). 

According to Allen (2004), It involves the use of empirical data on student 
learning, to refine programs and to improve students learning. 

 
Characteristics of Assessment 
 Assessment is linked with course, daily outcomes and standers.  
 It includes opportunity for reproduction of factual knowledge and application of 

skills. 
 Assessment helps in providing specific feedback to the students about their 

strengths and areas for improvement. 
 A variety of tools are used in the process of assessment. This takes into 

consideration the characteristics of the structure of the content.   
 There is opportunity for self-assessment, goal-setting, and personal professional 

development through reflections. 
 
Functions of Assessment  

 Helps in decision- making skills. 
 Monitoring the progress of students. 
 Placement of students in remedial courses. 
 Instructional planning helps to create adaptive learning strategies. 
 Student motivation is necessary for quality education. 
 Feedback helps in developing lifelong learning skills.    

 
Disable Children 
  Children with disabilities are one of the most marginalized and excluded 
groups in society. Facing daily discrimination in the form of negative attitudes, lack of 
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adequate policies and legislation, they are effectively barred from realizing their rights 
to healthcare, education, and even survived. 

Disability is an impairment that may be cognitive, developmental, intellectual, 
mental, physical, and sensory or some combination of these. Disabilities are an umbrella 
term, covering impairments, activity limitation, and participation restrictions. 

Definition of Disability-Federal laws define a children with a disability as 
“Any Children who has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits or 
more major life activities, has a record of such impairment, or is regarded as having 
such an impairment”. 

 
Learning Disabilities 

The field of learning disabilities is relatively new, but it is growing at a 
phenomenally rapid rate.Through the inter mingling of many professions , a multi-
disciplinary breadth is evolving .however, because so many  diverse professions are 
concerned , a confusion of terminology and seemingly conflicting ideas breads current 
discussion.  

 
What are learning disabilities? 

A learning disability is a neurological disorder and children with learning 
disabilities are just as smart or smarter than their peers but may have difficulty reading, 
writing, spelling, reasoning or recalling and organizing information if thought it 
conventional ways. Common learning disabilities include Dyslexia, Dyscalculia, and 
Dysgraphia, Auditory and visual processing disorders and nonverbal learning 
disabilities.Nearly four million school-age children and teens have learning disabilities, 
and at least 20% of them have a type of disorder that makes it difficult to focus on 
learning. 

 
What are the signs of learning disabilities?  
Learning disabilities are difficult to diagnose, but symptoms that may indicate a learning 
disability include:  
 Difficulty in discriminating size, shape or colour. 
 Reversals in writing and reading. 
 Poor visual-motor coordination. 
 Slowness in completing work. 
 Poor short term or long-term memory. 
 Low tolerance for frustration. 
 Poor peer relationship. 
 Inappropriate, unselective and often excessive displays of affection. 
 Poor adjustment to environmental changes. 
 Difficulty with tasks that require sequencing. 
 Disorganized thinking. 

 
Causes of learning Disabilities 

What exactly causes learning disabilities is yet to be traced out.But researchers 
do have some theories as to why they develop .They include: 
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1. Genetic Influence. 
2. Brain Development. 
3. Environmental Impacts. 

 
Assessment procedure of disable children  
  Assessment of learning disabilities can be classified as formal assessment and 
informal assessment.The tests that are useful and effective for formal types of 
assessment are standardized tests and criterion-referenced tests. Informal assessment 
procedures are more reliable estimators of learning levels than standardized tests. Some 
of the means of informal assessment for reading inventory, direct oral reading 
assessment, and ecological approach. 
  The teacher should establish some rapport with the student. Then he could ask 
the student about the things that he doeswell. This places some emphasis on the 
student’s abilities and gives room for the student to recognize that there are things he 
does well. The second question stems from the responses given by the student for the 
first question. The teacher should select from the student’s answers, an activity that the 
students does well and the teacher cannot do well. For example, the teacher may say, 
“you know how to ride a horse but I have been afraid to learn”. This will enable the 
student to understand that adults also have learning weakness and fears. Then the 
teacher should ask, “what do you not do well?” the third question refers to the student’s 
responses about what he does well; ask how he learned how to do it. For example, the 
teacher can ask,“you told me you are able to build bird houses, how did you learn?” 
When the student explains how he learned to do tasks that he does well, the teacher can 
ascertain in what ways he learns best.The fourth question refers to the tasks that the 
student pointed out to the second question what he does not do well. The question may 
be framed in the following manner: “you told me that you do not read well, what are the 
ways you like best in learning how to read? what is most difficult for you in learning to 
read?” the student responses to these questions will provide the teacher with an insight 
into the student’s perceptions about why the task is difficult as well as the manner in 
which he was taught in the past. 
  The last question asks the student to provide information about how he would 
like to be taught as well as what he would like teachers to know about him. The teacher 
may ask, “If you were able to tell teachershow best to teach you, what would you tell 
them? How could they help you more?” The responses given by the student to this 
question will aid the aid the teacher in planning remedial programs. The main advantage 
of this interview is that the teacher gains additional informationabout the student. It adds 
a dimension often overlooked in both formal and informal assessment.  
  Although there are various types of assessment, the main purpose of 
assessment, regardless of type, is to determine the strengths on which to build and the 
weaknesses that provide the information necessary to plan and implement teaching 
strategies. According to Schreiber (1983), “An efficient teacher is similar to a detective 
searching for clues and looking for data that support hypotheses about student’s 
performance in reading. So, a thorough understanding of the process of reading is 
prerequisite for diagnosis”.  
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Assessments for students with learning disabilities  
  Teacher’s answers reflected the type of accommodations they reported using in 
the classroom when assessing students with learning disabilities. Unless assigned 
teaching hours, administrator’s answers reflected the type of accommodation they 
perceived being used by various teachers assessing students with learning disabilities 
teacher’s comparisons according to their educational level, teaching level, and teaching 
assignments did not indicate any statistically significant differences. Interestingly, the 
lack of difference between special education and regular education teachers in their 
assessments for students with learning disabilities might be attributed to the wave of 
inclusive education that has been submerging the countries special education initiatives 
in the last 15 years .Special education and regular education teachers are then considered 
as one professionalentity with similar skills in assessments for both learning disabled 
and non-disabled students .Accommodations related to timing, setting, and responses 
ought to be used more frequently . 
 
Assessing children with special needs  
  Educational assessment of a student with special needs can be challenging 
and,if not administered correctly, can provide a misrepresentation of the child’s actual 
academic abilities. Subsequently, it is essential for the educator to understand the 
idiosyncrasies of the student’s disability, and have a solid knowledge of his /her 
potential to ensure content is relevant whilst still being challenging. Although 
development may be delayed, it does not mean that some learning in the area is 
impossible, but rather that it is different to the expected ability at that chronological age. 
 Despite more clinical relevance, Childrenwith Neurodevelopment Disabilities offer a 
guide to insightful assessment methods which educators can employ to ascertainthe 
abilities of a child with special needs. Knowledge of the student’s disability is essential 
prior to the commencement of the teaching-learning process, as this allows educators to 
be aware of possible challenges may be overcome. The editors emphasize the necessity 
of liaising with the parents to quickly deduce a substantial amount of valuable 
information regarding the child. This includes strengths and weaknesses, behavioural 
problems, particular interest, medication, and current functional and cognitive abilities. 
Parents are an invaluable source of information and support in the quest to provide the 
most fulfilling education for a student with special needs. 
 
Conclusion 

The most common problems of disabled readers include an even rate of 
progress, poor comprehension, poor sight recognition, too rapid careless reading, and 
poor phonic skills. An insight into these problems and remedial measures will give the 
teacher better expertise to teach reading to the learning-disabled children.    
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Introduction 
 

Bio medical waste consist medical waste of laboratory origin or restricted to 
environmental release. Medical facilities generate waste hazardous materials. While 
such wastes are normally not infectious, they require proper disposal.  

According to WHO 2014, Biomedical waste must be properly managed and to 
protect the environment, general public and workers, especially healthcare and 
sanitation workers who are at risk of exposure to biomedical waste as an occupational 
hazard. In India, the Bio-medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998 and 
further amendments were passed for the regulation of bio-medical waste management. 
On 2nd October 2014 Swachh Bharat Mission was launched by Prime Minister of India 
and further, on 28th the March 2016 Biomedical Waste Management Rules 2016 were 
also notified by Central Govt. Each state's Pollution Control Board or Pollution control 
Committee will be responsible for implementing the new legislation.  

Multiple studies to assess BMW management practices among health 
functionaries in certain areas of India have been conducted whereas very few studies 
have been undertaken in district hospitals. The attempt is made to assess practices of 
healthcare functionaries in a predominantly district hospitals of Haryana and keeping 
this in view, the present study was conducted with the aim to evaluate BMW 
management practices at five facilities from different zones of Haryana.  

 
Need of the study 
 

Biomedical waste has become a serious health hazard in many countries, 
including India. Careless and indiscriminate disposal of this waste by healthcare 
establishments and research institutions can contribute to the spread of serious diseases 
such as hepatitis and AIDS (HIV) among those who handle it and also among the 
general public. Personnel responsible for the disposal of BMW were not adequately 
trained which lead to inappropriate management and insufficient implementation of 
regulations. The pharmaceutical waste and a variety of chemically hazardous waste used 
in laboratories handling, segregation, mutilation, disinfection, storage, transportation 
and final disposal are vital steps for safe and scientific management of biomedical waste 
in any health set up for which the health care workers. The persons responsible for the 
disposal of BMW are not adequately trained which lead to inappropriate management 
and insufficient implementation of regulations. The present scenario of Bio-medical 
waste management in Indian hospitals is not adequately handled. Multiple studies to 
assess BMW management practices among health functionaries in certain areas of India 
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have been conducted whereas very few studies have been undertaken in district 
hospitals. The attempt is made to assess practices of healthcare functionaries in a 
predominantly district hospitals of Haryana and keeping this in view, the present study 
was conducted with the aim to evaluate BMW management practices at five facilities 
from different zones of Haryana.  

 
Objectives 
 
1. To evaluate the functioning of bio medical waste management in public health 

hospitals. 
2. To evaluate the status of sanitation hygiene and infection control in public health 

hospitals. 
3. To assess the emergency area, intensive care units, maternity wards in relation to 

cleanliness with Bio medical wastage. 
 

Methodology 
 

There are 21 districts that make up the state of Haryana. The state is divided 
into four division namely Gurugram division, Ambala, Rohtak and Hisar division. 
Hence each division comprises with five districts. For the data collection of this study in 
5 Districts of Haryana were selected randomly- 1) Panchkula 2) Gurugram 3) Sonepat 4) 
Yamunanagar 5) Hissar. Each facility was selected from each division while Panchkula 
and Yamunanagar fall under same division. This study is based on the primary data and 
for the collection of data well-designed pretested questionnaire was used for the 
assessment of the facilities. The administration of tests and tools were done according to 
the Swachhta guidelines of Public Health facilities. 

 
Result and Discussion 

To evaluate the functioning of bio medical waste management in public health 
hospitals and to assess the emergency area, intensive care units, maternity wards in 
relation to cleanliness, biomedical wastage and infection control appropriate parameters 
of methodology was adopted. During the research, it was observed that BMW rules 
2016 which has been fully implemented in DH- Panchkula, followed by Gurugram and 
Sonepat whereas, DH-Hissar scored 40 per cent as it was noted that facility was lacking 
in procurement of bar-coded bags and containers and uploading of annual reports on 
official website. The DH-Panchkula, Sonepat and Gurugram followed each rule of 
Segregation, collection and transportation of biomedical waste while DH-Hissar is 
placed at bottom in relation to adoption of rules of bio-medical waste management.  
However, bio-medical waste picked up by out-sourced agency within 24 hours from all 
the facilities. 

Overall, the infection control like the hand hygiene, PPE, PPP, 
Decontamination and cleaning of instruments, isolation control program very well 
followed in majority of DHs. The disinfection and sterilization of instruments were also 
gauged to check the awareness of recommended temperature, duration and pressure of 
autoclaving instruments. The spill management i.e., adherence to protocol, availability 
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of kits and check for display were taken care by the staff of DH-Gurugram and 
Panchkula. The one of the factor was infection surveillance and the facility measure the 
health care associated infections, do regular monitoring infection control practices. The 
environment control was also assessed to check the availability of air-conditioning, 
ventilator as per environment condition, and carbolization of OT/Labour rooms and 
promote respiratory hygiene. The disposal of biomedical waste discarded linen, body 
blood, fluid, properly disinfection procedure followed by staff and was well managed by 
DH-Panchkula. The disposal of lab reagents and disposal of radiographic developer & 
fixer were properly disposed. Solid general waste management was also evaluated and 
most of the facilities undertake efforts to educate patients and visitor about segregation 
of recyclable and biodegradable wastes. The equipment and supplies for bio medical 
waste management was also assessed and it was noted that set of bins of appropriate size 
at each point of generation for bio-medical and general waste and its supply record were 
properly managed by all the facilities. Apart from this, the poly-bags were placed inside 
the bins in all the facilities. 

 
Administrative Activities of BMW 

The district hospitals were evaluated on the basis of certain indicators and it 
was observed that all the facilities have nominated in-charge of the BMW program, 
further, table no. 1 reveals that Principal Medical Officer (PMO) is supervising as in-
charge of this program in all the facilities while in DH-Yamunanagar, Civil Surgeon is 
in-charge of BMW program. Moreover, BMW (management & handling) rules 2016 
was implemented and followed appropriately by all hospitals. During the field visit, it 
was observed that only DH-Panchkula displayed sufficient IEC material and protocol 
posters at adequate places, while rest of DHs displayed limited materials related to 
behaviour change communication. During the trainings, the main emphasis has been 
given on hand washing method, usage of mask, cap and gloves, disinfection of 
instruments, spill management, autoclaving, handling of BMW and infection control. 
The flaws in any section were discussed and try to manage the infection with the 
sensitization among staff and by adopting different techniques to avoid the infection rate 
at required areas. The various methods were discussed by the expert members of the 
committees to control the high infection rate and sensitize to follow the PPE protocol 
appropriately. 

Table No.1: Administrative Functioning 
 

1 INDICATORS PKL SON GRM YAM HIS Total 

% 

1.1 Any In charge of the program BMW Y Y Y Y Y 5(100) 

1.2 BMW (management & handling) rules 2016 was implemented   Y Y Y Y Y 5(100) 

1.3 Any committee has been constituted for BMW Y Y Y Y Y 5(100) 

1.4 Name of these committee members displayed N N N N N 0(0) 

1.5 Designations of the member and their responsibility Y Y Y Y Y 5(100) 

1.6 IEC material (BMW) displayed properly   Y N N N N 1(20) 

1.7 For BMW any training/workshop organized for the staff in last sixth month  Y Y N N N 2(40) 

1.8 Meetings were held (Daily (D)/ weekly (W) / Monthly (M) M M M M M 5(100) 
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Bio-medical Waste Management 
 
 

Sharp management includes disinfection of glassware, storage in puncture 
proof containers and DH-Panchkula maintained each and every rule of sharp 
management, while DH-Hisar scored only 10 percent as it did not follow sharp 
management rules and staffs was not followed protocols of needle stick injury. On the 
other hand, DH-Panchkula, Gurugram and Sonepat were equipped with well storage 
place and have dedicated room for BMW before disposal and secured against pilferage, 
reach of animal and rodents. While DH-Yamunanagar& Hisar were lacking to maintain 
BMW storage protocol due to non availability of separate BMW storage rooms. Yadav 
(2001), conducted a study and found that 85 percent of sharp injuries are caused because 
of the usage and disposal and around 20 percent of stick injuries occur during handling. 
Further, Singh, Kishore & Mathur (2002), found that instruction booklet of biomedical 
waste strengthen the knowledge of nurses in relation to handling, storage and 
transportation of biomedical waste. 

 
Solid general waste management was also evaluated and most of the facilities 

undertake efforts to educate patients and visitor about segregation of recyclable and 
biodegradable wastes while, DH-Hissar was impaired in solid waste management as 
compare to other facilities. However, general storage space was only available in DH-
Panchkula and Gurugram, rest of the districts were poor in managing general wastage 
because most of the items like broken plastic container, e-waste material, broken chairs 
etc were dumped at different corners or under the ramps and stairs in the premises of 
facilities. The dry-waste was not managed well in all the facilities except Panchkula, for 
managing dry-waste MC has installed containers and also picked it from facilities once 
in a week. However, it was observed that dry-waste bins were overflowed and 
moreover, most of the dry-waste was lying near the bins instead of inside them. Kasyap 
(2004) found that average solid waste is ranged between 1.5 to 2.2 kg/day/bed. The 
researcher found that 10-20 per cent of hospital waste is infectious and as a result he has 
emphasis on the education, training and consistent motivation to health care staff in 
proper collection and disposal of waste. 

 
The equipment and supplies for bio medical waste management was also 

assessed and it was noted that set of bins of appropriate size at each point of generation 
for bio-medical and general waste and its supply record were properly managed by all 
the facilities. Apart from this, the poly-bags were placed inside the bins in all the 
facilities. Though, DH-Gurugram initiated the usage of non-chlorine poly-bags in the 
bins to dispose the BMW. The statuary compliances consists valid authorisation for bio-
medical waste management from prescribed authority, submit annual report to pollution 
control and maintain website and annual report.  
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Infection-Control  
According to a WHO report hospital acquired infection rates in developing 

countries vary from 5.7% to 19.1% (but mostly >10%) in our present study the infection 
control was measured in different segments and graph 2 shows that, DH-Panchkula and 
Gurugram maintained the hand hygiene, PPE, PPP, Decontamination and cleaning of 
instruments, isolation control program very well. On other hand, Sonepat, Yamunanagar 
and Hisar were not updated on infection control variables such as hand wash 
instructions were not displayed properly at all points of use, staff was not properly wear 
head caps, lab coat and aprons in patient care and procedures areas except Operation 
Theatres. Infection control program and hospital acquired infection surveillance was not 
running properly at DH-Hisar, the records and lab investigations were not well 
maintained. Das & Biswas (2016), conducted a study in west Bengal and found that 
37.9% did not have any idea about in which colored bins the cytotoxic drugs should be 
disposed. Moreover, 32.8% replied with the black colored plastic bag, however 29.3% 
of them uttered wrong colored bags. In addition, 33.9 % respondent reported that 
Infectious BMWs can be kept within hospital premises for more than 6 hours. 
Graphical Representation No 2 
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Sanitation & Hygiene 
In terms of sanitation and hygiene all the facilities were assessed in terms of 

cleanliness of circulation area, graph no. 3 shows that cleanliness of wards, ambulatory 
diagnosis, cleanliness of toilets and drainage management. It was observed that overall 
DH-Panchkula met with all the requirements followed by Sonepat and Gurugram. 
However, Hissar was the only one facility which performed below 50 per cent 
moreover; it was also observed that DH-Hisar need improvement in the cleanliness of 
toilets, equipments for standard cleaning methods and drainage management. It was 
perceived that cleanliness of ambulatory area, corridors and waiting area were well 
maintained by all the facilities apart from cracks in walls, minor defects on cleaning 
procedures in DH-Sonepat and Gurugram. The auxiliary area was also evaluated in 
terms of floors and walls of pharmacy, stores, verify housekeeping records and uneven 
defects. It was found that only DH-Hisar was functioned less than 60 per cent as 
comparison to other facilities. The cleanliness of toilets was also under 50 per cent in 
DH-Sonepat, Yamunanagar and Hisar and the washrooms were not properly cleaned and 
dry. The standard equipment for cleaning was not used in some facilities and they 
followed less than 40 per cent rules and during an interview with Supervisor and 
Quality-Manager it was noted that quality of material and equipment was not 
standardised and inadequate supply of cleaning solutions. The monitoring of cleanliness 
activities has been well managed in DH-Panchkula and Gurugram besides this in other 
facilities periodic monitoring is lacking and washroom cleaning checklist was not 
monitored and maintained properly.  
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Infection-Control (other practices) 

The DH facilities were evaluated in relation to infection control and other 
routine practices followed by staff members of the facilities. Graph no. 4 and table no. 2 
stated that the frequency of regular practice was categorised into five different areas like 
PPE, cleaning of the instruments, disinfectioned/ sterilizations of the instruments, 
control of Infection Surveillance and water sanitation.  

The 80 per cent staff always uses mask and caps while 20 per cent wear often. 
The usage of heavy-duty gloves and gumboot by waste handlers were varied, only 60 
per cent use always and on other hand 20 per cent do sometimes and often. The clinical 
staffs was used with usage of lab coat or aprons and adequate supply of personal 
protective equipment, it was revealed that 80 per cent use aprons always and there is 
sufficient supply of personal protective equipments. Das & Biswas (2016) also 
supported the result of this study which shows that Gloves and masks were the PPM 
used by all professionals. However, in addition, apron was used in case of maternity 
(gynaecology and obstetrics) wards only. 

The facilities were assessed in connection to decontamination and cleaning of 
instruments. Das & Biswas (2016), found that 33% syringes are reused for the same 
patient in West Bengal DHs. Almost all the on-duty nursing staff agreed that all the 
intramuscular (IM) needles and syringes and those, which are contaminated with blood 
or other body fluids, are never reused, and it contributed to 41.7%. In the wards where 
the syringes were reused for the same patients, the syringes are washed with normal 
saline (NS) only and in cases where the syringes are used for different patients; the 
syringes were dipped into the disinfectant solution for a certain period and then 
sterilized by boiling. 
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The 100 per cent facilities always received adequate quantity of water as per 
requirement. The 80 per cent facilities have storage tank for water and cleaned 
periodically. The drinking water was chlorinated by 80 per cent hospitals while 20 per 
cent done it often but only 60 per cent facilities tested quality of water on regular basis 
whereas, 20 per cent tested it often or sometimes and water is always available at all 
point of use in all the facilities. 
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Graphical Representation No 4 

 
 

The 80 per cent facilities have storage tank for water and cleaned periodically. 
The drinking water was chlorinated by 80 per cent hospitals while 20 per cent done it 
often but only 60 per cent facilities tested quality of water on regular basis whereas, 20 
per cent tested it often or sometimes and water is always available at all point of use in 
all the facilities. Patil et al (2013), conducted in Maharashtra and results reveals that 
80.2% of nurses and 18.9% of sanitary workers and 42.8% technicians correctly had the 
knowledge of blue or transparent white container for disposal of sharp wastes. However, 
in our study, it was found that 60% of facilities tested the quality of water on daily basis. 
 
Conclusion  
 
  The study revealed a lack of infrastructure and awareness in different aspects of 
healthcare facilitators which hampers the health practices. Further, professional training 
/ workshop are required by the experts for BMW on regular basis. The main emphasis 
should be given on hand washing method, usage of mask, cap and gloves, disinfection 
of instruments, spill management, autoclaving, and handling of BMW and infection 
control. The monthly meeting must be followed at each facility and all the in-charge of 
different committees discuss about the infection control in various sections of hospitals. 
Moreover, all the facilities have different committees such as infection control 
committee, monitoring and evaluation committee for BMW.  
  As far as Infection Control and Waste Management is concern, the infection 
control like the hand hygiene, PPE, PPP, Decontamination and cleaning of instruments, 
isolation control program very well followed in majority of DHs. Solid general waste 
management was also evaluated and most of the facilities undertake efforts to educate 
patients and visitor about segregation of recyclable and biodegradable wastes. 
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Recommendations and Suggestions 
 

Implementation of SBM is not running independently in hospitals, though it is 
functioning under the umbrella of Kayakalap program in the hospitals. The committees 
of District hospitals of Haryana did not pass any circular regarding the implementation 
of SBM in hospitals except DH-Panchkula. There is no separate funding for SBM 
despite funds are under the head of Kayakalap program and they spend according to the 
guidelines of Kayakalap only. So, to strengthen the implementation of SBM, there is 
need to appoint State-level Nodal Officer and District-level Officer to monitor the SBM 
program in hospitals on regular basis. 

 
Monitoring of the program should be done twice a year in district hospitals and 

once a year in an entire public hospital in the districts by national level external agency.  
There is shortage of rooms for the general waste material like, dry waste, solid waste, e-
waste in all the DHs except DH-Panchkula. IEC & BCC Material should be place 
properly to sensitize the public in IPD and OPD. There is special need for the 
establishment of separate grievance and redressal cell for BMW management for the 
general public. The names and designation of the officers should be displayed publically 
with their contact number. So that general public can approach them easily and can 
share their views regarding the cleanliness of the hospitals. This collective step will help 
to enhance the cleanliness in the public hospitals. 
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Abstract 

In order to investigate the aspirations of STEM Career among higher secondary 
school students the investigator carried out this research. The sample size of 40 higher 
secondary students were selected using simple random sampling technique from the 
Kalkulum taluk, Kanyakumari district. STEM Career aspirations of the students was 
assessed using STEM Career Aspiration Scale which was developed by the scholar. The 
descriptive survey method was adopted for the study and the data obtained from the 
survey was analysed using percentage analysis and t-test. The findings of the study 
depicted that there is no significant difference in aspirations of STEM Career 
Aspirations with regard to gender and locality. 
 
Keywords: STEM, Career Aspirations, Higher Secondary Students. 
 
Introduction  

STEM is an educational programme developed to prepare primary and 
secondary students for entering graduate studies in the fields of Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Aims of STEM are to create inquiring minds, 
logical reasoning and collaboration skills. STEM focuses increasing the supply of 
qualified Hi-Tech workers. STEM is constantly divided into two categories, such as 
STEM education and STEM workforce. A career is the job or profession that someone 
does for a long period of their life. A career is often composed of the jobs held, titles 
earned and work accomplished over a long period of time, rather than just referring to 
one position. An occupation undertaken for a significant period of a person's life and 
with opportunities for progress. The word carrier is derived from Latin word Carrus, 
means Chariot. The semantic extension whereby career came to mean ‘course of one's 
public or professional life’. There is great variety among STEM occupations.  
  Career aspirations for the desire and intention to pursue an occupation or a 
particular position within an occupation. Aspirations play an important role in career 
decisions because they reflect the goals and intentions that influence individuals towards 
a particular course of action. 
 
Significance of the Study 

The importance of the STEM programme is to prepare students with 
knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in college and careers; and to promote 
interest in STEM related fields of study after High School. To improve STEM 
education, everyone must focus on both preparation and inspiration, and everyone must 
inspire all students to learn STEM and, in the process, motivate many of them to pursue 
STEM careers. STEM education breaks the traditional gender differences. This study is 
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important to determine whether STEM programmes increase the livelihood that students 
will graduate from high school interested in continuing their education at the higher 
secondary level in STEM related fields. Educator at all levels will be provided with 
valuable information on whether or not STEM interest of female students. Whether 
STEM programmes increase the interest in STEM careers of one of the most under-
represented populations in STEM occupations, STEM education and careers must be 
given national priority. The study is also important for the Schools offering STEM 
programmes to determine whether the goal on purpose of increasing STEM interest has 
been met. 
 
Objectives 
 To find out the level of aspirations in STEM career between male and female higher 

secondary students. 
 To find out the level of aspirations in STEM career between rural and urban school 

higher secondary students. 
 To find out the significant difference between male and female higher secondary 

students with regard to the STEM career aspirations 
 To find out the significant difference between rural and urban higher secondary 

students with regard to the STEM career aspirations. 
 
 
Hypotheses of the Study 
 There is no significant difference between male and female higher secondary 

students with regard to the aspirations in STEM careers. 
 There is no significant difference between rural and urban higher secondary 

students with regard to the aspirations in STEM careers. 
 
Methodology of Study 
 The investigator used survey method for the study. 
 
Population & Sample  

The population of the present study consists of all the higher secondary 
students from Kalkulum Taluk, Kanyakumari District. The sample size of the study is 
40. The investigator used stratified random sampling technique. 
 
Procedure of Data Collection 

The investigator got the permission from the Headmasters of the school and 
collected the data using the STEM Career Aspiration Scale from the higher secondary 
students in the Kalkulum Taluk, Kanyakumari District. 
 
Statistics Techniques Used 

In the present study the investigator used the following statistical techniques 
such as Percentage analysis and t- test. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
Percentage Analysis 
1. To find out the level of aspirations in STEM career among higher secondary 

students with regard to gender. 
 
Table 1: Level of aspirations in STEM career among higher secondary students 
with regard to gender 

Variable Gender Low Avg High 
No % No % No % 

STEM 
Career 
Aspirations 

Male 2 12.5 14 87.5 0 0.0 

Female 3 12.5 17 70.8 4 16.7 
 

From the above table it is revealed that above three-fourth of the male and 
female higher secondary students have moderate level of aspirations in STEM career.  
 
2. To find out the level of aspirations in STEM career among higher secondary 

students with regard to locality of students. 
 
Table 2: Level of aspirations in STEM career among higher secondary students 
with regard to locality of students 

Variable 
Locality 
of the 
Student 

Low Avg High 

No % No % No % 

STEM 
Career 
Aspirations 

Rural 3 15.8 13 68.4 3 15.8 

Urban 2 9.5 18 85.7 1 4.8 

 
From the above table it is revealed that the above three-fourth of the rural 

higher secondary students have moderate level of aspirations in STEM career among the 
higher secondary students with regard to locality of students. 

 
Differential Analysis 
1. There is no significant difference in the STEM career aspirations among 

higher secondary students with regard to gender.  
 
Table 3: Significance of difference in the STEM career aspirations among higher 
secondary students with regard to gender 

Variable Gender No Mean 
Std. 
Deviatio
n 

Std. Error 
Mean 

Calculated 
t value Remarks 

STEM Career 
Aspiration 

Male 16 1.318 8.11480 2.02870 
0.596 NS 

Female 24 1.340 14.73676 3.00813 
Table value – 1.96 
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From the above table, there is no significant difference in aspirations of STEM career 
among the male and female higher secondary students. 
 
2. There is no significant difference in the STEM career aspirations among 

higher secondary students with regard to Locality of the students.  
 
Table 4: Significance of difference in the STEM career aspirations among higher 
secondary students with regard to Locality of the students 

Variable Location of 
the Students No Mean 

Std. 
Deviatio
n 

Std. Error 
Mean 

Calculated 
t value Remarks 

STEM 
Career 
Aspiratio
n 

Rural 19 1.343 14.499 3.326 

0.541 NS 
Urban 21 1.321 10.479 2.286 

 

Table value – 1.96 
 

From the above table, there is no significant difference in aspirations of STEM 
career among higher secondary students with regard to Locality of School. The mean 
scores shows that rural school students more aspirations in stem career than urban 
school students. 

 
Findings 
 No significant difference was found between male and female higher secondary 

students with regard to STEM career aspirations. 
 No significant difference was found between rural and urban higher secondary 

students with regard to STEM career aspirations.  
 
Recommendations 
 To promote this STEM Career aspirations to the students, various experts in the 

relevant field may be invited as resource persons.  
 The teacher can conduct STEM related activities such as science exhibitions, 

startup programme for youths, entrepreneurship training, personality development 
and competitions for the students. 

 Integrate and revamp the curriculum for the development of students in the field of 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. 

 
Conclusion 

STEM education focuses on the students who enter at one end of the education 
system and those who emerge with STEM degrees. The diversity of paths that leads 
students to STEM degrees, or the expanding range of careers for those with STEM 
degrees. There is an opportunity to expand and diversify the nation’s Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics fields. There is an ample opportunity for 
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getting placed at high position in global scenario. Hence the teachers may motivate the 
students to undergo the STEM education programme. 
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सा ितकसमाजे योगदशन योपयोिगता 
 
मधसुूदनदासः 

सदािशवप रसरः, के यसं कृत व व ालयः, नवदेहली 
पुर , ओ डशा 
 
 

भारतीयसं कृतेः तीक वशषे य योगदखशन य आ या मस पदितरेकादन यत ् सामा यं मह व ं
सवस मतं वर वित। योगा यासेन साधकेष ु अलौ ककश नामा वभावो भवित। मानसबलस प ना 
योिगनो लीलया लौ ककैः पु षरैिच यािन अ प कमा ण कतु समथाः भव त। योगी अनेकािभः 
देवीश िभः स प नो भवित। हं ज तवः योिगनः कृतो पो षता इव जाय ते । वे छया योगी कम प 
व तु ा ुं श नोित। अलौ कक स प नो योगी सू मम प पदाथ गोचर करोित, वायु रवाकाश े
उ ड यते, तरम प वशित, तथा एक मन ् समयेऽनके  यते। एवमनके वधाः िस यः 
समपुल य तेतैः । परमेतत ्सव साधनमा म त, वा त वकं सा य ं तु मो ाि रेवा त, या योग य 
परमं ल यम त, अतो यो योगी आसु अलौ ककश ष ु आस ो न भवेत ् िस नामाकषणं प रहाय 
योगमाग तावदगसरो भवे  यावद तम ंल यं मो  ंन लभेत।  
 ता पयिमदम त यदेकमा  ंयोगशा मेवेता शम त य य कृपया भू मु  उभे अ प ा ुं श येते, तथा 
सनातन या मनः सा ा कारं कतु श र प योगेषूपल यते। योिगषु न रोगो ना प जरा भवित, न च 
मृ यु तमपुधावित तथा ह- 
 

न त य रोगो न जरा  न मृ युः ा य योगा नमयं शर रम।् 
 भगव यः पाव याः  ेभगवता सदािशवेन सवक याणकारकसाधनषेु योग एव िशरोम णः ो ः। अ प च 
कैव यपद ाि र यशा ैरित दु करा त, मो ोपल ध तु योगमागणैव सुलभा भवती यु म ्– 
 
नानामाग तु दु ा यं कैव यं परमं पदम।् 
योगमागण ल येत ना यथा िशवभा षतम।्। 
 वे ािनका इव योगनोऽ प समाज य उ नायकाः स त। यथा वै ािनकाः व योगशालाया ंत मयतापूवकं 
व वध योगपर णा तरं समाज य सम े व वधान ्क याणका रण आ व कारानपु थानय त, तथवै 
योिगनोऽ प व योगशालाया ं व थान ् ढा गन ् विल ान ् कायकुशलान ् सवकला वीणान ् नाग रकान ्
िनमायरा य समाज य च महा तमुपकारं कुव त। वे ािनकानां योगाः कदािचदसफला समाज य 
रा य च हािनकारका अ प भ वतुमह त, परं योिगना ंिनमाणकाय सवदा स य य िशव य सु दर य च 
ित ापकमवे भवित।  

  योिगनां वे ािनकाना च िच तन वाहमागः काम ं िभ नो भवते,् क तु व प कतेः 
तल पिश ववचेनं वधातंु यतेते। ा याम प जगतः सू माणा ं थनीनां पश कतु य यते। अ तरं 
तयोः केवलमेतावदेव भवित य  वे ािनकाः केवल ं जगतः थलूश षु एवािधकारं कृ वा 
स तोषमनभुव त, क तु योिगनो नैतावता तु य त, युत तेषा ंयोगिच तनधारा इतोऽ य े वहित । 
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योिगनः समािध थाः स तः व वी रधौ वक णािन िस र ािन सं ह तंु भव त। योिगनाम त ः 
अ य तं सू मा भवित योग  तेषां हेतुल यी भवित। योिगनः वयं साधनास पा दतिस समृ ं सवषा ं
सम ं समपु थाियतंु समथा भव त। अतो योिगना ंकायकौशल ंध यं यश यं व  ंसवथा पहृणीय ं
रा िनमाणोपयोिग व सहयोिग ससंार य क यणका रचा त।  
  वशाल,ं वैभवम,् वपलुा व ा, सरु यं थानम,् अप रिमतं साधनम,् समृ ं सा ह यम,् सु दरं 
शर रम,् कुशा ा बु ः, उव रतं म त कम,् सू मे कया ववचेनसर णः सवमेतत ् वा यं वना 
िन फलं भवित। अतोऽनायासने स पा दतेन योगा यासेन शर र य व यलाभायाव यं य  े वधेयः । 
योगा यासाथ न बा य धन याव यकता भवित, ना प वशाल य भवन य अपे ा जायते, न 
चािधक यै य याका ा त, क तु ित दनं ातः सायं यथास भव ं वभवन े प व  े एव वातावरणे 
क चत ्समयोऽपे ते । ायः शर र य बौ क य च व य य लाभाय शर रं सु ढं बिल मारो य ं
मनोहरं च वधातंु योगदशन य साधनमव यमनु येम।् 
  योगः शर रमारो य ंबिल  ंच कु ते, मानस ंिनमल ंप व  ंच स पादयित। योगानुसारं ाकृितकं 
जीवनमेव दैिनकजीवन य मोऽ त। योिगनो वनेष ुपु पवा टकाषु लताकु जेष ुगोमयादिुल ेषु प व मषे ु
गहेृष ु नद -कूप-सरसा ं वशु जलवायुसवेनेन दु ध-क द-मूलफलाद ना ं सदपुयोगेन स मागानसुरणेन च 
सूय करणैः जीवनत व हणपवूकमनायासने मानिसकं नै यमूपल य ाकृितकं जीवन ंयापय त। 
 शर रं यवहाथ परमाथ च मु यं साधनम त। एतद ारैवाभी य व तुतः उपल धस भवोऽ त । शु ा 
ना यः, वशु ं िधरम,् बलवान ् म जात तुः, सस ः यात तुः, िनमल ं ानम,् वशु ं वीय च 
मानवशर र वा यलाभे भव त कारणािन।  एतदथ योगा यासम तरा ना त। 
क चद य ा त वकम य तमुपयोिग च साधनम।् बा सौ दयापे या आ त रक य सौ दय य भवित 
मह मह वम।् िनयमतो योगसाधनेन आत रकं सौ दय व ते। अतो योिगनः बा सौ यसवं नापे या 
आ य तर य सौ दय य परमोपयोिग वमनुभयूानुशीलय त योगा यासम।् यथा भगवतो मूत  म दरे 
च सौ दय र य वं सु ढ व ं व छ व ंचापे तम त, तथवै शर रम प आ मपरमा मनोः म दरं म वा 
त य िनमलतास पादनाय यत तेऽहिनश ं ववे कनो योिगनः । अत एवो ं  पू यपादभगव छ कुराचायः 
सदासार तो े –  
 
देहो देवालयः ो ो देह  देवो िनर जनः। 
अिचतं सहभावने वानभुू या वराजते।। इित। 
 य द समुिचतेन पेण परमाथसाधन ं यते, त ह आ मशर रे एव भगवतो िनर जन याव य ं दशन ं
संभवेत।् यथा व छे महर हते दपणे शर रं प ं ित व बतं भवित, तथैव शर रारो यतया स ने मनिस 
सवाः याः सफला भव त।  
 एव च शर र य मनस च न वशु ौ यावहा रकं पारमािथकं च जन क याणकाय िन च ंसफल ं यात।्  
 यथा प रप व ं पु मु कृ  ं च बीजम ् उव रत े -सूय काश-शु वाय-ुिनद षजल-
वमलाकाशाद नामुिचत यव थाया अभावे न रोढंु समथ भवित, तथैव केवलेनासना यासने पया ो लाभो 
भ वतंु नाहित, क तु तदथ वशु य वायोः सा वक य भोजन य रोगापनदुजीवनत वानां योग गाना ं 
च सेवनम प अ त अ य तमाव यकम।्  
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 योगा यास यानु ानने शर रे उ रो रमु कषमा वभवित, शर रे सामथमारो यतायाः स चारम,् बु ौ 
वचारवैश म,् मनिस शा त, िच य चा च यिनवृ  ादभुवित। जीवनेऽ प नवा श ः, नवीना 
फूितः , अपूव य तेजस आ वभाव  योगसाधन या त फलम।् योगा यासे अिच या श ः, अगाध ं
गा भीयम,् अ ूतं रह यं च छ नम त।  
 अ प च सन कुमार-नारद-पराशर-या व य-विस -शुक भतृयो योगा यासेनवै िस ं गताः। 
ी वािमनः श कराचाय याकाशमागण  म डनिम गहेृ गमनम,् मतृ य अमरोः रा ः शर रे वशे  
योगसाधन यैवा त अ ूतं कम। अ वेऽ प केचन महायोिगनः विच ूतुमा यकरं च 
कायमपु थापय त। अत एवो ं  मत गेन ऋ षणा –  
 
अ न ोमा दकान ्सवान ् वहाय जस म।् 
योगा यासरतः शा तः परं ािधग छित।। 
 साधकः योगशा ो साधनानु ानपूवकं रहिस थतः यतमानो मनसा आ मनोऽ तःकरणे परमा मन ं
सा ा कतु भवित। यगसाधन ारा वषये य इ या ण या य मनोऽितिनमल ं वधाय योगी 
शर रा य तर एव ानग यमा मान ंसा ा कृ य कृतकृ यो भवित। तदु ं  ीराम ं ित मह षणाविस ने 
। यथा- 
 
दःुसहा राम !  संसार वषवेगा वषिूचका। 
योगगा डम ेण पवननेोपशा यित।। 
     यो. वा. – ३/५/२७ 
 अयं ससंार पो वष वषिूचकावगेो महान ् दःुसहोऽ त, योग पग ड य म ेणैव शा यित, ना यथा। 
ग डपरुाणेऽ प भगवता यासने योगः परममौषध ं ो म त –  
 

भवतापेन त नां योगो ह परमौषधम।्। इित।   
ग.पु. - ५/२५ 

 ववकेचूड़ामणौ भगवान ् श कराचाय ऽ प ो वान ् य  य े पु षाः घटपटा दबा  ं प च ं ो ाद य ं
िचतमहिम या या तरं च िचदा मिन सा ण वला य समािध थो भवित। त एव  
ज ममरणा मकैब धनै वमु य ते। यथा –  
 
समा हता ये वल य बा ं ो ा दचेत वहमं िचदा मिन। 
स एव मु ा भवपाशब धननैा ये तु पारो यकथािम ाियनः ।। 

 व.चू.म. - ५/७ 
 एव ं योगबीज े पावतीमहादेवसंवादे भगवती पावती भगव तं सदािशम ा ीत ् – भगवन ् ! य द केवलेन  
ानेन मो ाि ः स भवित, त ह योग एव मो दः इित ािननां मतं कथंकारं सगं छते ? तदु रे  स 

एवमभाणी  य  दे वः !  य प ाननेवै मो ो भवित, ना येन साधननेेित ािनना ंकथन ंस यम त, 
तथा प ख गेनवै श ुपराजयो भ वत य स य वेऽ प कं यु ेन वीयण बना श ुपराजयः स भवित। तथवै 
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योगं बना केवलने ानेन मो ाि ः न स भवित। क च ानिन ो वर ो धम ो जते योऽ प देवो 
योगेन बना मो  ंन लभते। यथा- 
 
ानिन ो वर ोऽ प धम चोऽ प जते यः। 
वना योगेन देवोऽ प न मो ं लभते ये ।।   

यो. बी. - १/२४ 
 अ प च योगत वोपिनष प –  
 
योगो ह ानह न तु न मो मो कम ण। 
त मा  ानं च योगं च मुमु ु ढम यसेत।्।  

यो. त.उ. – ो. १५ 
आधिुनकसमाजे योगं वना जीवनं ाय अधुरा इित सव वीकुव त। योगः न केवलं  अ माकं 

शर रं शु ं करोित अ प च  आ या मकपयायेऽ प  जीवनम ् अ सरित। तदैव मानवाना ं
शार रकमानिसका या मकपयाये उ नते सवदा योगा यास करणीयम ्इित म ये। 
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Abstract 
we all are aware that presently Metro train is running on conventional 

signalling system with GPRS access system and start/stop operation is controlled 
manually by the driver or automatically by using sensor based technology. In this paper 
a new approach is planned and designed for signalling system of metro train using Infra 
Red Transmitter-Receiver, so that train can stop automatically at the desired station or 
anywhere in emergency purpose and start after suitable delay. Switching of Signals and 
Start/Stop operation will be controlled through GSM mobile phone, although location of 
train and its other control is access through GPRS system. 

This proposed system will help to manage the metro train using Mobile Phone 
and IR Transmitter- Receiver which control movement and signalling of train by 
intelligent means. We can select number of station where the trains stop through mobile, 
once the train stops after detecting the IR signal it will start automatically after a desired 
delay period. Also, distance between IR transmitter mounted on signal pole and station 
is prefixed (1/2 KM), so that after detection of stop signal from IR Transmitter metro 
train will automatically stop at the station. Opening and closing of doors are also 
controlled by Microcontroller automatically. IR Receiver would be mounted on train 
and it will sense the transmitted signal from station site and thereafter stat/stop decision 
will be taken by the receiver and microcontroller on the train. A mobile phone 
connected with metro train that received command is given to microcontroller through 
DTMF for start/stop operation.  

 
Keywords:Metro train, Infrared, DTMF, IR Transmitter-Receiver, Microcontroller. 
 
1. Introduction 
Signalling and operation on the Metro train system involves various operation like train 
control, station identification, train signalling and signage. As we aware that, with any 
working railroad, communication between train operators, dispatchers, station personnel 
and passengers is critical. Failures will result in delays, accidents, and even fatalities [1]. 
It is therefore important that a comprehensive signal system operated by a central 
authority be in place. This gives individual train and station operators the information 
they need to safely and efficiently perform their tasks. During normal operation, Metro 
trains are controlled by an automatic train control system (ATC) which accelerates and 
brakes the train automatically without operator intervention. However, all trains are 
manned with train operators who close the doors (they can optionally be set to open 
automatically), make station announcements, and supervise their train. The operator can 
switch a train into manual mode and operate the train manually if needed [2].   
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 With the help of this research paper which is based on   design and implementation of, a 
metro train system, which is operated by mobile phone, its signalling and start/operation 
is based on IR Transmitter-Receiver based operation system. Infrared based Metro train 
control systems, overcome the fundamental limitations of conventional control systems 
and therefore permit more effective utilization of the transit infrastructure, by allowing 
trains to operate safely at much closer headways, by permitting greater flexibility and 
greater precision in train control, and by providing continuous safe train separation 
assurance and over speed protection [3]. 
 This proposed system will help to manage the metro train using Mobile Phone and IR 
Transmitter Receiver which control movement and signalling of train by intelligent 
means [4]. We can select number of station where the trains stop through mobile, once 
train stops after detecting the IR signal it will start automatically after a delay of 30 
seconds. Here we have assumed 30 seconds as a stop time, we can change time frame as 
per the requirement [5]. Also, distance between IR transmitter mounted on signal pole 
and station is prefixed (1/2 KM), so that after detection of stop signal from IR 
Transmitter metro train will automatically stop at the station. 

Opening and closing of doors are also controlled by Microcontroller 
automatically. IR Receiver would be mounted on train and it will sense the transmitted 
signal from station site and thereafter start/stop decision will be taken by the receiver 
and microcontroller on the train. Also, start and stop operation is controlled according to 
the command from the operator mobile, which is coming to the mobile phone connected 
with metro train that received command (in form of four-bit binary data) is given to 
microcontroller through DTMF for start/stop operation [6].  

The movement and switching of selected station where train to be stop is also 
controlled by a mobile phone, that makes a call to the mobile phone attached to the train. 
Duringthe course of call, if any button is pressed from our mobile a tone corresponding 
to the button pressed is heard at the other end of call [7]. This DTMF signal is converted 
in the binary form by DTMF Decoder and sent to the processing circuit. Call barring 
system services of GSM mobile should be activated for the security purpose so that any 
unauthorized call can’t be received by the mobile phone mounted on the metro train. For 
protecting infrared signal from sunlight and other light sources Proximity sensor is used 
[8]. 

 
2. Hardware interface and Implementation 
2.1 Block Diagram 
      The block diagram of the system is divided in two modules i.e., the engine and the 
station. The figure: 1 and 2 shows the block diagram of both the modules. 
 
 Engine Module 
    The main purpose of this module is to control the starting and stopping the train 
according to the signal received from the user through DTMF. The microcontroller 
functions according to the signal received by user and moves the train accordingly. In 
addition to that, whenever the I.R. receiver is switched on, the controller halts the train 
and it starts moving again after half-minute delay.   
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 Station Module 
 The circuit enables the user to select one or more stations out of all the stations where 
the train halts. The user, located at a remote location, can switch on the signal at the 
desired station using DTMF. As soon as he decides to stop the train at a particular 
station, the I.R. transmitter attached to that station switches on. So, whenever the engine 
approaches the station, it gets the stopping signal and halts for a desired time period and 
starts moving again. 

 
3. Data Flow Diagram 

For the start/stop operation the user (control room) at the remote location uses 
his mobile phone as the remote controlling device. He uses the DTMF signal and calls 
the mobile phone with the station master. The phone is being set in auto-answering 
mode, which automatically accepts the call. Now the user presses the desired key from 
his mobile phone’s keypad. As a result, DTMF signal of a particular frequency is sent 
through the user mobile. This signal is received by the mobile phone at the station 
control circuitry. The received DTMF signal is decoded by the DTMF decoder I.C. 
(MT-8870). This I.C. gives the BCD equivalent corresponding to the key pressed at the 
user’s keypad. This digital encoded signal is passed through an inverter to the 
microcontroller (PIC Microcontroller). 
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  Each station receives the signal and drives the I.R. transmitter circuitry attached to it. 
Thus the I.R. transmitter at the selected station is switched on and emits the desired 
infra-red signal. According to the received signal the Microcontroller controls the 
moment of the engine. For a particular key pressed by the user, the train stops while for 
another, it starts moving. Whenever the IR receiver receives the infra-red signal from 
the IR transmitter at the station, it sends an alert to the Microcontroller. The 
Microcontroller stops the engine there for a fixed duration of time after that it starts 
moving again. 

 
To control the motion of the train, the Microcontroller sends the desired signal 

to the Motor Driver I.C.(L293D) which has quadruple high-current half-H drivers, 
designed to provide bidirectional drive currents. Thus, the motor can be made to run or 
halt by signal sent from the Microcontroller via the driver I.C. Detail flow diagram is 
shown in figure3. 
 
4. Hardware Description and Circuit Diagrams Descriptions 
    Hardware of the design is divided in two parts i.e. circuit design for start-stop of train 
using mobile phone and DTMF decoder known as Engine circuit, shown in figure -
4.Engine circuit basically consist of a DTMF decoder IC 8870,Microcontroller PIC  
16F84 and Motor driver Ic L293D.Another circuit is used to control the signalling at 
stations known as  Station Signalling circuit which include DTMF decoder Ic 8870 and 
one Ic 555 for each station to generate carrier frequency of 38KHZ for TSOP IR 
receiver, shown in figure 5.  
 The next IC is the Inverter 7404, the output of the DTMF is passed through the inverter 
to get complemented output, because in normal condition, when DTMF(8870) doesn’t 
receives any input frequency then its four bit data output is at logic high, which will 
affect the microcontroller input. To solve this problem data output of DTMF decoder is 
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inverted so that it will give logic low output, when any input frequency is not used 
received by DTMF. This IC requires a 5V supply for its operations. The inverted data is 
then sent to the port B of PIC Microcontroller.  
   Next, we have used the timer IC 555. This IC has two modes of operation: Monostable 
mode and A stable mode. In the monostable mode, the 555 timer acts as a “one-shot” 
pulse generator. The pulse begins when the 555 timer receives a trigger signal. In a 
stable mode, the 555 timer outputs a continuous stream of rectangular pulses having a 
specified frequency. The width of the pulse depends on the value of the resistors and 
capacitors chosen. Moreover, for its operation in A stable mode, the 555 requires that 
the pin 1 and 4 should be high. Thus, we have designed the circuit so that pin 1 is 
always high but we have connected pin 4 to the inverted output of the DTMF decoder. 
As a result, we get an output whenever the inverted output is high on that particular line 
and no output is obtained hen the inverted signal is low. 

This stream of pulses is fed to the base of a n-p-n transistor. The emitter of this 
transistor gives the output to the IR transmitter. So, whenever the output goes high, the 
LED at the base of the transistor switches on and it turns off when the pulse goes low. 
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5. Source Code and Programming 
; Program for control of Metro train 

list P=PIC16F84A 
#include P16F84A.inc 

#DEFINE START bsf PORTB, 7 
#DEFINE STOPbcf PORTB, 7 
FORWARD macro 
  bcf PORTA, 0 
  bsf PORTA, 1 

endm 
REVERSE macro 
  bcf PORTA, 0 
  bsf PORTA, 1 

endm 
cblock 0c 
COUNTL 
COUNTH 
COUNT 
Min 
endc 
org 0X00 
call Initial 
goto Start 
org 0X04 
goto IntService 
 

Initial 
  bsf STATUS, RP0  ; goto Bank 1 
  movlw 00 
  movwf TRISA   ; PORTA as output 
  movwf TRISB   ; PORTB as input except bit 7 as  
output 
 
  bcf OPTION_REG, NOT_RBPU 
  bsf OPTION_REG, INTEDG  ; interrupt on positive edge 
  bsf INTCON, GIE   ; Enable general interrupt 
  bcf STATUS, RP0   ; goto Bank 0 
  bcf PORTA, 0 
  bcf PORTA, 1 
  STOP 
  Return 
Start 
  bsf INTCON, INTE   ; Enable interrupt 
  btfss PORTB, 2    ; Is 2 in GSM Pressed? 
  goto $-1 
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  START 
  FORWARD 
  btfsc PORTB, 1 

call Delay 
goto $-2 

6. Conclusion 
 Through this paper, we have successfully demonstrated that by using DTMF in GSM 
environment, we can remotely operate a vehicle. We can control the motion of the train 
and also the signalling at various stations and hence control of various trains can be 
centralized at a central control room.  
Our project is running successfully and has shown that the design issues and 
considerations were correct within given constraints. The vehicle performs the desired 
functions aptly and can be easily maneuverer, thus allowing us to claim success in pur 
objective. It also shows that how with the help of microcontrollers, the complex tasks 
can be simplified. It indicates the usefulness of embedded systems. 
 
7. Future Scope 

Some of the features that can be added to improve the usability of the device in the 
future are 
 A digital camera can be attached to the engine, thus enabling constant monitoring of 

track conditions, thereby avoiding mishaps. 
 Unmanned crossings can be made possible by proper synchronization and 

automation of the crossings. 
 On a larger scale, R.F. could be used as the range of I.R. is limited. 
 Instead of using mobile phone on the train, modem can be used, which enables 

sending control signals via text messages, thus simplifying the circuitry. 
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Abstract 

India and China have one of the largest diasporic populations spread across the 
world. Both the emerging Asian giants have realised the significance of their respective 
diaspora in the economic and political arena. The diaspora of both the ancient 
civilisations are their instrument of soft power in this complex socio- economic and 
political world. The Diaspora policy of both the countries has undergone a drastic shift 
since the recognition of the diaspora as a significant player in serving their respective 
national and international policy agenda. India and China both recognised the 
significance of the diaspora mainly in the post economic liberalised era. This led to the 
gradual evolution of diaspora policy in both the country’s thus leading towards the 
‘institutionalisation’ of their respective diaspora. Indian and Chinese diaspora both have 
contributed in the development of their respective host and home country. This diaspora 
has brought about development in their homeland through remittances, philanthropy, 
FDI, knowledge circulation, image construction, lobbying etc. The diaspora policies of 
both India and China are the result of their domestic and international needs which is 
again shaped by their national, political, ideological and institutional differences which 
are bound to vary from each other resulting in differential approach towards their 
diaspora in certain cases. Though both the countries are trying to woo their diaspora to 
further their national agendas and are employing diaspora diplomacy at various levels 
yet the differences in their approach is clearly visible ranging from economic 
investment, returnee policy, knowledge circulation, propaganda tool etc. The focal point 
of this paper is to highlight the major differences in the strategic engagement of India 
and China with its respective diaspora and the cause for such differences as well as to 
draw a lesson that both the countries can learn and refrain from those that prove 
ineffective in the long run through each other’s experience.  
 
Keywords: Indian Diaspora, Lobby, Overseas Chinese, Remittance, Returnee, 
Knowledge Circulation. 
 
Introduction 

Migration has been an essential part of both Indian and Chinese history. 
Emigrants over the years from both the countries have spread across the world. 
Irrespective of the territory these emigrants have migrated to, they still have managed to 
maintain their ancestral connection of being Indian or Chinese. The Indian diaspora or 
the Overseas Chinese as being addressed by the Chinese government have various 
things in common yet the approach at times by the respective government towards its 
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emigrant community have been dissimilar. As per Ministry of External Affairs the 
population of Indian Diaspora as of December 2018 was approximately 30 million. On 
the other hand, the population of Overseas Chinese has also tremendously increased 
approximately around 60 million. The overseas Chinese here refers to the emigrants 
from mainland China along with Hong Kong and Taiwan comprising of both the 
huaqiaoi.e. Chinese abroad holding Chinese citizenship and haiwaihuareni.e. ethnic 
Chinese abroad with foreign citizenship, while Indian diaspora includes both Non-
Resident Indian i.e. those holding Indian citizenship as well as the Person of Indian 
origin i.e. Indian ancestry with foreign nationality. Though, the terminology that has 
emerged in both the cases and being popularised in the 20thand in 21stcentury is the 
result of historical evolution and the quest for identity construction. Indian diaspora and 
Chinese diaspora’s comparative study which has been rarely done in the intellectual 
world can enable both the government to learn from each other and can give a new 
impetus to a novel policy. 

 
Historical Evolution 

The Indian Diaspora and the Overseas Chinese policy have historically been 
distinct from each other. The Chinese emperors/ dynasty since 17th century have 
accepted the existence of its overseas community as opposed to India. The Qing dynasty 
which acquired the power in 1644 restricted the overseas migration to an extent of 
criminalising it as it was either seen as a threat to the empire’s security or the migrants 
were considered as disloyal citizens of the nation. It was the era when India saw the 
arrival of the foreign traders on its land and migration or crossing the sea was still a 
taboo among the traditional Hindu community. Kala pani or Black water taboo which 
literally means loosing of one’s caste in the caste hierarchy played an important role in 
restricting the migration from India. The Chinese migration on the other hand was still 
unaffected in spite of such stringent law mainly to Southeast Asian region as a result of 
smuggling, corruption and finally the Opium war that allowed the entry of foreign 
powers within China. These factors led to the final withdrawal of the restriction on 
migration by the Qing dynasty in 1893 and thus encouraging not just the migration but 
also accepting and resettling the returnees. The establishment of various colonial 
regimes across the Southeast Asian countries also gave impetus to the Chinese migration 
as the imperial powers were in search of cheap labourers in these colonies.  

The Coolie migration was not just a part of Chinese migration but a significant 
part of the Indian history of migration as well. The creation of Indian diaspora 
community across the world is mainly a result of the British rule in India. The abolition 
of the slavery system in British Empire in 1833 led to rise in the demand of cheap Indian 
labourers under Indentured or kangani/maistrysystem from British India to various 
British colonies across the world. The Qing dynasty in China though weak was still 
powerful enough against the foreign colonial masters in controlling most parts of its 
territory and its subject. It was during the late nineteenth century that the Qing dynasty 
in spite of migration restriction had few exceptions in the area opened for foreign 
powers in the aftermath of opium war that led to not only the creation of indentured 
Chinese labour but also the exploitation of the same on foreign land. Qing dynasty was 
strong enough on the face of these foreign powers and took a stand for the indentured 
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Chinese labour that was subject to exploitation, torture even lost their life on the foreign 
land. As a result, China ended indentured labour system as early as in 1874 itself as 
against British India which ended it in 1916 but replaced it with kangani/maistrysystem 
for Indian labour migrating especially to Malay, Ceylon and Burma. The main reason 
cited by the Indian leaders during those eras for lacking capabilities to support these 
overseas Indian brothers and sisters who were exploited in British dominion was due to 
the lack of political sovereignty within India. Colonialism was the curse that affected not 
just the domestic Indian population but also the overseas Indians as well.  

The Qing dynasty in China was also capable of bringing about the changes in 
its citizenship rule in 1909 much ahead of India. The dual citizenship was recognised in 
1909 on the basis of both birth and blood thus acknowledging the posterity of migrants 
as the citizen of China by default. This dynasty in its later years recognised the potential 
of the overseas Chinese community in bringing about modernisation accompanied with 
political, social and economic development in China in the age of industrial revolution 
which brought about the development of European countries. This realisation led to the 
acceptance of returnees and various new policies for investment in China and 
significantly coupled with the establishment of consulates in various countries. By the 
time of its demise in 1911, the Qing had established 46 consulates, a great part of whose 
concern was to recruit overseas Chinese merchants’ support for China’s economic 
development; among other things, these consulates promoted Chinese education and the 
setting up of Chambers of Commerce in the overseas communities1.These actions of the 
consulate supplement the idea that China had already realised the economic potential of 
engaging with its overseas population much earlier as compared to India.  

In 1911 Republican regime established itself in China with the aid and 
assistance of the overseas Chinese. Republican regime went beyond the symbolic 
engagement and recognised political rights of this community by having their 
representative in mainland’s parliament. Institutionalised engagement became a norm 
for the republican government with the opening of Overseas Chinese Affairs Bureau in 
1922.  Kuomintang (KMT) Party ensured the overseas election ensuring 21 overseas 
representatives in its 1931 National Congress. Institutionalisation of overseas Chinese 
continued throughout KMT’s regime.  

India on the other hand was busy with its independence struggle thus couldn’t 
offer much to its overseas population. But it did call for their support in the 
Independence movement which was visible through the participation of Mahatma 
Gandhi who was a ‘PravasiBharatiya’. The incredible contribution of Subhash Chandra 
Bose in garnering the support of various Overseas Indians through Indian National 
Army can’t be ignored in the freedom struggle. Indian National Congress on the other 
hand also raised the issue of overseas Indians on various occasions pointing out their 
exploitation on foreign land. The link between India’s Independence and its potential 
benefit of reaching out to India’s overseas exploited community was highlighted time 
and again by the Indian leaders on various occasions. Thus, a drastic difference was 

                                                
 
1Tan, C. B. (Ed.). (2013). Routledge handbook of the Chinese diaspora. Routledge, p34. 
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observed between China and India in its approach towards its overseas population 
during this period due to India’s colonial history it couldn’t do much for its diaspora.  

 
Post 1950 – Dilemma of Engaging  

India achieved its Independence in 1947 and with that it witnessed the violent 
partition accompanied with mass migration from both sides of its border. Yet, the 
Independence of India was supposed to turn the hope of the overseas population into 
reality which did not happen. Post- Independence Indian leaders and government made 
it clear to the overseas Indian community that once they take up the citizenship of 
another country their relation with India will only be cultural and humanitarian but not 
political. This was further confirmed with the Citizenship Act of 1955 which denied 
dual citizenship to the Indians thus clearly detaching itself from its overseas community. 
In fact the leaders have time and again warned the overseas Indians to mingle and 
cooperate with the hostland population instead of creating any problems for the 
respective hostland and its citizen which would tarnish the image of India in the eyes of 
international community. The decision should be seen in the backdrop of partition, 
economic exploitation during colonial regime which led to mass poverty and under-
development, the cold war politics and India’s commitment to non-alignment along with 
its faith in Panchsheel wherein respecting the territorial integrity and sovereignty of 
other nations was being upheld by the Indian leaders. Thus, the Nehruvian era in the 
post independent period was clearly an era of India’s disengagement from Overseas 
Indians.  

The Chinese policy of engagement by this period was far ahead of India but the 
major change that happened within China was in 1949 wherein the Republic of China 
was permanently replaced by the People Republic of China (Communist China) on 
mainland China. The emphasis of the new government shifted towards ensuring spread 
of Communist ideology to the grass root level and ensuring development of each and 
every citizen. Though the Kuomintang government was still active in Taiwan both the 
government continued with its institutional engagement with its overseas population 
irrespective of the domestic political turmoil. With only symbolic change in its policy 
and institutional name especially in mainland China the policy of engagement with 
overseas Chinese continued. The significance of remittance was also realised by the 
Chinese government and thus institutional support was provided to the left behind 
families of overseas Chinese. In 1955 when India was implementing its citizenship rule 
the mainland in its goal of enhancing its international relation and stature gradually 
renounced its stringent rule of dual nationality norm of the overseas Chinese. Where in 
the Overseas Chinese found it difficult to annul their Chinese citizenship which debarred 
them from getting hostland citizenship. The entire cold war politics at the international 
arena also compelled China to take such measures in the interest of overseas Chinese 
who were constant target of suspicion in various countries across the world.  

The international political scenario with cold war and the emergence of newly 
independent nations with its changed citizenship law led to the mass remigration of the 
Overseas Chinese (refugee). This led the Chinese government to frame policy in 1950’s 
for the returnees (guiqiao) accompanied with the establishment of the Association of the 
Returned Overseas Chinese in 1956. The policy focus of the Chinese government was 
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for both the overall overseas Chinese on the foreign land as well the returnee Chinese 
including both the voluntary returnees and the refugee returnees. On the one hand the 
Chinese communist government wanted overseas Chinese to intermingle with the 
hostland population and society. On the other hand, the government was resettling the 
returnees in China. The returnees within China were viewed by the domestic population 
with suspicion of carrying a capitalist mindset as opposed to the communist. This was 
also due to the fact that returnees and the overseas Chinese left behind families were 
enjoying the privileged position in society with the support of governmental institution 
as the capital were the source of foreign exchange amidst cold war politics and non-
recognition of mainland China among the international community. This created a rift 
between the domestic and returnee population as well as those families receiving 
remittances.  

With the passage of time mainland China became suspicious of its overseas 
population amidst Cold War politics at the international level and the continuous 
returning of the overseas Chinese. During the Cultural Revolution the rift became more 
intense in mainland China from 1966 -76 as the returnees were directly associated with 
the follower and propagator of capitalist, rightist ideology and of being rich and were 
suspicious of being spies of a foreign country. Many refugee returnees left mainland 
China during this point. On the other hand, the overseas Chinese engagement policy of 
Taiwan during this phase was much more elaborate wherein the Republic of China 
officially recognised the overseas community in the 1947 Constitution. Their right to 
elect their representative as well as to be represented in the legislature was recognised 
by the constitution. This also made the government responsible for the security and 
development of the overseas Chinese population. When mainland China was moving 
away from ethnic Chinese and was mostly concentrating on returnee policy, Taiwan was 
undergoing various socio-political developments under Kuomintang Party wherein 
martial law came into effect. During this period KMT got immense support from 
overseas Chinese to continue its rule in Taiwan. This trend ensured that the overseas 
Chinese dominated the legislature of Taiwan as compared to the indigenous Taiwanese 
population. The KMT also condemned the China’s disposal of Dual nationality law on 
the other hand Taiwan continued to provide overseas Chinese with dual nationality. The 
domestic and international politics engulfing China ensured that the connectivity with 
the overseas Chinese was maintained though at varying degrees by the various political 
units active as a part of either mainland China or Taiwan. 

India on other hand has completely shunned its engagement with its diaspora in 
50’s and 60’s though few policy changes were observed in the 70’s which was mainly 
the result of the remittance that was received from the gulf countries which was 
significant for aclosed economy like India. The immigration restrictions that were 
imposed by few countries in the early 20th century through various policies like 
Australian White policy (1901), Asian Barred Zone (1917) and Immigration Restriction 
Act (1924) in US etc curtailed the immigration of both Indian and Chinese in those 
respective countries. Those policies were gradually relaxed by the United States of 
America in 1965 followed by Canada and Australia in 1975. These changes initiated 
another facet of migration from India consisting mainly of white collar, educated, skilled 
migrants like doctors, engineers, scientists, nurse, teachers etc. leading to the 
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phenomena of ‘Brain Drain’ in the country by its disloyal citizens. This stereotyping of 
emigrants strengthens the policy of no engagement with the overseas Indians.  

Dilemmas in India’s policy of engagement with overseas Indians were 
observed in the 70’s with the rise in the demand for the semi-skilled labour migrants in 
the gulf countries followed with the discovery of oil in those countries. The remittance 
received from these workers attracted the attention of the Indian government. This led to 
the shift in the policy of the Indian government in order to tap the resources of NRI’s 
through [NRE] Non-Resident (External) Rupee Amount (1970) and [FCNR (A)] 
Foreign Currency Non-Resident Account (1975), NRI’ were allowed to purchase the 
property in order to increase investment within India. The cultural and humanitarian 
relation with the overseas Indians in post independent era started encompassing the 
economic aspect as well. The political relation was still far from being practiced by the 
Indian government which was validated with its stand during Kenya and Uganda crisis 
with respect to the discriminatory citizenship policy against the interest of the overseas 
Indians. The Idi Amin’s government in Uganda gave just 3 months to the Asians to 
leave the country as a part of his ‘Africanisation’ policy. This ensured expulsion of 
overseas Indians as well. This discriminatory policy was not even chided by the Indian 
government at the international platform.  Rather, they were concerned mostly about the 
compensation for the assets left behind precisely only by the Indian nationals alone2 
(Indian passport holder). The biased behaviour of the Indian government was visible 
during this period wherein they were making an effort to engage with the NRI’s to some 
extent but were not at all concerned about the PIO’s. The issue of ill treatment meted out 
to Indian labour in the gulf countries was also raised in the parliament by the 
representatives and subtly became a part of bilateral issues of India with the gulf 
country. The major difference being the NRI’s unlike PIO’s have rare intention and 
opportunity of settling down in the foreign land and since they have mostly left behind 
their families in India who are economically dependent on these NRI’s ensuring the 
continuous supply of money to India. In the course of these years the government of 
both India and China faced the dilemma of associating with its respective overseas 
community and the discrimination meted out between their respective passport holder 
overseas communities against those ethnic overseas populations who adopted foreign 
citizenship. It was the outcome of the domestic and international political scenario 
accompanied with the emergence of newly independent nations, the cold war politics 
and the closed economy of both the countries.  

 
Globalisation and Re-association 
India’s Diaspora policy 

A shift in India’s economic and diaspora policy was observed during late 70’ 
and 80’s, with the involvement of India in the issues of PIO’s in Srilanka and Fiji as 
well as the evacuation of Indians from the war affected country of Kuwait in 1990. The 
Emigration act of 1983 was also an effort on the part of the Indian government to curtail 
the exploitation of the Indian emigrants to the gulf countries. The recognition of the 
NRI’s as a potential development partner by Rajiv Gandhi’s government was also a 

                                                
2For further detail see, GOI, MEA Annual Report 1972-73, New Delhi. 
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major shift in breaking the stereotype of ‘Brain Drain’. In 1985, Indian government set 
up a special coordination division in the Ministry of External Affairs as a nodal point to 
manage actions relating to Indians overseas. In 1986, it established a Consultative 
Committee for Non-Resident Indians, comprising representatives from different 
ministries, trade and industry, and a dozen NRIs from across the globe. It also attempted 
to develop a database on Indians overseas and formed an Indo-NRI Chamber of 
Commerce and Culture to promote investment and foster trade links in 19873. In 1989 
the first Global Convention of People of Indian Origin took place at New York 
highlighting the problems faced by the community in different host lands. This was the 
early phase of liberalization accompanied with the engagement strategy adopted by the 
Indian government towards its overseas community wherein the seeds of 
institutionalized association could be traced. 

Later in the 90’s with the shift from close to open Indian economy and the 
adoption of LPG policy amidst the end of cold war at the international level brought 
about a major shift in its policy towards its diaspora as well. The role of the overseas 
community in boosting India’s development pace was comprehended by the Indian 
policy makers. This time the call for support was not limited to Indian nationals alone 
but the entire ethnic Indian diaspora across the world. The opening up of the Indian 
economy for private sector and the foreign investment made it easier for the overseas 
community to retrace their lost relation with India which became more convenient for 
the ethnic overseas Indians with the introduction of PIO card in 1999 gradually bringing 
them to some extent at par with NRI. This policy enabled a significant section of the lost 
diaspora to reappear in the policy strategy of the Indian government.  

The major lacunae in India’s strategic engagement with its diaspora population 
was the lack of consistent and stable policy which could have been possible only in an 
institutionalized manner and this idea led to the formation of the High Level Committee 
on Indian Diaspora under the chairmanship of L.M. Singhvi in 2000. The Committee 
submitted its report on December 2001 followed by the celebration of Prawasi Bhartiya 
Diwasannually in the month of January to recognize the success and support of the 
Indian diaspora. The government also created a separate Ministry of Overseas Indian 
Affairs (MOIA) in 2004 which was later merged with Ministry of External Affairs in 
2016 to extensively engage with the Indian diaspora. The Overseas Citizenship of India 
scheme was introduced in 2005 for the ethnic Indians across the world to respond to the 
demand of dual citizenship which though was not fulfilled but it did give the holder of 
the card certain privileges of being an Indian diaspora4. 

The process of institutionalization went far ahead from where it began with the 
creation of India Development Foundation of Overseas Indians (IDF-OI) to channelize 
the philanthropy activity of diaspora to social developmental projects; The Indian 
Community Welfare Fund (ICWF) to assist overseas Indian nationals in the time of 
distress; Overseas Workers Resource Centre (OWRC) and Migrant Resource Centre 
(MRC) to facilitate and provide support services to workers who intend to go abroad for 

                                                
3Lal, B. V., Reeves, P., & Rai, R. (2006). The encyclopaedia of the Indian Diaspora. Singapore: 
Editions Didier Millet, .p 87. 
4In 2015 both PIO and OCI card were merged into one. 
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employment; National Pension System (NPS) for NRI; The PravasiBharatiyaBima 
Yojana (PBBY) is a mandatory insurance scheme aimed at safeguarding the interests of 
Indian emigrant workers falling under Emigration Check Required (ECR) countries; the 
scholarship programme for diaspora children as well as various scholarships aimed at 
attracting the talented diaspora has also been undertaken by the Indian government. The 
Overseas Indian Centres Abroad were also established, it works as a grievance redressal 
mechanism for overseas Indians, the Centre also provides necessary institutional 
arrangements to deliver a host of services to Overseas Indians in economic, social and 
cultural matters, directly, through outsourcing or through appropriate public-private 
partnerships. In addition to this the state government within India were advised to create 
the department for NRI (generic term includes both NRI and PIO) in order to ensure 
socio-political and economic engagement with the diaspora and deal with their problems 
if any. The involvement of the state government ensures better engagement with the 
diaspora by decentralising the engagement efforts down to the local level. 

In order to tap the economic resources of Indian diaspora the FDI policy was 
eased in 2015 by the Indian government wherein the non-repatriable funds of NRI were 
treated as domestic investment and in some sector 100% FDI for NRI were also 
permitted but the small and medium sized entrepreneur is still guarded from overseas 
investment. Despite governments effort the percentage of overseas Indians contribution 
in the overall FDI is far away from being satisfactory. Investment in diaspora bond has 
also increased over the years through Non-Resident Ordinary Rupee (NRO), Non-
Resident (External) Rupee Account (NR(E)RA), and Foreign Currency Non-
Resident(Banks) (FCNR(B)), FPI (Foreign Portfolio Investment) in spite of certain 
percentage cap limit on investment yet it has shown positive result in India. The Indian 
government has also made an effort to attract the attention of the overseas Indian 
investors’ resources through Make in India policy.  

India’s engagement policy with its diaspora has come a long way since the 
adoption of LPG policy. A sudden upsurge is observed in India’s diaspora engagement 
and this is not just limited to the institutional engagement but also emotional and 
cultural linkages are exploited by the government. The branding of India at the 
international level as one of the fastest growing economies and potentially one of the 
emerging global powers is been boosted through its open public engagement with the 
economically and numerically powerful diaspora in various host land which impacts the 
bilateral relation of India with the host land. The diaspora as a soft power of India is 
playing an important role for India in shaping its international relation as well as shaping 
the domestic policy of these hostlands in favour of India. The overseas Indians 
organisation constructed around their identity or cultural or professional affinity at times 
ensures point of connectivity with the Indian government and the Indian diaspora in 
certain circumstances that eventually acts as a lobby or an influential group which helps 
protect the interest of India at the international level. This was visible during Indo-US 
Nuclear deal; it was also observed currently in 2019 and 2020 during abrogation of 
Article 370 and on various domestic and international issues of India for which 
international support needs to be garnered. India though late has finally evolved its 
diaspora policy in 21st century and is now determined to exploit each and every facet of 
this relationship. 
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Overseas Chinese policy 
The formation of PRC (Communist China) and cold war politics as well as 

Cultural Revolution in China created an obstacle in its path of engagement with its 
overseas population but were not completely abandoned like India. The government was 
supporting the returnees on the one hand and were asking the ethnic Chinese settled in 
another country to assimilate within the respective hostland. Post-1978 era saw the 
opening of the Chinese economy based on the Deng Xiaoping’s policy which brought 
about major structural and policy changes in the varied institutions of China including 
the policy of overseas Chinese. The changes taking place in PRC should also be seen in 
the context of changes that took place in Taiwan. Taiwan’s martial law came to an end 
leading to an end of one-party dominance in Taiwan (KMT party). The KMT regime 
was established with the aid and assistance of overseas Chinese; hence along with KMT 
overseas Chinese role in Taiwan was also put to an end. Thus, Mainland China regained 
its lost connectivity with its overseas population.  

The Positive changes in the immigration policy of various hostland rejuvenated 
the migration from mainland. This led to the creation of ‘New’ Overseas Chinese 
community as opposed to the ‘Old’ Overseas Chinese, the major difference being their 
education, skill and economic strength and better position and prestige in the developed 
country. The economic liberalisation post 1978 ensured the much greater role for 
overseas Chinese in the otherwise communist China. Remittances also from Overseas 
Chinese have always been a major contributor in Chinese economy and it continued to 
be so. In 80’s 4 Special Economic Zones (SEZ) in the region with financially powerful 
overseas Chinese community were constructed with a clear agenda to attract funds from 
overseas Chinese for the development of communist mainland China. The various 
policy initiatives also focused on rebuilding the lost trust among the overseas Chinese 
towards mainland China. This was coupled with the institutional rejuvenation of this 
relationship which was hampered during Cultural Revolution via the China’s State 
Council for Overseas Chinese Affairs (CSCOCA) and also the All-China Association of 
Returned Overseas Chinese. While, at the local level with the Overseas Chinese affairs 
office was created to assist to ensure their connectivity down to the grassroot level. 
Though, the dual nationality law was not accepted which was confirmed through 1980 
Citizenship act nonetheless it never distinguished between Huaqiao and Huaren and 
ensured that they all participated in China’s development. Instead, all were provided 
with the special economic policy and support by the communist government to lure the 
overseas Chinese investment especially in the aftermath of Tiananmen Square incident 
accompanied with economic sanctions. 

The overseas Chinese thus gradually and still continue to be the major investor 
in FDI of China due to its liberal policy while in India the share of Indian diaspora in 
FDI is for namesake5.The overseas Chinese Business Community has been tapped by 
the Chinese government by encouraging global connectivity of the overseas Chinese 
entrepreneur through various platform like World Huaqiao Huaren Businessmen and 
Industrialist Conference or the Conference for Friendship of Overseas Chinese 

                                                
5It should be noted here that major part of China’s FDI flow from Hongkong and South East Asia 
and have thus been accused of round-tripping.  
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Association. Overseas Chinese have thus been the major contributor in the rise of the 
China as one of the economic giants at the international forum. The One Belt One Road 
project can be a good example of overseas Chinese contribution in China’s ambitious 
development project.  

Chinese government has eased its migration rules and procedure ensuring 
greater economic connectivity. The agenda of ‘brain circulation’ have also been 
promoted by the Chinese government by attracting ‘returnees’ through various 
scholarship, and job-related provision in various sectors including education and 
technology. The short-term basis (6-12 month) job opportunities in Chinese University 
programme like ‘Spring Sunshine Plan’ by Chinese Ministry of Education was 
introduced in 1996 for talented or distinguished overseas Chinese6 to share their 
knowledge and experiences by offering them lucrative salaries and perks. The Thousand 
Talent Programme (TTP in 2008) and the Entrepreneurial Talent Project were few of 
the various initiatives of the Chinese government to attract the talented overseas Chinese 
and returnees in its effort to boost innovative research in various fields hence assuring 
the development of mainland China at a much faster pace. 

Overseas Chinese are also a source of Soft power for China with its unique 
cuisine, entertainment industry and ‘China-town’ in various hostlands. They have 
impacted the larger socio-cultural aspect of various hostlands and have created a niche 
for themselves in the foreign land across the world. The recent Chinese migrants just 
like Indians consist mostly of skilled professionals who are holding the position of 
power in various sectors across various hostlands. Thus, are continuously reshaping the 
bilateral relations of these hostland with China. China has always economically engaged 
with its overseas population though have constrained itself from political engagement 
and its impact is visible in its economic growth. 

 
Conclusion 
  India and China both the emerging powers in Asia have been evolving in their 
approach towards the overseas population. The overseas population of both the country 
have undeniably become their precious international asset. The policies of engagement 
with this community have become a necessity in the modern world and both the country 
is now reaping fruits of its labour at various fronts though at varying degrees. Chinese in 
its engagement strategy was much ahead of India as historically the institutionalised 
engagement in China began much earlier. Even in context of modern sense the 
economic engagement in China was initiated earlier with the creation of SEZ while in 
India SEZ suffered from backlash in the early years of its introduction and later suffered 
in its implementation process.    

China and India both have been engaging on the economic front with its 
overseas entrepreneurial population through World Huaqiao Huaren Businessmen and 
Industrialist Conference in China while, FICCI’s Diaspora Division7 in India. Still India 
is far behind as compared to China. Though India is the top most remittance receiving 

                                                
6 Li, W., Bakshi, K., Tan, Y., & Huang, X. (2019). Policies for recruiting talented professionals 
from the Diaspora: India and China compared. International Migration, 57(3). 
7 See also, http://ficci.in/Desk-details.asp?Deskid=54533. Accessed on 01/12/2019. 
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country in the world yet when it comes to the contribution of overseas population in FDI 
investment it can’t compete with China. The initial apprehension in opening up of FDI 
and lack of trust between Indian government and its diaspora is visible in this aspect of 
the economy. The Indian government needs to engage more with the overseas 
entrepreneur Indian community and indulge into confidence building measures through 
various policies to enhance the direct inflow of capital in India.   

 China encourages knowledge circulation which India needs to focus on by 
driving the engagement process at the global level among the various sectors. The 
involvement of Civil society should be encouraged in the entire process of engagement 
ensuring the involvement of individuals belonging to various classes as well and not just 
limited to the elite sections of the society.  

 The comparison among the two countries at times seems unfair as both the 
countries engagement process has a differing time line wherein India was a slow starter 
but it did realise its mistake in the 21st century. In spite of that India brought major 
policy changes in just two decades which enable it to convert its diaspora into its asset. 
On the other hand China which had the history of relationship with its overseas 
population has reaped a lot at the economic front but has lagged behind in its socio-
political engagement effort. Indian diaspora in the real sense has become one of the 
centres of soft power for India by becoming one of the ideal migrant communities who 
is capable of influencing the bilateral relation in favour of India. While the Chinese 
overseas communities have at times been viewed with suspicion on the foreign land and 
have been a target of China’s international political economic adventure. The domestic 
communist politics of China also compels it to focus only on economic agenda and not 
socio-political. The decentralised way of engagement with diaspora is also one thing 
that India can learn from China. 

 China’s International political agenda has impacted its relation with its 
overseas population as well at times. Various hostlands have time and again had bitter 
and sour relations with China discouraging the involvement of overseas Chinese in 
outright engagement with China. The Hong Kong issue or the 2020 health crisis which 
led to the pandemic has been linked to China in some or the other way has hampered 
China’s image at the international platform. On the other hand, the rift between China 
and USA has also affected the global financial institution. All this development has 
posed a severe blow to the position of overseas Chinese in their respective hostland as 
they are viewed with suspicion and are targets of hatred across the world. India and its 
domestic political issues like CAA or Kashmir issues, etc have also created a divide 
within its overseas population and also affected its international image but still the 
Indian administration has been successful in influencing the big power in its favour with 
the involvement of Indian diaspora at times even through open public engagement. The 
overseas Indians are still considered as one of the respected migrant community. India 
with its political engagement democratic setup is capable of tapping the real potential of 
its diaspora but one of the major changes that India needs to focus on an immediate 
basis is to move beyond ‘symbolic’ engagement towards more concrete and sincere 
action. 
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Abstract 

Land use involves the use of the surface at a specific time and space of every 
land. This will take you back to the farmhouse of the village and farmers back to the 
fields, gardens, pastures, fallow lands, forests and isolated farmstead. The role of 
geographers is to examine the ties between different land uses and planning. [1] This 
study analyzed the trend in land use shifts, which illustrated the degree of effect on 
forest land, other forests and fallows over time and through Sawai Madhopur. The study 
shows that population and urbanization are increasing enormously. In 1963-64 and 
2007-2008 the paper discusses shifts in land use at Sawai Madhopur. 

 
Keywords:Land use Pattern, Land, Changing Pattern, Fellow Land. 
 
Introduction 

Land is used mainly for plant, woodland, pasture, mining, transport, gardening, 
residential, leisure, agricultural, commercial and uncultivable waste, stony and 
flabberous land. Land use is often connected with land transfer from one main use to 
another general use.[2] 

The use of land changes in line with changing human needs. This need of man 
has been divided by Stamp into six groups. The need for work, home, food, movement, 
communication, security and recreation.[3] 

Land is the term of a variety of natural drain, natural and tiny forested woods 
and soft carpets of tall thin, wet and dry grasses, along with evergreen, deciduous and 
mixed forests. Manon, by comparison, has graved high farmland, builds his house from 
the village to the sky and eventually links his rural and urban settlements with 
communications lines. Thus, as forests are depleted, the cultural ecosystem grows, and 
underground resources are cleared. This link between man and land reflects a number of 
land issues that vary over time and space. 

The definition of land use capacity is the ability to generate a net return in 
excess of the costs of production associated with its use by a given unit of land 
resources. The net return number offers a power index. Lands with high capacity 
typically have higher market prices than those with lower utilization capacity. For that 
reason, farmers prefer to use their land resources. What the highest return promises 
them. Currently, steps for the optimal return to land use should be defined by a land use 
report. A land use initiative seeks to strike a clear balance between added mouths and 
potential for land use. The definition of the land use revolves therefore around the 
achievements of the human being in transforming the land to a particular general use. 
Each step of such a transition may entail a number of challenges in paving the way to 
balance land use. [4]  
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Increasing population and changing time needs to revise land use. This is 
achieved by testing and error process, leaving behind its successes and breakthroughs. 
The study of land use imperatively provides an excellent opportunity to correct mistakes 
of the past and through scientific methods overrule further errors. The effectiveness of 
national planning depends on proper land use. One day the scheduled pattern of land use 
in our country is decided and there will not be just plants and domesticated livestock, 
but also indirectly man-made planning and land use.[5] 

The population of Sawai Madhopur is 1335551 with 52.71% of the males and 
47.29% of the females. The averaged literacy rate of Sawai Madhopur is 65.4%, above 
the average state level of 61.1%: 81.51% of literacy among men, 47.51% for women. 
15.06% of the population of Sawai Madhopur is under the age of 6 years. English, Hindi 
and Dhundhari are the popular languages spoken in Sawai Madhopur. Land 
management and modification into the built-up climate, including settlements and semi-
natural environments like arable farms, pastures and the managed woods, includes land 
use. 

 
Review of Literature 

The study of land use is important for the whole world as it relates to various 
human phenomena, and not just for the agriculture-dominated region. Surveys on land 
use are currently underway in different countries, particularly in highly crowded 
countries where land used scientifically is critical. Pakistan, Bangladesh, Cyprus, China, 
Poland and so on. Land Use Maps Under the guidance of R.R., Cyprus are prepared. 
R.R. and Rawson. Sealy, London School of Economics, Department of Geography. The 
Italian National Research Society publishes maps of Italy. Under J's direction in Poland. 
A novel land utilization pattern, based on agricultural form, agricultural rationalization 
and programmed agricultural growth, was developed by Kostrowiekai Department of 
Geography, Polish Scholarship Academy. 

In the first location, 24 Paganas were surveyed on land utilization [6] and SP 
was carried out by Howrah [7]. In eastern Uttar Pradesh [8] Chatterjee and thus M. 
Sapphire. In 1940, Chatterjee tried to perform a land use survey in India when he 
acknowledged the need for understanding the land use survey in the Geography and 
Geology Sections of the Indian Science Congress Association. 

M. Safi [9] was of the opinion in his paper on rural land planning, that land use 
survey of an extensive country like India was easier to perform by sampling, as the data 
for all villages to be surveyed is very difficult to obtain. 

E. Ahmad. In relation to physical features, has studied land use forms. He says 
that in preparation for the construction of an Indian village slope of the country should 
be considered. The P-guided survey consisted of three consecutive community 
development blocks, i.e.,Biharsarif, Noorsarai, and Rahui in Nalanda district have been 
surveyed under the guidance of P. Dayal and A. Sharan.[11] R.N.P. Singh intensively 
studied the land use of canal-irrigated area of Patna District.[12] K. Z. Amani brought 
paper on land utilization in village Golagrhi.[13] 
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Purpose of the Study 
The aim of this work is to bring out the major changes in Sawai Madhopur 

(District), Rajasthan's pattern of land use. In the years of post-independence, significant 
modifications in land use were triggered by the implementation of scientific cultivation 
methods, the growth of irrigation installations, village electrification, rising population 
pressures, the effect of industrialization and urbanization. This highlights the role of 
land use studies, which have taken place thanks to socioeconomic transformations and 
administrative steps aimed at increasing productivity through proper land use and the 
use of improved agricultural practices, plants, etc. Studies of land use often demonstrate 
the land's potential particularly the soil and propose a proper use of the land. Taking all 
this into consideration, the present Bamanwas tehsil study was selected because of food 
scarcity and rural poverty, while large portions of the land are adequate, soil is 
productive and people power is available adequately. 

 
Significance of the Study 

The proposed study concerned the analysis of land use trends in agriculture and 
the evaluation of problems and potential of land use growth in the field of farm 
productivity optimization. The Sawai Madhopur District study is very important in the 
current state of low agricultural productivity and the state food crisis. The study includes 
proposals to optimize agricultural land use for sustainable agriculture, which is therefore 
important to farmers, government and farmers. Agricultural optimization. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

Recently, the land use research has grown into a significant economic 
Geography, provided that the majority of people still today have strong links with 
primary land-related activities. A simple overview of the potential of land use leading to 
effective planning for massive agricultural change can be provided by Geographers. A 
strategy for the near use of land assets should include primarily soil requirements for 
industrial areas, housing sites, schools, roads and trains, irrigation dam and channels, 
etc. Land has diverse uses in both rural and urban areas. Most of the land is used for 
agriculture in rural areas and less land is used in other uses. In urban areas, on the other 
hand, most of the land is still in residential, commercial, manufacturing and other 
applications. As one use of land excludes one another the capacity of all land forms for 
all possible uses must be thoroughly evaluated. 

 
Methodology 
Study Area 

Geographically situated between 25°45* and 26°41* latitudes to the North, and 
75°59* to 77°00*, in the East of the district of Sawai Madhopur. It's 4420.8 square 
meters. Region of kilometers. The district and municipal corporation of Sawai 
Madhopur (Nagar Parishad). Sawai Madhopur district in Rajasthan Indian State is part 
of the Bharatpur region. It is the district's administrative office. It has the National Park 
Ranthambore and the ancient forest of Ranthambore within the national park. Raja 
Hammir Dev (the King of Rajput) from Chauhan and his Bargujar relatives were rulers 
of the city. Allaudin Khiljee demolished the place. Maharaja Sawai Madhopur Singh I 
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of Jaipur (1750–1768), who named the township after himself, founded Sawai 
Madhopur as a city planned. Sawai Madhopur is renowned for his guavas, known in 
Rajasthan affectionately as "Madhopur guavas". 

 
 
Sawai Madhopur District Map 
General Land Use Pattern (Changing Pattern of General Land Use) 

The goal of the classification of land use is the maximum productivity and the 
protection of the land. A land classification requires a large amount of time and cost. For 
this a rationale must be provided to classify each country into various categories. Land 
classification is not an end, but a way to maximize the use of soil. The general pattern 
for researching land use is aimed first of all at depicting the plan and distribution of land 
for different purposes ranging from fields to plants, forests and foundries, pastures and 
sandy areas. 

Two major factors impact the pattern of land use: (I) physical and (ii) 
individual. Topography, atmosphere and soil, which set the broad limits, are physical 
influences. Land ability and human factors are the density, human occupation at the 
technical level and the socioeconomic institutions that decide how much the physical 
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capacity of the land is used. Details are mentioned in the previous chapter. Now in this 
section we identify various categories of land to know their usage in the study field. 
Discussion 

In 1963-64 the total forest area was 5.59 % not available for cultivation area 
2.08 %, other uncultivated land 37.25 %, fallow land 11.47 % and net sown area 43.49 
% of Sawai Madhopur district. In 1985-86 the total forest area was 22.50 %, not 
available for agriculture area 15.84%, other uncultivated land 9.44 %, fallow land 6.22 
% and net sown area 46.00 % of the district.  

In the 2007-08 forest area and net sown area was increased 16.07% and 
61.53%. But now available for cultivation and other uncultivated land area is decreased. 
In 1985-1986, the area of forest not available for cultivation and the net-sown area rose 
from 1963-64, but the other uncultivated land and fallow soil decreased. Dausa and 
Karauli was also included at this time in the district of Sawai Madhopur. For example, a 
separate district in the forest areas 2000-2001 did not decrease, but in Sawai Madhopur, 
the area of fellow land and net sown land increased. After it rose, but not available for 
cultivation areas, in 2007-2008 forest, other uncultivated land and net sown areas 
decreased.The region under forests is 840.26 sq., according to District statistics for 
2007-2008. Km of which 657.84 sq. m. is the area reserved under the forest. Kilometers. 
 
Table 1: Classification of Land use in Sawai Madhopur District as seen below 

Detail 1963-64 1985-1986 2007-2008 
1 Net Sown Area 43.49 % 46.00 % 51.53 % 
2 Not available for cultivation 2.08 % 15.84 % 13.51 % 
3 Other Uncultivated land 37.25 % 9.44 % 7.66 % 
4 Fallow land 11.47 % 6.22 % 11.23 % 
5 Forest  5.59 % 22.50 % 16.07 % 

 
Conclusion 

We see the major difference between the use of land in these above statics. 
From 1963–64 to 2007–2008 the area of the forest increased. The forest policy was also 
affected. The net sown area also increased during this period. Fresh soil and fallow soil 
were reduced. The population in the district Sawai Madhopur has also increased, so that 
much of the area is transformed into a residential area not available for cultivation. 
Changes were due to separation of district, forest policy, flood in 1981 and growth of 
population. 
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Abstract 

In this present rapid running world, we are living in the “House of 
Technology.” We are busy with our routines       having no time for even thinking upon 
the fact that how this whole big world has become a small house because of the growth 
of the technology i.e. Social Media. Today, Social Networking Sites have become an 
important part of the life that has its indelible image in today’s human’s life. As far 
concerned that India is the world’s third biggest in terms of Interested users in today’s 
world indulging a high social and mobile audience. Now-a-days having an account or 
identity or profile on any Social Networking Site is considered to be in fame or in 
fashion and so because of this, it has become a common international trend. These 
technical vibes of the social media have incarcerated all of us in the global level 
integrity creating an online platform to share, create, bookmark any content at global 
level with the feel of freedom to express and to aware the public by giving the 
exuberance of new thoughts and opinions about a topic. During this whole session we 
will be talking about a prestigious number of prominent users of social networking sites 
i.e. our youth. This study is focused on the negative and positive impact of the social 
media use in student’s academic performance. In reality, if we consider the youth, Social 
Media is significantly impacting the academic life of students. In both the aspects of 
positive and negative; the use of social media is affecting or creating a huge impact on 
the lifestyle, thinking, communication skills, time spent on tasks, routine and the 
academic performance of the students. Therefore, this social media has been named as 
“Act of Vocation” or “Tool to improve communication skills” or “Tool providing a 
single platform to deal with a mass audience by maintaining a unique identity.” 
 
Keywords: Vocation, Profile, Networking, Integrity, Academics, Communication, 
Identity, Indelible, Audience, Trend, Fame, Internet. 
 
1   Introduction 

Erstwhile, many definitions are given for the “Social media”; but in reality 
“This wide network of the people at global level” has no certain definition at all but an 
adequate fine definition is given to the particular subject matter is “Social Media is a 
generic platform providing people the opportunity to be the content creators, controller, 
leader and transparent users to a great extent holding a unique identity in the exuberance 
of number of users. And when this content and the thoughts are shared this will be 
considered as chat or conversation.” All the users are free here to interact with all posts. 
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Interact and socialize are the terms we introduce for this new and modern 

Networking Era. Touch brought us together regardless of geographical boundaries. 
Internet provides immense feature for integrated development. Such many 
communication tools, billions of users are facilitate of sitting at home along with get 
updated and remain in touch of the whole world by using the proper mediums; like 
search engines, web pages, e-mails, e-journals, e-newspapers, internet banking, 
telephony, conferencing, multi-media share online new rooms, social networking etc. 
Currently, a number of different kinds of social networking sites are available with quite 
different and fantastic features having a brilliant performance by connecting the public 
to authority and authority to public and also public to public. Now-a-days people are 
having a new kind of interest developed in their inner personality or mentality which is 
the mindset of being a considerable part of the huge trend or fashion by having a number 
of accounts on almost all the social networking sites. By holding a unique identity 
among thousands of people on the social networking sites like Facebook, YouTube, 
Twitter, Instagram, TikTok, Snap Chat, WeChat, IMO, My Life, Cy World, Plurk, 
Caring Bridge, Fet life etc. is considered of being updated with day-today world or 
being the flow of change with the advancement of the technology at global level. Social 
Media has created a firm-strata for millions of computers at numerous sites in various 
countries, belonging to thousands of businesses, government, research institutions, 
educational institutions and other organizations to link up with one another.  
 
1.1 Popularity of Social Media 

It is cleared that Social Media is so popular because of its compatibility level, 
easiness of handling the accounts and the most important is the fast or rapid data 
transfer. We can see that almost all the people from all the age groups are incarcerated 
in this “web” of social networking sites but specially teenagers and young adults have a 
temptation or can say that they are very much fascinated towards social media as they 
want to showcase their social personality, share thoughts, and to connect with their 
friends around the globe. The exuberance of the mobile phones in the human hands and 
a growth in technology day-by-day have created a huge impact on the way how you 
connect or communicate with the people at daily basis. It is also clearly shown by the 
facts that there is an exponential increase in the engagement of students in social 
networking sites.  

Through Literature analysis, the positive effects of social media are observed 
mainly on higher education departments. Higher educators have explored the exciting 
opportunities of new technologies have been brought to institution, educators and 
student’s today’s higher education that significantly indulge instructors, students and 
other to cooperate with each other on the tasks of knowledge construction in learning 
and teaching environment. It positively influences dimensions of collaborative work and 
authoring statement of problem relies as far concerned by higher institution leads in 
incorporation in teaching explosive growth can tend to be negative or positive impact as 
well. Main creative matter is the usage of these social networking sites and how the 
image of these platforms is being made by these students by impacting their studies in a 
particular or certain manner. 
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Now coming on the negative side of the social networking site usage by the 
students then, it is cleared that these social sites have become addiction for student’s 
daily life or routine impacting academic performance over years. In fact, many students 
get addicted by the attraction power of these sites. This research is mainly focused to 
investigate the influence of social media on academic performance of the students by 
giving a proper research, facts and data collected that is based on daily uses of social 
networking sites in different countries. 
 
1.2 Research Data Tables 
Similar Web’ has given the most recent data regarding the daily use of the social 
networking sites by the teen and young adult users in different nations or boundaries:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3MAU and DAU 
MAU: Generally, for any service providing company, the Monthly active users (MAU) 
can be well defined as the number of unique users who interact with a product or service 
of a company within a month. 

In social networking sites, A registered active user who logged in and visited 
any particular social networking site through the website, mobile app, or desktop 
application in the last 30 days as of the date of measurement, is called the MAU for any 
social media site. 
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DAU:To measure DAU, we consider the total number of unique viewers on a given day 
for a particular social networking site.  

To calculate DAU, two parameters should be known: First is the user and 
second is the action taken by the user. Most DAU calculations identify any user as the 
unique visitor for their site, who’s downloaded their app or accessed their site on the 
internet and takes an action. 
 
DAU/MAU Ratio: There is an important parameter that is called DAU/MAU Ratio. By 
this we can adduce the certain ratio for the usage of social media among all the age 
groups. 
 
If d=DAU for a social networking site 
   And m=MAU for that same social networking site 
 
Then,DAU/MAU Ratio= d/m 
 
1.4Formulas to Calculate the social media usage parameters 
a. Engagement Rate by Reach (ERR) 

Calculating the engagement rate by reach is gives a direction how to measure 
engagement with content. This formula measures the percentage of people who chose to 
interact with the content after seeing it, such as shares, likes, comments. 
ERR = Total engagements per post / Reach per post * 100 
Average ERR = Total ERR / Total posts 
 
b. Engagement Rate by Posts (ER Post) 

Engagement Rate by Posts measures engagements by followers on a specific post. 
This parameter is useful to measure the percentage of people who chose to interact with 
the content after seeing it. It tells about the rate at which followers interact with the 
shared or posted content. 
ER Post = Total engagement on a post / Total follower* 100 
Average ER by Post = Total ER by post / Total posts 
 
c. Engagement Rate by Impressions 

At another base audience metric: impressions. On a side, the reach measures how 
many people have seen the content, on the other side, the impressions measure how 
often the posted content appears on a screen or display. 
ER Impressions = Total engagements on a post / Total impression * 100 
Average ER Impressions = Total ER Impressions / Total posts 
 
d. Daily Engagement Rate (Daily ER) 

We can also evaluate how often someone’s followers are engaging with his/her 
content on a daily basis. 
Daily ER = Total engagement in a day / Total follower * 100 
Average Daily ER = Total engagements for X days / (X days * followers) * 100 
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e. Engagement Rate by Views (ER Views) 
Videos are getting more and more attention and attraction on social media platforms 

in this modern era, and if video is a tool the youth use often for marketing or brand, they 
will likely want to know how many people interacted with their posted or shared video 
after watching the particular video. 
ER View = Total engagements on video post / total video views * 100 
Average ER view = Total ER view / total posts 
 
1.5Figures 
According to the study done by “Statista” (as the most recent study says), the result for 
the time spent on daily basis on the social networking sites by the young adults can be 
well shown by the graphical representation as follows: ------- 
 

 
 

 
As shown or cleared by the above graph, we can see that there is an increase in 

the use of the social networking sites on daily basis, hence we can also make a decision 
that the social media has become an important part of daily routine of the students.  
According to the impacts of these social sites on the academic performance of its users, 
there are two main studies are enlisted and welly described below: ---- 
1. Affirmatory Impact (Or Positive Impact) 
2. Unassertive Impact (Or Negative Impact) 
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Fig 3: Monthly Active Users 

Fig 3: Popularity of different social 
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1.6Affirmatory Impact on the academic performance of the disciples 
The study has made a verdict that these sites are very helpful for the teenagers 

who use it for their academic development and their worldwide knowledge update. In 
other words, the study will be providing the facts about the positive side of the use of the 
social networking sites in the academic life of the students both in secondary or higher 
education. 

Social networking sites are defined as the “Online Encyclopaedia” that allow 
its users to have all the facts and all the information related to anyone topic or matter 
collected or encapsulated on a single entity called internet. It means social networking 
sites are the better source to get updated or to gain knowledge about anything in this 
huge broad world. These sites are acting as the live directories for the students that allow 
people to search and get connected with their friends, family, instructors, and many 
types of industries. This Social media is well defined or described as the great 
technology that offers a platform for novation (nascency or innovation), and permit its 
users to express their views about how they feel or what they believe about a particular 
information is published. Social Media is a fine stage on which students can 
communicate with each other, with the different instructors, with their teachers and the 
communities that share the same education level. Social networking sites are supporting 
in “prerequisite part of the way of learning by human”, “multi-perceptional skills 
development”, “development of exploring based learning”, “creating quality of multi-
tasking skills”, “creating an adequate power to use the internet as the firm tool to get 
help with the school assignments”. 

Social media also refers to the “Digitalized theory” which will describe that 
how individuals on social network sites present themselves, and hold their identities and 
build faith with others. Finally, in the affirmative or positive effectiveness of the social 
media it is so firm in “Educative elegant space” which will help the students to develop 
“interprofessional educational skills”, it means instead of each individual learning on his 
own, different individuals are available to give you the answer for a single question in 
different ways and also these sites have become better resources to share the study 
material at a quick or rapid data transfer rate.   

 
1.7Unassertive Impacts on the academic performance of the disciples 

It is well said “In this world, there is no rose without a throne”. In the same 
way social media is also having some flaws of having negative or say unassertive 
impacts on the students whether in secondary or higher education. As the Fig 1 and Fig 
2 are finely enough to show that how the teenagers and the young adults are too much 
fascinated in spending time on social networking sites and they are incarcerated in this 
attractive ‘web’. According to the above figures a number of teen users are daily 
spending time on the social networking sites just to showcase their social personality, 
their fashion, interests and to make friends worldwide without caring about the identity 
of the person to whom they are fascinated to befriend and sometimes it makes trouble 
for the students because it creates distraction for the students. Because of this distraction 
created by social media, students, instead of using these sites for gaining knowledge or 
share study material, they become more attentive to make friends and groups for just 
pass the time which is whole ‘vain and fruitless’. By moving further, the study will 
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indicate that how this so called ‘time-pass’ becomes the factor which badly affects the 
academic performance of the students because they spend their crucial time in chatting 
and having a meaning less conversation with anyone stranger having no meaning at all. 
Instead of being attentive to the studies students give preference to the external 
temptations of these social sites by giving their precious time to the unwholesome post 
sharing, friend and group making, chatting, liking the posts, watching useless videos, 
creating and accessing inappropriate content. The study will point out that these sites are 
also impacting the daily routine lives, behavior, personality, mentality, communication 
skills badly. According to the facts, these sites are making the persons ‘hidden human’ 
with no professional and no attractive communication skills, because they talk to each 
other behind an interface or medium but not face-to-face by ignoring the “online privacy 
and security”. 
 
2. Conclusion 

At the end of the research, we can adduce that it depends on the students and 
their mindset how they are dealing with the social media and their social life, how much 
they are aware of the wise use of the social networking sites and how they showcase 
their personality among thousands of existing users on social networking sites. 
According to great thoughts of some good thinkers “The influence of social media is 
unbelievable. It's sad to see - it's a fake life that some people live”. Therefore, it is 
cleared that social media is having a great influencing power by which the lives of its 
users get affected in both positive and negative manner. 

In the student life, it plays both constructive and destructive roles depending 
upon the different opinions and views of the young adult users.  
 
2.1 In the positive side 

 is no need to worry about the social media’s influence over the human lives. 
Because it is having an exponential increase in brilliant performance of the students in 
their educational qualification by availing all the resources for studies and to enhance 
their knowledge by all the worldwide means. Affirmatively, if we talk about the effect 
of social networking sites, we will reach on a conclusion that there is only the need that 
these sites will not become the addiction for the students reaching to the negative side. 
 
2.2 In the negative side 

In the social media, we have seen that it is quite harmful for the studies and 
educational performance of the students in their crucial age of studies. But this research 
will provide the ways / steps by which this social media’s “Digital Toxic Effect” can be 
kicked off from the student’s life stepping forward to the positive vibes of the social 
networking sites.  
 
2.3The steps are described below by which we can convert the dark side of the 
social networking sites into the positive one 

1. Delete social media accounts you don’t use. 
2. Be realistic when setting goals. 
3. Be mindful of time spent on social media. 
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4. Turn off “push” notifications on social media. 
5. Don’t feed the trolls. 
6. Purge your “friends” and “follow” lists. 
7. Create physical distance between you and your devices. 
8. Consider a 30-day extreme “Digital Detox”. 
9. Learn to let go of social media and refocus your priorities. 
10. Make plans for real-time connections. 
11. Get A New Hobby. 
12. Read a book. 
13. Spend more time with your friends and family. 

 
All the steps described above are fruitful only when one is determined about what he 

wants to do with the social networking sites. It means one person must be very careful 
and determined adequate about using these sites by maintaining the good balance 
between the personal (studies) and the social life. 
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Abstract 

The aim of the proposed work was to apply quality by design (QbD) in the 
formulation and evaluation of Abacavir sulfate dispersible tablet (an anti-retroviral drug) 
using Superdisintegrants for rapid dissolution of drug and absorption the formulation of 
that displays high efficacy and superiority in comparison to other anti-retroviral 
combination. The objective of this study was to develop robust and high quality 
pharmaceutical product a traditional approach based the uni-variate or trial and error 
method was used Initially, one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) approach was adopted to 
develop in the past that led to several problems like non-reproducible, high-cost, and 
time consuming methods. To overcome these drawbacks, a new concept of the Design 
of Experiment (DoE) was introduced. DoE is a statistical element of the Quality by 
Design (QbD) approach. The basic objectives of DoE are to optimization, and 
robustness. It involves the execution of experimental design on the basis of suitable 
variables along with statistical evaluation of obtained responses and exploration of the 
design space using mathematical or graphical approach. This article mainly focuses on 
the applications of DoE in pharmaceutical product development along with its 
objectives, design, and selection criteria. 
 
Keywords: Abacavir, Quality by Design; Antiretroviral, Dispersible Tablets, Normal 
Operating Range; Robustness. 
 
Introduction [1,2,3] 

Over a decade, the demand for development of dispersible tablets has 
enormously increased as it has significant impact on the patient compliance. Dispersible 
tablets offer an advantage for populations who have difficulty in swallowing. It has been 
reported that Dysphasia (difficulty in swallowing) is common among all age groups and 
more specific with pediatric, geriatric population along with institutionalized patients 
and patients with nausea, vomiting, and motion sickness complications. DTs with good 
taste and flavor increase the acceptability of bitter drugs by various groups of population 

Abacavir is a nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NRTI) used for 
treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection. HIV infection is usually 
treated with antiretroviral therapy (ART) regimens, which consist of three or more 
different drugs used in combination. Typical antiretrovirals used in these regimens 
include NRTIs, non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), protease 
inhibitors (PIs) and integrase strand inhibitors (InSTIs). Abacavir makes an ideal 
addition to these types of combination therapies due to its dosing flexibility 

Quality by design (QbD)[4,5] was first outlined by well-known quality expert. 
The QbD is a systemic approach to pharmaceutical development. It means designing 
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and developing formulations and manufacturing processes for Abacavir sulfate 
Dispersible tablets to ensure pre-defined product quality. The information and 
knowledge gained from pharmaceutical development studies and manufacturing 
experience provides scientific understanding to support the establishment of the design 
space, product and processspecifications, and manufacturing controls along with quality 
risk management. This ultimately leads to understand the impact of raw materials i.e., 
Critical Material Attributes (CMA), CriticalProcess Parameters (CPP) on the Critical 
Quality Attributes (CQA's). 
 
Identifying a Quality Target Product Profile (QTPP) 
 The quality target product profile (QTPP) as defined in ICH Q8 (R1) is “a summary 
of the quality characteristics or attributes of a drug product that ideally will be achieved 
and thereby ensure the safety and efficacy of a drug product.” 
 
Critical Quality Attributes (CQA's) 
 CQA's as defined by ICH Q8 (R2) is a physical, chemical, biological, or 
microbiological property or characteristic that should be within an appropriate limit, 
range, or distribution to ensure the desired product quality. CQA's are generally 
associated with raw materials & process parameter. This parameter directly affects the 
quality of final product. 
 The initial CQA's were defined from QTPP to identify satisfactory quality of the 
product. CQA is a physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property. The 
appearances, hardness, thickness, friability, assay, content uniformity, disintegration, 
dissolution and stability are identified as potential CQAs for formulation development 
that have animpact on formulation or process variables hence related to safety and 
efficacy. Therefore, these CQA's were investigated and discussed in subsequent 
formulation development studies. 
 
Quality risk assessment 
 It is one of the tools that help in identifying, scientifically evaluating, and 
controlling potential risks to quality. It also helps in continual improvement in the 
product and process performance throughout the product life cycle. The main objective 
of risk assessment in pharmaceuticaldevelopment is to identify which material attributes 
and process parameters affect the drug product CQA's, that is, to understand and predict 
sources of variability in the manufacturing process so that an appropriate control 
strategy can be implemented to ensure that the CQA's are within the desired 
requirements. 
 
Materials 
 Abacavir sulfate was obtained as a gift sample from Hetero labs, Sodium starch 
Glycolate gifted from JRS Pharma, microcrystalline cellulose gifted from FMC Pharma, 
Croscarmellose Cellulose (Primellose), Magnesium stearate, Sucralose and strawberry 
flavor gifted sample from Signet Chemicals Ltd, Mumbai. All other chemicals and 
reagent were of analytical grade. 
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Methods 
Formulation of dispersible tablets 
 Dispersible tablets of Abacavir sulfate were prepared using various combination 
ofSodium starch Glycolate, Croscarmellose sodium and Povidone k-30. The tablets were 
manufactured by wet granulation. The lubricated granules were directly compressed 
using 7mm flat faced beveled round (FFBR) punch.  
 A 23full factor design was constructed where three variable were selected which are 
Croscarmellose sodium, sodium starch Glycolate and Povidone k-30 with response of 
Dissolution and Disintegration. Prepared for each formulation and compressed tablets 
from each batch for the characterization study. The formulae and physical characteristics 
of the prepared dispersible tablets were shown in table-2. 
 
Preparation of dispersible tablets using wet granulation method 
 The drug, other excipients were sifted through ASTM mesh no 40. The dry mix 
blend was then granulated with respective granulation fluid. The wet granules were 
dried at 600c until the complete evaporation of granulation fluid from the granules. The 
dried granules were again sifted through ASTM mesh no 30. The dried and sifted 
granules were then pre lubricated and flavoring with respective excipients and then 
lubricated with magnesium stearate. The lubricated granules were compressed on 5 
station tablet compression machine using respective punches (Cadmach Machinery Co, 
Ahmedabad, India). 
 
Experimental design by QbD approach by Full Factorial experimental design [6,7] 

The traditional approach to develop a formulation is to change one variable at a 
time. By this method, it is difficult to develop an optimized formulation, as the method 
reveals nothing about the interaction among the variables. Systematic optimization 
procedure is carried out by selecting an objective function, to find the most important or 
contributing factor and investigating the relationship between response and factors by 
the so-called surface response methodology. In the present work, Full Factorial design 
was used to optimize the concentrations of the disintegrants, binder for hardness with 
controlling disintegration time.  

Where, X1, X2, X3 = Independent variables and Y1, Y2, Y3 = Dependent 
variables. In the present work, Full Factorial design was used to optimize the 
concentrations of the disintegrants to check the dissolution and binder for hardness with 
controlling disintegration time. The results of the batches are discussed in the [Table 5]. 
Table 1:  Design summary 

Factors Variables Units Actual 
values Coded Values 

X1 
Croscarmellose 
sodium 
(Primellose) 

mg 10.00 
Low High Low High 

-1 +1 8.00 12.00 

X2 
Sodium starch 
Glycolate (Type 
A) 

mg 7.10 -1 +1 5.60 8.60 

X3 Povidone K90 Mg 10.00 -1 +1 8.00 12.00 
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Table 2: Formulation and physical characteristics of designed dispersible tablets of 
Abacavir sulfate 
Ingredients F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 
Intragranular 
Abacavir sulfate 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 
Microcrystalline 
cellulose (PH 102) 32.40 30.00 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 

Croscarmellose 
sodium (Primellose) 8.00 10.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 12.00 

Binder Preparation   
Povidone K90 8.00 10.00 8.00 12.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 8.00 12.00 
Sucralose 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Purified Water QS QS QS QS QS QS QS QS QS 
Extra granular 
Microcrystalline 
cellulose (PH 112) 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 

Sodium starch 
Glycolate (Type A) 8.6. 7.10 5.60 5.60 8.60 5.60 5.60 8.60 8.60 

Strawberry flavor 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.5 0.5 0.50 0.50 0.50 
Magnesium stearate 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.5 1.5 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Totaltablet weight 
(mg) 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

140.0
0 

 
Evaluation of Dispersible Tablets  
The prepared tablets were evaluated for various parameters as follows: 
 
Pre-compression evaluation parameters[8,9,10] 
Evaluation of powder blend  
Powder blend was evaluated for flow properties as follows:  
Bulk density  
Bulk density is the mass of the powder divided by the bulk volume and is expressed as 
g/cm−1. Accurately weighed 10 g of blended powder from each formulation was taken 
and initial volume of blended powder was poured in the measuring cylinder was noted. 
It was calculated by formula,  
Bulk density = Mass of powder Bulk volume  
Tapped density  
It is the ratio of total mass of the powder to the tapped volume of powder. The volume 
was measured by tapping the powder blend for about 100 times. The tapped density was 
calculated using the following formula:  
Tapped density = Mass of powder Tapped volume 
The mean ± standard deviation values of angle of repose were calculated. The results 
were determined and mentioned 
Angle of repose  

The angle of repose of powder blend was determined using funnel. 10 g of 
accurately weighed powders was placed into the funnel. The powder was allowed to 
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flow through the funnel freely onto the surface. The diameter of the powder cone was 
measured and the angle of repose was calculated using the following equation:  
Ɵ=tan−1 (h/r)  
Initial wt of tablet − Final wt of tablet  
Initial wt of table − t X 100  
Where, h=height and r=radius  
Hausner’s ratio  
It is expressed by ratio of tapped density to the bulk density. It is given by formula,  
Hausner’s ratio = Tapped density Bulk density  
Carr’s index (compressibility ratio)  
It is the ratio of bulk density and tapped density and is given by formula,  
Carr’s Index = Tapped density Bulk density Tapped density X 1 − 00 
 
Post-compression evaluation parameters of prepared [11,12,13,14] 
Appearance and shape 

The general appearance of the tablet includes the morphological characteristics 
like size, shape, color etc. Also, tablets may have lines, break-marks and may bear a 
symbol or other markings. Uniformity of thickness and diameter the uniformity of the 
diameter and thickness was measured using vernier caliper. The average diameter and 
thickness of the tablets were calculated. 
 
Hardness 

Monsanto hardness tester was used to check the hardness of the tablet. The 
FDT was placed vertically between the jaws of the tester. The two jaws placed under 
tension by spring and screw gauge. By turning the screw, the load was increased and 
collapsed; the applied pressure from the spring was measured innewtons (N) 
 
Weight variation 

In weight variation test, 20 tablets from each batch formulation were weighed 
individually using an electronic balance, average weight was calculated and individual 
tablet weight was then compared with average value to find deviation in weight. 
 
Friability 

Friability was determined using Roche friabilator. A sample of pre-weighed 20 
tablets was placed in Roche Friabilator, rotated at 25 rpm which was then operated for 
100 revolutions. The tablets were then reweighed. A loss of less than 1 % in weight is 
generally considered acceptable. 

 
 

Disintegration time 
The disintegration time for dispersible tablet was determined in USP 

conventional disintegration test apparatus. The apparatus consist of 6 glass tubes that are 
3 inches long, open at one end and held against 10 mesh screen at the bottom end of 
basket rack assembly. To test for disintegration time, one tablet were placed in each 
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disintegration tubes and the basket arch is positioned in one liter beaker of water at 37 ± 
2 C.  

 
Dispersion Test  
 

Tablet were dispersible into 100 ml of water and then poured through ASTM 
#25 mesh and all solid particles shall be pass through the mesh no particles shall retains 
on the mesh. 

 
Drug content 
 

Twenty tablets were weighed and crushed to a fine powder. An accurately 
weighed sample equivalent to 5mg of methylphenidate HCl was taken in a volumetric 
flask. The content was dissolved in 100 ml pH 6.8 phosphate buffer. This solution was 
filtered through Whattman filter paper and respective dilution was done. The drug 
content was calculated by measuring the absorbance of the solution at 207.8 nm. 
 
In-vitro dissolution study 
 

The release rate of Abacavir sulfate tablets (n=6) was determined using USP 
Apparatus2 Paddle). The dissolution test was performed using 900 ml of 0.1N HCL for 
15 minutes at 75 rpm. The temperature of the medium was maintained at 37 ± 0.5ºC. 
Aliquot of 5 ml were withdrawn at an interval of 5, 10, 15,30,45,60 minutes. The 
withdrawn samples were replaced with fresh dissolution medium. The samples were 
filtered through Whattman filter paper and analyzed spectrophotometricallyat 207.8 nm 

 
Table3: Evaluation of precompressed granules of Abacavir sulfate dispersible 
tablets 
 

Formulation Bulk 
density 
(gm/cc) ± 
SD 

Tapped 
Density 
(gm/cc) ± 
SD 

Compressibility 
index (%)± SD 

Hausner’s 
Ratio± 
SD 

Angle of 
repose (o) 
± SD 

F1 0.524±0.03 0.659±0.03 27.77±0.03 1.38±0.03 15.87±0.03 
F2 0.459±0.03 0.547±0.03 21.21±0.03 1.27±0.03 20.84±0.03 
F3 0.524±0.03 0.465±0.03 25.81±0.03 1.35±0.03 15.87±0.03 
F4 0.219±0.03 0.659±0.03 27.77±0.03 1.26±0.03 19.09±0.03 
F5 0.459±0.03 0.547±0.03 21.21±0.03 1.27±0.03 15.87±0.03 
F6 0.524±0.03 0.465±0.03 25.81±0.03 1.35±0.03 20.84±0.03 
F7 0.459±0.03 0.675±0.03 20.89±0.03 1.26±0.03 15.87±0.03 
F8 0.524±0.03 0.314±0.03 30.25±0.03 1.43±0.03 17.08±0.03 
F9 0.476±0.03 0.567±0.03 19.05±0.03 1.24±0.03 31.18±0.03 
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Table 4: Evaluation of Compressed Granules of Abacavir sulfate dispersible 
tablets 
Formulati
on 

Weight 
Variatio
n 

Hardne
ss (N) 

Thickne
ss (mm) 

Friabilit
y (%) 

Disintegrati
ng Time 
(sec) 

Dispersio
n Test # 
25 mesh  

Drug 
conte
nt 
(%) 

F1 139±0.1
3 

66± 0.5 2.55± 
0.3 0.76 

89 Pass 96.89 

F2 142±0.1
8 

71± 0.5 2.45± 
0.3 0.89 

90 Pass 99.09 

F3 138±0.1
5 

56± 0.5 2.32± 
0.3 0.23 

67 Pass 97.98 

F4 139±0.1
3 

81± 0.5 2.50± 
0.3 0.76 

87 Pass 96.89 

F5 142±0.1
8 

76± 0.5 2.45± 
0.3 0.89 

78 Pass 99.09 

F6 138±0.1
5 

73± 0.5 2.76± 
0.3 0.23 

98 Pass 97.98 

F7 139±0.1
6 

80± 0.5 2.60± 
0.3 

0.33 105 Pass 99.80 

F8 141±0.1
4 

69± 0.5 2.62± 
0.3 0.54 

76 Pass 98.23 

F9 138±0.1
7 

81± 0.5 2.56± 
0.3 0.21 

74 Pass 102.34 

 
Table 5:  In vitro dissolution of dispersible tablets of Abacavir sulfate 
Ti
me  

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 

5 45.51±
0.72  

32± 
0.90 

57.34±
0.1 

34.60±
0.14 

63.60±0
.14 

55.60±
0.14 

54.60±
0.14 

32.60±
0.14 

67.60±
0.14 

10 52.51±
0.72  

56±0.
54 

68.34±
0.1  

48.60±
0.14  

70.21±0
.123  

67.76±
0.12  

64.29±
0.12  

65.60±
0.14 

71.56±
0.29  

15 67.59±
0.45  

72±0.
34 

76.66±
0.12  

54.40±
0.15  

86.41±0
.20  

75.30±
0.5  

77.32±
0.63  

68.40±
0.15  

86.58±
0.33  

20 71.56±
0.29  

82±0.
65 

85.81±
0.23  

67.23±
0.33  

92.5±0.
20  

80.62±
0.20  

82.55±
0.12  

76.23±
0.33  

91.06±
0.31  

30 86.58±
0.33  

96±0.
08 

90.42±
0.12  

78.62±
0.14  

96.4±0.
15  

88.32±
0.14  

88.61±
0.41  

85.62±
0.14  

95.54±
0.20  

45 91.06±
0.31  

100±0
.34 

95.69±
0.20  

87.47±
0.14  

97.7±0.
15  

94.21±
0.21  

91.23±
0.12  

92.47±
0.14  

95.78±
0.20 

60 95.54±
0.20  

101±0
.12 

96.77±
0.20  

95.78±
0.20  

99.35±0
.25  

96.46±
0.12  

94.78±
0.14  

95.78±
0.20  

99.35±
0.25 
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Table 6: Full Factorial design for independent and dependent response  

  Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Response 1 Response 2 Response 
3 

Std Run 

A: 
Croscarmellose 

sodium 
(Primellose) 

(Intragranular) 

B: Sodium 
starch 

Glycolate 
(Type A) 

(Extra 
Granular) 

C: 
Povidone 

K90 
(Binder) 

Dissolution Disintegration 
time Hardness 

  mg mg Newtons    
3 1 8 8.6 8 67 89 66 
2 2 12 5.6 8 72 90 71 
9 3 10 7.1 10 76 67 56 
6 4 12 5.6 12 54 87 81 
7 5 8 8.6 12 86 78 76 
4 6 12 8.6 8 80 98 73 
8 7 12 8.6 12 82 94 80 
1 8 8 5.6 8 76 76 69 
5 9 8 5.6 12 86 74 81 

 
ANOVA for selected factorial model 
Table 7: Response 1: Dissolution 

Source Sum of 
Squares df Mean 

Square 
F-

value 
p-

value  
Model 829.88 7 118.55 341.43 0.0416 significant 

A-Croscarmellose sodium 
(Primellose) (Intragranular) 91.13 1 91.13 262.44 0.0392  
B-Sodium starch Glycolate 
(Type A) (Extra Granular) 91.13 1 91.13 262.44 0.0392  
C-Povidone K90 (Binder) 21.13 1 21.13 60.84 0.0812  

AB 253.12 1 253.12 729.00 0.0236  
AC 253.13 1 253.13 729.00 0.0236  
BC 105.13 1 105.13 302.76 0.0365  

ABC 15.13 1 15.13 43.56 0.0957  
Residual 0.3472 1 0.3472    
Cor Total 830.22 8     
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Table 8: Response 2: Disintegration time 

Source Sum of 
Squares df Mean 

Square 
F-

value 
p-

value  

Model 541.50 7 77.36 0.2475 0.9156 not 
significant 

A-Croscarmellose sodium 
(Primellose) (Intragranular) 338.00 1 338.00 1.08 0.4875  
B-Sodium starch Glycolate 
(Type A) (Extra Granular) 128.00 1 128.00 0.4096 0.6376  
C-Povidone K90 (Binder) 50.00 1 50.00 0.1600 0.7578  

AB 0.5000 1 0.5000 0.0016 0.9745  
AC 4.50 1 4.50 0.0144 0.9240  
BC 12.50 1 12.50 0.0400 0.8743  

ABC 8.00 1 8.00 0.0256 0.8990  
Residual 312.50 1 312.50    
Cor Total 854.00 8     

Table 9: Response 3: Hardness 

Source Sum of 
Squares df Mean 

Square 
F-

value 
p-

value  

Model 233.88 7 33.41 0.1084 0.9811 
not 

significan
t 

A-Croscarmellose sodium 
(Primellose) (Intragranular) 21.13 1 21.13 0.0685 0.8370  
B-Sodium starch Glycolate 
(Type A) (Extra Granular) 6.12 1 6.12 0.0199 0.9109  
C-Povidone K90 (Binder) 190.13 1 190.13 0.6166 0.5762  

AB 10.12 1 10.12 0.0328 0.8859  
AC 3.12 1 3.12 0.0101 0.9361  
BC 3.13 1 3.13 0.0101 0.9361  

ABC 0.1250 1 0.1250 0.0004 0.9872  
Residual 308.35 1 308.35    
Cor Total 542.22 8     

 
Factor coding is Coded. 
Sum of squares is Type III – Partial 
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The Model F-value of 0.11 implies the model is not significant relative to the 
noise. There is a 98.11% chance that an F-value this large could occur due to noise. 
 

P-values less than 0.0500 indicate model terms are significant. In this case 
there are no significant model terms. Values greater than 0.1000 indicate the model 
terms are not significant. If there are many insignificant model terms (not counting those 
required to support hierarchy), model reduction may improve your model.many 
insignificant model terms (not counting those required to support hierarchy), model 
reduction may improve your model. 
 

 
 
Graph-1: Graphical representation of factors and response for the Dissolution 
 

 
Graph-2: Graphical representation of factors and response for the Disintegration time 
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Graph-3 Graphical representation of factors and response for the Hardness 
 

 
Graph-4 Predicated vs Actual and 3D Graphical representation of factors and response for 
the Dissolution 
 

 

 
Graph-5 Predicated vs Actual and 3D Graphical representation of factors and response for 
the Disintegration time 
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Graph-6 Predicated vs Actual and 3D Graphical representation of factors and response for 
the Hardness 
 
Validation of optimized formulation 

To validate the model, a formulation from Croscarmellose sodium, sodium 
starch Glycolate and Povidone K-30 were selected. The optimized formulation selected 
was prepared to obtain the predicted and experimental values of all the response 
variables i.e., dissolution, disintegration time and hardness. The tablet properties were 
evaluated and found within limits (Table 10). The predicted and observed experimental 
values of responses were obtained which showed close resemblance depicting the 
validity of the chosen formulation and attaining desired QTPP for Dispersible tablets 
(Table 11). 
 
Table 10:Evaluation of optimized batch  

Formulat
ion 

Weight 
Variati
on 

Hardn
ess (N) 

Thickn
ess 
(mm) 

Friabili
ty (%) 

Disintegrat
ing Time 
(sec) 

Dispersi
on Test 
# 25 
mesh 

Drug 
conte
nt 
(%) 

F2 142±0.
18 

71± 0.5 2.45± 
0.3 0.89 

90 Pass 99.09 

 
Table 11:Point Prediction 
Response Predicted Mean Predicted Median StdDev 
Dissolution 75.4444 75.4444 0.589256 
Disintegration time 83.6667 83.6667 17.6777 
Hardness 72.5556 72.5556 17.5598 
 
Conclusion 

From the results and findings, it may be concluded that, dispersible tabletof 
Abacavir sulfate by QbD approach can be successfullyprepared by wet granulation 
techniques using selectedsuperdisintegrantsand binder for the better patient compliance 
and effectivetherapy. Implementing QbD concept provided a systematicapproach in 
Dispersible tablet development emphasizing on product andprocess understanding and 
process control to ensure predefinedproduct quality objectives. 
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Concentration of Croscarmellose sodium, Sodium starch Glycolate and 
Povidone K-30 was identified as critical parameters to achieve desired QTPP. Also, 
Hardness, disintegration time and in vitro dissolution was found to be a CQA for the 
development of Dispersible tablets. And thus, this CQA was optimized using 23 full 
factorial design. The selected independent variable exhibits its significant effect on 
dependent variables like drug release and DT.  

ANOVA, different statisticalvalues were utilized to interpret significance of 
formulation nparameters on responses was proposedwith desired QTPP. The validation 
of optimized formulationshowed close resemblance depicting the validity of thechosen 
formulation and attaining desired QTPP for Dispersible tablet of Abacavir sulfate. 
Graphicalpresentation of the data using response surface plot helps toshow the 
relationship between the response and theindependent variables.  

From the experiments, it can be concluded that formulation prepared within 
design space resulted informulation with acceptable Hardness, disintegration time and 
in-vitro dissolution. Hence, finally it can be concludedthat formulation of dispersible 
tablets of abacavir sulfate showed more than 90 % cumulative dissolution is a promising 
approach for the treatment of Attention Anti-retroviral (ARVs). 
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Abstract 

Our life is embedded with technology and technological products. Technology 
alighted in human society with its varied possibilities as well as with its dangerous 
impacts. Today human society blames technology as the sole reason for environmental 
degradation and pollution. One of the reasons for this claim is the instrumental 
definition of technology which sees everything including human beings as available 
materials for human use. To encounter this poisonous conception, we must think right as 
right thinking is the solution for any problem.  
 
Keywords:Technology, Instrumental, Anthropocentricism, Philosophy of Technology, 
Thinking Right. 

 
Introduction 

Technology has control almost every aspect of human existence both in 
individual and social sphere. With the emergence of technology humans entered into the 
world of unlimited possibilities of access to comfort and life style. Technology revealed 
the power of humans to acquire what they desire. Technology has influenced the very 
human life itself – the way they desire to live, the longevity that they want to attain and 
the quality of life that they want to possess. In other words, technology has influenced 
every aspect of human existence. Humans appreciate these positive offerings of 
technology and tend to be blindfolded with its negative impacts which in reality 
demands analysis and criticism.  

 
We are drenched with technology with its varied influences. We have become 

dependent on our creation so much so we cannot imagine a day pass by without the use 
of any artefacts or technology. Don Ihde is correct when he exclaims that “our existence 
is technologically textured”1Our common knowledge reveals that the things of everyday 
become common for instance we are hardly aware of the air that we breathe without 
which our existence would be impossible. In the same way technology has so much 
influenced our life we are hardly aware of its presence. Our aim in this paper is to 
critically analyze the very nature and understanding of technology instrumentally and 
the consequences of perceiving technology instrumentally.  
 
 

                                                
1Don Ihde, Technology and the Life World: From Garden to Earth (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1990), p.1. 
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I 
The philosophical analysis of technology is of a recent origin approximately by 

the second half of 19th century or beginning of 20th century.2 The reason for late advent 
is that prior to 19th century, technology with its influence was not so overwhelming as it 
became later on. Whatsoever, philosophical reflection on technology was not a new 
phenomenon instead its traces were found since the conception of Western Philosophy. 
The analyses were carried out to identify the traditional philosophical issues related to 
technology instead of defining what technology is and its nature. One of the possible 
reasons for neglecting the issue may be the conception of technology as a neutral and 
applied science.   

 
Critical analysis of technology has been neglected since the epoch of Plato and 

Aristotle who were prominent in Ancient Greek thought system. These philosophers 
made clear distinctions between theory and praxis and gave higher status to theory than 
praxis as the material objects are contingent in nature and are in constant flux. For Plato 
the real is the forms and considered the physical world as the shadow of the form. As 
per Plato his theory of forms is based on rational and is superior to technical knowledge 
which is based on human sense perception. If the technical knowledge, which is sense 
based and focused on specific practical affairs, has to be useful then it has to be 
beholden to the knowledge of idea.3 And Aristotle, though different in approach, 
claimed that the practical wisdom and expertise required of politician, craftsperson, 
artist, etc. must be carefully distinguished from the explicit theoretical knowledge of 
scientist or philosopher who is concerned with truly universal and essential in all 
things.4 

 
A more systematic reflection on technology in our contemporary times began 

with engineers and technologists who attempted to analyze technology from within. 
Engineering Philosophy of technology, as Carl Mitcham calls it, emphasizes on the 
nature of technology itself which is more analytical in nature.5 

 
II 

When we speak of technology normally, we speak of technology as an 
instrument for a desired end. In our everyday sense, technology is an object or a complex 
of objects and techniques which is neutral in nature that serves as an instrument to meet 
our needs.6 Furthermore, we define Technology as a human activity invented as means 

                                                
2 It was the German thinker Ernst Kapp who first coined the phrase “Philosophie der 
Technik” in his book, Grundlinien einer Philosophie der Technik (1877). 
3 Robert C. Scharff and Val Dusek (eds.), Philosophy of Technology: The Technological 
Condition: An anthology (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), Pp. 3-5. 
4 Ibid., p. 4. 
5 Carl Mitcham, “What is Philosophy of Technology?”, International Philosophical Quarterly, 
Vol. XXV o. 1 (March 1985), Pp. 73, 83. 
6 Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology”, in Philosophy of Technology: The 
Technological Condition: An Anthology, eds. Robert c. Scharff and Val Dusek (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2003), p. 252. 
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to acquire human ends. This definition of technology is called anthropological. It is 
anthropological in the sense that we think that technology is invented by humans to 
manipulate and control things. From hunter-gatherer society to until now humans used 
technology mainly as an instrument to protect themselves, to develop societies/cities, to 
reduce the distance, to reduce time and to acquire comfortable life. The instrumental 
definition of technology holds true even for modern society. New technologies are 
invented with the aims of meeting human’s different needs. For instance, when a new 
model of mobile is being planned to bring to the market with new features, it aims at 
meeting human needs. Name any technological invention; they all aimed at meeting 
human ends, take for instance aircrafts, windmills, satellites, and power plants etc.  

 
We blame the instrumental definition of technology as the cause of 

environmental pollution and destruction. Though humans have created technology to 
control the nature, slowly technology is slipping away from human control. There are 
varied reasons for this state of human life. Viewing technology instrumentally has 
forced us to increasingly view nature and ourselves instrumentally. We see nature as 
available raw material for technical operations. Heidegger explicitly acclaimed that the 
dominant principle of our current society is optimization - maximum outcome at the 
minimum expense.7 Heidegger further says that to see the world as intrinsically 
meaningless succession of chaotic powers that human must, call to order.8  In similar lines 
Verbeek says that things have no meaning in themselves but ‘meaning’ only in reference 
to what we take them to be; they are just raw materials available for manipulation and 
production. Entities of this world are serviceable to our will and our power.9This way of 
assumption leads to treat nature as material available for human manipulation without its 
own intrinsic value deserving respect in-it-self. In this technological era nature has 
received a new identity as material available for humans. Nature is seen as a storehouse 
of materials for humans’ vested interest.  

 
This tendency has influenced humans to treat everything as available material 

for an end, for instance humans use another human being as mean to an end. In 
industries and farms human labours are used like machines for optimum outcome and 
boosting the industry. Humans see everything around them as material to be consumed. 
This type of thinking is called as anthropocentricism which places humans in the centre 
of universe by placing everything else in the peripheral. This elevation of humans to the 
centre, propel them to think that whatever they discover, whatever they come across or 
whatever they invent is for their use. This tendency has taken deep root in human 
society and thinking pattern. It has even influenced our transmission of knowledge to 
our children. For example, what do we teach our children about cows or trees or land? 
We teach our children about the cows that cows give us milk and we use their excretes 

                                                
7Ibid., P. 256. 
8George Pattision, Thinking about God in an age of Technology (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2005), p. 77. 
9 Peter Paul Verbeek, What Things Do: Philosophical Reflections on Technology, Agency, and 
Design (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005), p. 52. 
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as manure and we teach about trees that trees give us oxygen and shade. They also give 
us timber for furniture or construction and fuel for cooking. These two limited instances 
clearly reflect our conception about nature. Cows and trees have no values independent 
of values assign to by humans.  

 
Human tendency is to see everything else having value that is assigned by 

human beings and have no autonomous value in themselves that demands respect. 
Hence, human look at objects and nature as existing for human’s exclusive use. This 
outlook forces humans to lose respect for other non-human beings. This egoistic attitude 
of humans pushed them to forget their vocation as care takers, most intelligent creature 
of nature. Humans instead of placing themselves one among other creatures, they see 
everything as available for their use. 
 
III 

All epochs of human evolution contain danger but the epoch of modern 
technology harbours the supreme danger because it misrepresents the essence of being 
human.10 In the earlier epoch of history people saw the origin of things and other beings as 
somewhere other than themselves. They were wonder struck by the unpredictable power 
of nature and express gratitude for their survival. The natural calamities surprised 
humans and are awestruck by unlimited power of nature. As a result, they worshipped 
nature and unknown powers. But with the advent of technology humans think 
everything is their creation. They found reason for everything. Everything was brought 
under the umbrella of human creation. The causes of floods are ascribing to human 
creation. If there pop up unknown and unheard disease, medical experts jump to the feet 
to discover the cause and vaccine for the disease. For instance, the Covid-19 which had 
claimed thousands of lives is being studied for its causes to create vaccine for it. If 
covid-19 to occur in an ancient period people would have been wonderstruck by its 
effects. Earlier people used to depend on rain water for cultivation but today when the 
cultivation requires water, water is extracted with the help of water pump. In this regard 
Heidegger makes a very clear point by stating that the farmer knows very well that he is 
at the mercy of nature’s cooperation and this has a tremendous on how he does the job. ‘In 
sowing grain [the peasant] places seed in the keeping of the forces of growth and watches 
over its increase.’11 The farmer knows very well that the crops need all the ingredients of 
water, sunlight and minerals in the right proportion. If any one of them is access or in 
shortage, the growth of the crop will be affected. All these activities are beyond the 
farmer’s control. But in the modern agriculture, the case is different. When a plant needs 
water, water sprinkler is used to water the plant. Hence, there is no room for gratitude or 
wonder off as everything seems to fall under the purview of their creation. Humans 
think everything is under their complete control but in praxis humans can only cooperate 
with nature and natural laws. Science can create only conditions for the growth not the 
process of organic growth. In principle the scientist and the farmer are in partnership 

                                                
10Tad Beckman, Philosophy 104: History of Western Philosophy: The Contemporary Period, 
available at http://pages.hmc.edu/Beckman/Philosophy. 
11 Heidegger, p. 256. 
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with the plant and only the farmer knows about it not the scientist. The difference lies 
here.       
 
Conclusion  

Technology reigns and will continue in the future. We cannot do away with 
technology anymore. One side the unavoidability of the presence of technology on the 
other side its unpredictable harmful effects on nature. We are in a dilemma whether to 
embrace technology for its untold possibilities or to be against any technological 
inventions. The right decision for us at this juncture would be to alter our thinking, our 
outlook towards technology and towards our thinking itself. Thinking right allows us to 
be one with ourselves and assist us in unveiling the real being. Everything that is the 
product of technology can be judged, ranked, argued and disputed as everything has its 
pros and cons. It is the humans who need to think right in terms of our relationship with 
technology or the natural environment with its entire varied species.  
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Abstract 
Sericulture is a part time ancient, miraculous agro based industry for below 

poverty and unskilled labourers in our country dating back to 2nd century B.C. It 
involves various step wise activities and every step generates value added benefits to the 
sericulturist. Nearly massive quantum of bye products waste is generated in this sector, 
through better management we can provide bread and butter to the farmers engaged in 
silk industry. Traditional to modern research on medicinal plants and insects revealed 
the potentiality of different medicinal properties in both moriculture and sericulture. 
This research paper to be discussed Diversified Sericulture by products and its value 
Addition. 
 
Keywords: Supplement Products, Rural Sericulture Programme, Moisturizing Capacity, 
Multipurpose Usage, Malburry Fruit. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
 “You are a product of your environment. So, choose the environment that will best 
develop you toward your objective . . . Are the things around you helping you 
toward success—or are they holding you back?”– W. Clement Stone 
 
 Sericulture in India has become an important sector among many silk 
producing countries in the World, with an employment potential of about six millions in 
different sericulture activities. Though, India has been focusing on silk production with 
less focus on enhancing the cost benefits ratio for supplying value supplement products 
through its market to make the industry more feasible and practical. Cost of silk 
production can be proportionately brought down by converting sericulture waste into 
valuable products to elevate socio economic status of the rural sericulturist around the 
year.  
 The sericultural waste conversion to high value utility through various 
technologies among sericulture scientist with collaboration with other scientists of 
related industries can help in decreasing the cost of silk production, environmental 
pollution, recycling of wastes to other resources for the benefit of civilians who are 
skilled and creative with hands on innovatives during the spare time. Thus, sericulture is 
a powerful weapon for moulding the life style and livelihood of the poor farmers.  
 Savitri and Sujathamma (2007) reported that immediate steps are to be taken in 
sericulture for converting job seekers into job creators. With this background, the 
present study not only highlights the potentiality of different Ayurvedic medicinal 
properties of different bye products and effective utilization of the same for generating 
additional income and employment.  
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 Hence, it is necessary to study sericulture by product’s utilization pattern for 
formulation of suitable methodologies and strategies to diffuse scientific information in 
silk industry. The present review also highlighted the medicinal properties of 
mulberries. The different parts of mulberry plants like leaves, stem, root, bark and fruits 
are being used in Ayurveda, Siddha and Unani for curing human related diseases. 
 
Mulberry nutritional facts and health benefits 

Mulberry, an ecological tree is a tradition grown whose plant parts are utilized 
for ecological benefits and also for yielding high income by integrating with other 
related industries. The major harvested forage resource has many kinds of mineral 
substance with high contents of calcium and potassium. 
 The presence of diversified medicinal values in this mulberry is a best tool 
which forms bridge between traditional and modern medicines with many side effects 
hence people are tracking back to traditional methodologies.  
 
Composition and Properties 
 The mulberry leaves which are rich in nutrients are used as silkworm feed 
while on the other hand contains antioxidants for increasing immunity levels (2) in mah. 
Based on research findings, the macro nutrients like carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins 
(A, B, C) and micronutrients like calcium, magnesium, iron, zinc, potassium, sodium, 
etc, the flavonoids, steroids, glycosides are the powerful natural herbal supplements that 
fights against many human and livestock related aliments cannot be ignored (3). The 
tender leaves are valuable source of ascorbic acid, tannin, adenine, choline which form 
base for many medicines of restoratives (4). 
 
Uses 

Mulberry leaves have low caffeine percentage hence used as tea, jam, ice 
cream which are tasty and nutritious. The tea prepared from the forage not only relieves 
cold and cough, improves the functioning of vital organs like liver, kidney and eyes, 
prevents oxidation of cholesterol, atherosterosis.  

(Research studies have shown that crude protein, fat, ash, fibre, methionine, 
calcium content are higher when compared to grass, leguminous, fresh corn and alfalfa 
(5).) 

High rate of digestion of mulberry leaves by live stock reaches nearly 70% - 
90% palatability. When the cow’s feed is supplemented with mulberry, milk output 
increases four folds in dairy farms, while in sheep rearing, 20 – 35 tonnes of mulberry 
leaves from one hectare of land can be utilized for raising 25 – 35 sheep units. The 
mulberry leaves (fresh or dry) can be utilized as live stock and poultry forage for 
economic benefits (6).  

The leaf extract has moisturizing capacity and tannin free hence keeps human 
skin smooth and hair soft due to polyphenols and polysaccharides (7). Age born diseases 
like Alzheimer’s, atherosclerosis, Hyperlididermia can be treated with mulberry leaf 
extract. Alzheimer disease can be treated by mulberry leaf extract through inhibition of 
amyloid beta-peptide (1 - 42) fibril formation(8). The studies by researchers showed that 
Morius alba completely reduced hyaluronolytic and proteolytic activities of Indian 
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Daboia russlevenom(9,10,11,12). Morus nigra leaves reduce blood sugar levels as it has 
effect on glycogenolysis and gamma amino butyric acid (¥ABA). The purified 
glycoprotein extracted are also used in blood grouping, purification of glycol 
conjugates. The deoxynojirimycin of mulberry leaves inhibits the enzymatic properties 
of sugar breaking to control AID and treatment of Alzheimer diseases. Leaves of 
mulberry works as powerful natural herbal supplements to fight against many health 
issues which cannot be ignored. Mulberry leaf extract acts as excellent medicine for 
prevention of liver cancer due to presence of quercetin and chlorophyll, the healthy heart 
is maintained, resulting in overall maintenance of vascular health which is based on 
comprehensive studies undertaken(13).  
 
Mulberry Root 
Composition and Properties 
 Mulberry roots contains important bio constituents such as alkaloids of 
deoxyjirimycin which assembles glucose and interferes with glucogenolysis by 
hindering the addition of sugar to the outer coat of human immuno deficiency virus. 
Where DNJ deteriotes the further cell damages, hence it seems to be potential medicine 
in treating AIDS. It has been reported that root extract has blood agglutination 
property(14,15). Root bark which is bitter in taste possesmagnificient properties not only 
to restore nervous disorders in human beings, in addition possesathartic, anthelmintic 
and astringent properties(15A,15B,15C). Ethanolic extracts of root bark of Morus alba named 
as sangbia pi is reported to contain morusin, mulberrofuran, DGK and Kwanon G.H of 
which morusin an Kwanon H showed positive activity against HIV while morusin 
inhibited tumor promotion(16).  
 
Mulberry Stem 
 The stem of mulberry with its multipurpose usage has put this special plant on 
new lines in agriculture industry. Mulberry shoot are rich in nitrogen, phosphorous, 
potassium, enzymes and also micronutrients like iron, manganese, copper, zinc are used 
for extraction of chemicals and also as tool for manufacturing biodegradable polymers, 
paints, vinegar and high quality activated carbon. Supplementary cotton and jute which 
are used for making ropes and nets are extracted from shoot phloem of mulberry. The 
small branches are source for pulp in paper industry, bark for making of artificial leather 
and attractive bags in handicraft, sports material, household furnitures, latex as skin 
Ointment and fruits as fabric dyes from the mulberry wood, tannin is extracted which is 
used for the purpose of colouring the leather in tannery industry. The extracted vinegar 
checks the growth of fungi Beauveria bassiana,flaccheria and grassere in silkworms due 
to its stable alkaline effects. From sericulture, solid wastes, chemicals like ethyl alcohol, 
acetone, butyl alcohol, acetic acid, nucleosides, vitamins and amino acids are 
extracted(17). Lack of knowledge about the bye product value of mulberry plant refuse 
except for usage as cattle foliage and firewood had made scientist to give a second 
thought about this plant in comparison with other cash crops from different angles for 
revenue. The stem derivatives are curative against AIDS(18).  
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Mulberry Fruit 
A) The fruit of mulberry is a multiple one, as the inflorescence gives rise to a single 

fruit which is green later turns purplish through various shades of pink, red, brown 
etc due to certain water contained in the juice which is not only good for brain, 
heart, spleen but also helps in curing diarrhea and intestinal ulcers(19). It is 
considered as a laxative and oral juice administered during convalescence after a 
fibrile illness. The fruit of Mulberry is well recognized as esteemed dessert fruit 
which have higher amount of vitamin C which is frequently used for the cooling 
beverages, wines, jams and jelly. The fruit has special flavour, tastes sour due to 
presence of Vitamin C. It contains moisture (85 %), proteins (0.7 %), fat (0.4 %), 
carbohydrates (12.2 %), calcium (80 mg), phosphorus (20 mg), iron (2.6 mg), 
carotine (Vitamin A), thiamin (58 gms), nicotinic acid (0.2 µg), riboflavin (2 µg) 
and ascorbic acid (10 µg) per 100gm. Besides these it contains mucilage, malic 
acid, pectin and colouringmatter(20,21). The mulberry fruits are rich in nutrients, 
hence used in pickles, tarts, puddings(22,23,24). As mulberry fruits are rich in anti 
oxidants, they are used for treating skin paleness, hair greying and muscle tonifying 
in cosmetic industry, Fair juice reported that fruit drink is a good source of resvertol 
not only suppresses appetite and useful against obesity(25).  

B) Mulberry fruit powder 
The fruit powder promotes healthy chlosterol, prevents heart diseases, cancer and 
inhibits mutation of normal healthy cells into cancerous cells(26,27,28).  

C) Mulberry fruit wine 
It is extracted from over ripened fruits which helps in getting rid of impurities and 
coproatasis, helps in body slimness and musculine vitality, Tutaraghi, a potent 
liqueur is one of the national Azerbaijani that protects against stomach and heart 
diseases(29).  

D) Fruit pigments as dietary modulators 
The pigments namely cyaniding 3-glucode and cyaniding 3-rutinoside hold 
potential as dietary modulator and natural food colorant which can be extracted and 
incorporated into food systems.  

 
Summing Up 
 From the above discourse it is clear that sericulture industry is not only 
concerned with silk fabric but also with its diversified bye products can be changed into 
functional industry and finally into a futures biotechnology-based industry with value 
addition as a whole.  
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Introduction 

Religion is a man-made concept with a set of rules and regulations which are 
supposed to be followed by all the people who are members of that particular religion 
for example if a person is a Christian he would have to follow the rules and regulations 
of that religion if the person violates this rule then the person would be looked down 
upon so to stay in the group people do follow the rules and regulations set for fear of 
being ridiculed by the group or looked down upon. In today’s world of all people 
moving towards materialism where people are greedy for more power, more money and 
so on. The Humans are the only people who have the ability to think unlike the animals 
we can think and reason as to what is right and what is wrong. When it comes to 
religion, we want to be the first that is to say our religion should be superior to the other 
religion for example in the world Christianity is the largest religion with the largest 
population in the world. Even though all religions preach that God is one in reality it 
doesn’t work that way there is a lot of hostility between different religions. In the recent 
times terrorism and religion go hand in hand which if you see is very wrong terrorism 
happens because of anarchism which is actually was linked to political movements 
which is why this anarchism is termed as a political philosophy where people fight for 
the hierarchy for example anarchists took part in the Spanish Civil War were they lost to 
the fascists group (they are a group with strong ideas which others don’t approve or 
don’t want to accept this line of thought). The former United States Secretary named 
Warren Christopher is of the opinion that terrorism in the name of religion is very bad 
because this terrorism in the name of religion are a threat to the security of the people of 
a given country. This happens because of various reasons and circumstances. The 
finitism of some people in the religious group join hands and perform a lot of violent 
acts like suicide terrorism which means immolation in front of the whole group in a 
frenzy, then there are bomb blasts where many innocent people lose their lifewithout 
any fault of theirs these activities are illegal and are always looked downuponbut it very 
difficult to find out how these hostilities started. To organize such violent acts the group 
cannot do it with some kind of funds these funds may be got legally or through charity 
or it may be funded with illegal or black money which may involve the political system 
of the given country. Why in this world that too in recent times terrorism is happening in 
every country and the sorriest factor is that the Muslims are the ones who are involved 
in such activities. Why is this happening? Because even in the Quran which is the holy 
book of the people following Islam says that peace is the priority if this is the case then 
why does these violent activities happen and because of a fraction of the Muslims 
conducting these activities has black labelled all the Muslims, it puts people to think that 
if you are a Muslim then you maybe a terrorist but one cannot blame such a thought 
process because of the fact that the maximum amount of the attacks which happen are 
due to the Muslims. Quran also doesn’t approve of innocent people being killed, women 
should not be raped, children and old people should also not be hurt. If this is the case 
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then the people who practice such activities should be black listed as people who are 
senseless and don’t have any faith in their religion because if they did have respect for 
people they wouldn’t have done such evil acts. So, we can say that people violating the 
peace cannot have a religion because of the fact that allreligions practices the theory of 
peace. In today’s world Islam as a religion has many diversions and is misinterpreted 
with the coming of new languages, new ways of life styles and many other reasons 
people are using religion to fulfill their small group desire and their fanatic behavior to 
execute their ideas and norms when people show resistance then they tend to get violent 
and commit a lot of mistakes where a number of innocent lives are lost, not only this a 
lot of public property is also destroyed which is a great loss of the given country. For 
example the behavior of Osama bin Laden a staunch muslim was always condemned for 
his Muslim extremism this attitude put off many Muslims with the other nationalities 
especially Americans, the humiliation grew as the United States supported the people of 
Israel and used them as a tool against the Palestinians and other Arabs, armed Middle 
Eastern dictators during the cold war which took place against the Soviet Union. 

There was more rise of terrorist groups among the Muslims in the 19th and 20th 
century. These groups give us justifications for their behavior, ideologies, symbolism, 
language and organizational structure thus, this kind of behavior is not out of Islamic 
Law but out of a legacy of colonialism as according to the Islam the terrorists have no 
place in Islam. So according to some scholars we would have a better way to live if we 
can eradicate economic inequalities by empowering the powerless, feed the hungry, 
clothe the naked, house the homeless, educate the youth and heal the sick. If we can 
work towards thesegoals people would have better lives than with people concentrating 
on destroying people which is totally unethical by all standards. Religion is actually a 
set of rules and regulations which is expected that we follow but people tend to deviated 
from this goal and do a lot of mistakes and get into violence and then they justify their 
unruly behavior which not only spoil their names but also the religion which they belong 
to. For example, because of a minority of Muslims the whole Muslim group is 
condemned and also the Islam religion is looked down upon. All religious texts are 
sacred their respective religion but each individual understand it in a different way and 
according to their cultural and economic background they only misinterpret the violent 
content in the Quran and justify their deeds according to this which is a very wrong way 
to deal with an issue. Some are so fanatical about their set of ideologies that the 
group(terrorist) in which they are they feel that what they are doing isright. 

This kind of principles apply not only to the people of Islam but Christianity 
and other religions. Then the question arises that what has faith got to do with terrorism? 
This answer lies with the people of the group who do or take part in such hideous crimes 
which would not only destroy their lives but also thepeople’s life. Then people feel that 
there is no connection with terrorism and religion. For example, there is an instance 
which took place in New Zealand recently where about 50 Muslims lost their lives, 
Muslims took this as an opportunity to defend their faith the person who attacked these 
Muslims was a Christian terrorist. The Muslim people who had come for the Friday 
prayers were attacked. This attack happened in a mosque which was situated in 
Christchurch (New Zealand). This attack throws a bad light on human rights, pluralism 
and western democracies. There was another instance in Paris on 13th November 2015 
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where the Christians attacked the Muslim refugees this was a message to them that they 
were not welcome to their country. This again is a horrific deed which we cannot justify. 
All these attacks only go to prove that people have anger towards the people who don’t 
follow their ideologies. These acts are against any guidelines of any given religion thus 
cannot be accepted by the rest of the members of the religion and the rest also have 
every reason to be angry that these few people are bringing a bad name to their religion. 
In the recent years this terrorism has taken an increased toll due to the advancement of 
science and technologies which divide the whole world into the haves and have nots. 
This need to have more power, more money led one towards anger, ego and desires to 
possess things which are beyond their reach they sometimes use religion to help them 
fulfill their desires or aspirations. For example, in the seventh century so called Hindu 
Thugs engaged in killing innocent people in the name of Goddess Kali and offered them 
as sacrifice to fulfill their dreams and to please the deity. Itisvery difficult to 
comprehend what are the motivations, rationalism and psychoses or various other 
elements which lead to this religious terrorism. Some universities had conferences 
which would tell them about these terrorism activities for example The Institute for 
Global Security Law and policy at Case Western Reserve University where a lot of 
professors joined together to discuss what were the element which were present which 
lead a group or a person to take these kinds of criminal steps to highlight their set of 
ideas. 

Some extremists do all these acts which are not correct and then say it was 
Gods will this is how fanatic they are towards their religions which in turn threatens the 
political state of a given country. If the government want to take a legal action on such 
people, they should know the psychology of these kind of people thus in other words 
they should think out of the box solutions to tackle these kinds of issues this is not such 
an easy task. They try to take guidelines from subjects like religious studies, philosophy, 
political science and psychology. By having insights to these subjects, they can arrive at 
some solution as to how they can deal with this illogical thought which are behind this 
terrorist attacks. 
 
Examples of Terror Attacks 
 
Here are some examples of terrorist attacks 

First tell us discuss about the attacks which took place on September 11th2001 
on US which was popularly called 9/11 this was done by the Muslims which was led by 
Osama bin Laden who claims religious aspects for these attacks which was condemned 
by the whole world because these attacks caused a lot of innocent lives and also public 
property which ran into thousands of dollars. The attacks were done because the Muslim 
Arabs felt that the American always looked down upon them this hatred for the Muslims 
kept mounting as the years kept going because the US media always passed statements 
like they were always anti-Americans, they stand for terrorism, they are cruel and also 
abuse the young boys. In all they used to always put the Arabs and Muslims in the bad 
light and they were very racist in their thoughts and they were always degraded this was 
one of the cases of the terror acts on 9/11 2001. From the year 1980 this hostility has 
been slowly mounting among the Arabs and the Muslims as said by journalist 
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DjelloulMarbrouk he also found out that in the 
televisionalsothattheArabsstandforterrorism,hijack,dopesmuggling,white slavery and so 
on. They were also termed as anti-Christian, warlikeandunfriendly. The terrorist’s group 
who conducted the attack claim that this attack was in the name of Allah and 
consequently in the name of Islam but other don’t agree with this they feel this was a 
political rather than for the sakeof religion. More than 43% condemned this attack and 
felt sorry for the victims of the families who lost their life in this attack. These attacks 
were done by a group called Al-Qaeda. This attack took place on Tuesday morning 9/11 
200l this attack killed 2996 people and injured 6,000 people and caused a loss of 10 
billion in property and infrastructure and 3 trillion in total costs. Two planes namely the 
American Airlines and the United Airlines flight which were proceeding to California 
were hijacked by 19 terrorists of the Al-Qaeda group these planes were crashed into the 
North and South twin towers and World Trade Center situated in New York. Within an 
hour and forty minutes both 110 storey towers collapsed including the 47 storeys of the 
World Trade Center this collapse caused a fire breakout and the whole place were in 
debris. The third plane crashed into the Pentagon which was the headquarters of the 
United States Department of Defense situated in Arlington County Virginia. The fourth 
plane crashed into the field of Stonycreek, near Pennsylvania, this was actually initiated 
to crash into Washington DC. These attacks also caused a lot of property damage and 72 
people lost their lives and 343 were injured. 

According to Osama-bin-Laden chose this day because in the year 9/11 in the 
year 1683 where there was a war between the King of Poland whose motive was to drive 
the Muslims from his country in this war the Ottoman Empire of the Muslims lost so by 
attacking the Americans on this day would gain an upper hand on the west by the 
Muslims and if they win they will have worldwide power. By this attack more than 400 
fire rescuers and police officers also lost their lives trying to save people. Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed was the one who planned this attack with the guidance of Osama-bin-Laden 
who was the head of the group Al-Qaeda. A man called Mohammed Atta was selected 
to head the operation along with 18 others who helped in the attack all the 19 people 
involved died in this attack Osama bin Laden was also killed by the Us forces in 2011 
and Mohammed was captured in 2003. Many people compared this attack to the Pearl 
Harbor attack in 1941. This attack stranded thousands of people and also gave a lot of 
stress to thousands of people who lost their near and dear ones in this attack this attack 
was seen on the television by millions of people all over the world and thousands who 
witnessed this act also took photos and videos of this attack. Though the Al-Qaeda 
people felt this 9/11 attacks was a success but in reality, their attack was not so 
successful as they had imagined because the US got back at them and killed all the 19 
people who were involved in this operation. Al-Qaeda was then not such a powerful 
organization after the 9/11 attacks but after this attack it became a household name 
worldwide. This attack emotionally affected the Americans and also the rest of the 
world people then had a bad opinion of the Muslims which in turn gave a bad name to 
the Islam religion. This Al-Qaeda groupwasbased in Afghanistan. There was a 
Memorial Museum which was built by the Americans to honor the victims who lost 
their life on the day 9/11 in 2001 this was opened on May 21st 2014. There were stories 
of the victims and their experiences as survivors, there was also the display of the 
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artifacts which were found. Thus, this was a very tragic incident which was remembered 
by all people who witnessed it and also the people who viewed this incident unfold on 
the television. It was a tragic day not only for the people of US but also people living all 
over the world. 
 
2004 Madrid Train Bombings: 

Madrid is situated in Spain. This attack took place on 11th March 2004, this was 
three days before the elections in Spain. This was considered to be one of the deadliest 
terrorist attack on Spain, which was done by the Al-Qaeda after a thorough investigation 
by the people of Spain they felt that this was carried out by the Al-Qaeda terrorist cell, it 
was also indicated that the bombs were made by the Spanish people and two political 
parties of Spain also had a hand in this attack. The motive of these attacks was due to 
the extremism of the Islamic people who had opposition to the Spanish people for taking 
part in the Iraq war. These bombs were placed on the morning of 11th March 2004 in 
four commuter trains there were a total of ten bombs which were placed in backpack 
bags. 193 people died in these bomb attacks rescue teams were sent to save the injured 
victims. Psychologically the people were affected by this incident they were angry, they 
felt disgust for this kind of attack the women were also affected they took a long time to 
get out of the trauma of witnessing this tragic attack surving with injuries. People held a 
rally (peaceful one) they walked the streets of Spain saying that they were morning for 
the people who had lost their lives in this attack and also blamed the government for not 
letting the public know who was behind these attacks. Then afterwards it was found that 
the people of Islam were only responsible for these attacks. Out of the ten bombs they 
placed three bombs did not explode. On March 13th after 60 hours of bombing five 
people were arrested in the coming days they found more people who were involved 
they found some sim cards which were left on the train where the blast was there once 
they came to know that police were after them they blasted the building in which some 
of the suspects died as they didn’t want to get caught by the police. People whom they 
caughtweresentenced to 20 years of imprisonment by the judge. Most of the crowd in 
the trains were middle class people and some were university students they got into the 
train from Atocha station for example a carpenter who was 23 years old just got down 
from the train when the blast happened he said that he saw bodies flying and some 
people were burnt to death, he then saw a woman who was pushed out due to people 
pushing and pulling of people in panic to save their lives. Other women accounts that 
she has never seen such a sight where there was blood everywhere and the train was 
blown apart. It is believed that there were 220 pounds of dynamite which were packed 
into backpacks to use for their explosion. There was three-day morning which was 
declared by the Spanish government in honor of the victims of the Madrid bomb blast. 
This attack was a shocking incident not only for Spain but for other countries as well. 
Thus, people make lives so tragic and unhappy for other people and the people who do 
these crimes feel that nobody understands their point of view this is a very sad state of 
affairs which should be looked into by all countries and make peace as their first priority 
in any given country. Thus, many organizations joined hand online to bring in solutions 
to this terrorism namely Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and You Tube. 
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This terrorism is a tactic which doesn’t belong to any religion the reason for 
people adapting to this method can be various reasons which may be classified as for 
status, a sense of identity and belonging and so on. Open societies are always in danger 
because people follow different religions this is true mainly for America and Europe 
where people from all walks of life following different religions with different 
viewpoints thus, the example of Madrid Bombings of 2014. Which is also a country in 
Europe. 
 
London Bridge Stabbings 29th November 2019: 

This is a terror attack of people who were walking on the London Bridge, one 
person named Usman Khan stabbed five people, he was released in 2018 from jail (on 
license) he was an extremist. Usman Khan was a staunch follower of his religion and he 
use to patronize one Anjum Chaudhry of Pakistan origin who is now in jail. Khan 
became his ardent follower when he was in jail in 2010. From young age Khan was 
bullied in school by his class mates and also other mates in school. All this built inside 
him a hatred which caused the stabbings on London bridge for which he got shot by the 
British police. Another incident took place in London in 2010 in this incident three 
terrorists stabbed seven innocent people to death, one of them was a young person in his 
20s by thename of Khurram Shahzad Butt he was from East London he was said to have 
told his neighbor that he would do as the Allah has instructed for him to do, that is if 
Allah tells him to kill his mother he would do that also. There were many mosques 
which came up in UK from the 1950s where there were many industries where these 
Muslims worked and they stayed at the mosquebecause they couldn’t afford a house of 
their own due to the high prices. Even in the mosques there were a lot of differences 
between different sects of people which led to hostility between the sects. There were 
the Pathan, Punjabi, Mirpuri, Bengali and Gujarati each of these sects had separate 
mosques. And they all followed a leader. All this was a challenge to the British 
Government. 

 
Thus, by all these attacks which take place it is very shocking to understand 

why people are so hostile towards another human being and why do they put the blame 
on religion as religion always stands for peace. 

 
The sociology and psychology of terrorism: 

The emergence of many unknown terrorist groups all over the world are on the 
rise. The question arises as to why a person becomes a terrorist. What are the 
circumstances which makes a person take part in destructive methods? 

 
Now the question arises that those who become terrorists are they mentally ill 

what makes them do these kinds of activities which kill thousands of people all over the 
world. Now in recent times there are many terrorists attacks happening throughout the 
world there are many reasons for a person to become a terrorist the most important is if 
the person is in a group which are strong believers in a certain ideologies then the person 
also adapts their ideologies and do not question the group even when they are asked to 
kill innocent people. When we look at the process of ideologies, we have to take into 
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consideration like how our brain responds to groups, how our brains would adapt to 
indiscriminate violence and how our brain processes these ideologies. In all times 
humans always wanted to or had the desire to be part of a group this has always 
remained a psychological need. Just as we have a club group and so on there are terrorist 
groups which are there the main aim to join a group is to be socially connected. To this 
group people who feel alienated and are desperate for a social identity join these groups 
which they feel give them a reason to live and also feel that what the group desires is 
only the need for all of them many young refugees who struggle to live due to various 
reasons join such groups for example the Al-Qaeda. The people who join such groups 
feel that their group is far superior than the others, they also feel that their group is more 
intelligent and trustworthy than the others. For example the whites feel they are always 
superior to the blacks these are alljust feelings which don’t have any truth in this 
statement but the brain alwayshasthis notion thus same is the members of a terrorist 
group whom they would be very loyal to and they always tend to look at as us and them. 
Researchers have found out that in group trust comes easily but to trust someone who is 
not a member of their group is difficult to trust. People of this group love their group so 
much that they are willing to die and also kill others to remain in the group they love. 
Though such groups are a minority but their group ideologies are very strong. Some 
people think that the violence they are undertaking is always for a cause which no one 
understands which is not true the in-group people always think what they are doing is 
right and all those who are not a part of their group are wrong which is not the right way 
to think but the brain of the terrorist is having many other ideologies that the brain starts 
to accept this violence in its stride. This psychological point is researched by many 
scholars and they have also done a survey as to why this happens. For example, in a 
given country the Muslim refugee are always looked down upon and are also 
dehumanized. Which in turn make them angry thus this may lead to make groups which 
are against such people. These terrorists are viewed as sociopaths and misfits to our 
societies and people look down upon them with hatred nobody would try and understand 
why they became terrorists. Nobody wants to look at it that we also may be responsible 
for their behavior for example the unlawful behavior of the Americans when it came to 
the Muslims, but nobody wants to look at this angle. It is very complex to point out why 
a person becomes a terrorist. Each of the individual who have joined such groups would 
be having some background of injustice and would be desperate to prove his point of 
view thus people of this terrorist group are always on the lookout for such kind of 
people and target them to join their group and woo them to a better life and as most of 
the religions believe in after life that is after a person dies he would definitely be 
transferred to heaven the person who is weak and has had a very bitter time would join 
these groups in search of peace and a social identity which is very important factor of 
any human. This terrorism in short tries to terrorize the people to achieve their goals 
where the terrorist in turn engage in dramatic, violent and high-profile attacks. These 
deeds may include hijacking, kidnapping, mass shooting, bombing using any form of 
vehicles like car, train and so on. Schools, shopping mall, markets and all crowded 
places where the civilians go where they feel safe. The main aim of the terrorist group is 
to make the public panic in crowded places and in turn give a threat to their security to 
move freely in crowded places or public places. Even the important political and 
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economic buildings are targeted. In the 20th century sometimes pollical groups also use 
this tactic to prove a point to the civilians but in the process many innocent people are 
made victims of thisoutburst. 

 
Human history has a lot of incidents where religion was used as a tool to 

commit grave mistakes and violence in the name of religion. Thus, we can say that 
religion has both positive and negative effects on the people. The main elements which 
are cause for this terrorism is ignorance, poverty, oppression, repression, exclusion and 
marginalization. The terrorism is not only about the money but it is about the social 
insults which one religion would cause to another religion for example the Muslims 
being insulted by the Christians. 

 
Because of these differences there is terror done in the name of religion. The 

people who conduct these tasks do it so that they may get a change in the existing 
system, this of course does not justify their criminal deeds. The acts of terrorism are 
mostly faith orientated rather than fact oriented. For example, both Christians and 
Muslims have murdered thousands of innocent people in the name of religion. This 
terrorism is like a virus (social) which affects the whole society and also bring 
unitability to all the members of the society which also affects the psychology of all the 
people in the given society. If terrorism is inspired by religion then the religion is no 
longer the religion because no religion gives encouragement to these criminal deeds and 
killing of innocent people of no fault of theirs. Religion always stress on non-violence 
and most religious leaders always preach peace. When such terror attacks happen the 
Government of these countries tighten their security for the safety of their people there 
are religious believers all over the world but some of the believers are very obsessed 
with their ideology of their religion that they get so fanatic of their religious truth that 
they are prepared to do anything for the sake of their ideology of truth that they are 
willing to sacrifice not only themselves as martyrs but other innocent people who 
become their victims they are not at all sad that the innocent people die. This is so in all 
the religions which are present. These religions have a powerful impact on itsfollowers. 
There are intense research done on these relationship which is there between religion 
and terrorism and many scholars have come to a conclusion that both have a very strong 
bond for example Al-Qaeda and ISIS would have higher levels of efficacy than the 
normal groups which are not religiously motivated because they are very staunch of 
their ideologies than the others they have a unique way of thinking unlike the other 
groups they also have an immense self-control which would be lacking in ordinary 
groups. The unity and the willto sacrifice their life is also immense. The efficacy that 
they hold can be termed as terrorist efficacy. Non-religious or moderately religious 
groups are not so efficient. This terrorism is being widely discussed by many scholars 
like Baruch Goldstein 1994 who did a case study of Christian identity groups in the US. 
Another scholar named Atran has argued that many terrorists are devoted actors and had 
also stressed the connection between religion and self-control. 
 

This hypothesis was called TERS meaning (Terrorist Efficacy, Religion and 
Self- Control) 
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There was also a research conducted on two terrorist groups namely Red Army 
Faction and the Red Brigades these groups have some abstract ideologies which the 
whole group follows. According to their research this highly conservative religious 
ideologies enhance the self-control of the groups. The first main emotion which are 
present in the group as a whole is hate, this hate can be due to many reasons which have 
slowly built up as the years went by all the individuals who have joined the group would 
have a bitter experience which would have a reason to join the group which have similar 
kind of emotions. For example, there was an incident where there is an incident of mass 
murder where a IRS building was attacked by a 53year old JosephStack. 

 
This happens because of cause and effect that is there would be a very 

oppressing cause which lead to such an attack which would be termed as the effect. By 
these things there are a lot of differences or dichotomies which exist by which it takes a 
dangerous turn where the whole society gets affected not only psychologically but also 
the economy of the country and a lot of public property is also affected by this. Today 
we have a new kind of terrorism known as the cyber terrorism these days if there are no 
computers then life comes to a standstill so if the terrorists attack these computers then 
this is known as cyber terrorism this would cripple the whole system. Thus, the terrorists 
can use various methods and weapons to attack the people. 

 
Media also plays a major role today in giving the news of the terror attack all 

over the world through television, internet and blogs the new is spread immediately, 
sometimes the terrorists themselves spread this kind of news to gain importance and also 
let people know how powerful they are and also to threaten people to fulfil their 
ideologies or to force their ideologies on all the other people whether they like it or not. 
There are three kinds of news pro, anti and neutral. 
 
A Brief Study of Terror Groups 
A short study of the ISIS: 

This stands for Islamic State of Iraq and Syria this is a militant group which is 
considered as an anti-Islamic group they follow the doctrine of Sunni Islam. This group 
gained global prominence in 2014. They were involved in the capture of Mosul and also 
the Sinjar massacre. This group was categorized as terrorist group by the United Nations 
as well by various international organizations. This so as they are known for its videos 
on beheadings and other types of executions of both soldiers, civilians, aid workers 
andjournalists. 

 
Because of these activities the United Nations holds them responsible for 

human rights abuses, war crimes and crimes against humanity. This group originated in 
1999 and they were also supporting the Al-Qaeda group who were also another terrorist 
group. In June 2014 the group claimed to be a Caliphate worldwide (Muslim). They are 
supposed to be operating from 18 countries like Afghanistan, Pakistan, Egypt, 
Bangladesh and so on. The group was founded by Salafi jihadist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi 
he was of the opinion that the group should start the attack with bombing. In their group 
90% were from Iraq and 70% were from Syria. There ideology was noting related to 
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peace they were always wanting to use destructive methods to gain power over others to 
prove that they are the supreme power. But this is not possible, their religious beliefs are 
different for example they regarded Osama as Sheikh Osama a title of honor while the 
rest of the world regarded him as a terrorist who was responsible for the killings of 
innocent people which is ethically wrong. According to their ideology they are killing to 
purify the world and make it a better place to live in this is so unethical this cannot 
happen theirways of thinking cannot be understood by a lay man. But many Muslims 
don’t like the ideology of their group thus termed them as anti -Islamic because they felt 
their ideology was wrong. They also felt that they were not abiding the laws of Islam, 
because Islam never said to kill innocent and defenseless people. Though in their law if 
a person has cheated on his wife or is doing adultery the Islamic laws sentence is death. 
The current group leader is Abu al-Hashimi al- Qurayshi. The group is a large group 
consisting of eighty to one lakh people. 
 

The Arabic name for this group is al-Dawlah al- Islamiyah.Thus, by all this we 
can conclude that this is a violent group which deals with violent activities like mass 
murdering, bombings and so on. 
 
Al-Qaeda: 

This group is a militant organization which was founded in 1988. This was 
founded by Osama bin Laden after his death in2011 this group was led by an Egyptian 
Ayman al-Zawahiri. The meaning of Al-Qaeda is The Base. This group is stamped as a 
terrorist group by the United Nations Security Council not only this group but other 
groups like European Union, The North Atlantic Treaty Organization also termed them 
as terrorist group. This Al-Qaeda has conducted many terror attacks like the 1998 
bombing in United States Embassy, the September 11 attacks and 2002 Bali bombings. 
They are of the belief that Christian and Jewish people together are conspiring to destroy 
Islam. The people of this group believe that it is religious approved to conduct such acts 
but in reality, their acts are not justified nobody gives the right to killinnocent people 
who haven’t done any wrong, this is not approved by any standards. Thus, everyone 
who were against this attack boycotted this group by saying killing of non-combatants is 
not there in the religious scripture. This group trained people to use weapons like gun 
and so on they also trained them to conduct terror attacks they had a hawala banking 
system the finances of this was used to wards terror attacks for example the US attack of 
September 11 2001, these bank handles funds which are over 10 million US dollars it 
was then found out that the group needed 30 million US dollars towards expenses of one 
year. They needed these funds to give the people they have appointed other than that to 
make false passports, they also invest in many profit driven businesses to generate more 
money to keep the group running. In the year 2005 they had a media production house 
which they used to upload their videos and audio materials. According to an author 
named Robert Cassidy Al- Qaeda maintained two separate forces one was in Iraq and 
the other was in Pakistan. First it was financed by Osama and also by Saudi and Gulf 
business men. This group was associated with many other groups the main one being 
ISIS. The main objectives of this group were to provoke the US and the West who 
invaded the Muslim countries by conducting massive attacks against them which 
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resulted in a large amount in civilian causalities. By which they could occupy their 
place. Engage a long war against the US. Their objective was to crash the economy of 
US by 2020. If they can achieve this then Al-Qaeda will install a Wahhabi Caliphate 
across the world. They also had a seven-phase strategy to defeat their opponents and 
they felt that in two years’ time they could fulfill the demands of this strategy. One of 
the goals of this group was to drive the United States armed forces out of Saudi Arabia 
and Somalia. They wanted to do this with violence and attacks they said that according 
to their Islamic laws or fatwahs it was right to do these attacks and it was necessary to 
do so. They were of the belief that if non-believers were attacked than it was right to do 
so.People who had specific roles or had staunch beliefs against some people or a group 
join this organization to fulfill their goals and in turn the goals of the group like they 
help them realize their radical ideology. There are many other organizations which also 
merges themselves to the Al-Qaeda for example the attacks in the Sinai Peninsula in 
Egypt were planned and carried out by local organizations they were claimed to be 
associated with the Al-Qaeda. Some view this group as a movement. Thus, this is also a 
group which would threaten the security of any given country. Their groups are in many 
countries like Sudan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,Yemen,Afganistan,Pakistan, Kashmiri region 
of India and many others. They also had many training camps and also many 
guesthouses which were sponsored by the affluent business men of the Gulf and Saudi 
Arabia. They also had warehouses wheretheystored their weapons, explosives and other 
things which were needed for the terrorist attacks. The group heads along with others 
collected nuclear weapons which could be used in the attacks. They also passed fatwahs 
or laws which the whole group should abide by. This group terrorized many people with 
their unlawful behavior everybody had a bad opinion about this group which was a 
black mark for all the Muslims. These attacks were very bad for the society because of 
this the given countries there are many innocent lives which were lost a lot of public 
property was also lost so people were mentally, physically and economically affected by 
this terror attacks and it would take a long time to come out of this trauma. 

 
Thus, this was also a deadly group which all the people who were not a part of 

it detested the group and their ideology. 
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Abstract 

The organs which perceive the knowledge i.eindriya(sense organs), the organ 
which perform the function i.ekarmeindriya(motor organs), organs which perform both 
& controls the both i.eUbhayendriya (manas). Aatma(soul), Manas(mind), Indriya(sense 
organ), Artha(object of sense organ) are the basic need to get the knowledge. The 
Sannikarsha of these gives Pratyaksha knowledge. The perception of knowledge are 
acquired by senses (Indriya) and the actions are decided and performed accordingly. 
Chakshurendriya are located in head region having predominence of Tejomahabhuta for 
the perception of vision. Panchapanchaka of Indriya has important role in the Ayurveda. 
It gives entire knowledge of perception of its Artha. In Chakshurendriya it gives 
knowledge of visual perception. The process by which the world outside is seen is 
termed as visual process or physiology of vision.  
 
Keywords: Chakshurendriya, Indriyadravya, Adhisthana, Artha, Physiology of Vision. 
 
Introduction 
Chakshurendriya 
Synonyms: 
Chakshu, Darsanam, Lochanam, Netram,Nayanam, Akshi, Eekshanam, Drushti, Druk. 
 
Structure: 
Nayanabudbuda (eyeball) is 2 Angula in depth, 2 ½ Angula in circumference, rounded, 
looks like udder of cow, made from all Panchabhootas.1Krishnamandala is 1/3rd of 
Netraayama&Drushtimandala is 1/7th of krishnamandala.2Suklamandala is formed as a 
Prasada of Sleshma and it is Pitruja(origin from pitrubhava). Drushti is of the size of a 
cotyledon of lentil seed, made of Panchabhutaprasada, resembles a firefly or a spark of 
fire, lighted by the eternal fire, covered by the Akshipatala, looks like a hollow from 
outside and is comforted by cold (Su.uth.7/3-4).3 

In Atapa, Drushtimandala constricts and in Chaaya it expands.Tarpakakapha is 
a Dosha which helps to nourish and lubricate the eyes. In modern view it be can 
correlated with Aqueous humor, vitreous humor. 
 
          Table No : 1 There are 5 Mandala, 6 Sandhi and 6 Patala in eye. 

Mandala4 Sandhi5 Patala6 

Pakshma, 
Vartma, 
Sveta, 
Krishna, 

Pakshmavartmasandhi, 
Vartmasuklasandhi, 
Suklakrishnasandhi, 
Krishnadrishtisandhi, 

2vartmapatalas 
(Bahya(Tejojalashrita)And 
Antah),Pisitasrita, Medoasrita, 
Asthyasritha 
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Drishti Kaninakasandhi, 
Apangagasandhi 

 
Table No : 2 Panchamahbhautika composition of Chakshu7 

Components Mahabhuta 
Muscle(phala) Pruthvi 
Rakta Agni  
Krishna mandala Vata 
Sweta mandala Jala 
Lachrymal apparatus Aakasha 

 
Functions of eye  
1. Roopagrahana. 
2. Nimeshonmeshana karma. 
3. Asrukriya. 
 
Discussion  
Role of Dosha in Chakshurendriya 
 Pranavata- Pranavata situated in Moordha, it does Indriyadhruk. Vata helps for 

transmits the Indriyarthas.  
 Vyanavata- Nimeshonmeshana karma  
 Alochakapitta – It has direct role in Roopalochana (visual perception). Divided 

into two- Chakshurvaiseshika and Budhirvaiseshika 
Chakshurvaisheshika: It acts when Mana comes in contact with Chakshurendriya, 
which inturn is conjuncted to its Vishayai.e Roopa of an object. 
Bhuddhirvaisheshika: Ithelps in receives its Artha, retain& reproduce the 
information and also helps in memory. 

 Tarpakakapha – kapha situated in Moordha. Its function is Akshatarpana or 
Indriyatarpana.  

 
Panchapanchaka of Chakshurendriya 
 Indriya(sense organ)  

There are 5 sense organ which exists in the body. In the presence of Indriya only 
Manas can percept Indriyavishaya. Chakshu is one of the important, superior 
Indriya in the body. Whole structure of eye, pathway of optic nerve up to visual 
cortex can be consider as Indriya. 

 
 Indriyadravya (Molecular content/matter of sense organ) – 

Five sense organ are composed by five Panchamahabhuta, each sense organ has 
predominance of one Mahabhuta among them Chakshurendriya has TejoMahabhuta 
predominance. These are the conductors or biosensor of predominant structures in 
specialized organ. Indriyadravya can be taken as photo pigments. 
Rods8 – Rhodopsin 
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Rhodopsin is a conjugated protein with a molecular weight of 40,000.  It is made up of a 
protein called opsin and a chromophore. 
                        opsin - scotopsin 
protein             chromophere – Retinal (11 cis retinal) 
Chromophere is the substance that develops colour in the cell. 
 
Cones - Porphyropsin, Iodopsin and Cyanopsin 
It is of three types - porphyropsin, iodopsinandcyanopsin. It is a conjugated protein 
made up photopsin and chromophore. Various processes are involved in 
phototransduction in cone cells, these are similar in rod cells. 
 
Predominance Tejamahabhuta in the Chakshu, it produces the Tejadravya (matter) in the 
form of optic impulse by the transduction process with the help of Aalochaka Pitta.  
 
 Role of Aalochak pitta – Pitta acts in the form of transformation process, 
Aalochaka Pitta is helps for the chemical basis of visual process. Rod & cones 
(Indriyaadhisthana ) contain photopigments. Chemical reactions involved in these 
pigments lead to the development of electrical activity in retina and generation of 
impulses (action potentials), which are transmitted through optic nerve.  

 
 Photochemical changes in the visual receptor cells are called Wald visual 
cycle.9 
 phototransduction is the process by which light energy is converted into 
receptor potential in visual receptors. Resting membrane potential in other sensory 
receptor cells is usually between –70 and –90 mV. In the visual receptors during 
darkness, negativity is reduced and resting membrane potential is about – 40 mV. It is 
because of influx of sodium ions. Concentration of sodium ions inside the rod cell is 
regulated by sodium potassium pump. When light falls on retina, rhodopsin is excited 
leading to development of receptor potential in the rod cells. 
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Wald visual cycle takes place with the help of Indriyadravya (photopigments) in the 
Indriyaadhisthana (rods, cons).  
 
 Indriyaadhishtana(site of sense organ) –  

Panchaindriyaadhishthana are five material faculties or powered Mechanical 
Apparatus namely;  

 1.Akshini  (Eyes)  
 2. Karno   (Ears)  
 3. Nasike   (Nostrils)              Located in Head   
 4. Jivha(Tongue)  
 5. Twak –   (Skin) -   Sarvashrayah- all over the body. 
 
 Indriyaadhisthana is specialized structure present in the Indriya. It can be taken as 

receptor. Receptors are cell/ organ which gives response to the stimulus & transmits 
a signal to a sensory nerve. Chakshu is Indria, Akshini are the Adhisthana.  
    Receptors10   

    Diagram No : 1                                                  
Exteroceptors 
 Cutaneous receptor                        Chemoreceptor                             Telereceptor 
 
Touch –meisnner corpuscle            Taste-taste buds                          vision – rods, cons 
&mercle disk                              smell- olfactory receptor               hearing – haircell in  
Pressure – Pacinian corpuscle                                                                      organ of corti 
Cold – Krause end bulb 
Warmth – ruffini end organ  
Pain – free nerve ending 
 
 Eyes have rods & cons receptor for the perception of vision. Retina contains 
the visual receptors which are also called light sensitive receptors, photoreceptors or 
electromagnetic receptors. 6 million cones, 12 million rods are present in the eye. Fovea 
has only cones and no rods. While proceeding from fovea towards the periphery of 
retina, the rods increase and the cones decrease in number. Cone photopigments 
regenerate much more quickly than the rhodopsin in rods. 
 
 Indriyaartha( object of sense) –  

Objects are perceived by  respective sense organ. 
Shrotra-  Shabda(Sound) 
Twak   - Sparsha  (Touch)  
Chakshu-  Rupa (Reflection of light)  
Rasana-  Rasa (Taste) 
Ghrana   -Gandha (Smell) 

 
 Chakshurendriya is having predominance of Tejamahabhuta. Tejamahabhuta 

having specific property i.eRupagunolbanam (Rupaguna). Rupagrahana process can 
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be taken as visual pathway i.e optic impulse passes through optic nerve & reaches 
cerebral cortex. 

 Fibers from the visual receptors synapse with dendrites of bipolar cells of inner 
nuclear layer of the retina.Retinal impulses are carried to visual center in cerebral 
cortex by nervous pathway. 

 
Visual pathway consists of six components:11 

1. Optic nerve  
2. Optic chiasma 
3. Optic tract 
4. Lateral geniculate body 
5. Optic radiation 
6. Visual cortex 
 
Optic Nerve 

Optic nerve is formed by the axons of ganglionic cells & leaves the eye through 
optic disk.  
 
Optic chiasma 
 This area of crossing of the optic nerve fibers is called optic chiasma.  
 Medial fibers of each optic nerve cross the midline and join the uncrossed lateral 

fibers of opposite side, to form the optic tract. 
 The fibers from temporal part of retina are in lateral part of the nerve and carry the 

impulses from nasal half of visual field of same eye.  
 The fibers from nasal part of retina are in medial part of the nerve and carry the 

impulses from temporal half of visual field of same eye. 
 
Optic tract  
 Uncrossed fibers of optic nerve on the same side and crossed fibers of optic nerve 

from the opposite side. 

FIRST ORDER 
NEURONS

• Bipolar cells in the 
retina. 

•Axons from the 
bipolar cells 
synapse with 
dendrites of 
ganglionic cells.

SECOND ORDER 
NEURONS 

•Ganglionic cells 
present in 
ganglionic cell layer 
of retina. 

•Axons of the 
ganglionic cells 
form optic nerve. 

•Optic nerve leaves 
the eye and 
terminates in lateral 
geniculate body.

THIRD ORDER 
NEURONS 

•Lateral geniculate 
body.

•Fibers arising from 
here, reach the 
visual cortex
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 Due to crossing of medial fibers in optic chiasma, the left optic tract carries 
impulses from temporal part of left retina and nasal part of right retina, i.e. it is 
responsible for vision in nasal half of left visual field and temporal half of right 
visual field.  
 

Lateral geniculate body  
Majority of the fibers - terminate in lateral geniculate body, which forms the 
subcortical centerfor visual sensation. 

 Some of the fibers from optic tract - pass through it and terminate in one of the 
following centers: 
i. Superior colliculus: reflex movements of eyeballs and head, in response to optic 
stimulus 
ii. Pretectal nucleus: It is concerned with light reflexes 
iii. Supraoptic nucleus of hypothalamus: It is concerned with the retinal control 
of pituitary in animals.  
From subcortical center, the optic radiation arises.  

 
Optic radiation  
 Fibers from lateral geniculate body pass through internal capsule and form optic 

radiation. 
 The fibers between lateral geniculate body and visual cortex are also called 

geniculocalcarinefibers.  
 Optic radiation ends in visual cortex 
 
Visual cortex 
 Primary cortical centerfor vision is called visual cortex,  
 It is located on the medial surface of occipital lobe. 
 It forms the walls and lips of calcarine fissure in medial surface of occipital lobe. 
 The peripheral retinalrepresentation occupies the anterior part of visual cortex.  

Macular representation occupies the posterior part of visual cortex near occipital 
pole. 

 
 Indriya Buddhi (perception)  

It is result of Sannikarsha of the soul, mind, sense organ & their object. Perception 
depends on contact of sense organ with their subjects. Shrotraj, Sparshaj, 
Chaakshush, Rasaj and Ghranaj are five Indriyabuddhies.  

 
Indriyabuddhiguna -Analytical (Vyanjaka) properties  
 Aakaashiyam– These are Satwabahul –Kha- Chhidravisheshah -

Shravanvivarasagyakam - vibrations, resonance- Shabda, Ghosha- Shrotraadhithaan 
– Yathaghataadau.                                             

 Vaayaviyam- These are Rajobahul- Twag-Sparshah- Spershoplambhan-
conductivity- Spershnendriyadhishthanam- Tathaucchwasah.   
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 Taijasam - These are Satwarajobahul - Druk-DrushtiRupavyanjakatwam - 
(Visualperception) – ChaksurendriyaAdhishtanam- Tathatej, Varna, Vhanni.  

 Aapyam- These are Satwatamobahl-Jivhavishishtaekadesho- Rasoplambhakam - 
juicy, essence-  Rasanendriyam- Tatha Shad Rasa. 

 Parthivam – These are Tamobahul- Nasavishistaekadesho- Gandhavyanjakatwm- 
pungent- Ghranendriyam- Yathabhugandha 

 
Areas of visual cortex & their function12 

 Primary visual area (area 17) - perception of visual impulses 
 Secondary visual area or visual association area (area 18) - interpretation of visual 

impulses 
 Occipital eye field (area 19) - movement of eyes 
 

 
 
Table No : 3 IndriyaPanchapanchaka and its relation to contemporary view of 
Chakshurendriya 

 
Conclusion 
  Indriya, the special senses helping in Process to respond to external stimulus 
and conducting it to sensory part of Nervous system resulting in perception and Dravya 
viz., Agni Mahabhuta present in the eye acts as Photo pigments which helps in 
transformation of impulse. Adhistana is the localized conducting part that imparts the 
sensory impulses which is done by Rods and cones. The Artha is a pathway at which all 
the impulses are directed towards the visual cortex located in the Brain, Visual cortex 
perceives and analyzes the information gathered to give an output of respective visual 
sense that can be called as Buddhi of an Indriya. 
 

 Indriya Dravya Adhistana Artha Buddhi 
Ayurvedic 
view 

Chakshur 
Indriya 

Agni Akshini Roopa Chakshush
ya 

Modern 
view 

Eye 
 

Photo 
pigments 
(Rhodopsi, 
Scotopsin) 

Receptors 
(Rods & 
Cones 

Visual 
pathway 

Perception 
of Vision 
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धरतीित धम ः, धारणात ् धम ः, येाधनशपः धम ः 

धिृत – मा – दम – अये– शौच – इियिनह – धीः – िवा – सम ् – अोधिेत दशिभः  लणःै धम ः 

उपिदः।1 

सवषा ंमानवाना ंजीवनसाफाय धम ः अावयकः।  धम िवना जीवनगितः नवै िसित।   

चािर – गहृ – वान- सास – इित चारः आमधमा ः धानतमाः सि।  पनुः राजधमा ः – 

सामाधमा ः – ीधमा ः– तूधमा ः – वण धमा ः – िवशषेधमा ः इादयः बहवः धमा ः धम शाषे ुउपिदा आसन।्  

अादश धम शाकता रः सि त े तावत ् मनःु, यावः, पराशरः, ासः, विशः, नारदः, बहृितः, अिः, 

िवािमः, हारीतः, यमः, गौतमः, दः, शः, िलिखतः एत े धम शावत काः। 2 

एतषे ुअादश धम शाकतृ ष ुअतमः मनःु।   मनःु धमा न ् सवा न ्  दय ेनचषुा सदंय  पणे 

ादशाायःै ि सहािधकैः ोकैः च उपिदवान।् मनुतृःे अपरं नाम मानवधम शाम ् तषे ु धमष ु

धानतमाःकाशंु, िवादान,ं मातिर गौरव ंआतष ुआदरभावः पुयसादन ंइते ेअशंाः सि।  3 एतषेा ंअनुानने 

वयम ् सवऽिप धाः भवामः।  अाकं जीवन ंध ंभवते।् 

 काशंु, िवादान,ं मातिरगौरव,ं आतषआुदरभावः पुयसादन,ं इते े अशंाः सि।  तान ् मनुृुधमा न ् 

पयामः।  तादौ मनुिृत  पिरचय ंकत ुिमािम। 4 थमााय ेतवात ् जगिमः उपिदः। ितीयााय े

संारकाराः, तचया ः, गरुोः अिभवादनिविधः इते ेिवषयाः उपिदाः।  

ततृीयााय े ातकतिवधान,ं िववाहिवधान,ं िववाहभदेाः, पमहायलणािन, ाकः इते े िवषयाः 

ितपािदताः।  चतथुा ाय ेगहृलण ंत िनयमाः िववतृाः । पमााय ेभाभिववकेः, अशौचिवचारः, ीधमा ः 

िनिपताः। 

 षााय ेवान सासामयोः धमा ः िवशदीकृताः।  समााय ेराजधमा ः ीकृताः।  अमााय ेवहारिनण यः 

ाातः। 

नवमोऽायेीपुषयोः धमा ः, दायिवभागः तूिनयमाः वैयशूयोः धमा ः विण ताः। 
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दशमााय े आपमा ः िनिपताः।  एकादशााय े ायििवधान ं ितपािदतम।्  ादशााय े दशेधमा ः, 

कुलधमा ः, उपिदा आसन।् 

 मनधुम शाोधम लणम ् अतीविवारं भवित।  केवलं िनपातबुा य ेवहरि त ेएव धािम काः इित मुम।् 

कदािचत ् धम इित लोके िसोऽिप दयने मनधुम ः इित िचन ंितभाित।  आना यदनुात ंसोिप धम ः इित िवतृ ं

धम लणम।्  अिाले आधिुनकजीवन े धमा ाचरण ं ःखकरमवेातः अहं कम ः मम आािकं न ं भवतीित 

आिकः शोकपरः मा भिूदित।  अय ं किलयगुः अिगु े एवमवे भवित।  इित िनण यः धम शाषे ु कृतः।  

अिनितमनाना ं एषः िनण यः मनसः शाि ं ददाित। अशेन मया धम ः कथ ंअनुयेः इित िचा ं िनवत ियत ु ं यथा 

शिपरेः सहायकािरः धनादीन ् दा परलोकगितः अाता भवतीित समाधानमिप युम।् यथा 

अिपच योयाय धनरिहताय फलिनरपेया कृत ंदान ंसािकं भवित।  तदवे फलदिमित ृर े। 

दतिमित यान ंदीयतऽेनपुकािरण।े 

दशेकेाले च पा ेच तान ं सािकं तृम।्।5 

 

िवादानम ् 

धमा थ य न ाता ंशुषृा ं वािप तिधा। 

त िवा न व शभु ंबीजिमवोषर।े 

िवायवै सम ंकाम ंमत  वािदना। 

आपिप िह घोराया ंननेािमिरण ेवपते।्।6 

आचाय ः योयायवै िवा ं दात।्  िशोऽिप गंु ामवेिवषय ंपृते।्  यः  ंन पृित अधम च 

पृित स नो भवित।  गुरिप अधमण यद ्वत त ेसोऽिप नाश ंाोित।यः िशः  न योयः िवनयरिहतः त ैिवा न 

दयेा। अयोयाय च दा िवा लोकनाशहतेःु भवित।  एव ंगुिशसः अिप अतनकाले उमोमः गणुः एव। 

मातिर गौरवम ् 

उपाायान ् दशाचाय ः आचाया णा ंशत ंिपता। 

सह ंत ुिपतृाता गौरवणेाितिरत।े।7 

माता िशश ु ंगभ धारणादार आनः णेः अिप िय ंमा िशश ु ं रितष  गभ धारणाथ अनकेान ् ेशान ् 

सहत।े  अिप च िशशःु मातःु सकाशएेव भोजनािद िया ं थमभाषणं च अ य यित।  अतः लोके मातुर यत ्
दैवं न व ते।  इदानीं तनकाले पु ाः वृ ौ पतरौ उपे ते  आ मेष ुप र यज त। मातुः लशे ं
जातं तथा वधं लशें जायायाः वा त याम प ीितपा ः कृत ः भवित। मम वशंर णायं इय ं
एवं क ािन अनुभव त। इित त यां गौरवं उ प ते।  अनने भावेन सः यो यः सः अयो यः 
गहृ थोऽ प भवित।  मात र गौरवं दशये दित मनुना मातुः अिध यं दिशतम।्  अ तनकाल य 
अिधकोपयोिग बहृ मगुणमते  ितपा दतम।्   
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क याशु कम ्

न क यायाः पता व ान ्गृ या छु कम व प 
गृ च शु कं ह लोभने या नरोऽप य व यी 
ीधनािन तु य ेमोहादपुजीव त बाधंवाः 

नार यानािन व  ंवा ते पापाया ये यधोगितम।्।7 
पुराकाले धनं गहृ वा क यां केचन ददित म। केषचुन देशषेु सः अप रहायतथा 

आचरणीयो प आसीत।्  यथा मा ेष ुक या व यः आचारः इित कणपव ण श यः कणः यवदत।्  
भी मोऽ प म पतये महत ्धनं द वा मा ं पा डोः ववाहाथ प रगहृ तवान ्इित आ दपव ण प  ं
वतते।  तथा वधः आचारः कु  केन वा कथं वा ार धः इित व ुं  न श यते। मनुः तथा वध ं
दरुाचारं बहुधा िनराकृतवान।् अतीते एकोन वंशितशता दाम प एषः दरुाचारः वतते इित वशषेतः 
आ देशे चरुतरः इित क विभः बहुधा दू षतः। 
आतषु आदरः 

सुवािसनीः कुमार ऽरोिगणो गिभणीः यः। 
अितिथ योऽ  एवैतान ्भोजयदे वचारयन।् 
अद वातु य एते यः पवू भेु ऽिवचणः। 

स भ ुजंानो न जनाित गृजै िधमानः।8 

भोजनिवषय े यिद आल ं अपिरहाय भविततदा अितथीन ् अिप अित नवोढाः ियः रोगाता ः, गिभ णीः ियः, 

इतेाःथम ंभोजयते।् ततः अितथीन ् सवेकान ् भोजयते।्  अ ेय ं भुीयात।् केवलं आनः हतेोरेव पाकः गहृ े न 

िवधयेः।  यथा शि परेोऽिप भोजन ंदात ् इित वचनात ् अथष ु आदरािभेः बम ंगणुमवेदेम।् 

 

ाणहतेोः अिप पाप ंन काय म ् 

न लोकवृ ंवतत विृहतेोः कथन। 

अिजाशठं शुा ंजीवेाणजीिवकाम।् 

सोष ंपरमााय सकुाथसयंतो भवते।् 

सोषमलंू िह शखु ंःखमलंू िवपय यः।।9 

अय ंनागिरकः अय ंलौिककः इिद वाािन ायशः मनुशसंापरािणलोके बिन यू।े  विृहतेोः केऽिप  

अस ंभाष े  अयोय ंकम कुव ि।  कौिट ंशठमिप आचरि।  तव लोकवृ ंउत।े  तथाचरणने लौिकको 

भवित नगरात ् कुनावीययोः इित सू े नागरकाः चौराः, लोिककाः तारकाः इित भा े ।ं जीवनाथ परान ् न 

तारयते ्  इित वचनने महत ् गणुमदिश तम।्  यथा वृा  ेनािप धनने सोष ंाोित ताशीविृः आयणीया 

विृलाभऽेिप सषेणे िवना जीवन ंःखमय ंभवतीित आधश ायमतेद ्अ दिश तम।् 
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  एव ं उमगणुाः मनुतृौ समाजिहताय , लोकोरणाथ, अनकेानकेधमा ः मनुतृौ  ितपािदतिमित।  तथा- 

सृसाधनम ,् मनुयः दाधम ः, ीणा ंसाननम ्, अिहंसा, वािुः, मनसःशिु ंच, आरणम ्, पराधीनो न 

भवते ् अधम ः नाचरते ् ायािज त ं िव,ं पिुकायदैायभागःवृेदन पातकम ्, एव ंअनकेानके बहृमगणुाः अ उपिदः 

मनुिृतः अित ाचीना इित हतेोः ताािलक सामािजकिितः दिश ता।  अतनकालेऽिप य ेय ेउपकारकाः िवषयाः 

उमोम धमा ः िवजनीनाः त े एव अ ीकृताः।  अतः वय ं सवऽिप  अिन ् आधिुनककालेऽिप मनुृु 

उमोमधमा न ् अनसुृ भारतीयसृंित साधाय सरंकाः भव।ु इित इित आशा िवरमािम।  

धम रित रितः 

 

उपयुाः 

1. मनुिृतः6.92 

2. सृंतवायम ् 

3. मनुिृतः 

4. भगवीता17.20 

5. मनुिृतः2-112,113 

6. मनुिृतः2-145 

7. मनुिृतः 3. 51-52 

8. मनुिृतः 3. 114, 115 

9. मनुिृतः9 अाय े
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Abstract   
The use of e-commerce in micro and small companies and a notable blow on 

firm results in the services industries. The United States and China are the leading 
foreign actors and e-commerce firms calculated by online revenues. These include 
Amazon.com (US), JD.com (China), Dell (US) and Jia.com (China). These are 
businesses. Enterprises such as the Alibaba Group (China), eBay (US) and Rakuten 
(Japan) have the potential to sell their products and services online to individuals and 
small businesses. This paper focuses on how the electronic commerce firms have 
undeniably generated a proven number of prospective advantages, such as improving 
consumer access to and access, lower business costs for consumers and suppliers as well 
as enhancing domestic and industry productivity and international value chains. 
 
Keywords:  E-Commerce, Online Portal its Challenges and Solutions, B2B and B2C 
Business Activities. 
 
I. Introduction 

The blend of Internet and ecommerce has created a modern, highly effective 
and profitable online world. The feasibilities provided by e-commerce have rapidly 
changed the way corporations, as well as customers and governments interact. The use 
of e-commerce in micro and small companies and a notable blow on firm results in the 
services industries. The United States and China are the leading foreign actors and e-
commerce firms calculated by online revenues. These include Amazon.com (US), 
JD.com (China), Dell (US) and Jia.com (China). These are businesses. Enterprises such 
as the Alibaba Group (China), eBay (US) and Rakuten (Japan) have the potential to sell 
their products and services online to individuals and small businesses. In 2013, Alibaba 
Group, followed by Amazon and eBay were the leading e-commerce firms in terms of 
gross product value. Electronic commerce firms have undeniably generated a proven 
number of prospective advantages, such as improving consumer access to and access, 
lower business costs for consumers and suppliers as well as enhancing domestic and 
industry productivity and international value chains.  
 
II. Literature Review 

In various versions, researchers described e-commerce. By using the OECD 
edition, e-commerce may be described as: "Selling or buying products or services by 
way of a particular procedure for the receipt or placement of orders via computer 
networks. These methods order the products or services, but payment and final 
distribution of the goods or services must not be carried out electronically. Electronic 
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commerce may take place among businesses, households, citizens, governmental bodies 
and other private or public organisations. Online, extranet and electronic data exchange 
orders need to be included. The category is defined by the way the order is set. There are 
four types of e-mail: business into industry (B2B), business for customer (B2C), 
customer to market (C2C) and business to government (B2 G). There are three forms of 
e-commerce: business to business (B2B), business-to - consumer (B2C). Although the 
mainstream research tends to be based on B2C without distinguishing between B2C and 
C2C, it has been found that ecommerce is more common. 

 
A. The B2B can be defined as an operation between companies, e.g., a wholesale 
individual or a retailer or between a producer and a wholesale individual. B 2B can be 
defined as an operation between companies. The overall valuation for the sector is 
projected by UNCTAD to be over $15 trillion in 2013.  
 
B. Business-to-consumer (B2C) B2C is the selling of e-commerce firms for "pure-
play." Both online buyers and sales are measuring China as the largest international e-
commerce B2C market and the market is rapidly growing, in particular in Asia and 
Africa. The wide spectrum of networks, such as dedicated e-commerce websites, social 
networking, multitudinous outlets and smartphone apps, enables customers to be 
reached.  
 
C. Consumer-to-consumer (C2C) C2C is a modern form of classified newspaper or 
public sales marketing. It offers a forum for casual businesses to participate in e-
commerce. In general, online public purchases and purchases cover C22 such as eBay or 
Taobao.  
 
D. Business-to-government (B2G)The B2 G transaction is similar to B2B, except the 
customers are a government agency instead of corporation. Public e-contracting is an 
example of this field.  
 
III. Research Methodology  
Most of the secondary data used in this analysis are papers and structured studies. 
Recent scholarly papers from 2011 to 2015 have been chosen. The IEEE and 
ScienceDirect databases used. The first forum for gathering related papers was the 
Google Scholar. Each journal's content was scanned and compiled afterwards. This 
study did not derive any new model or structure.  
 
IV. Challenges 
 
A. Faith 

The faith between sellers and buyers play a key role in successful transactions 
in e-commerce. Yoon and Occena pointed out that trust in e-commerce is the 
fundamental issue. In e-commerce, trust is more critical compared with conventional 
trade because goods and services bought over the Internet are not reviewed instantly, 
and because e-commerce does not have laws or guidelines.  
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B. Readiness Level 
1) The degree of e-commerce preparedness is yet another aspect. Kurnia et al. 

described the three levels of readiness that are organisational preparedness (OR), 
preparedness for industry (IR) and preparedness for the national level (NR).  

2) The first level of readiness in the perceived benefits (PB) and perceived 
organisational resources and governance (PORaG) was described by Kurnia et al. 
PB is used to illustrate the benefits to an entity of any technology. The cost, danger, 
challenges, opportunities and compatibilities of innovation with current processes, 
culture, current requirements and infrastructure are taken into consideration in this 
context. In the meantime, PORaG refers to the organisational assumptions that 
involve financial, technology and human resources about the availability of 
resources.  

3) Industry readiness level in light of the fact that small- and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) have less power and control over large organisations, readiness to promote 
e-commerce is indicative of readiness.  

4) National readiness level This level refers to the availability of ecommerce 
technologies services in a region.  

 
C. E-commerce Security 

Security in e-commerce has the same cyber security problems. The following 
measurements can be classified:  
 Integrity – ensure that no unauthorised parties alter or modify data or information 

and do not use it without the permission of the user.  
 Non-repudiation – ensure that no sales or transactions are refused.  
 Authentication-ensure the device is available only to approved persons.  
 Privacy – Cryption and non-compliance of sensitive data and information is 

essential.  
 Data security – the right to handle the word used to access and use private 

information.  
 Availability – software is still available and hardware systems operate correctly, 

and the machine can be easily restored in the event of a disaster.  
 
According to Ladan, security techniques for e-commerce deal only with two 

principal issues: preserving the integrity of the business network and internal processes, 
and safe transactions between the consumer and the seller.  
 
V. Proposed Solutions 
 
A. Trust Solutions 
Noor et al. introduced a social trade confidence system that included utility, ease of use, 
protection, safety, website and mouth word electronics. The study focused on e-
commerce, which refers to e-commerce as it is an E-commerce sub-set. Researchers 
claim that utility is such that it considers the usefulness of the user to the commercial 
site and that this aspect influences the decision and interpretation of the user for the 
business transaction. The next factor impacting online trust is ease of use.  
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Yoon and Occena suggested that a notable effort must be made to boost the consistency 
of the website and to increase acceptance from third parties. Using gender and age as the 
control variables, their research is to investigate the trust in C2C ecommerce. The 
standard of an e-commerce platform influencing younger generations to become real 
online customers. In order to reach different customer age goal, e-commerce firms can 
come up with another strategic approach. The TPR provides websites with the option of 
using third-party approval screenings such as TRUSTe or BBBOnline to back up the 
privacy screen as they are seen by users as relevant and more likely to supply personal 
data via the internet. The trust can be built by providing communities for firms targeting 
consumers over 40 years, which enable consumers to provide feedback as feedback and 
comments on customers can affect other customers. Additional researchers believe that 
family or friends' advice or words of speech are an important factor in credibility and 
trust. Zhang claimed that, the e-commerce trust factors can be calculated as: the object, 
service manner, and delivery time of goods or services, as defined by the website. The 
researcher listed the flaws in the Taobao rating system using Taobao.com as the model 
for the analysis. Taobao.com is the China’s largest C2C online marketplace where 90 
percent of the transactions comes from China. Total transactions for 2011 amount to 
approximately Yuan 600 billion. Since almost all C2C enterprises in China has been 
adopting the same trust models like Taobao, the researcher has proposed a few 
countermeasures; transaction price weight, time attenuation coefficient, and trust factors 
weighted to overcome the disadvantages of Taobao adopted trust models.  
 
B. Solution of preparedness  

Collaboration between business partners and the government should take place 
to enable businesses, in particular SMEs, to embrace e-commerce technologies. The 
government and industry partners must help small and medium-sized businesses develop 
and sustain their systems, national organisational capital and governance to respond well 
to e-commerce technologies. Politicians still have essential duties. Policymakers should 
become more conscious of business requirements and processes. In addition, technical, 
human and financial capital should be given to allow e-commerce technology to be 
adopted.  

 
C. Security Solution 

Ladan emphasised that security measures should extend to any e-commerce 
system because it is one of the most important features of e-commerce. Security 
measures should apply at all levels, including corporate applications, internal corporate 
networks, front-end clients and servers, and interactions with data and information. 
Unauthorized access can be avoided by the installation and configuration of firewalls 
and the introduction of DMZ in company networks. Furthermore, network isolation, 
robust data encryption and the installation and configuration of IDS systems (Intrusion 
Detection System) will improve security.  

 
Matbouli and Gao have meanwhile identified five security steps to mitigate the 

danger posed by the security of e-commerce. The measures are:  
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1) Education – customers must also take account of their awareness and knowledge of 
e-commerce protection.  

2) Safe Socket Layer (SSL), which ensures confidentiality, data integrity, 
authentication and non-repudiation using public encryption in SSL.  

3) Personal ID Number (PIN) – use of email invites for the confirmation of each 
transaction.  

4) Personal firewalls-a firewall to secure a machine is essential  
5) Security policy – having a clear policy on security is an essential step towards 

protecting an e-commerce business.  
 
VI. Conclusion  

Given the rapid growth and effect of the digital economy on more industry, it is 
important to consider the solutions to the issues and challenges of e-commerce business 
that have been listed. Although e-commerce companies may be of any kind, they 
ultimately share the same problems and challenges.  
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Abstract 

Modern classrooms continuously are integrating technology, computer skills 
and technological skills likeSmart phone skills,Programming languages, Common 
operating systems, Software proficiency, Technical writing, Project management, Data 
analysis etc. are becoming more important for teachers to have. Educators are using 
computers to formulate lesson plans, worksheets, study guides, tests, grading and other 
aspects. There are many studies highlighting the substantial difference between knowing 
technology skills and effectively using technology for teaching. However, evaluating 
teachers’ knowledge for the effective use of technology in their teaching seems a 
herculean task. Accordingly, this paper aims to know the perceived knowledge of 
technology integration in teaching. Based on a review of the literature, TPCK 
framework was selected to study and examine technology integration and a 
questionnaire was built upon the work of Zahra Hosseini and Anand Kamal (2012). 
According to their questionnaire, the new items in demographic profile was adapted for 
this research. All the questions are put in seven categories corresponding to the 
components of TPCK. Zahra Hosseini and Anand Kamal (2012) studied on the 
reliability of the Perceived Technology Integration Knowledge of Teachers (TPCK) 
questionnaire; the Cronbach alpha value was found to be .895 which indicated that the 
questionnaire had a good internal consistency. Therefore, it is selected by the researcher. 
Overall, the findings stated that teachers’ technological pedagogical content knowledge 
(TPCK) in teaching is good. During total lockdown, teachers learnt technology as they 
were asked to complete the course contents(syllabus) in time through online mode. This 
accelerated their interest in integrating technology in teaching. 

 
Keywords:COVID-19, Technology, Pedagogy, Content, Regular, Contract, Temporary 
 
Introduction 

COVID-19 is an acronym for a disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. 
'CO' stands for corona, 'VI' for virus, and 'D' for disease. It was referred to as '2019 
novel coronavirus' or '2019-nCoV.' previously. First case was seen in China in 
December,2019. The global COVID–19 pandemic effected all the sectors of the World 
economy in general and Indian economy in particular. Though very difficult, MNCs 
could adapt to the change and started work from home and made it as their normal usual 
business. But it is very challenging to the education system around the world. Though 
the crisis is devasting, several concerned scholars, citizens, politicians, and bureaucrats 
suggested to equip with technology and transform traditional education system. Both 
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private and Government educational institutions had started running smart classes 
wherein students and teachers have had to make bigger adjustments as learning has 
always been in traditional classrooms. There should be a balanced coordination between 
course content, educationists, technology and course-takers. Smart classrooms can only 
be successfully implemented with the availability of basic amenities like internet 
connectivity, availability and affordability of online systems, PCs, laptops, software, etc. 
The positive aspect of COVID-19 is that it accelerated the adoption of technology to 
make quality education accessible to everyone.  

 
T Bates, G Poole (2003) examined that Quality technology-based teaching 

requires a high level of expertise and enough resources and efforts of individual and that 
when instructors choose technology-based teaching they should be prepared to keep up 
with continuing rapid changes in it. 

 
Hooper, S., &Rieber, L. P. (1995) examined why technology has failed to 

impact education in the past and outlined the conditions necessary for technology to be 
used effectively in the future. To be used effectively, idea and product technologies 
must be united and teachers must venture beyond Familiarization and Utilization and 
into the Integration, Reorientation, and Evolution phases of technology use.  

 
Yehudit Judy Dori et al (2003) examined when the teachers were learners in the 
Technology-Enabled Active Learning (TEAL) approach, they understood the potential 
of TEAL from students’ perceptions and suggested to improve teachers’ integration of 
the educational technology into the Electricity and Magnetism (E&M) course (here we 
can understand (practical oriented courses). 
 

M Eady, L Lockyer (2013) focused on technology to learn is essential in 
school education. And that worldwide, governments, education systems, researchers, 
school leaders, teachers and parents are considering technology to be a critical part of a 
child’s education. 

 
Zahra Hosseini and Anand Kamal (2012) developed an instrument for 

measuring TPCK (Technological, Pedagogical, Content Knowledge) by examining the 
instrument in different contexts and different fields to facilitate investigators and 
educators in measuring and researching the knowledge of teachers for integration of 
technology in teaching. 

 
Methodology: The research paper presents the survey conducted by the researcher by 
collecting primary data from 125 participants who were representative of the knowledge 
in the population (teachers in various educational institutions) 
 
A. Participants: The participants of this survey contained 125 teachers in Karimnagar 
district of Telangana State of country, India.  
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B. Sampling:  The sample of the study was selected using one of the non-probability 
sampling method called Convenient sampling method. The TPCK instrument contained 
53 close-ended Likert-scale questions, for indicating TPCK knowledge and its 
components. A five-point Likert system was selected (SD = Strongly Disagree, D = 
Disagree, N = Neutral, A = Agree and SA = Strongly Agree) to assess perceived TPCK 
in Karimnagar. The items were put in seven categories to evaluate: 1) Technological 
Knowledge (11 items); 2) Pedagogical Knowledge (7 items); 3) Content Knowledge (6 
items); 4) Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (10 items); 5) Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge (7 items); 6) Technological Content Knowledge (5 items); and 7) 
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (7 items). 
 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The questionnaire is divided into eight sections. First section contains 
Sociodemographic profile of the respondents which is as follows- 
Table 1 Sociodemographic Profile of the Respondents 

Variables  Frequency Percentage 
Gender Male 78 62.4 
 Female 47 37.6 
Age >30 15 12.0 
 31-40 43 34.4 
 41-50 45 36.0 
 51-60 16 12.8 
 >60 6 4.8 
Designation School Teacher 16 12.8 
 Junior Lecturer 36 28.8 
 DegreeLecturer/Assistant 

Professor 
35 28.0 

 Associate Professor 22 17.6 
 Professor 16 12.8 
Marital Status Married 83 65.9 
 Unmarried 42 33.3 
Children No Child 46 36.5 
 One 14 11.1 
 Two 33 26.2 
 Three 25 19.8 
 >three 7 5.6 
Income < 15000 20 15.9 
 15000-25000 33 26.2 
 25000-35000 33 26.2 
 35000-45000 12 9.5 
 45000-55000 13 10.3 
 >55000 14 11.1 
Type of 
Institution 

Private unaided 46 36.5 
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 Government  36 28.6 
 Private aided 16 12.7 
 Vocational 9 7.1 
 Professional 18 14.3 
Type of 
Employment 

Regular 64 50.8 

 Contract 46 36.5 
 Temporary 15 11.9 

Source: Primary Data 
As shown in Table 1, Majority of the respondents are male i.e. 78 percent and 

that they fall in age group 41-50 i.e. 36 percent followed by age group 31-40 i.e. 34.4 
per cent. There is no much difference between these two age groups. We can conclude 
that the mean age of these two groups is 44.   Most of the respondents are Junior 
Lecturers i.e. 28.8 per cent followed by Degree Lecturers i.e. 28 per cent. Majority of 
the respondents are married i.e. 65.9 per cent. Majority of the respondents have no 
children i.e. 36.5 followed by two children i.e. 26.2 per cent. Majority of the 
respondents are earning 15000-25000 & 25000-35000 per month i.e. 26.2 per cent. Most 
of the respondents are working in private unaided educational institutions i.e. 36.5 per 
cent followed by government i.e. 28.6 per cent. Most of the employees are regular 
employees i.e. 50.8 per cent followed by employees working on contractual basis i.e. 
36.5 per cent. 
 
Note: Junior Lecturers are those lecturers who are teaching classes XI and XII. In 
Telangana, we have an Intermediate Board in which Class XI is termed as Junior 
Intermediate class or Inter First year and Class XII as Senior Intermediate class or Inter 
Second year. 
 

Degree Lecturers are those teachers who are teaching under 
graduates/graduation level drawing state salaries. Those who are drawing UGC Scales 
are regarded as Assistant Professors. 

 
Private Unaided educational institutions are exclusively owned and governed 

by Private individuals. Private aided are institutions in which they receive half of its 
maintenance costs from public funds but retaining control over appointments and 
instruction. Vocational institutions in this research is taken as Polytechnic colleges. 
Professional colleges in this research are B.Ed, Engineering and Management colleges. 
Regular faculty means who are permanent and drawing salaries decided by state or UGC 
(scales). Contract faculty are those who are not permanent and drawing salaries decided 
by State Government. Temporary faculty are those who are not permanent and for them 
no work-no pay is followed. 
 

The next part of the questionnaire is about Technology Knowledge. 
Technology knowledge is defined as the knowledge required for using technology tools 
to achieve various tasks. In the questionnaire, 11 closed end questions, totally 55 scores 
were used to assess the respondents’ technology knowledge. The total score of the 
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responses of technology knowledge questions were used to categorize respondents as 
poor technology knowledge (0-18), moderate technology knowledge (19-36) and good 
technology knowledge (37-55). The data was analyzed using SPSS software version 26. 
Table 2: Technology Knowledge (TK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Technology Knowledge 8 3.6 
Moderate Technology 
Knowledge 

31 13.8 

Good Technology Knowledge 86 38.2 
         Source: Primary Data 

Majority of the respondents have good technology knowledge. That means that 
they are able to solve their own technical problems, learn technology easily, keep up 
with important new technologies, frequently play around the technology, know about a 
lot of different technologies, know the technical skills  needed to use technology, had 
sufficient opportunities to work with different technologies,  can use technology tools to 
process data and report results,  can use technology in the development of strategies for 
solving problems in the real world, have ability to design webpages and to use authoring 
software and  understand the legal, ethical, cultural, and societal issues related to 
technology. 
Table 3: Cross Tabulation between Sociodemographic and Technological Knowledge 
Categ
ory 

Gend
er 

Designation Age Marit
al 

Children 

 M F S
T 

J
L 

D
L 

A
P 

P >3
0 

3
1-
4
0 

4
1-
5
0 

5
1-
6
0 

>6
0 

M U
M 

n
o 

1 2 3 >
3 

Poor  4 4 2 3 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 2 6 2 3 2 3 0 0 
Mode
rate  

2
1 

1
0 

5 1
2 

6 4 4 6 1
3 

4 7 1 2
2 

9 1
0 

3 6 1
1 

1 

Good  5
3 

3
3 

9 2
1 

2
9 

1
8 

9 8 2
8 

3
8 

1 3 5
5 

3
1 

3
3 

9 2
4 

1 6 

 

Source: Primary Data 
The Overall result is that the respondents have good technological Knowledge. This may 
be due to the need to adapt to online teaching by the teachers. Ever since the lockdown 
started, the government has taken numerous measures to ensure that the education is not 
hampered and directed the institutions to conduct online classes. Necessity is the mother 
of invention. All the teachers felt the need-to-know technology involved in online 

Category Income’000 Type of Institution Employment 
 <15 15-

25 
25-
35 

35-
45 

45-
55 

>55 PUA G PA V P R C T 

Poor  3 1 3 0 1 0 4 2 1 0 1 5 2 1 
Moderate  6 12 5 1 4 3 17 8 4 1 1 13 12 6 
Good  11 20 25 4 8 11 25 26 11 8 16 46 32 8 
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classes. They learnt about various platforms like Google Classroom, Zoom/Microsoft 
Teams, Cisco Webex, ICT Tools etc.  
Table 5: Pedagogy Knowledge (PK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Pedagogy Knowledge 7 3.1 
Moderate Pedagogy 
Knowledge 

39 17.3 

Good Pedagogy Knowledge 88 39.1 
         Source: Primary Data 

Majority of the respondents have good pedagogy knowledge. They know how 
to select effective teaching approaches to guide student thinking and learning, know the 
purposes and objectives for the content, able to manage students’ learning about the 
content, have the curricular knowledge, know instructional strategies that are suitable 
for the topic, know prior knowledge of students and know how and what to assess of the 
content.  
Table 6: Cross Tabulation between Sociodemographic and Pedagogy Knowledge 
Cate
gory 

Gend
er 

Designation Age Marit
al 

Children 

 M F S
T 

J
L 

D
L 

A
P 

P >
3
0 

3
1
-
4
0 

4
1
-
5
0 

5
1
-
6
0 

>
6
0 

M U
M 

n
o 

1 2 3 >
3 

Poor  4 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 4 2 4 2 0 1 0 
Mod
erate  

2
4 

7 5 1
0 

7 5 4 5 1
1 

7 7 1 2
1 

10 9 5 4 1
0 

3 

Good  5
0 

3
8 

9 2
2 

2
8 

1
7 

1
2 

1
0 

2
9 

3
6 

9 4 5
8 

30 3
3 

7 2
9 

1
5 

4 

 

Source: Primary Data 
The overall result is that majority of the respondents have good pedagogy 

knowledge. Pedagogy is nothing but the act of teaching. The pedagogy knowledge of 
the respondents helped them to shape their actions, judgements, and other teaching 
strategies. Their pedagogy knowledge includes understanding theories of learning, 

Category Income’000 Type of Institution Employmen
t 

 <1
5 

15
-
25 

25
-
35 

35
-
45 

45
-
55 

>5
5 

PU
A 

G P
A 

V P R C T 

Poor  0 1 3 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 
Moderat
e  

5 11 7 2 3 3 14 7 3 2 5 20 6 5 

Good  15 21 23 9 9 11 27 2
9 

13 7 1
2 

42 38 8 
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understandings of students and their needs, and the backgrounds and interests of 
individual students.  
Table 7: Content Knowledge (CK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Content Knowledge 6 2.7 
Moderate Content Knowledge 30 24.0 
Good Content Knowledge 89 71.2 

         Source: Primary Data 
Majority of the respondents have good content knowledge. They have 

sufficient knowledge of the content, can use their subject as the way of thinking, have 
various ways and strategies of developing their understanding of the content, have 
sufficient knowledge about structure of knowledge of the content, know concept, facts, 
theories and procedure within the content and believe in the validity and reliability of 
the content. 
 
Table 8: Cross Tabulation between Sociodemographic and Content Knowledge 
Cate
gory 

Gend
er 

Designation Age Marit
al 

Children 

 M F S
T 

J
L 

D
L 

A
P 

P <
3
0 

3
1
-
4
0 

4
1
-
5
0 

5
1
-
6
0 

>
6
0 

M U
M 

N
o 

1 2 3 >
3 

Poor  4 2 0 4 0 0 2 1 2 1 2 0 5 1 1 0 3 2 0 
Mod
erate  

2
0 

1
0 

1 1
3 

5 6 5 3 9 1
2 

3 3 2
0 

10 1
1 

2 9 6 2 

Good  5
4 

3
5 

1
5 

1
9 

3
0 

1
6 

9 1
1 

3
2 

3
2 

1
1 

3 5
8 

30 3
4 

1
2 

2
1 

1
7 

5 

 

Source: Primary Data 
 

The overall result is the majority of the respondents have good Content 
knowledge. The content knowledge is generally referred is to the facts, concepts, 

Category Income’000 Type of Institution Employmen
t 

 <1
5 

15
-
25 

25
-
35 

35
-
45 

45
-
55 

>5
5 

PU
A 

G P
A 

V P R C T 

Poor  0 2 3 1 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 1 5 0 
Moderat
e  

5 8 6 3 3 5 11 3 6 7 3 18 1
0 

2 

Good  15 23 24 8 10 9 30 3
3 

9 2 1
5 

45 3
1 

1
3 
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theories, and principles that are taught and learned in specific academic courses and 
institutions. 

Technological Content Knowledge (TCK): This is the special knowledge that 
enables a teacher to select or fit the appropriate technology in the particular content area. 

 
Table 9: Technological Content Knowledge (TCK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Technological Content Knowledge 4 1.8 
Moderate Technological Content Knowledge 31 13.8 
Good Technological Content Knowledge 90 40.0 

         Source: Primary Data 
 

The overall result is that the majority of the respondents have good 
Technological Content Knowledge. They know the technologies that they can use for 
the content, know how to use specific software &websites, can find & evaluate 
resources that they need, can use technology for presenting and can use technology tools 
& resources for managing and communicating informationTechnological Pedagogical 
Knowledge: This refers to the knowledge of technology tools that can enhance learning 
and teaching which is examined through 10 items of 5-point Likert scale. 

 
Table 10: Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 6 2.7 
Moderate Technological Pedagogical 
Knowledge 

31 31.0 

Good Technological Pedagogical Knowledge 88 39.1 
         Source: Primary Data 

Majority of the respondents have Technological Pedagogical Knowledge. They 
can choose technologies that enhance the teaching approaches for a lesson, can choose 
technologies that enhance students' learning for a lesson, think critically about how to 
use technology in their classroom,  can adapt the use of the technologies that they learnt 
about to different teaching activities, think more deeply about how technology could 
influence teaching approaches, can use technology resources to facilitate higher order 
thinking skills,  can use technology tools and information resources to increase 
productivity, can infuse technology to strategies of teaching, can use technology for 
more collaboration and communication among students and they know how to use 
technology to facilitate academic learning. 

Pedagogical Content Knowledge: This Knowledge is an understanding of how 
to teach a particular content to enhance learning and teaching.  
Table 11: Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Pedagogical Content Knowledge  3 1.3 
Moderate Pedagogical Content Knowledge 32 14.2 
Good Pedagogical Content Knowledge 90 40.0 

         Source: Primary Data 
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Majority of the respondents have good Pedagogical Content Knowledge. They 
know how to select effective teaching approaches to guide student thinking and 
learning, know the purposes and objectives for the content, are able to manage their 
students’ learning about the content, have the curricular knowledge (horizontal and 
vertical) of content, know instructional strategies that are suitable for the topic (content), 
know prior knowledge of students about the particular content and know how and what 
to assess of (the particular content. 
 

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Technological pedagogical 
content knowledge refers to the knowledge that a teacher requires for integrating 
technology into teaching in the particular content area 
 
Table 12: Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK) 

Category Frequency Percentage 
Poor Technological Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge 

7 3.1 

Moderate Technological Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge 

33 26.4 

Good Technological Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge 

85 37.8 

Source: Primary Data 
 

Majority of the respondents have Technological Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge. They can teach lessons combining technology & teaching approaches, can 
select technologies to use in their classroom, can provide leadership in helping others to 
coordinate, can choose technologies that enhance the learning, can evaluate and select 
new information resources and technological innovations and can use (the particular 
content)-specific tools like software, graphing, web tools etc. 
 
Conclusion 

The current study shows that teachers in all types of educational institutions 
have integrated technology in teaching. They are integrating technology in Pedagogy 
and content too. They have good technological, pedagogical and content knowledge 
(GOOD TPCK). There are few things being observed i.e. 
 
 Female teachers should integrate technology in teaching. The reason that they are 

not integrating may be due to many reasons like multi-tasking, family 
responsibilities, extra cautious about sanitizing everything during covid-19, health, 
safety and welfare issues of each family member etc. 

 Age groups other than 31 to 50 years should focus on Online teaching. The age 
group below 31 years are worried about their marriage, preparation for exams and 
interviews for a better job and over cautious of health & safety issues that they did 
not focus on to integrate technology in their teaching. The respondents above 51 
years are worried about covid-19 all the time and were living in their golden past 
and therefore much attention is not given to technology. 
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 School teachers, Associate Professors and Professors should integrate technology in 
their teaching. Most of the school teachers are novice to online teaching. Associate 
Professors and Professors are mostly focused on research activities. 

 The respondents who are unmarried have to integrate technology in teaching. They 
are either focusing on marriage proposals, preparation for a new job other than 
teaching, excitement of doing variety of things at a time, overthinking etc.  

 The respondents who are having one child, three children and more than three 
children have to focus on online teaching. They might be engaged with their 
children especially during covid-19 in taking every precaution related to their 
health, safety and welfare issues. 

 The respondents who are earning less than Rs 15000 /- per month and above Rs 
45000/- per month have to concentrate more on Online teaching. The teachers 
earning less is more worried about basic needs of the family that he cannot afford to 
internet connectivity with mass data. Those earning more than Rs 45000/- per 
month might be focusing on savings for the future. 

 The respondents who are working in private aided, vocational and Professional 
colleges are to work on technology-based teaching. They are worried about their 
salaries as they are not paid regularly. 

 The respondents who are working on contractual basis and temporary basis has to 
imbibe technology in their teaching. Their salaries are less. They have to satisfy 
their needs by their savings only. 

 
Suggestions 
 Teachers have to be provided with laptops with high speed internet connectivity. 
 They have to be given training to understand and operate various online platforms, 

ICT Tools in teaching and other important aspects of technology used in teaching. 
 Their salaries are to be paid regularly. 
 The respect and dignity of the teacher offline and online has to safeguarded. 
 Awards and recognitions must be given to teachers who are best in using 

technology in their teaching. 
 Work from home facility should be enhanced. 
 Foster the development of teacher competence in ICT-related teaching and learning 

and in their professional development by concerned authorities. 
 All preventive measures must be taken in educational institutions to prevent Covid-

19. 
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Abstract: Coronavirus dramatically shifts the global patterns. A rapid change has 
occurred in every sector. It has changed the behaviour of person, essence of trading, 
industry and even the way of life. It spread the scares among people they hesitate to 
communicate with others. This paper focuses on the E-commerce retail revenues which 
indicate that COVID-19 has a major impact on e-commerce with revenue projected at 
$6.5 billion by 2023 (Jones 2020). 
 
Keywords: COVID-19 19, E-Commerce Business and Global Market Impacts. 
 
Introduction  

Coronavirus is a category of virus that can invade the lower airway and start 
serious diseases such as pneumonia and bronchitis as a result of mild illnesses and some 
viruses. Contagions can be extreme and harmless for people infected with the virus. 
There are several pandemics in history which have contributed to human life altering 
(WHO, 2019). WHO, 2019 COVID-19 started in Wuhan, China, on 12 December, and 
found that there is an illusory pneumonia infection in people with a shop that retails 
people with fresh seafood? Millions of people in China were infected with the virus 
within a week. In addition, 205 countries and their economies are actually affected by 
this virus. This is a global challenge and influences the developments in e-commerce 
(Nakhate& Jain, 2020; Whiteford, 2020). The global health organisation WHO (2020) 
reports that in 3,022,824, Europe 2,191,614, Eastern Mediterranean 552,497, Southeast 
Asia, 296, 620, Western Pacific, 186, 853, and Africa 115, and that 639 have confirmed 
cases in which 383,262 deaths and coronavirus data are also available, as shown in fig. 
1,  
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E-Commerce and Covid-19 
Coronavirus has an effect on the world 's entire e-commerce; the essence of 

business has changed. 52% of customers avoiding shopping for bricks and mortar and 
crowded areas according to study. In addition, brick and mortar shopping is stopped by 
36% before coronavirus vaccine is obtained. The different effects of coronavirus on 
various types of products mean that COVID-19 has an extremely high impact on various 
products and has a less important impact on certain products (Andrienko, 2020). The 
overall e-commerce selling is of as a result of this virus. Working from home like 
Walmart foods is rising 74 percent. Over the years, people stop going out of business 
and shopping from home. In addition, in this sense, the media use has increased and 
Facebook is upgrading Google to connect additional people in one go such as the launch 
by Facebook of a 44-person messengers competing at Zoom. Even revised version has 
been released (Sarah Davis, 2020).  Top ten retail of e-commerce in pandemic is below 
Top retail e-commerce websites in pandemic 

 
Mainly toilet paper, disposable gloves, bidet, baby cookers, bakery makers, 

number paints, puzzle, peloton, colour journal, purifier, treadmill, stationary bicycle, 
yoga mat, refrigerator, exercise ball and exercise equipment are the pandemic items 
(Andrienko, 2020). (Andrienko, 2000). Buyers in developing countries such as 
Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Pakistan have increased ecommerce. Electronic 
commerce is growing. E-commerce began in Pakistan in 2000, but was extremely weak, 
with just 3 percent of people purchasing online (Bhatti, 2018; Bhatti, Saad, &Gbadebo, 
2018; Bhatti, Saad, &Salimon, 2019; Rehman, 2018). Now, however, e-commerce in 
Pakistan is recorded to increase by 10% in the daily record and by 15% in internet users. 
Demands for goods increase by 30-40 percent. To facilitate people, a fast service food 
panda is introduced. Pakistan is hopeful of an upward trend in ecommerce (Abdullah 
Niazi, 2020). In Pakistan it is fine.  
 

E-commerce retail revenues indicate that COVID-19 has a major impact on e-
commerce with revenue projected at $6.5 billion by 2023 (Jones 2020). In addition, 
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there are many other items that are affected by viruses such as disposable gloves, cold 
and toilet, bread machine, soups, dried grain and rice, frozen food, fruit tables, milk and 
cream instruction, dishwashing, towels, hand soaps and sanitis care, pasta, vegetables, 
meal, facial tissues and medicines for allergies, etc. There are many more that are 
significantly affected. On the other side, coronaviruses are baggage and luggage items 
such as baggage, case storerooms, cameras, swimwear for men, women's swimwear, 
shirt wear, man-made skirts, sport bags, rash guards, people, sports shoes, toys, lunch 
boxes, wallets, watches, girl-shoes, boys' jackets and coats, etc.  
 
Impact of COVID-19 19 On the E-Commerce Market 

E-commerce involves the purchasing and sale by the customer, manufacturer, 
and company of raw materials, merchandise, services or other form of goods and 
services through an electronic (internet) media. Whereas, the exchange of goods and 
services between an online retail business and customers (generally end-users) is e-
commerce retail. The e-commerce transaction can be of various forms, such as Business 
to Business or B2B (Cisco, Alibaba), Business to Consumer or B2C (Amazon, Walmart) 
and Consumer or C2C (eBay). The factors driving the growth of the e-commerce 
industry before the COVID-19 pandemic include strong and steady growth of internet 
users and increased awareness of online shopping, increased product launch online, low 
price due to bulk buying, and so forth. Moreover, due to the direct distribution channel 
and economies of scale, a growing number of exclusive items in the industry and lower 
prices of goods further lead to the growth of the global e-commerce market.  
 

Moreover, social distancing and staying home are further expected to drive 
customers towards online shopping after the COVID-19 pandemic. The e-commerce 
industry, however, may be impacted by volatile market demand and supply chain 
problems. The COVID-19 pandemic can also impact major retailers such as Walmart, 
which are experiencing a decrease in casual shopping, disruption of the supply chain, 
and a rise in sales of basic toiletries, groceries, and other items. The global report on the 
e-commerce industry is segmented based products like electronics, beauty & personal 
care in the healthcare sector and others. COVID-19 outbreak had an impact on these 
segments due to the volatility in the supply chain and demand from customers across the 
globe. In China, the US, and other countries, e-commerce supply chains are primarily 
strained by COVID-19 as well as factory closures. As China accounted for most cases of 
COVID-19 and as per the International Trade Union Federation (ITUF), the country is 
the largest producer of electronics and its parts worldwide, the most affected industry 
segment due to the COVID-19 outbreak is electronics products. The electronic parts that 
are assembled into finished goods, such as consumer electronic products and computers, 
and then exported, constitute a large amount of China's imports. However, owing to the 
closure of the plant, the supply chain of electronic goods is now near to further affecting 
the electronics e-commerce sector.  

 
The novel COVID-19 pandemic is affecting e-commerce in different regions 

including North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific and the rest of the world. Italy, Spain, 
France and Germany in Europe and China in the Asia-Pacific region are the countries in 
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which the majority of cases have been registered. China 's giant e-commerce service 
provider Alibaba has struggled to maintain growth rates in its domestic market amid an 
economic downturn, and faced the uncertainty of coronavirus outbreak. Primary market-
affected companies include Alibaba Holding Group Ltd., Amazon.com, Inc., Qoo10 Pte. 
Ltd., JD.com, Walmart Inc., eBay Inc., Shopify, Rakuten Group, and others. Amazon, 
for instance, has made some heavy investments in one-day shipping that are still not 
compensating. Its net profits decreased by 26% in 2019 and shipping costs increased by 
46%. The pandemic coronavirus impacts Amazon 's revenues during the first half of 
2020.  
 
Discussion 

COVID-19 has substantial effects on the world's e-commerce and, in some 
cases, negative impact, but overall e-commerce is increasingly increasing due to virus. 
Coronavirus forced clients to use the internet in their everyday life and make it a habit 
(Abiad, Arao, &Dagli, 2020). In addition, retailers face many obstacles in e-commerce, 
such as extending the delivery time, movement control difficulties, social gap and 
lockdown (Hasanat et al., 2020). The shipping and supply process is very slow now, but 
people are still buying because they have no other choice. As a result, people are 
shifting toward virus technology. In addition, certain goods on the market are in very 
high demand. Also, manufacturers are unable to satisfy consumer requirements such as 
hand sanitizers, toilet papers, disposable gloves, food products and dairy goods. On the 
other hand, COVID-19's negative impact on the tourism industry, flights are in loss, 
foreign trade is very slow and their position is stuck.  
 
Conclusion 

In this article, I have been analysing and deliberating the COVID-19 outbreak 
of China in a disdainful way. We are especially interested in how coronavirus spreads 
and impacts not only China's e-commerce, but also its influence globally. Knowledge of 
almost this subject will counteract better information in humans and deliberation on how 
coronavirus effects ecommerce, industry, and economies of countries. Why e-commerce 
offers individuals an alternative way to fulfil their demands. Enhanced E-commerce by 
COVID-19. How it has influenced e-commerce would inspire other researchers to 
examine more extensively in this field, such as trends in e-commerce, how corona and 
future trends have changed.  
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Abstract 
Stock Market model using statistical analysis is used to forecast the sales by 

investment manager in a way to acknowledge the main aspects which influence the 
same. In general, main objective is stock market prediction is helpful for the managers 
to make better decisions in the process of planning the business strategy. The major 
understanding of the required data the evaluation for the predictive model leads by the 
statistical techniques. It helps the management to decide the marketing strategy in 
preparing the report which helps the analyst to analyze the results produced by 
marketing associate.In this paper, we present a theoretical and analytical framework for 
the implementation by using Support Vector Machines for stock market prediction.The 
model tries to predict whether a stock price will be higher or lower in the future than it is 
on a given day which helps to determine whether to invest or not.The technical and 
fundamental or the time series analysis is employed by the foremost of the stockbrokers 
while making the stock predictions. The utilization of Python programming language 
will forecasts the stock market using machine learning algorithm.However, the paper 
which is being proposed a Machine Learning (ML) approach on the basis of the given 
aspects will be used from the accessible stocks information and employments the 
obtained information for a precise forecast. 
 
Keywords: Stock Market, Machine Learning, Support Vector Machines. 
 
Introduction 
A stock market is a list of buyers and sellers of shares. Such stocks reflect company 
ownership interests. These can include shares which are traded publicly or privately. 
However, it is important to note that only through an authorized middleman called a 
stock broker can individual trades in the stock market. Historically, stock trading has 
usually taken place at a physical marketplace. The stock market operates electronically 
these days, through internet and online stock brokers. A stock exchange allows stock 
brokers for the stocks and other shares of trading firms. Only when it is listed on an 
exchange a stock can be purchased or sold. Thus, it is the stock buyers and sellers 
meeting place. 
 
Stock Exchange 

Throughout the global economy, the stock exchange plays a significant role 
throughout acting as the backbone of the new national economic structure. Stock 
exchanges help firms to collect funds to grow. They also have an opportunity for people 
to make corporate investments. In implementing stock trading stock exchanges show 
order and regulation. Stock exchanges provide the mechanism by which firms can raise 
funds necessary to expand their businesses. They will sell shares to the public for sale if 
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a corporation has a need to come up with funds. They do so by listing their stock shares 
in the market. 

 
 

Figure 1: Introduction to Stock Market 
 
Major Indian stock exchanges  

In India, there are two major stock exchanges, Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 
and National Stock Exchange (NSE), where the majority of the transactions take place 
.In addition to these two exchanges other global stock exchanges are there which 
includes the Bangalore Stock Exchange, the Madras Stock Exchange and so on, 
however these transactions no longer play a vital role. NSE is the largest stock exchange 
in India where shares of publicly traded companies can be purchased .It was established 
in 1992, and has been located in Mumbai .The NSE is given an index of flagships called 
NIFTY50. 
 

The index consists of top 50 firms, focused on their trade volume as well as 
market capitalization. This index is generally utilized by both Indian and global 
investors as the Indian capital markets barometer.BSE is Asia's first Stock Exchange and  
also the oldest in India. It was founded in 1875, and is in Mumbai.BSE Sensex is 
aleading benchmark on BSE. The output will analyze across key sectors of the 30 
biggest, most liquid and financially sound firms. 

 
Importance of Stock Market in the Economy 

Stock markets are an essential part of an economy in a region.The stock market 
plays a key role in the growth of industry and trade in the country, which eventually 
significantly impacts the economy of the country. That’s why government, industry, and 
even central banks in the country are keeping a close eye on what is going on the stock 
market. The stock market is important both from the business point of view as well as 
from the investor's perspective. Furthermore, the stock market is the leading source for 
every firm to raise funds to expand its firms. When an organization has to raise some 
money for the business, it will grant preferred shares which are essentially a part of the 
ownership in a company. To order to sell shares to order to have a place in the stocks, a 
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company must be mentioned on a capital market and through the main market of the 
stock exchange they must sell the shares and raise the profits for business purposes. 
The investors must support stock exchange brokers to take an investment strategy or sell 
the stockbrokers successfully conduct customer buy and sell orders and conclude 
transactions staying alive in trading stocks. The brokers essentially serve as the mediator 
between producers and consumers. If the client places a purchase order on the stock 
markets, the investment banks will retrieve a stock seller and then the purchase will be 
closed as well. Some of those happen on the stock exchange, and that is the demand and 
the provision of the stock of a company that determines the stock price of the actual 
company. 
 
Related Works 

In 2019, Sheikh Mohammad Idrees, M. AfsharAlam, Parul Agarwal has 
introduced a model of the ARIMA (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average) for 
stock market movement prediction. An ARIMA model is a uni-variate forecasting 
system determined to predict future values of a time series. This paper aims to develop 
an efficient ARIMA model that can predict Indian stock market volatility. Indian stock 
market data from the publicly accessible time series were used for the analysis. The 
expected time series was evaluated with the real-time series, which for both Nifty and 
Sensex implies on average about an average 5 percent percentage error variance. There 
are several measures that can be used the expected time series should be verified. 
However, they used the "ADF and the L-Jung box test" for validation purposes in this 
evaluation. They suggest that the ARIMA method is robust enough to handle statistical 
data and may in itself be very useful for predicting in various real-world areas such as 
environmental, finance, education and other practical areas. 

 
In 2019, A. Mohamed Ashik and K. Senthamarai Kannan proposed a model to 

automate the method of directing future stock-market indexes and provide assistance in 
selecting a better timing for stock purchases and sales .Box-Jenkins method gives an 
effective methodology for estimating the value of any variables used in this study. 
Nifty’s data from the originally listed sector is found to be non-stationary in the role of 
model construction, but first-order differentiation of all sector data is stationary. Then, 
by evaluating the BIC values of different observational ARIMA models, we got the 
lowest BIC values for the predicted values of specific sectors. From the results, it can be 
identified that for other Nifty closing stock price sectors the R-squared value impacting 
energy sector is (99 per cent) high and MAPE is (0.745) very low for other Nifty closing 
stock price sectors. 

 
In 2017, Dinesh Bhuriya, GirishKaushal, Ashish Sharma, Upendra Singh 

proposed a linear regression for predicting the TCS data to demonstrate that the 
proposed method is best suited to the opposite regression method and shareholders will 
invest in secrecy. This study aims to help business people and investment firms invest 
money in stocks. In the stock market the forecast plays a crucial role because of the 
competitive existence of the stock market. Based on the results, the Linear Regression 
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approach is better compared with other techniques of regression and the executives and 
shareholders can buy stock confidentially. 

 
In2015, S.S.Panigrahi, Dr.J.K.Mantri proposed a decision tree framework 

which has been used  to implement text-based decision tree. In this paper an attempt was 
made to introduce  a text-based decision tree from all discrete input variables rather than 
a numeric decision tree in which should have at least one discrete variable. The 
available historical data and other technical indicators measured over the BSE sensex 
and NSE nifty numerical data set have been translated and standardized by some rules 
and decision trees using C4.5 algorithm into textual form. 

 
In 2014, Ayodele A. Adebiyi., Aderemi O. Adewumi, Charles K. Ayo 

proposed a process of building predictive model using the ARIMA model. The New 
York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Nigeria Stock Exchange (NSE) has been used in 
the development of a predictive model of stock prices. This paper presents ARIMA 
model that builds comprehensive method for forecasting stock prices. The research 
findings with best ARIMA model demonstrated the ability of ARIMA models to predict 
stock prices on a short-term basis. This might guide stakeholders to invest effective 
strategic decisions on the stock market. ARIMA models should perform reasonably well 
in short-term prediction with the results obtained with evolving forecasting techniques. 

 
2. Machine Learning 

Machine learning (ML) is the principle that a software program can understand 
the new data without human input. Machine learning might have been a sub-area of 
computer science, related to the authority of IT technologies to autonomously browse 
for solutions to the problems by recognizing patterns in databases. The different 
machine learning data programs are built using a mathematical formula or runtime 
environment integrated in the operating system or computer. This code generator 
provides a framework that describes the information and predicts the information it is 
identifying. The system uses variables developed by the algorithm to develop patterns 
for decision- making process; the model uses parameters built into the algorithm to form 
patterns. 

 
Machine learning is an emerging computational model using various jobs in 

systems without using detailed instructions and having to rely on that instead of trends 
and assumptions. Machine learning algorithms generate a statistical method which is 
based on sample data, defined as "training data," so predictions or decisions could be 
made without complex task programming. It is the actual data obtained from the 
ongoing development process models with various APIs and algorithms to train the 
computer to automatically work. The test data were used to see how well the computer 
can predict on the basis of their training new responses. 

 
Machine learning implements two different approaches: Supervised learning 

which trains a system of defined input and output data such future outputs will be 
predicted, Unsupervised learning finds data inputs secret patterns. 
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Figure 2: Machine-learning methods 

 
Supervised learning creates a model in the conditions of uncertainty where it 

makes proof-based predictions. It builds predictive models through the use of 
classification and regression techniques. 

 
 Classification: A classification problem is that when the output variable for 

instance is a category, such as “red” or “blue”, “disease” or “no disease”. 
 Regression: A Regression problem is when the value of the output variable is real,, 

such as “dollars” or “weight”. 
The primary goal of unsupervised learning is to develop the underlying structure or 
security and reliability to generate more relevant data about the outcomes. The 
problems of unsupervised learning could be further categorized into clustering and 
association problems. 

 Clustering: A clustering problem is where we would like to identify the categories 
inherent in the data, such as purchasing behavior by grouping customers. 

 Association: A problem with association learning rules is that we want to find rules 
that determine large parts of their data, like person purchasing X also prefer 
purchasing Y. 
 

3. Support Vector Machines 
  Support Vector Machine (SVM) is indeed a supervised machine learning 
algorithm which can be used as regression and classification problems. Mostlyused in 
classification problems. It can solve both linear and non-linear challenges and function 
well for many fundamental issues. Each data item is obtained by plotting as a point 
through n-dimensional space (where n is the number of features we have) through the 
SVM algorithm, the value within each feature will also be the value of a provided 
coordinate. It makes use of a method called the kernel trick to process the data and then 
determines an optimal boundary between potential outputs based on those 
transformations. 
 
4. Methodology 

In this paper, with the aid of supporting vector machine algorithm, we are 
going to predict the returns from invested amount by selecting specific stock market. 
To implement this project we are using two Modules 
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Investment Manager Module:  Investment Manager logs into the application using the 
username as 'manager' and the password as 'manager' and then choose stock name and 
select the start date and end date to predict returns and generate a report. 
 
Analyst: Analyst module uses the username as 'analyst' and the password as 'analyst' to 
log in to the application and then view all the reports generated by investment manager. 
Analyst will display investment returns for that selected stock by selecting the name of a 
company. 
 
Install python 3.7 to run this project, and install packages 
pip install numpy 
pip install pandas 
pip install matplotlib 
pip install django 
python manage.py runserver command is used to run the application 
 
5. Results 

For the analysis of results we consider the global financial data by selecting 
AT&T Telecommunication Company which consists of attributes such as Date, Open, 
High, Low, Close, Adj Close, and Volume. We can access the data through 
http:/in.finance.yahoo.com 

  
The selected CSV dataset file will load into the algorithm then out of 2518 

dataset values only 70 % data can be used for the training SVM classifier and the 
remaining 30 % gives input to the test process. By considering the input data in the 
SVM algorithm, it will be preprocessed and generates the graph as shown below. 

 
Figure 3: Stock Dataset for AT&T Telecommunications Company 

 

 
 

Figure 4: SVM performance for AT&T Telecommunications Company prediction 
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Figure 5: Report for AT&T Telecommunications Company 

 
In figure 5 report generation is represented by stock market predictions, the 

first column contains date and second column is value of the invested amount and third 
column contains returns value and fourth column display stock returns whether it is 
profit or loss on that particular day. 

 
Based on the performance of the graph invested amount provides high 

efficiency which provides loss/profit for the particular returns generated. Analyst can 
analyze the returns for the specified stock selected by the investment manager. 

 
6. Conclusion And Summary 

Stock Market is a place where shares are exchanged by pubic listed companies. 
One of the most significant reasons to forecast the direction of the market is that it is 
assumed by most investors that the only time to invest in the market is when it increases. 
When the market falls, these investors will only want to stay away and return if they are 
sure that the market will rise again. In this project, we used the Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) algorithm to predict the stock market by using data from various global financial 
markets. We can train the data that helps to predict and forecast the n-days stock price 
by using stock dataset. The performance of the model attempts to estimate whether 
future stock prices will go up or down as compared to the value on that particular day. 
Based on the report produced the experimental results shows that the proposed SVM 
model can provide useful data for the investors. 

 
The Results shows the capital gain based on the reports which describe the 

profit / loss of the amount invested and returns based on the stock of the AT&T 
Telecommunications company 
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Abstract 

Based on the recommendation of an Expert Committee Ministry of Education 
has formed e-Shodh Sindhu merging three consortia initiatives, namely UGC-
INFONET Digital Library Consortium, NLIST and INDEST-AICTE Consortium. The 
e-Shodh Sindhu will continue to provide current as well as archival access to more 
than 10,000 core and peer-reviewed journals and a number of bibliographic, citation 
and factual databases in different disciplines from a large number of publishers and 
aggregators to its member institutions including centrally-funded technical institutions, 
universities and colleges that are covered under 12(B) and 2(f) Sections of the UGC 
Act. 

 
Keywords: E-Shodh Sindhu, UGC Infonet, Inflibnet, E-Journals, E-Resources. 
 
Introduction 

Modern libraries provides literature and information through electronic 
sources and online services to support the academic activity and satisfy the user’s 
information needs, so it is considered as the backbone of any research organization. 
The development of technology is changing the pattern of library resources and 
also changing the process of storage and retrieval in the digital environment from 
the traditional physical environment. Now the modern library is acquiring e-
resources through consortia approach. Consortia approach is one of the ways to 
maintain cooperation, coordination and collaboration between libraries for 
Resourcessharingandworkasatechnologyforcollectiondevelopmentandminimizethecost. 

 
Sri  Padmavati  Mahila Visvavidyalayam (University for Women)was founded in 
the year 1983 by Sri N.T.Rama Rao, the then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, with 
the fervent desire to train women students as better builders of the Nation and to 
inculcate skills of leadership in all aspects of life. The University was established 
under the Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam Act of 1983, which has come into 
force on the 14 of April 1983.It was started with ten faculties and 300 students and 
twenty staff members. Today the University has a student population nearly 4000 and 
an academic staff of 105 and 131 academic consultants. 
 
Objectives of study 
1. To look into the information search habits of Faculty Members and Research 
Scholars and PG Students using ICT facilities. 
2. To study the knowledge of Faculty Members, Research Scholars and PG Students 
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in use of E- Shodh Sindhu Consortium 
3. To know whether there is essential cooperation in terms of user orientation is 
available to the faculty members, PG Students and research scholars to use E-Shodh 
Sindhu Consortium. 
4.   To know regarding frequency of usage of E-Shodh Sindhu 

4. To know the purpose of usage of E-Shodh Sindhu 
5. To know about level of satisfaction in using E-Shodh Sindh 
6. To identify the problems in facing E-Shodh Sindhu 

 
Review of Literature 
1) Liao1 conducted a study on information seeking behavior of 
agricultural researchers as teachers in Taiwan. He investigated that the critical 
ways for the teachers to get needed Literature and the use pattern of information 
sources is primarily the primary sources of information 
2) Majid2 and Tan investigated the information needs and information seeking 
behavior of Computer engineering undergraduate students at Nanyang Technological 
University (NTU), Singapore. The purpose was to investigate the types of information 
sources used by the students, the information formats they preferred, the 
importance of and reasons for using certain Information sources and the use of 
various electronic information sources. A questionnaire was Distributed to 200 
randomly selected students and 102 completed questionnaires were returned. The 
study found that printed materials were the most preferred information format among 
the Students. The top five most preferred information sources, in the order of 
importance, were Books, lecturers, the Internet, friends and manuals. Unexpectedly, 
the use of databases and Electronic journals were quite low among the computer 
engineering students. The study Recommends a promotional  campaign  for  
int roducing elect ron ic in format ion 
3) Sbeba4 discusses agricultural information seeking behavior and use 
patterns among the African farmers and extension workers. Study suggests for 
establishment of agricultural Advisory board comprising both librarians and extension 
workers to make extensive use of Non book material as a means to overcome the 
handicap of illiteracy among farmers. 
4) UNESCO (1998) observed that the rapid breakthrough in new 
information and Communication technologies would further change the way 
knowledge was developed, acquired and delivered. It was also important to note that 
the new technologies have offered opportunities to innovate on course content and 
teaching methods and to widen access to higher learning. 
 
Methodology and Limitations 

As discussed above, the present study was confined to Sri Padmavathi Mahila 
University. 2301 post- graduate students, 483 research scholars are studying in the 
University. Further there are more than 231 Faculty members working in the 
university. Due to the limited time frame, a sample survey random 
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Technique used questionnaire method was adopted. Total 50 questionnaires 
were distributed to the faculty members and of which 40 faculty members were 
responded to the survey. Further, of the 100 research scholars to whom questionnaires 
were distributed, only 55 were responded to the present study, further 125 PG Students 
were distributed and 76 responded. The collected primary data is analyzed and 
discussed under. 
Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The data collected by the questionnaires were analyzed and Interpreted and 
present in Tables & Figures 

Table 1 Distribution of Respondents 
S.No Questionnaires 

distributed 
Questionnaires 

received 
Percentage 

Faculty 75 40 53.33% 
Research 
Scholars 

100 55 55.00% 

PG 
Students 

145 76 52.00% 

 
The study of data in Table 1 shows that 75 Questionnaires distributed among 

faculty members and 40 Questionnaires were received that amount to percentage of 
53.33 %. 100 Questionnaires were distributed among research scholars which include 
both full time and part time and 55 Questionnaires were received that amount to 55 % 
and 145 Questionnaires were distributed and 76 received which amount to 52.00%. 

 
Table 2 Internet Skills 

S.No Very Good Fair Uncertain Total 
Faculty 37(92.5%) 2(.05%) 1(.025%) 40 
Research 
Scholars 

40(72.0%) 12(21%) 3(.05%) 55 

PG 
Students 

45(59%) 20(26%) 11(14%) 76 

The study of data in Table 2 describe 92.5 % of faculty had very good Internet Skills 
.05% are fair and .02 % are uncertain. Regarding Internet skills for scholars 72 % had 
very good Internet Skills 21 % were fair and .05 % were uncertain with their internet 
skills. Regarding PG Students. 

Table 3 Awareness on E-ShodhSindhu 
S.No Faculty Research 

Scholars 
PG Students 

Yes 37 (92.5%) 52(94%) 30(39%) 
No 03(0.075%) 03(0.05%) 46(60%) 
Total 40 55 76 

Table 3 tells regarding awareness on E-Shodh Sindhu. 92.5 % faculty had awareness 
on E-Shodh Sindhu, 94% Scholars had awareness on E-Shodh Sindhu. 39 % of PG 
Students have awareness on E-Shodh Sindhu. 
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Table 4 Frequency of use of E-Shodh Sindhu 
Library Visit Faculty Research Scholars PG Students 
Daily 3 (7.5%) 25 (45%) 06(7%) 
Twice a Week 09(22.5%) 07(12.7%) 25(32%) 
once a Week 15(37.5%) 08(14.5%) 15(19.7%) 
Once in 
fortnight 

13(32.5%) 15(27%) 30(39%) 

Total 40 55 76 
 
Table 4 shows that 45% of Research Scholars visit library daily, 32 % of PG Students 
visit library twice a week 37.5% of faculty visits library once a week, 39 % of PG 
Students visit library once in a fortnight. 

Table 5 Search preference of respondents 
Search 
Preference of 
Respondents 

Faculty Research Scholars PG Students 

Author 15(37%) 5(9%) 14(18%) 
Title 19(47%) 15(27%) 28(36%) 
Subject 8(20%) 20(36%) 15(19%) 
Keyword 7(17%) 10(18%) 13(17%) 
Publisher 1(.025) 5(9%) 06(7%) 
Total 40 55 76 

Table 5 explains that 37% of faculty search by author, 47% of faculty search by Title, 
36% of research scholars search by subject, 18% of research scholars search by key 
word, 9% of research scholars search by publisher. Here we took only majority of 
respondents among different variables. 

Table 6 Purpose of using E-Shodh Sindhu 
Purpose Faculty Research 

Scholars 
PG Students 

To keep abreast with 
the latest 

developments 

5(12.5%) 7(12.7%) 5(6.5%) 

For research work11(27.5%) 19(34.5%) 15(19.7%) 
For prepare 

research article 
18(45%) 18(32.7%) 21(27.6%) 

For seminar, 
workshop, 

presentation 

6(15%) 13(23.6%) 35(46%) 

Total 40 55 76 
 
Table 6 explain us 45% of faculty use E-Shodh Sindhu for writing research article, 
34.7% of Research scholars use E-Shodh Sindhu for research work, 46% of PG 
Students use for seminar, workshop and presentation. 
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Table 7 Popular databases of E-Shodh Sindhu 
Popular 

Database 
Faculty Research 

Scholars 
PG Students 

Economic and 
Political weekly 

6(15%) 13(23.6%) 15(19.7%) 

ISID 11(27.5%) 7(12.7%) 5(6.5%) 
JCCC 5(12.5%) 18(32.7%) 21(27.6%) 
Springer Link 18(45%) 19(34.5%) 35(46%) 
Total 40 55 76 

Table 7 explain us 45% of faculty uses Springer link , 34.5% of research scholars uses 
Springer link and 46% of PG Students uses Springer link. 

Table 8 Problems Encountered while using E-Shodh Sindhu 
Popular Database Faculty Research 

Scholars 
PG Students 

Lack of 
knowledge to use 

2(5%) 10(18%) 20(26%) 

Lack of sufficient 
Internet nodes in 
University 
Library 

8(20%) 9(16%) 2(3%) 

Lack of 
accessibility toe-
Journal in 
Consortia 

5(12.5) 7(12.7%) 12(15.7%) 

Slow Internet 
bandwidth 

8(20%) 10(18%) 12(15.7%) 

Technical Problems 7(17.5%) 8(14.5%) 15(19.7%) 
Lack of relevant 
information 
sources 

4(10%) 6(11%) 8(20%) 

Lack of 
assistance by 
Library staff 

6(15%) 5(9%) 7(12.7) 

Total 40 55 76 
Table 8 explains regarding problems faced while using E-Shodh Sindhma here we took 
majority of respondents from different variables. 20% of faculty members complaint 
on low internet  speed, 18% of research scholars has problem with lack of knowledge 
to use and slow Internet speed, 15.7% PG Students have lack of Lack of accessibility 
to e-Journal in Consortia while 20% of faculty members complaint on low internet 
speed, 20% PG Students express Their view on lack of relevant information source, 
12.7% student’s complaint on lack of assistance by library staff. 
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Table 9 Opinion towards E-Shodh Sindhu Consortia Resources 
Opinion Faculty Research 

Scholars 
PG Students 

Excellent 6(15%) 13(23.6%) 15(19.7%) 
Very Good 11(27.5%) 7(12.7%) 5(6.5%) 
Good 5(12.5%) 19(34.5%) 21(27.6%) 
Poor 18(45%) 18(32.7%) 35(46%) 
Total 40 55 76 

 
Table 8 explain us respondents view while using E-Shodh Sindhu 23.6% of Research 
Scholars view as Excellent, 27.5% faculty view it as very good while 32.7% Research 
scholars view it as good while 46% PG Students express their view as Poor. 
 
Findings 
1) While responding to present study research scholars have shown more 

interest55% 
2) It is found that faculty had excellent Internet skills and majority of students are 

uncertain while using Internet. 
3) Research scholars are more aware regarding awareness on E-Shodh Sindhu 
4) Majority of research scholars use E-Shodh Sindhu on daily basis while majority 

off aculty use it as twice aweek 
5) Majority of faculty search by title while scholars search by subject and PG 

Students by Title only. 
6) Faculty use E-Shodh Sindhu for preparation of Article, Scholars uses it for 

research work while students use it for seminars and presentation. 
7) Regarding popularity faculty, scholars and PG Students use Springer link, 
8) Problems while accessing E-Shodh Sindhu faculty responds to Lack of sufficient 

Internet nodes in University Library, scholars respond to Slow Internet bandwidth, 
PG Students to Lack of knowledge to use. 

9) With regard to E-Shodh Sindhu Consortia Resources faculty have poor opinion, 
scholars & PG Students had good in opinion. 
 

Conclusion 
E-Shodh Sindhu not only reduces budgetary expenses of various university 

libraries but also increases quality of producing articles and research production. It is 
highly recommended for sufficient training programmes on continuous basis for every 
academic year. Respondents recommended inclusion of some publishers in databases. 
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Abstract  
 

B.P. Mandal, a visionary with a revolutionary zeal, had an instrumental role in 
placing India’s marginalised sections in an inclusive picture. The milieu in which he was 
born was that of colonial India, which was not only undergoing prejudices and 
subordination under the British rule, but was also facing massive communal, caste and 
gender biases within its own social fabric. His young, rebellious temperament refused to 
keep silent and shook the school and hostel administration by raising the issue and 
ensuring an end to such practices at a fundamental level. Mandal was a man of strong 
sense of self-worth, who stood his ground amidst everything unfavourable and chaotic. 
His hometown, as several other small pockets of India, was stained with social, 
educational and economic stigmas. In this concern after mandal movement the 
Backward class people came forwarded by the their leadership at gross root level. 
However, due to its location near Calcutta, the reforming drizzles of the Bengal 
Renaissance percolated in the region and sparked further interest in Mandal in his 
earnest endeavours towards social development. This research paper to be discussed 
Emergency of Backward castes Leadership in India. 

 
Key Words:  Community Renoissance, Active Politics, Gross root Politics, Other 

Backward Communities, Recommendations of the Commissions, 
Social Policies.  

 
 
Statement of the Problem 
 

The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to 
say thank you. In between, the leader is a servant.  

                                                                           —Max De Pree 

Mandal was a man of strong sense of self-worth, who stood his ground 
amidst everything unfavourable and chaotic. His hometown, as several other small 
pockets of India, was stained with social, educational and economic stigmas. 
However, due to its location near Calcutta, the reforming drizzles of the Bengal 
Renaissance percolated in the region and sparked further interest in Mandal in his 
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earnest endeavours towards social development. His skilled rhetoric and rationale 
soon secured him a place in the Bihar state assembly. He was not only intolerant of 
any practical execution of discriminatory actions but also rebuked any derogatory 
remarks made to belittle people belonging to the depressed classes. One such 
incident was when he retaliated against an upper-caste legislator who used the 
word gwala in the arena of the assembly to disparage his counterparts. V.P. Verma, 
the then speaker of the Bihar legislative assembly had to issue a notice condemning 
the use of the word which was identified as unparliamentary. 

His household was that of a politically active and socially vigilant 
background. He was only 23 when he became an unopposed member of the 
Bhagalpur district council in 1941. His father, Rasbihari Lal Mandal, was himself a 
social reformer. One of the founding members of Indian National Congress, he 
valiantly worked to eradicate the social ignominies associated with the caste system 
and estrangement on the bases of low social status from the social and political 
makeup. It was during the first general elections for the state assembly of Bihar in 
1952 that B.P. Mandal won the Madhepura assembly seat on a Congress ticket 
against Bhupendra Narayan Mandal, who represented the Socialist Party. Although 
Mandal was victorious against Bhupendra Narayan, he considered the latter as 
influential in formulating socialist notions and converting Madhepura into a breeding 
ground for socialism and its advances. Ram Manohar Lohia, another parliamentarian 
who lost against Nehru from the Phulpur constituency (near Allahabad) had high 
regards for Bhupendra Narayan and kept visiting Madhepura to support the models 
of socialism advocated by him, which further had an impact on Mandal’s political 
and social policies. 

Mandal made headlines in newspapers all across the nation for his audacious 
act in the Pama case, when local Rajput landlords of Pama village in Bihar attacked a 
Kurmi village, leading to police atrocities against backward class citizens. Mandal 
was pressurised to remove his plea for immediate government action against the 
police and compensation for the victims during the session of the Bihar assembly. He 
instantly left the treasury bench and joined the opposition bench to fight for the 
cause, which further humiliated the inactive ruling party. This action fetched him the 
post of president of the state parliamentary board of Ram Manohar Lohia’s Samyukta 
Socialist Party. He later won the Lok Sabha elections in Bihar on the ticket of the 
Samyukta Socialist Party and was appointed in-charge of the state government’s 
Ministry of Health. 

Later, he left the party due to differences with Lohia. He formed his new 
party named Shoshit Dal in March 1967. He took oath as the seventh chief minister 
of the state on February 1, 1968, a historic moment in the north Indian political 
scenario as Mandal became the first ever Shudra chief minister. Since he was an 
elected member of the Lower House, in order to take the post of chief minister, he 
was required to be a member of either house of the Bihar assembly. Satish Singh, an 
MLA of his party, was made the chief minister for four days before Mandal became a 
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member of the legislative council and took charge as chief minister. It was during his 
reign that another dramatic picture in the history of north Indian politics took place, 
wherein his ministry noticeably comprised OBCs in a majority over those belonging 
to upper castes. The radical shift in the representation paradigm during this short-
lived government – it lasted only 47 days – brought a new spirit in Indian politics. 
Later, Kansiram’s reiteration Jiski jitni sankhiya bhari, uski utni hissedari during the 
call for the implementation of the Mandal Commission’s report further emphasised 
the ideals of majority representation and its urgency as opposed to the monopoly of 
so-called savarna upper castes in the political domain who were a numerical 
minority. 

Mandal resigned as chief minister protesting Congress’s removal of the 
enquiry commission named ‘Aiyar Commission’, headed by T.L. Venkatarama 
Aiyar, to cater to the charges of corruption on several senior Congress leaders and 
ministers. Furthermore, in 1968, he contested and won the by-elections from the 
Madhepura parliamentary constituency without much challenge and became a Lok 
Sabha member. Again, in 1974, he joined hands with Jayaprakash Narayan and 
resigned from the assembly protesting a corrupt Congress administration. He became 
a Lok Sabha member again in 1977 on a Janata Party ticket from the Madhepura 
constituency. 

Backdrop of the Study 

Mandal’s longstanding anti-dogmatic stance and support for the depressed 
classes resulted in the formation of the ‘Mandal Commission’ or the ‘Backward 
Classes Commission’ under Prime Minister Morarji Desai on December 20, 
1978. Chaired by Mandal, the Commission intended to acknowledge and emancipate 
the socially or educationally backward classes of India and redress the issues of 
reservation for those facing caste-based discrimination. In 1980, OBCs (other 
backward classes) was recognised to be emancipated on the grounds of caste, 
economic and social markers, which further formed a majority of 52% of India’s 
population. A report of the Commission suggested a 27% reservation of jobs under 
the Central government and public sector undertakings for OBCs. A total of 49% 
reservation for SC, ST and OBC was thus conscripted as per the Supreme Court 
ruling. The Mandal Report which was submitted on December 31, 1980, to the then 
President of India Giani Zail Singh, substantiated its position on equality of 
opportunity with a beautiful lived example: 

The report thus underscores the need to identify and redress the loopholes in 
the social, educational and economic structures that are detrimental to a major 
section of the society. Furthermore, the implementation of the Mandal Commission 
report enshrined the idea of equal opportunity with fascinating opening lines which 
read: “There is equality only among equals. To equate unequals is to perpetuate 
inequality.” The Mandal Commission recommendation was not merely for 
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reservation as mass media has generally presented. It has instilled in the large Shudra 
masses a confidence that they are not worthless. It is perhaps this realisation and 
newly developed consciousness that, despite not having reserved seats for these caste 
groups in the assemblies and the parliament, the composition of the state assemblies 
and the central parliament, particularly the lower houses, dramatically changed after 
the implementation of the recommendation. Perhaps, for this precise reason, 
Christophe Jaffrelot termed Mandal movement as India’s silent revolution. 

Another path-breaking achievement of the Mandal Commission 
recommendation is the recognition of a section of the Muslim population, primarily 
those engaged in occupations like blacksmith, barber, washermen and cobbler among 
others, as OBC. The very categorisation of Muslim caste groups as OBCs punctures 
dogmatic communal binaries prevalent in India. So much so that the upper castes, 
while protesting against the Mandal Commission recommendation, made a mockery 
of these menial jobs and occupations with a broom in hand portraying that 
reservation in jobs for these caste groups will eventually push them into such menial 
occupations. Mandal, who took his final breath at the age of 64 in 1982 due to a 
heart-stroke, therefore had far-reaching consequences for this young nation. William 
Dalrymple has rightly observed that this movement in the 1990s in India has brought 
about a stake in power for the shudra castes and made them politically conscious: 
exactly what the civil rights movement did for the American blacks in 1960s. 

Emergency of Backward Communities 
 

The origin of the Indian caste system has many theories behind it. Some of 
them are religious, while others are biological. The religious theories explain that 
according to the Rig Veda, which is the ancient Hindu book, the primal man, Purush, 
destroyed himself to create a human society and the different parts of his body created 
the four different varnas. The Brahmins were from his head, the Kshatriyas from his 
hands, the Vaishyas from his thighs, and the Shudras from his feet. The Varna hierarchy 
is determined by the descending order of the different organs from which the Varnas 
were created. For example, Brahmans, who were derived from the head of Purush, are 
considered the intelligent and most powerful varna because of their wisdom and 
education and are a representation of the brain. In the same way, Kshatriyas, considered 
the warrior caste, were created by arms, which represent strength. Another religious 
theory claims that the Varnas were created from the body organs of Brahma, who is the 
creator of the world in Hinduism. 
 

The biological theory claims that all existing things inherit three one of three 
categories of qualities. Varna means different shades of texture or color and represents 
mental temper. There are three Gunas: Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. Sattva is white, Rajas 
is red, and Tamas is black. These in combination of various proportions constitute the 
group or class of people all over the world with temperamental differences. Sattva 
qualities include characteristics related to wisdom, intelligence, honesty, goodness, and 
other positive qualities. Rajas include qualities such as passion, pride, and valor. Tamas 
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are considered to acquire qualities that include dullness, stupidity, lack of creativity, and 
other negative qualities. People with different amounts of these inherent qualities end up 
adopting the appropriate occupation. According to this theory, the Brahmans usually 
inherit the Sattva qualities. They are serene and self-controlled and possess the quality 
of austerity. They are considered to have purity, uprightness and forbearance. Brahmans 
also have the will to acquire knowledge, wisdom, and faith. The Kshatriyas and 
Vaishyas inherit the Raja qualities, and the Shudras inherit the Tamas qualities (Daniel). 
The type of one’s actions, the quality of ego, the color of knowledge, the texture of 
one’s understanding, the temper of fortitude, and the brilliance of one’s happiness 
defines one’s Varna. 

 
Historically, however, it is believed that the caste system began with the arrival 

of the Aryans in India around 1500 BC. Of the many cultures that flourished in India, 
the literary records of the Indo-Aryan culture are not the earliest. They do, however, 
contain the first mention and a continuous history of the factors that make up the caste 
system. The Aryans came from southern Europe and northern Asia with fair skin that 
contrasted with the indigenous natives in India. When they arrived, their main contact 
was with the Dravidians. The only other culture whose records are dependable about the 
origins of the caste system are the Dravidians, but when that culture’s documents were 
put forwards, it had already been largely influenced by the Indo-Aryan tradition. 
Unfortunately, the Aryans completely disregarded their local cultures and began 
conquering regions all over north India. At the same time, the local people were pushed 
south towards jungles of mountains in north India. 

 
The Aryans possessed a particular principle of social ordering called Varna 

Vyavastha, which was based on the four hierarchical divisions of function in society. 
They were placed in order of decreasing importance: religious and educational 
functions, military and political functions, economic functions, and menial functions. 
The Aryans organized themselves in three groups. The first group, Rajayana (later 
changed to Kshatriya) were the warriors, which were followed by the Brahmans, who 
were the priests. These two groups constantly struggled for political leadership among 
the Aryans. Eventually, the Brahmans became the leaders of the Aryan society. The 
final group consisted of the farmers and craftmen, and were called the Vaishya. The 
Aryan conquerors subdued the locals and made them servants. In this process, the 
Vaishyas became the landlords and businessmen of the society and the locals became 
the peasants and craftsmen. 
 
Theoretical Perspective of Backward Caste 
 

In order to secure their status, the Aryans laid out social and religious rules 
which stated that only they were allowed to become priests, warriors, and businessmen 
of the society. Maharashtra, which is a state located in west India, is a great example. 
This region has been known by this name for hundreds of years, and many think that the 
meaning of its name is Great Land. But there are some who claim that the name 
Maharashtra is derived from the category called Mahar, who are considered to be the 
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original people of this region. These individuals were forced to adhere to the social and 
religious rules the Aryans laid out. In the caste hierarchy, the Mahars were outcasts 
because they were dark-skinned compared to the lightskinned Aryans. Skin color was an 
important indicator in determining an individual’s caste. As mentioned before, the word 
varna does not mean caste or class, but color. Having come across people who were 
very dark in color and had rather snub noses, the Aryans described the earlier settlers as 
“dark color,” as people without noses, and applied them to the term dasa, which in 
Iranian stood for “enemy”. 
 

Between the outcasts and the three Aryan varnas were the Shudras, who were 
simple workers of the society. The Shudras consisted of two communities: one 
community was of the locals who were subdued by the Aryans, and the other was the 
mix of Aryan and local descent. One of the main regulations the Aryans began with was 
the exclusion of these Shudras from their religious worship. Very early in their Indian 
history, the Aryans enjoined that the Shudras shall not practice the religious worship 
developed by them. The various factors that characterize caste-society were the result of 
the attempts on the part of the upholders of the Brahmanic civilization to exclude the 
aborigines and the Shudras from religious and social communion with themselves. In 
Hindu religious stories, there are many wars between the good Aryans and the dark-
skinned demons. Stories of demon women trying to seduce good Aryan men in 
deceptive ways are very prominent. Many believed that these incidences really occurred 
in which the Gods and the positive heroes were of Aryan origin and the demons were in 
fact the original residents of India who the Aryans themselves coined as devils and 
demons. 
 

As most of the societies in the world, India had a patriarchal system. Most of 
the time, the son inherited his father’s profession, which led to developing families, who 
acquired the same family profession for generations. Later on, as these families got 
bigger, they were seen as communities, or jat. Different families who professed the 
same profession developed social relations between them and organized as a jat. After a 
while, the Aryans who had created the caste system slowly began to add non-Aryans to 
their statuses. Different jats were integrated into the various varnas according to their 
profession. Other foreign invaders of ancient India—Greeks, Huns, Scythains, and 
others—conquered parts of India and created kingdoms. 
 

These were integrated with the Kshatriyas. Most of the communities that were 
in India before the arrival of the Aryans were categorized with the Shudras or were 
made outcasts depending on their occupations. The beginning of the Dalit varna began 
here, where the communities exercising polluting professions were made outcastes and 
considered as “untouchables.” Brahmans are very strict about cleanliness, and in the 
past people believed that diseases could be spread not only through physical touch but 
through the air as well. This is one of the reasons why Dalits were not allowed to touch 
the high caste community and were required to stand a certain distance away from the 
higher castes. 
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Around the 6th century, many individuals of the lower castes who were getting 
fed up of suppression turned to Buddhism. Buddhism actually began as a reaction to the 
violence of Hindu society, including the brutality of the caste system. Buddhism 
concentrates not on the society, but on the individual, thus separating religion from the 
interests of the ruling and dominance. In Buddhism, one is no longer born into a 
position due to past injustice. Although Buddhism does see life as pain and suffering 
and reincarnation as a renewal of this suffering, there is a potential escape. The Buddha, 
himself born into the warrior caste, was a severe critic of the caste system. Buddhism 
utterly rejects any system of caste, and it actually reached high levels of support during 
the rule of Ashoka, who adopted the Buddhist concept of ahimsa, or non violence, and 
its tendency toward greater equality. He ridiculed the priests who claimed to be 
superior, criticized the theological basis of the system, and he welcomed into his 
community people of all castes, including outcasts. His most famous saying on the 
subject was, “Birth does not make one a priest or an outcaste. Behavior makes one 
either a priest or an outcaste”. Even during the time when Buddhism was decaying in 
India and Tantrayana (another sect of Buddhism practiced after the 7th century) had 
adopted many aspects of Hinduism, it continued to welcome all castes.  
 
Religion, Culture, and Caste 
 

The division of castes constitutes one of the most fundamental features of 
India’s social structure. In Hindu society, caste divisions play a part in both actual social 
interactions and in the ideal scheme of values. Members of different castes are expected 
to behave differently and to have different values and ideals. These differences are 
sanctioned by the Hindu religion. Traditionally, the caste system of stratification in 
India was legitimized through classical Hindu religious texts, especially as interpreted 
by Brahmans). Hinduism is “as much of a social system as a religion…Its social 
framework has from very early times been the caste system, and this 
has…become…increasingly identified as Hinduism as such”. The caste system was 
rationalized in ancient India on various grounds. One of them was the justification in the 
Vedas. The caste system would not have found approval among the vedic people unless 
there was some reference to it in the Vedas. The Purushu Sukta in the 10th Mandala of 
the Rigveda describes how the castes came into existence: from different parts of the 
Purusha, the Cosmic Soul, at the time of a grand sacrifice performed by the gods. 
 

As mentioned earlier, the Brahmins came out of his mouth, the Kshatriyas 
from his arms, the Vaiyshas from his thighs, and the Shudras from his feet. Another 
justification derives from the theory of Karma. This concept rationalizes the caste 
system based on birth. It supports the argument that people of the lower castes have to 
blame themselves for their troubles and low status because of their bad Karma in their 
past life. The law of Karma states that the present condition of your soul, for example, 
confusion or serenity, is based on your decisions in the past and that you, as an 
individual, have made yourself what you are based on your actions. Also, your present 
thoughts, decisions, and actions determine your future life events, and these events can 
alter one’s Karma through natural, moral decision and action. Therefore, it is the notion 
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that “one’s particular duty is calibrated to the class into which one was born and the 
stage of life one is presently passing through”, and that one of the main entailments of 
the caste system is “the belief in karma and the cycle of rebirth whereby ones social 
position in this life is ethically determined by moral actions in past lives”. Since one of 
the main beliefs in Hinduism is that the consequences of your past decisions have 
determined your present state, reincarnation plays a huge role in the prevention of 
people revolting against the caste system. Reincarnation was created by the Aryans in 
order to justify the oppressive behavior they were imposing on the natives and to keep 
the people from rising up against the system. Reincarnation bolsters caste oppression in 
two ways. It justifies injustice, and deflects hopes for progress from this life to a “next 
life”. For the people on top of the caste system (the Brahmins), reincarnation justifies 
why they get the privilege of high-class birth. Those privileges were earned through 
virtuous behaviors in their past lives, and a privileged birth proves that one deserves 
privilege. For the people on the bottom, the Shudras and the untouchables, reincarnation 
justifies why they suffer for their low birth. They must have earned their suffering 
through sinful acts in past lives. In order to avoid a low-caste birth in their next life, 
Hindus who are born as Shudras or untouchables learned to support rather than oppose 
their own oppression. Hinduism teaches low-caste people that the way to improve their 
position in their next life is by leading a virtuous life this time around with no acts of 
deviance towards the caste system. 

 
As mentioned before, many in India who were oppressed (like the Shudras and 

the “untouchables”) joined anti-Brahmanical movements in order to take a stance 
against the discriminatory acts they were facing. Even in 1950, one of the primary 
reasons for the conversion to Buddhism in India during the 1950s under the leadership 
of B.R. Ambedkar was the caste system and the plight of the oppressed “untouchables”. 
Conversion to Buddhism seemed to be believed as the only means of emancipation from 
the injustices associated with the caste system. This is where the term Dalit derived 
from; those termed untouchables referred to themselves as the oppressed people, and the 
term is used to denote both pride in their community as well as resistance to 
exploitation. Sometime the oppressed Shudra castes and tribal groups also refer to 
themselves as Dalit. These Dalit activists rejected being defined as Hindus and 
supported the movement against social and economic injustice. 
 

It is unfortunate that although the original intent of Varnas was not to create 
caste, it has evolved into emphasizing the idea of the caste system. Varnas are 
conditioned with one’s actions and desires based on Gunas, but people have mistaken 
Varnas for caste and treat them as identical. Varnas are God created, whereas caste is 
man-made; it is simply a social institution and can easily be changed and modified 
according to changing needs of society. Casteby- birth was never the original intent r 
was it ever the basis upon which the Varnas were constituted; it was meant to have 
individuals engaging only in a field of activity that they are capable of doing. The Varna 
System stood on the basis of Gunas and karmas of the individual and has nothing to do 
with birth. Movements and Political Policies against Caste There were many 
movements and governmental actions that took place pre- and post-independence in 
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order to overcome and attempt to eliminate the inequalities and injustices associated 
with the caste system. During the national movement, Gandhi began using the term 
“Harijans” (God’s people) to refer to the untouchables in order to encourage a shift 
towards positive attitude towards the lower castes. Many lower caste members, 
however, found the term to be patronizing. The Census of India had started by the 
British in the late 19th century, and in 1935, “the British Government of India came up 
with a list of 400 groups considered untouchable, as well as many tribal groups, that 
would be accorded special privileges in order to overcome deprivation and 
discrimination. Those groups included on this list came to be termed Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes. In the 1970s, however, many leaders of castes considered 
untouchable started calling themselves Dalits”. The anti-caste Dalit movement began 
with Jyotirao Phule in the mid-19th century, and he started a movement for education 
and the upliftment of women, Shudra’s, and Dalits, and the movement spread to many 
parts of India. He also worked to abolish the idea of “untouchability,” which meant 
getting rid of restrictions on entry into temples, and finding a place for Dalits within 
Hinduism. After 1910, however, Dalit leaders started focusing on distancing themselves 
from Hinduism and began to advocate for a separate electorate for the Dalits. But 
Gandhi, who was one of the leaders of the Indian National Congress, tried to instead 
encourage the incorporation of Dalits as part of reformed Hinduism.  
 
Leadership of Downtrodden 

 
Another prominent movement was the Dalit movement under B.R. Ambedkar, 

which began between the 1920s and 1930s. He campaigned for greater rights for Dalits 
in British India, and even after independence. Both Ambedkar and Gandhi were 
advocates for the abolishment of the caste system, but they disagreed on the means to go 
about it. Gandhi believed “untouchability to be a moral issue that could be abolished 
through goodwill and change of heart among the upper-caste Hindus” (Sekhon, 48). 
Ambedkar, however, believed that “the subordination of Dalits was primarily economic 
and political, and could only be overcome by changing the social structure through 
legal, political, and educational means”. Ambedkar did receive constitutional guarantees 
after independence that reserved a certain percentage of seats in elections for Dalits, but 
by the mid-1950s, Ambedkar was not satisfied by the rate of implementation of the 
measures. He therefore resigned from government and began to recruit Dalits to seek 
rights. In 1956, he encouraged around six million Dalits to convert to Buddhism “as a 
means of escaping the social stigma of untouchability within the Hindu caste system”. 
During the 1970s, the Dalit Panthers movement sprouted up among the younger 
generation of Dalits along with other social movements in India, and their movement 
expressed their anger and frustration at the failure of implementation regarding policies 
that would eliminate acts of violence against Dalits by upper-caste Hindus in many parts 
of urban and rural India. 
 

There are three main categories of people that have been identified as eligible 
for preferential policies that reserve seats in legislatures, in government jobs, in public 
sector enterprises, and in state-supervised educational institutions, in terms of their 
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population proportion in their area. They have also been promised special programs 
(such as health care legal assistance, allotment of land, scholarships, loans, and grants) 
and are legally protected against discrimination (such as debt, forced labor, and 
untouchability). The first group is the Scheduled Castes (SCs), which includes 
communities who are considered to be untouchables. The second are the Scheduled 
Tribes (STs). This category includes in it those communities who did not accept the 
caste system and preferred to reside deep in the jungles, forests, and mountains of India, 
away from the main population. The Scheduled Tribes are also called Adivasi, meaning 
aboriginals. The third is the Other Backward Classes (OBCs), which includes in it castes 
who belong to the Shudra Varna, former untouchables who converted from Hinduism to 
other religions, and nomads and tribes who made a living from criminal acts. They are 
considered to be affected by “backwardness” based on social and economic 
disadvantages. It is not clear, however, what criterion identifies OBCs and there is an 
ongoing disagreement over whether to assign people this status on the basis of caste or 
on economic criteria. The problem with this is that caste and economic status have been 
largely correlated in the past, and even now, caste-based prejudice and discrimination 
hinder economic advancement for the lower castes. In the 1960s, the reservation system 
for SCs and STs began, but the individual states were the ones that were to determine 
which would be identified as OBCs. Many southern states identified economically 
disadvantaged castes as OBCs, but there has been considerable opposition to 
implementing these policies in other Indian states. The Central Government appointed a 
commission headed by B.P. Mandal to look into the issue, and by 1978, the Mandal 
Commission report was completed. It was concluded that caste was the main 
contributing factor to social and economic backwardness. Many seats in state 
institutions were reserved for the three groups. The Commission recommended that 27 
percent of seats be reserved for OBCs, in addition to 15 percent for SCs and 7 percent 
for STs. 
 

Unfortunately, the government did not implement these policies in fear of large 
scale opposition from the people, but in 1990, the Janata Dal government “attempted 
partial implementation of recommendations leading to widespread unrest and opposition 
from middle- and upper-caste youths, intellectuals, and elites”. 
 
Backward Caste Leadership in Modern India 
 

Relationships between castes have become more relaxed today. There is more 
food sharing between castes and a lot more eating done at local restaurants where caste 
distinctions are less likely to be made. One of the biggest changes that took place in 
India was occupational pursuits among men.. Earlier, most men did not veer away from 
their caste-linked occupations, such as blacksmithing and pottery making. Many have 
now taken up newer occupations that do not relate to their caste, such as government 
jobs, teaching, retail and services, and machine repair. Wealth and power in the village 
is now less associated with caste than before, and landownership has become more 
diversified. Also, the idea that purity and pollution is caused by the lower castes has 
diminished a good amount. It has, however, only somewhat diminished in the public, 
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whereas behind closed doors and on ceremonial occasions, purification rituals related to 
caste status are still observed. Endogamy is still enforced among families, but not as 
strict as before. A women’s status is still significantly tied to the status of the male, but 
education and awareness of equalization for women has widely spread throughout India. 
In rural areas, movement out of caste specializing occupations and access to resources is 
still difficult and slow for the lower castes, but in urban areas, caste is now a less 
significant part of daily life. Although discrimination on the basis of caste has been 
outlawed in India, caste has become a means for competing for access to resources and 
power in modern India, such as educational opportunities, new occupations, and 
improvement in life chances. This trend is connected to India’s preferential policies and 
the implementation of these policies. Implementation has been very uneven in the midst 
of debates and controversies over the preferential policies, but they have still had a very 
significant impact on many sections among the lower castes and classes. There has been 
an increase in representation of SCs, STs, and OBCs in elected offices and they have 
acquired strong local support. They have also become an important element in electoral 
politics and have gone on to form strong political parties in various regions. People from 
these disadvantaged groups have largely made their way into government jobs as well as 
all levels of educational institutions. 

 
Unfortunately, however, only a relatively small proportion of the lower castes 

have benefited from these preferential policies. Even thought there is an increasing 
acceptance of lower-caste individuals, there is also more overt hostility and violence 
expressed against the lower castes and classes in many parts of India. For example, in 
parts of Bihar, which is a state in eastern India, upper-caste landowners formed a private 
army in 1994 called the Ranvir Sena to “protect” themselves from the lower castes. 
Although this was outlawed, the Ranvir Sena had carried out 20 massacres of Dalits by 
early 1999. Hostility is also expressed by the many people who support the removal of 
reserved government jobs and in institutions for technical education, particularly on the 
part of many from the traditionally higher castes who are economically disadvantaged. 
Individual achievements, merit, as well as economic position are also still significantly 
affected by caste. 

 
Summing up 
 

The Indian caste system has played a significant role in shaping the 
occupations and roles as well as values of Indian society. Religion has been the constant 
push towards this stratification system for centuries, beginning with the Aryans and 
continuing down a long road of unfortunate discrimination, segregation, violence, and 
inequality. Hinduism was the backbone of the purity pollution complex, and it was the 
religion that influenced the daily lives and beliefs of the Indian people. Even after sixty-
three years of independence, Indians continue to be in the grip of caste consciousness. 
Historically, India has been surviving as a nation for millennia with closed groups 
divided by caste, creed and language. Work was divided and each had his allotted task 
since birth, and heredity of occupation was a rule that played a big role in the economics 
of urban and rural life. Mobility of occupation or caste was restricted, and an individual 
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leaving the occupation of his ancestors in order to follow his or her own path was rarely 
witnessed. It can be seen that caste continues to play an important role in the dynamic of 
social and political interactions within India. However, the relationship between caste 
and hereditary occupations has become less significant now, and there are fewer 
restrictions on social interaction among castes, especially in urban areas. The present 
Indian society is moving from its closed systems towards a state of change and 
progression marked by the assertion of the human spirit irrespective of castes and 
creeds. Numerous movements challenging then injustices associated with the caste 
system have encouraged individuals in India to be more civil towards other caste 
members. Many of the lower castes have gained a lot from the partial elimination of the 
caste system, and India should be applauded for its constant effort to eradicate this 
system of stratification from its culture. It is, however, important to look at the 
importance of how caste status has affected the quality of life and social mobility in 
India today. 
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 Care ethics, also known as ‘the ethics of care’, is a moral theory that implies that there is 
a moral significance in the fundamental elements of relationships and dependencies in 
human life. As its goal, care ethics seeks to maintain relationships by contextualizing 
and promoting the well-being of care-givers and care-receivers in a network of social 
relations.  Care ethics is regarded   as a practice or virtue rather than a theory. The Word 
‘care’ here involves maintaining the world of, and meeting the needs of, ourselves and 
others. This theory builds on the motivation to care for those who are dependent and 
vulnerable, and it is inspired by both memories of being cared for and the idealizations 
of self.  The emergence of care ethics as a distinct moral theory is most often attributed 
to the works of psychologist Carol Gilligan and philosopher Nel Noddings in the mid-
1980s. Both of them charged the approach of traditional moral theories with male bias 
and put forward the ‘voice of care’ as a legitimate alternative to the ‘justice perspective’ 
of liberal human rights theory. Annette Baier, Virginia Held, Eva Feder Kittay, Sara 
Ruddick, and Joan Tronto are some of the most influential among the many contributors 
to care ethics. Although care ethics is not synonymous with feminist ethics, much has 
been written about care ethics as a feminine and feminist ethic, in relation to 
motherhood, international relations, and political theory. Care ethics is widely applied to 
a number of moral issues and ethical fields, including caring for animals and the 
environment, bioethics, and more recently public policy. Originally conceived as most 
appropriate to the private and intimate spheres of life, care ethics has branched out as a 
political theory and social movement aimed at broader understanding of, and public 
support for, care-giving activities in their breadth and variety. 

Definitions of Care 

Care is difficult to define as it depends on contextual  considerations. At least 
three distinct but overlapping meanings of care have emerged in recent decades—an 
ethics defined in opposition to justice, a kind of labor, and a particular relationship. 
However, in the literature of care ethics, ‘care’ is most often defined as a practice, value, 
disposition, or virtue, and is frequently portrayed as an overlapping set of concepts. 
Virginia Held observes that care is a form of labor, but also an ideal that guides 
normative judgment and action, and she characterizes care as “clusters” of practices and 
values. One of the most popular definitions of care, offered by Joan Tronto and Bernice 
Fischer, construes care as a species of activity that includes everything we do to 
maintain, contain, and repair our ‘world’ so that we can live in it as well as possible. 
The ‘world’ here includes our bodies, ourselves, and our environment. This definition 
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posits care fundamentally as a practice. Joan Tronto identifies four sub-elements of care 
that can be understood simultaneously as stages, virtuous dispositions, or goals. These 
sub-elements are: (1) attentiveness, a proclivity to become aware of need; (2) 
responsibility, a willingness to respond and take care of need; (3) competence, the skill 
of providing good and successful care; and (4) responsiveness, consideration of the 
position of others as they see it and recognition of the potential for abuse in care.  
Tronto’s definition is praised for how it admits to cultural variation and extends care 
beyond family and domestic spheres, but it is also criticized for being overly broad, 
counting nearly every human activity as care. 

 Diemut Bubeck narrows the definitional scope of care by emphasizing personal 
interaction and dependency. She describes care as an emotional state, activity, or both, 
that is functional, and specifically involves the meeting of needs of one person by 
another where face-to-face interaction between care and cared for is a crucial element of 
overall activity, and where the need is of such a nature that it cannot possibly be met by 
the person in need herself. Bubeck thus distinguishes care from “service”, by stipulating 
that “care” involves meeting the needs for others who cannot meet their needs 
themselves, whereas “service” involves meeting the needs of individuals who are 
capable of self-care. She also holds that one cannot care for oneself, and that care does 
not require any emotional attachment. Maurice Hamington and Daniel Engster make 
room for self-care in their definitions of care, but focus more precisely on special bodily 
features and end goals of care (Hamington, 2004; Engster, 2007). Hamington focuses on 
embodiment, stating that care denotes an approach to personal and social morality that 
shifts ethical considerations to context, relationships, and affective knowledge in a 
manner that can only be fully understood if care’s embodied dimension is recognized. 
Care is committed to flourishing and growth of individuals, yet acknowledges our 
interconnectedness and interdependence. Engster develops a “basic needs” approach to 
care, defining care as a practice that includes everything we do to help individuals to 
meet their vital biological needs, develop or maintain their basic capabilities, and avoid 
or alleviate unnecessary or unwanted pain and suffering, so that they can survive, 
develop, and function in society. Although care is often unpaid, interpersonal, and 
emotional work, Engster’s definition does not exclude paid work or self-care, nor 
require the presence of affection or other emotion. Although these definitions emphasize 
care as a practice, not all moral theorists maintain this view. Alternatively, care is 
understood as a virtue or motive. James Rachels, Raja Halwani, and Margaret McLaren 
have argued for categorizing care ethics as a species of virtue ethics, with care as a 
central virtue. The idea that that care is best understood as virtuous motives or 
communicative skills is endorsed by Michael Slote who equates care with a kind of 
motivational attitude of empathy, and by Selma Sevenhuijsen, who defines care as 
“styles of situated moral reasoning” that involves listening and responding to others on 
their own terms. Some ethicists prefer to understand care as a practice more 
fundamental than a virtue or motive because doing so resists the tendency to 
romanticize care as a sentiment or dispositional trait, and reveals the breadth of caring 
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activities as globally intertwined with virtually all aspects of life. Overall, care 
continues to be an essentially contested concept, containing ambiguities that reveal the 
complexity and diversity of the ethical possibilities of care. 

Care Ethics as Feminist Ethics 

 Care ethics presents a feminine perspective of viewing and solving ethical issues and 
hence care ethics, feminine ethics, and feminist ethics are often treated as synonymous. 
But although they overlap, these are discrete fields in that although care ethics connotes 
feminine traits, not all feminine and feminist ethics are care ethics, and the necessary 
connection between care ethics and femininity has been subject to rigorous challenge. 
The idea that there may be a distinctly woman-oriented, or a feminine approach to 
ethics, can be traced far back in history. Attempts to legitimate this approach gained 
momentum in the 18th and 19th centuries, fueled by some suffragettes, who argued that 
granting voting rights to (white) women would lead to moral and social improvement. 
Central assumptions of feminine ethics are that women are similar enough to share a 
common perspective, rooted in the biological capacity and expectation of motherhood, 
and that the typical feminine traits include compassion, empathy, nurturance, and 
kindness.  

 On a critical    note it is acknowledged that women are diverse, and that some men 
exhibit equally strong tendencies to care and therefore care ethics is neither solely nor 
uniquely feminine. Many women, in reality and in myth, in both contemporary and past 
times, have not exhibited care. Other factors of social identity, such as ethnicity and 
class, have also been found to correlate with care thinking. Nonetheless, care has 
pervasively been assumed to be a symbolically feminine trait and perspective, and many 
women resonate with a care perspective. Alison Jaggar characterizes a feminist ethics as 
one which exposes masculine and other biases in moral theory, understands individual 
actions in the context of social practices, illuminates differences between women, 
provides guidance for private, public, and international issues, and treats the experiences 
of women respectfully, but not uncritically.  While most theorists agree that it is 
mistaken to view care ethics as a “woman’s morality”, the best way to understand its 
relation to sex and gender is disputed.   Slote develops a strictly gender neutral theory of 
care on the grounds that care ethics can be traced to the work of male as well as female 
philosophers.   In contrast, Held, Kittay, and Tronto draft more robust overlaps between 
care and feminist theory, retaining yet challenging the gender-laden associations of care 
with language like “mothering persons” or “dependency workers”. While cautious of 
the associations between care and femininity, they find it useful to tap the resources of 
the lived and embodied experiences of women, a common one which is the capacity to 
birth children.  As it currently stands, care ethicists agree that women are positioned 
differently than men in relation to caring practices, but there is no clear consensus about 
the best way to theorize sex and gender in care ethics. 
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In Relation to Other Ethical Theories 

 Care ethics originally developed as an alternative to the moral theories of Kantian 
deontology and Utilitarian consequentialism, but it is thought to have affinities with 
numerous other moral theories, such as African ethics, David Hume’s sentimentalism, 
Aristotelian virtue ethics, the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, Levinasian ethics, and 
Confucianism. The most pre-dominant of these comparisons has been between care 
ethics and virtue ethics, to the extent that care ethics is sometimes categorized as a form 
of virtue ethics, with care being a central virtue. The identification of caring virtues 
fuels the tendency to classify care ethics as a virtue ethic, although this system of 
classification is not universally endorsed. Philosophers note a number of similarities 
between Care ethics and Confucian ethics. Both are characterized as forms of virtue 
ethics. Both theories emphasize relationship as fundamental to being, eschew general 
principles, highlight the parent-child relation as paramount, view moral responses as 
properly graduated, and identify emotions such as empathy, compassion, and sensitivity 
as prerequisites for moral response. The most common comparison is between the 
concepts of care and the Confucian concept of jen/ren. Ren is often translated as love of 
humanity, or enlargement. Several authors argue that there is enough overlap between 
the concepts of care and ren to judge that care ethics and Confucian ethics are 
remarkably similar and compatible systems of thought. 

ISSUES IN CARE ETHICS 

Maternalism 

 As a theory rooted in practices of care, care ethics emerged in large part from analyses 
of the reasoning and activities associated with mothering. Although some critics caution 
against the tendency to construe all care relations in terms of a mother-child dyad, 
Ruddick and Held use a maternal perspective to expand care ethics as a moral and 
political theory. In particular, Ruddick argues that “maternal practice” yields specific 
kinds of thinking and supports a principled resistance to violence.  Ruddick observes 
that a mother should never support violence and war because it threatens the goals and 
substance of care. She defines a mother as a person who takes responsibility for 
children’s lives and for whom providing child care is a significant part of his or her 
working life. Ruddick stipulates that both men and women can be mothers. She 
identifies the following metaphysical attitudes, cognitive capacities, and virtues 
associated with mothering:  

 Preservative love (work of protection with cheerfulness and humility),  
 Fostering growth (sponsoring or nurturing a child’s unfolding), and 
 Training for social acceptability (a process of socialization that requires conscience 

and a struggle for authenticity). 
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Ruddick reasons that mothers should oppose a sharp division between masculinity and 
femininity as untrue to children’s sexual identities. In so doing, mothers should 
challenge the rigid division of male and female aspects characteristic of military 
ideology because it threatens the hope and promise of birth. Ruddick creates a feminist 
account of maternal care ethics that is rooted in the vulnerability, promise, and power of 
human bodies, and that by resisting cheery denial, can transform the symbols of 
motherhood into political speech. 

International Relations 

Fiona Robinson develops a critical ethics of care that attends to the relations of 
dependency and vulnerability that exist on a global scale.  Robinson’s analysis expands 
the sentiment of care to address the inequalities within current international relations by 
promoting a care ethic that is responsive and attentive to the difference of others, 
without presuming universal homogeneity.   She argues that universal principles of right 
and wrong typically fail to generate moral responses that alleviate the suffering of real 
people. But she is optimistic that a feminist phenomenological version of care ethics can 
do so by exploring the actual nature, conditions, and possibilities of global relations.  
She finds that the preoccupation with the nation state in cosmopolitanism and 
communitarianism, and the enforced global primacy of liberal values such as autonomy, 
independence, self-determination, and others, has led to a ‘culture of neglect’. This 
culture is girded by a systemic devaluing of interdependence, relatedness, and positive 
interaction with distant others. A critical ethic of care understands the global order not 
as emerging from a unified or homogeneous humanity, but from structures that exploit 
differences to exclude, marginalize and dominate.  Held is hopeful that care ethics can 
be used to transform international relations between states, by noticing cultural 
constructs of masculinity in state behaviors, and by calling for cooperative values to 
replace hierarchy and domination based on gender, class, race and ethnicity. 

Political Theory 

  As a political theory, care ethics examines questions of social justice, including 
the distribution of social benefits and burdens, legislation, governance, and claims of 
entitlement. One of the earliest explorations of the implications of care ethics for 
feminist political theory was in Seyla Benhabib’s article “The Generalized and the 
Concrete Other:  The Kohlberg-Gilligan Controversy and Feminist Theory” (Benhabib, 
1986). Here, Benhabib traces a basic dichotomy in political and moral theory drawn 
between the public and private realms. Whereas the former is thought to be the realm of 
justice, the social and historical, and generalized others, the latter is thought to be the 
realm of the good life, the natural and atemporal, and concrete others. The former is 
captured by the favored metaphor of social contract theory and the “state of nature”, 
wherein men roam as adults, alone, independent, and free from the ties of birth by 
women. Benhabib traces this metaphor, internalized by the male ego, within the political 
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philosophies of Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and John Rawls, and the moral theories of 
Immanuel Kant and Lawrence Kohlberg. She argues that under this conception, human 
interdependency, difference, and questions about private life become irrelevant to 
politics. 

 The earliest substantial account of care as a political philosophy is offered by Tronto, 
who identifies the traditional boundary between ethics and politics as one of three 
boundaries  which serves to stymie the political efficacy of a woman’s care ethic, (the 
other two being the boundary between the particular and abstract/impersonal moral 
observer, and the boundary between public and private life) (Tronto, 1993). Most of the 
articulators of care ethics examine the relevance of care ethics to the political issues of 
welfare policy, restorative justice, political agency, and global business. The most 
comprehensive articulation of care ethics as a political theory is given by Engster, who 
defends a need based account of moral obligation (Engster, 2007). Engster’s “minimal 
capability theory” is formed around two major premises—that all human beings are 
dependent upon others to develop their basic capabilities, and that in receiving care, 
individuals tacitly and logically become obliged to care for others. Engster understands 
care as a set of practices normatively informed by three virtues: attention, 
responsiveness, and respect. Defining care as everything we do to satisfy vital biological 
needs, develop and sustain basic capabilities, and avoid unnecessary suffering, Engster 
applies these goals to domestic politics, economic justice, international relations, and 
culture. Engster holds governments and businesses responsible for offering economic 
provisions in times of sickness, disability, frail old age, bad luck, and reversal of 
fortune, for providing protection, health care, and clean environments, and for 
upholding the basic rights of individuals. He calls for businesses to balance caring and 
commodity production by making work and care more compatible, although he 
surmises that the goals of care need not fully subordinate economic ends such as 
profitability. 

Applied Care Ethics 

 Care ethics has been applied to a number of timely ethical debates, including 
reproductive technology, homosexuality and gay marriage, capital punishment, political 
agency, hospice care, and HIV treatment, as well as aspects of popular culture, such as 
the music of U-2 and The Sopranos. It increasingly informs moral analysis of the 
professions, such as education, medicine, nursing, and business, spurring new topics and 
modes of inquiry. It is used to provide moral assessment in other ethical fields, such as 
bioethics, business ethics, and environmental ethics. Perhaps because medicine is a 
profession that explicitly involves care for others, care ethics was quickly adopted in 
bioethics as a means for assessing relational and embodied aspects of medical practices 
and policies. Susan Sherwin and Rosemary Tong consider how feminist ethics, 
including an ethic of care, provides new insights into contraception and sterilization, 
artificial insemination and in vitro fertilization, surrogacy, and gene therapy. Care ethics 
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is also applied by other authors to organ transplantation, the care of high risk patients, 
artificial womb technologies, advanced directives, and the ideal relationships between 
medical practitioners and patients. 

 

Movements of Care Ethics 

 The number of social movements organized around the concerns highlighted in care 
ethics are on the rise.  In 2000, Deborah Stone called for a national care movement in 
the U.S. to draw attention to the need for social programs of care such as universal 
health care, pre-school education, care for the elderly, improved foster care, and 
adequate wages for care-givers. In 2006, Hamington and Dorothy Miller compiled a 
number of essays concerning the theoretical understanding and application of care ethics 
to public life, including issues of welfare, same-sex marriage, restorative justice, 
corporate globalization, and the 21st century mother’s movement (Hamington and 
Miller, 2006). A number of formal political organizations of care exist, most of them on 
the internet, which variously center on themes of motherhood, fatherhood, health care, 
care as a profession, infant welfare, the woman’s movement, gay and lesbian rights, 
disability, and elder care. These organizations work to disseminate information, 
organize care advocates on key social issues, and form voting blocks. Of those focused 
around mothering, one of the most prominent is MomsRising.org, organized by Joan 
Blades, one of the original founders of MoveOn.org, and Kristin Rowe-Finkbeiner. 
Others include: The Mothers Movement Online, Mothers Ought to Have Equal Rights, 
the National Association of Mothers’ Centers, and Mothers and More. Judith Stadtman 
Tucker notes that problems with some mother’s movements include an overly exclusive 
focus on the interests of white, middle class care-givers, and an occasional lack of 
serious-mindedness, but she is also hopeful that care movements organized around 
motherhood can forge cultural transitions, including shorter work weeks, universal 
health care unhitched from employment, care leave policies, and increased levels of care 
work performed by men and states. 

Conclusion 

 Over the last three decades Care Ethics has effectively emerged as a counter perspective 
to traditional ethics. Care ethics lays emphasis on principals that traditional ethics has 
overlooked for centuries.  By introducing care, dependency, motherhood and the like as 
its foundational values,  care ethics has brought in a new paradigm of thought that is 
best  suited for the peaceful progress of the life on earth. The ethical theories of social 
contract, deontology and utilitarianism sowed  the seeds of dominance and exploitation 
which have characterized ethics and politics for centuries. They have only contributed to 
an escalation of violence and hatred that has now become a serious threat to the very 
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existence of life on earth. What is needed to  counter this situation  is an ethical 
paradigm that has a different  set of foundational values. From the values of  love, care, 
interdependence and motherhood, violence  and hatred can never emerge. The 
multifarious applications of care ethics since the  turn of the new millennium  has 
proved that care ethics has emerged as ‘the voice of the  marginalized’. Care ethics can 
be summarized as an attempt to create a better world – one that ensures lasting peace 
and prosperity. 
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Abstract 

 In this current study, we have deposited high photosensitivity 
Cu2S photodetector by chemical bath deposition (CBD) technique. The 
effect of annealing on the structural, optical and electrical properties of 
Cu2S film was studied. XRD studies indicated the as-deposited film was 
hexagonal structure while the film annealed at temperature 2000C 
showed cubic structure. Calculated lattice parameters were in good 
agreement with the standard data. The grain size of as-deposited and 
annealed Cu2S thin films was  found to be 41.51 nm and 40.87 nm, 
respectively. Field emission scanning electron micrographs of as-
deposited and annealed Cu2S film showed that the surface was composed 
of nanorods and nanoparticles. The elemental analysis showed that the 
material was only composed of copper (Cu) and sulfur (S) along with 
ITO substrate. A UV–Visible absorbance spectrum indicated that direct 
allowed transition with bandgap about 2.25 eV for as-deposited film and 
2.36 eV for the annealed thin film was observed. I-V measurement 
studies showed that the change in current was calculated from the I-V 
curve and which was found to be 2.58 μA. The photosensitivity of Cu2S 
thin film was found to be 59.33%. The I-V characteristics showed good 
photoresponse of films deposited on ITO coated glass substrate and it is 
useful for photosensor applications. 

 
Keywords: Nanostructure, Cu2S, chemical bath deposition, photo-sensor, 

etc. 
 
1. Introduction  
 Metal chalcogenide thin films, such as metal sulphides, metal selenides, 
and metal telluride’s, have the most attractive attention from researchers 
due to the significant technological materials. Among the different 
chalcogenides ,  Cu2S thin films have received much attention because of 
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their suitable optical, electrical, chemical and physical properties [1-3]. 
Hence Cu2S is possible candidature for optoelectronic devices, 
photosensors, photovoltaic cells, gas sensors, photocatalysis, energy 
storage and conversion devices [4–8]. It is p-type binary semiconductor 
material and it is easy available and  low-cost [9-10]. The copper 
sulphide has five stable phases at room temperatures such as  covellite 
(CuS), anilite (Cu1.75S), digenite (Cu1.8S), djurleite (Cu1.95S) and 
chalcocite (Cu2S) [11]. Covellite (CuS) in the ‘‘sulfur-rich region’’; and 
anilite (Cu1.75S), digenite (Cu1.8S), djurleite (Cu1.95S), and chalcocite 
(Cu2S) in the ‘‘copper-rich region’’[12]. The energy gap of CuxS 
(1≤x≤2) material was at room temperature found to be ranged from 1.2 to 
2.5 eV [13-14]. Along with these superior optoelectronic properties, 
copper sulphide is harmless, abundantly available in the earth's crust and 
eco-friendly.  

Photosensors have their huge application in a variety of electronic 
devices, circuits and systems such as optical scanners,  automatic light 
controls,  next generation displays, a touch screen, fiber optic systems, 
remote control devices and  wireless LAN  [15]. 

 Various ways have been developed to prepare Cu2S thin film 
such as chemical vapour deposition [16], electrochemical deposition [17], 
solid state reactions [18], ultrasonic spray pyrolysis [19], chemical bath 
deposition [20], reactive evaporation [21], RF sputtering [22], etc. 
Among these methods,  chemical bath deposition (CBD) is the  most 
suitable,  simple and cost-effective method for the fabrication of high-
quality semiconductor thin films and does not require any sophisticated 
instruments or vacuum for deposition. Also in this method,  growth of the 
film can be controlled by optimizing various parameters such as, 
changing the composition of precursor’s solution, changing the bath 
temperature, variation of pH of the solution  and  variation of deposition 
time. 

In the present work, we have deposited nanostructured copper 
sulphide thin film by a chemical bath deposition method. In this study, 
we report the photosensitivity of annealed copper sulfide thin film was 
grown on an ITO substrate by short deposition time of 30 min and very 
low bath temperature i.e. 40 °C. The film is characterized by structural, 
optical, and electrical properties. 
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2.   Experimental details  
2.1.  Method of preparation 

Synthesis of copper sulphide thin films on ITO substrate was 
carried out by the chemical bath deposition method. Here copper sulfate 
and thiourea are the sources of Cu+2 and S-2 ions respectively. In the 
synthesis of Cu2S, firstly 5 ml of 1 M copper sulfate solution was taken 
in a 50 ml glass beaker. Under continuous stirring 4 ml of 
triethanolamine, 8 ml of 25% aqueous ammonia solution and 6 ml of 1 M 
thiourea solution were added slowly. Finally, 62 ml of de-ionized water 
was added to make the final solution volume of 85 ml. The pH of the 
final bath solution was about 11. Pre-cleaned ITO substrates were 
immersed and kept vertical in the beaker. The beaker was kept in a 
constant temperature water bath. The bath was allowed to stand for 30 
minutes at 400C constant temperature. Thereafter substrates coated with 
Cu2S were removed, rinsed with de-ionized water and allowed air drying. 
The films obtained were uniform and cover the entire area of the 
substrate. Then, prepared films were annealed at 200°C in a muffle 
furnace for one hour.  
 Crystalline properties, the surface morphology, chemical composition, 
and optical properties of the nanostructured Cu2S films were analyzed by 
X- ray diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FE-SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and UV-VIS 
spectrometer. The photosensitivity property of annealed Cu2S film 
deposited on ITO coated glass substrate was studied by using I–V 
characteristics in the dark and under illumination condition (visible 
spectra) using Keithley meter  
3. Results and Discussions 
3.1. Structural studies 

The crystal phases and structures of the Cu2S thin films were 
performed using X-ray diffraction. The diffraction angle is varied from 
200 to 800.  XRD pattern of as-deposited and annealed Cu2S thin film is 
shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). The diffractions peaks of as-deposited thin 
film were observed at 29.610, 44.140, 58.210 correspond to planes (102), 
(008), and (203) respectively which belongs to hexagonal structure with 
lattice parameters of a= 0.3787 nm, and c= 1.639 nm and coincide with 
JCPDS data (JCPDS 06-0464 a=0.3792 nm, and c= 1.634 nm). The  
diffraction pattern of annealed Cu2S thin film was observed at 27.250 
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corresponding to the lattice plane (111) which belongs to cubic structure 
with lattice parameters of a= 0.566 nm and coincides with peak JCPDS 
data (JCPDS No: 84-1770, a= 0.5628 nm). The crystal structure of the 
film changes from hexagonal to cubic as the film was annealed at 2000C. 
The as-deposited film shows strong preferential growth orientation along 
the (008) plane while annealed films show strong preferential growth 
orientation along the (111) plane. X-ray analysis showed that crystallinity 
and peak intensities of the films gradually increased upon annealing   

 
Fig. 1 (a) XRD patterns of as-deposited Cu2S thin film 

.  
Fig. 1 (b) XRD patterns of annealed Cu2S thin film 
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 The lattice parameters were calculated using the  equation 
1 and 2. 

1
 d =

4
3 

(h + hk + k )
a +

l
c  … … … … . … … 1    

1
d =

h + k + l
a    … … … … … … … … … … … .2     

Where ℎ, 푘, 푙 are the miller indices, ‘푑 ‘ is the lattice spacing parameter. 
The average crystallite size has been calculated by using Scherer’s 
equation [23]  

D =   
K λ
βcosθ  … … … … … … … … … … … … … . .3 

The determined crystallite size of as-deposited and annealed Cu2S 
thin films was 41.51 nm and 40.87 nm, respectively.  
The dislocation density for all the samples was determined using 
equations [24] 

δ =
1

D … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … 4 
 The average dislocation line density of as-deposited and 
annealed Cu2S thin film was  6.5315 x 1014 (nm)-2 and 5.986 x 1014 
(nm)-2 respectively 
 
3.2. Morphological investigation   
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2 (a)-(b) shows FESEM images of as-deposited  Cu2S thin film 
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     Fig. 3 (a)-(b) shows FESEM images of Cu2S annealed thin film 
 

Fig. 2 (a)-(b) and 3(a)–(b) shows FESEM micrographs of as-
deposited and annealed Cu2S films. Both films surface looks smooth, 
crack less, and had uniformly distributed grain structure. Before 
annealing Cu2S nanoparticles-nanorods are randomly arranged with 
spherical grains at the background on the surface of the substrate and 
after annealing these nanoparticles-nanorods rearrange themselves and 
forms linear arrangement.  

 
3.3 Compositional studies 

 
Fig.  4(a): EDAX Pattern of as-deposited Cu2S film 
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      Fig. 4(b): EDAX Pattern of annealed Cu2S film. 
 
  The compositional study was carried out to obtain the elementary 
composition in as-deposited and annealed Cu2S film films using an 
energy dispersive X-ray spectrum (EDX). The elemental analysis shows 
that the material was only composed of copper (Cu) and sulfur (S) along 
with some other elements. Other peaks were observed due to the ITO 
substrate. The atomic percentage of Cu and S atoms is 66.66 to 33.34 for 
the annealed sample and 63.87 to 36.13 for as-deposited film. Fig. 4 (a) 
and (b) shows EDAX for as-deposited and annealed films 
 
3.4 Optical studies 

To study the optical properties of Cu2S thin film deposited on ITO 
substrates, absorbance spectroscopy in the UV-visible wavelengths is 
widely used. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show the variation in absorption spectra 
of as-deposited and annealed copper sulphide thin films within the 
wavelength range 200-800 nm. The optical absorption spectra studies 
revealed that characteristics Cu2S band edge absorption at 562 nm in 
normalized UV-Vis absorbance  
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 Fig. 
5(a)-(b) absorbance spectra for as-deposited and annealed Cu2S film                           

 
Fig. 6(a)-(b) Plot of (h)2 Vs h for as-deposited annealed Cu2S 
film.                 
 

The optical bandgap energy of as-deposited and annealed Cu2S 
thin film was found out by a graph plotted between photon energy and 
(hυ)  shown in Fig 6 (a) and (b) and has been calculated using the 
Tauc’s relation [25] 

αhυ = A(hυ − E )  ………………………5 
Where α is the absorption coefficient, ℎυ  is the photon energy, 

퐸푔 the bandgap energy. ‘푛’  is equal to 2 for indirect and ½  for direct 
band semiconductor respectively [26-27]. The optical bandgap energy of 
the as-deposited and annealed film was found to 2.25 eV to 2.14 eV 
respectively. Due to the improvement in the crystallinity, the bandgap of 
the annealed film decreases as compared to the as-deposited film.  
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3.5. Photosensitivity  
The photo-sensing performance of Cu2S nanostructured 

thin film was studied by I-V characteristics in the dark and in 
presence of light as shown in figure 7. The silver paste was used 
to create electrical contacts over the outlined active area of the 
film. I-V measurement was performed by changing the bias 
voltage from +0.6V to -0.6V. I-V characteristic curve shown in 
figure indicated that linear nature passes through the origin, both 
in dark and in presence of light which indicating ohmic nature of 
the Cu2S film.   
 The change in current was calculated from the I-V curve which was 
found to be 2.58 μA. Photosensitivity of deposited Cu2S material can be 
calculated using the relation [29]  

푆 =
R   R

R  
… … … … … … … … … . … … … 6 

Where, 푅  is the dark resistance and  푅  is the light resistance of 
the film.   

 
             
   Figure 7 : I-V Plots of Cu2S thin film for photosensing 
 

. The photosensitivity was found to be 59.33 %. As the 
intensity of incident light increases, the charge carrier increases 
with enhancement in the photocurrent. The photosensitivity may 
depend on element concentrations, crystallite size, resistivity, 
absorption, deposition technique and annealing temperature 
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4. CONCLUSION  

Cu2S thin film was deposited onto ITO coated glass substrate by 
using a chemical bath deposition technique. The significant result 
obtained from this study is summarized below:  
1. XRD studies indicated that the nanocrystalline nature of the as-

deposited and annealed film shows hexagonal and cubic crystal 
structure respectively. 

2. The Cu2S thin films deposited on ITO substrate represent uniform 
deposition outstanding adherence, homogeneous morphology and 
nanocrystalline properties, confirmed by FE-SEM and XRD analysis.  

3. EDS analysis indicated that Cu rich Cu2S thin film. 
 4. Optical absorption study revealed that direct bandgap nature and 

bandgap of as-deposited and annealed film were  found to be 2.25 eV 
to 2.14 eV respectively. 

5. Electrical studies indicated that film is semiconducting in nature and 
can be used in photosensor devices. 
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